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FOREWORD

Over the past decade the international Atomic Energy Agency has
organized various meetings on the technology of gas-cooled reactors. It
was decided to formalize the information exchange role of the Agency in
this field by the formation of an International Working Group on
Gas-Cooled Reactors (IWGGCR) which has since held six meetings. At the
last meeting, 23-24 September 1985, the members of the Working Group
recommended that a Specialists' Meeting (SP) be held on Technology of
Steam Generators for Gas-Cooled Reactors.

The gas-cooled reactor programme considered by the IWGGCR includes
carbon-dioxide-cooled thermal reactors, helium-cooled thermal high
temperature reactors for electricity generation and for process heat
applications and gas-cooled fast breeder reactors.

This volume contains all papers presented at the meeting.
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INTRODUCTION

The Specialists' Meeting on Technology of Steam Generators for
Gas-Cooled Reactors was organized in the framework of the International
Working Group on Gas-Cooled Reactors (IWGGCR). It took place in
Winterthur, Switzerland, from 9-12 March 1987 and was hosted by Sulzer
Brothers Ltd., Winterthur, Switzerland. 47 participants from France, the
Federal Republic of Germany, Israel, Japan, Spain, Switzerland, the USSR,
UK, USA and IAEA attended the meeting presenting 26 papers.

The purpose of this meeting is to provide an opportunity to review
and discuss the state-of-the-art and recent progress made in the
development/ design and fabrication of steam generators in gas-cooled
reactors, their lay-out, testing, and operational performance to identify
areas in which additional research and development are needed and to
define possible areas for international co-operation.

The technical part of the meeting was subdivided into 4 sessions:

A. Operating Experience
B. Steam Generators for Next Step on Gas-Cooled Reactors
C. Materials Development and Corrosion Problems
D. Thermohydraulics

During the meeting papers were presented by the participants on
behalf of their countries or organizations. Each presentation was
followed by open discussion in the general area covered by the paper.



RESUMES OF PAPERS

RESUME OF PAPERS ON STEAM GENERATOR DESIGN

P. B U R G S M U L L E R
Sulzer Brothers Ltd.,
Winterthur, Switzerland

More than 10 papers were dedicated to design related subjects. With
regard to the short available time I shall not discuss them individually
but rather concentrate on a limited number of features I personally
consider essential. Thus, I may not give due attention to all the
interesting presentations and appologize in advance for any shortcomings.

The latest AGR steam generators are those for Heysham II and Torness
which are presently in the commissioning phase. They are once-through
boilers using reheat with an auxiliary decay heat unit at the cold end to
ease start-up and shut-down procedures. Boiler units are made up from
serpentine tube platen and installed within the annular space between
reactor gas baffle and PCRV inner wall, following Magnox and early AGR
practice.

Two other AGR stations, Heysham I and Hartlepool were commissioned
in 1983 but have not reached rated power yet. Feed flow redistribution
by referruling with two-stage orifices improved the performance. The
once-through steam generators with reheat are made up from helically
coiled tube cylinders and installed in separate pods around the core
vault. The tube support structure is assembled from individual straps
extending the whole height of the surface.

A similarly assembled tube support is proposed for the German
HTR-10 0 "in-line" reactor concept. The single helical steam generator
unit incorporates two independent water/steam loops. The flexible
support structure is designed to compensate for different thermal
expansion in case of one-loop operation. There appears to be an inherent
risk of uneven tube spacing in normal operation, which may lead to
varying heat input and superheat in some tubes (Assembled support
structures for helically coiled boiler tubes have been used before in
Niederaichbach [CO2] and Super Phenix [Sodium]).

A different tube support is proposed for two other modular reactors,
the German HTR Module and the US MHTGR, both employing the "side-by-side"
concept. This helical boiler tube support consists of radially
extending, drilled support plates into which the precoiled tubes are
threaded. The rigid plates allow defined and accurate spacing of tubes
and tube cylinders. The design problem here is to limit the so-called
"bearhug" loads to acceptable values. (Such support plates have been
used before in EL-4 [CO2], Fort St. Vrain and THTR-300 [both Helium]).

An alternate heat surface configuration is proposed for the USSR
VG-400 HTR plant. Small diameter helical coils of coil to tube diameter
ratio between 3 and 14 are assembled in hexagonal boxes (cassettes). A
steam generator is built up from a multitude of such modules and is
designed to combine advantages of both straight tube and helicoil
bundles, namely easy manufacture, compactness, good gas side mixing and
accommodation of thermal expansion.



While there is a tendency to simplify recent HTR concepts by
eliminating nuclear reheat, a proposal was made to install an
intermediate Nitrogene circuit which could alternatively reheat steam or
remove decay heat by natural convection.

At the time of this conference the German THTR-300 is under
commissioning. First measured steam generator data show good agreement
with theoretical predictions. The steam generator consists of six podded
helical units each incorporating a HP and a RH section. The surface
tubes are collected by means of bifurcations in order to halve the number
of feedwater and steam leads penetrating the double steel closure. The
steam leads are collected in an outer cylindrical 1-800 header the
inelastic analysis of which revealed the life limiting mechanism to be
ratchetting rather than fatigue.

Stability control is achieved by fix orifices in each tube and
adjustable throttling valves in each of the feedwater lines.

Since the THTR-300 has the first nuclear steam generator employing
downward boiling, a high degree of information on the operational
behaviour was considered essential. Therefore, one of the six steam
generator units was heavily equipped with thermocouples to measure gas
(21 locations) and water/steam temperatures (50 locations).

10



RESUME OF PAPERS ON OPERATING EXPERIENCE

A.J. MATHEWS
Central Electricity Generating Board,
Heysham, United Kingdom

Four papers specifically describing Operating Experience with Steam
Generators have been presented.

These were: Al by Mr. c. Fernandez Palomero, Spain, A2 by Mr. R.N.
Razzell, UK, A4 by Mr. A.J. Mathews, UK and A7 by B. Jurgens, Federal
Republic of Germany.

Several other papers dealt with some aspects of experience, notably
papers A3 by Mr. M. El-Nagdy, UK, Cl by Mr. D.W. James, UK, C2 by
Mr. G.S. Harrison, UK, D4 by Mr. J.E. Newell, UK, D7 by Mr. Ch. Henry,
UK, and Mr. C. Elter, Federal Republic of Germany, D9 by Mr. J. Wolters,
Federal Republic of Germany.

The following aspects of Steam Generator Operation have been
considered:

a. The serious aspects of erosion/corrosion in carbon steel tubing. At
Vandellos large numbers of leak were received, as at Wylfa. The
successful measure of using AMP dosing was described, including a full
description of the development of the technique by Mr. Harrison in paper
C2. Prior to these AMP developments, palliative measures such as power
reduction, sulphate dosing and morpholine treatment were necessary.

b. Flow induced vibration. Experience at Wylfa and the corrective
measures were described. Fretting was due to design problems with tube
clamping arrangements. The good performance at Hinkley, Hartlepool and
Heysham I, showed the value and importance of good tube clamping
arrangements and the value of instrumentation. The former aspect is
obviously being addressed by the HTR designers but instrumentation and
thorough testing on prototype designs is obviously very important. Are
our HTR designers over-confident in this area ?

c. Thermal performance

The conference has concentrated on Helically Wound Steam Generators.

Mr. Jurgens paper (A7), supported by the detailed results of Mr.
Henry (D7) indicated reasonably good agreement between design assumptions
and commissioning results, whereas my paper indicated that at Hartlepool
and Heysham I, problems with clearances at the outer and inner radial
boundary could lead to major temperature variations. The design is
obviously sensitive to three factors. Good instrumentation and the
ability to adjust flow patterns rapidly and easily must be a firm
conclusion of this conference, although it must obviously increase the
design cost of a commercial plant. My view is that this price must be
paid. There is no room for compromise with this type of Steam Generator,
because it is not tolerant of dimensional variations. The inlet
geometers set by reactor considerations (e.g., the use of bypass cooling)
can "throw" the best efforts of the SG designers.

11



Temperature transients following reactor trips were described on
THTR. The transients are large, but the THTR design is tolerant. Will
other designs incorporating tube plates be as tolerant ?

Thermo-hydraulic models should be compared by using identical test
cases.

Inlet geometry of reactor can affect inlet trip and floor
distribution to the forks - thus can throw the SG design.

The correction of errors or faults can lead to move rapid
developments in technology because money is instantly provided.

Temperature transients on tube plate when individual Safeguards are
isolated and then reconnected.

12



RESUME OF PAPERS ON MATERIALS

D.W. JAMES
Central Electricity Generating Board,
Bristol, United Kingdom

1. Selection and performance of materials for use in gas-cooled
reactor steam generators is in a favorable position.

2. The Meeting did not identify any outstanding problems. No new or
improved materials were required. The "exotic" anti-galling
coatings applied to tube surfaces and fixings in helium cooled
reactors were judged to be adequate. The nickel-titanium "shape
memory" alloys were shown to have use for low temperature
sealing/plugging applications.

3. Generally speaking, gas-side oxidation and water side corrosion
were adequately allowed for by design, and choice of materials
presented no major problems. A paper summarizing the corrosion
behaviour of Incoloy 800 would have been welcomed, however.

4. A material property that is of prime importance to high temperature
steam generator design is thermal fatigue or cyclic creep
resistance. This is usually missing from materials data sheets.
It is recognized, however, that the nature of the thermal cycle is
critical, (heating and cooling rates, hold times, etc.). An
improved assessment route for thermal fatigue damage is urgently
required? ASME Code N47 is hopelessly inadequate.

5. The chief areas of concern identified by the Meeting were the
bimetallic (transition) joint between ferritic and austenitic steam
generator tubes, and erosion-corrosion damage in the low
temperature regions of the boiler.

a. Transition Joints. Materials must be selected for good creep
and thermal fatigue resistance, as well as their resistance to
stress corrosion cracking, pressure stresses are usually small
compared with thermally induced stressses. Conditions under
which such joints are wetted should be minimized or avoided
completely. The designer should aim for the maximum operating
window. This means (since the superheat margin or lower
temperature limit is usually fixed) that good creep resistance
for the weld and the ferritic alloy is vital.

b. Erosion-Corrosion. Carbon steels should never be used where
erosion-corrosion damage is anticipated. Relatively small
alloying additions (chromium in particular) confer much improved
erosion-corrosion resistance. Amine dosing (e.g. morpholine and
AMP) is effective but requires adequate condensate polishing
plant capacity if high dose rates ( 10 v.p.m.) are to be used.
Weld procedures and inspections must ensure that local flow
disturbance is not produced by the weld.

6. Steam generator failure statistics tend to support the foregoing
conclusions. Massive tube leaks sufficient to cause a significant safety
risk have not occured to date. Failure statistics for more modern plant
seem to be better than for the early Magnox designs. Apart from
manufacturing faults which occur during early operation, the majority of
subsequent failures have been due to waterside (corrosion) damage.

13



RESUME OF PAPERS ON THERMOHYDRAULICS

A.H. SPRING
Combustion Engineering, Inc.,
Chattanooga, Tennessee,
United States of America

My comments are addressed specifically to the papers dealing with
thermo-hydraulics, that is, papers D3 (Mr. Grohn), D4 (Mr. Newell), D5
(Mr. Achenbach), D6 (Mr. Weber), D7 (Mr. Henry), D3 (Mr. Pospelov) and
DlO (Mr. Meister).

Considerations of thermo-hydraulic behaviour and steam generator
performance have been a major theme of the conference along with the
interaction of such considerations with design and operating problems.
We have heard much about the relationship of thermo-hydraulic behaviour
to bi-metallic transition joints in tubes and operating stability over
all load conditions.

The papers, I am commenting on, can be grouped in four areas:

1. Basic information needed by the designer

Papers D3 (Mr. Grohn), D5 (Mr. Achenbach) and D8 (Mr. Pospelov) deal
with such basic information. Mr. Grohn's paper provides information on
the effects of yaw angle (hetix angle) on heat transfer and pressure drop
which must be considered when helix angles are greater than about 10°.
The experiments and numerical results described by Prof. Achenbach
provide information of turbulent mixing which is needed for two- or
three-dimensional calculations of tube bundle performance. Prof. Achenbach's
results suggest that the turbulent Peclet number is not so dependent on
Reynolds number and not heavily dependent on tube bundle geometry.
Mr. Pospelov"s paper provides basic information needed for the comparison
of the "corkscrew"-type tube geometry with other types.

2. THTR-related design considerations and results

Paper D6 (Mr. Weber) describes the philosophy of design for THTR
relative to static stability of the tubeside water/steam flow.
Mr. Weber's contribution demonstrates the need for orifices and throttle
valves in THTR.

Paper D7 (Mr. Henry) describes the operating temperature measurements
for the instrumented steam generator of THTR. The operating results
agree well with preditions, confirm design assumptions and illustrate the
design decision of the throttle valves as a means to adjust (fine-tune)
the tube side flow.

3. Feedback of thermo-hydraulics on Operation and Maintenance
Considerations

Mr. Newell*s paper (D4) gives an excellent illustration of the
reality of dealing with orifices during operation. A very clever and
creative approach for modifying the orifices in service was presented.

14



4. Hypothetical Accident Considerations

Although this topic has not been a major one for the conference,
Dr. Meister's paper (DlO) points out the numerical complexities of
analyzing the consequences of a steam generator tube rupture. This paper

illustrates that we are at the edge of the state-of-the art in
thermo-hydraulic analysis both in the area of transient analysis and in
multi-tube or multi-cylinder analysis.

Summary - from a Designer's Viewpoint

There are many thermo-hydraulic uncertainties associated with
gas-cooled reactor steam generators. We expect both spatial and temporal
variations which may result from variations of boundary conditions as
well as from variations of tube bundle geometry and tolerances. The
question is: How to design with an imperfect knowledge of these effects ?
An obvious and most clear conclusion from the conference is that any
prudent designer must: allow for correction of tubeside flow by
orifices* allow for adjustments during the start-up phasej and, allow
for adjustments during the life of the plant.

For the future, continued emphasis on the comparison of operating
data with predictions remain important. In addition, continuing
development of multi-dimensional analysis methods and tools will help to
improve the designer's understanding. Comparison and verification of
various computer codes for thermo-hydraulic analysis could be an
important area for future IAEA specialists' activities.
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STEAM GENERATOR OF VANDELLOS NUCLEAR
POWER STATION: OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE

C. FERNANDEZ PALOMERO, J. PEREZ PALLARES
Central Nuclear de Vandellos,
Hifrensa,
Hospitalet del Infante, Tarragona,
Spain

Abstract

THE CENTRAL NUCLEAR DE VANDELLOS POWER STATION AT HOSPITALET

DEL INFANTE, SPAIN IS A 500 MWE GAS GRAPHITE MODERATED NATURAL

URANIUM REACTOR. THE PLANT HAS GENERATED OVER 46.000 MILLION

KWH OVER THE PAST THIRTEEN YEARS OF SERVICE.

THROUGHOUT THIS SERVICE, THE PLANT HAS SUFFERED FROM THO PHASE

EROSION-CORROSION DAMAGE IN THE STEAM GENERATOR SECTIONS OF THE

SYSTEM.

EXPERTISE OF DIFFERENT TECHNICAL RESOURCE GROUPS. THE CHANGES

IN PLANT OPERATING TECHNIQUE DISCUSSED INCLUDE HYDRODYNAMIC

CONDITIONS AND CHEMICAL TREATMENT PARAMETERS.

ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT CHANGES IN PLANT OPERATION HAS BEEN

IN THE USE OF AMINES AS ALKALINE AGENTS. SOLUTIONS OF AMONIA

WERE INITIALLY USED FOR PH CONTROL OF FEEDWATER. IN AN EFFORT

TO REDUCE EROSION-CORROSION LEVELS BELOW RATES EXPERIENCED USING

AMMONIA, A CHANGE WAS MADE TO THE USE OF MORPHOLINE, AND MORE

RECENTLY, A CHANGE TO THE USE OF AMP(2 AMIN0-2-M ETHI L-l -

PROPANOL) HAS SHOWN FAVORABLE RESULTS.

THE PAPER WILL OUTILINE THE OVERALL BEHAVIOR OF STEAM GENERATOR

FUNCTION UNDER PLANT TRANSITION CONDITIONS, AND CONTRAST THAT

BEHAVIOR WITH CURRENT CHEMICAL PARAMETERS EXPERIENCED USING AMP

TREATMENT.

THE VANDELLOS STEAM GENERATORS ARE ONCE-THROUGH UNITS CONSTRUC-

TED OF 1386 MILD STEEL TUBING (PANELS) EACH FABRICATED INTO A

SERPENTINE CONTAINING 83 HORIZONTAL PASSES. FOUR INDEPENDENT

STEAM GENERATOR CIRCUITS ARE COMBINED TO FEED TWO, 250 MWE

TURBINES.

WATER CHEMISTRY CHARACTERISTICS WILL BE USED TO PRESENT AN

EVALUATION OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF EROSION-CORROSION DAMAGES FROM

1976 THROUGH PRESENT OPERATING CONDITIONS.

EROSION-CORROSION DAMAGE HAS CAUSED PANEL ELEMENT LEAKAGE IN

THE EVAPORATION OF SOME TUBING ELEMENTS. THE RATE OF EROSION-CO

RROSION DAMAGE HAS BEEN MODIFIED THROUGH DIFFERENT OPERATIONAL

CHANGES SINCE DAMAGE WAS FIRST DETECTED IN 1975.

THIS PAPER DESCRIBES THE DIFFERENT OPERATING BEHAVIOR OF THE

19 FOUR STEAM GENERATORS AND AN EVALUATION OF DAMAGE THROUNG THE

The nuclear power s t a t i o n of Vandellos (CNV) belongs to

the gas -g raph i t e na tu ra l uranium l i n e ; i t i s 500 MW gros

power and was connected to the general e l e c t r i c a l network,

May the 6th , 1972. Up to the end of January 1987 the gross

energy produced was over 47.000 . GWh at a load fac to r of

73, 3 (equivalent to more 4000 Full Power Effect ive Days ~FPED).
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20 In 1975 started to appear the first fails at the steam gene

rator (SG) tubes, when the FPED were only 816. The same

problem arose, some month later, in the N.P. station of

SL.A (1 & 2) : that happened whem FPED were respectively

1250 and 1300.

In all generators apear a certain heterogeneity of fails

with respect to the different circuits, but in case of CNV

this phenomeno was more significative.

Since the first losses detected, operational modification

were introduced, whilst their effects were observed and

studied. The fundamental support to evaluate the changes

introduced were :

- the observation of the failures rate

- the pursuit of thickness wall in the bends of certain

towers or assemblies through gammaradiography.

ARRANGEMENT OF TOWERS

WITHIN PRESSURE VESSEL

1 - Brief_ descrigti^on <i£

cuit

The whole SG, of CNV is composed of 1386 serpentines or

panels, distributed in four independent circuits, each of

them constitutes a steam generator (SG). Each circuit has

a single feedwater main and two steam exit collectors;

these last two, in conjuntion with collectors from other

SG, feed one of the two existing turbogenerators.

Each serpentine or panel is composed of 83 horizontalfinend

tubes, aproximately 2 m lenth, ended by a bend of 1805,

which connects it to following tube. The tube is made of

carbon steel (0,12 - 0,18% C,i 0,0« P, 40,04% S, C 0,03%

Co, 0,1 - 0,36% Si, 0,47 - 0,73% Mn, c0,15« Cu, < 0,07%

S + P) with 30 mm internal diameter, and 3,8 mm wall

tickness; fig. 1.
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The different behavior of panels vs. erosion-corrosion

effects depend where the welds of passes are located ;

downstream or upstream, and constitutes a very important

peculiarity. The- we! ds are done electrica.i.ly and their pro-

file ifs shown in fig. 2.

FIG. ?.. Failure: Pane! 34- Level 50

Inside the pressure vessel, the SG is distributed in 30

towers 26 with 49 panels (3 x 12 + 1 x 13}, and 4 with 28

panels ( 4 x 7 ) .

Depending on whether welds fire upstream (even panels - EP)

or downstream (odd panels - OP) the distribution of the

1386 panels in each SG la as follows :

SG

Tt

T a b 1 e I

630

OP

5

2

3

4

ISO

172

144

184

166

175

203

162

706

TP

346

347

34 7

346

1386

The SG is fed with 575 Th at full power; from the tur-

bine .condenser, the water, through a 100% polishing mixed

bed, 2 : 1 cation anion resin, goes to deaerator, to enter

SG at 83«C.

The steam comes out at 390«C and 33 to 35 bars. The evapora-

occurs to 240 250?C. 15% of steam is der.ivat.ed to

the blowers-turbine (auxiliary circuits:-) and the rest,

feeds the main turbines, associated with the correspondent

electrical generator.

Damage

The distribution of damage by no, of panels lost is resumed

in fche following tables: in the first one, appear chronolo-

gically; In the second one, appear by SG . Ail of them co-

rrespond to even panels, with the exception of one.



22 T a b l e II

Year

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1 1982

} 1983

1 1984

1 1985

1 1986

Leaks

1

A

3

0

0

0

1

4

2

4

6

2

1

by

2

3

1

1

4(.)

2

3

8

6

5

3

2

1

S. G.

3

0

0

1

0

1

0

2

1

1

2

1

0

4

0

3

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

1

0

Total Leaks

j

7

7

2

4

3

14

9

11

12

6

2

FPED I

961 !

1.249 ]

1.535 !

1.816

2.089

2.379

2.643

2.910

3.180

3.437

3.703

3.974 (*)

J
- (•) End of January 87(.) One of the four is odd panel

T a b l e III

Leaks by S.G.

1 2 3

Total Iks

27 39 82

At figure 3 apear damage distribution by SG.

At figure 4 apear the damage at even panels in percentage

versus FPED in a Weilbull representaion. Of the total num-

ber of panels, the present percentage of damage is 5,92:

at SG 1 & 2 the percentage of even panels lost is 18.7;

at SG 3 & 4 is 4.87.

Other procedure wich permit us to evaluate the development

of the wear phenomenon in the bends (the only place were

it is manifeste) is to observe during the outages of the

plant the thickness of them by radio-gammagraphy. There

is no possibility of access to such bends except in except

cional cases, in some towers. At the beginning (1976) we

started with tower 27, one of its walls is in the access

way to the uper part of the heat-exchanger, and years la-

ter, in 1982 an 1984, we made opportune way for opening

windows at lateral walls of towers 28 and 19. That permit-

ted us to observe a total of 172 bends corresponding to

32 even panels and 166 bends corresponding 30 odd panels.

Figure 5 shows the results from tower 27, where the mean

percentage wear bend, relative to the same level, is plot-

ted versus time.

Other significative difference concerning the behavior

of panels versus erosion-corrosion efect, has to be with

the assembling of them; eleven towers, proceeding from one

manufacture gave origen to a lost o 44 even panels from

264, (16,5%), while the other 36 failures came from 416

panels (8,2%). The motive of such evident difference, could

be imputed to the welding procedure or machine, which pro-

voqued a different weld profiles at bends.
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CUMULATIVE PER CENT FAILURE
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3 - Measures taken in order to minimize the efects of

erosion-corrosion

1976 - Derate water flow to 85% (Power derate )

- Increase the gas circulation in order to provoque

evaporation zone at lower tubes (the outlet gas tem-

perature of SG moved from 225?C to 2332C).

- Increase ammonia dosing, from pH of 9.1 to 9.3 (the

pH was gradualy increased to 9.4 - 9.5up to 1981).

- Increase the steam preassure from - 33, to 34-35

bars in order to decrease the steam velocity.

1981 Change from ammonia to morpholine in SG 1 and 2

(December)

1982 - Change to morpholine to the total SG (May)

- Derate steam circulation at even panels up to 80%,

increasing to 90% to the ood panels.

- The morpholine dosing was,in principle, 5 ppm, later

6 to 7 ppm.

1984 - After the outage of plant, at the beginning of Au—

gost, it was sustituded the morpholine by AMP, dosing

to 7 ppm.

1985 - The AMP dose was increased, betwen 8 to 9 ppm (Ja-

nuary ) .

— During the outage of plant it was done a modifica-

tion in order to equilibrate gas circulation through

towers because the panels already eliminated, and

so it was achieved a more uniform CO outlet tempera-

ture. (There were towers with 6

49 and others with none).

or 7 panels out of

- After the outage plant (June) it was eliminate the

hidracine at whole SG.

1986 - At the beginning of the year were increased the AMP

dose betweenlO to 10.5 ppm.

4 - The^ma^n^nprovements made_at the polishing plant were

1984/
1985 - Renew the anion resin at the main circuits.

- Instal the triobed at the auxiliary circuit with

new resin, anion and cation (auxiliary circuit takes

15% of the total SG flow).

It was eliminated the beds backwashing introduced

in 1981/82; the present tendency is to work at satu-

rated conditions.

- Polishing plant started to operate with three fil-

ters instead of two, at each main circuit.

1986 - The main effort now is dedicatted to improve resin

separation at main circuits, with the minimum mechani;

cal changes of the regeneration plant.

5 -

AMP °.P££ati2E_Ee.Ei2£!s

Let us consider the morpholine and AMP periods. The

first one goes from 2630 to 3321 FPED and the second goes

from 3321 to 4000 FPED (first of January, present year). The

number of fails in the first period it was 31, and in the

second, 10. That means a average of leaks per 100 FPED of

4.48 and 1.47 respectivily.Besides,in the second period

two leaks were provoqued during the outage of plant, in

1985, in a preassure test of steam generator. Two others

arose as a intempestive preassure increase in a plant



scram. That means in stable operation condition the number

of fails were only six.

The actual damage factor betwen morpholine and AMP, even

taking the mentioned number oflO, is

4.48 1.4 7 3.05

Since end of July (1985) up to end of January(1987) was

detected two leaks (437 FPED). In Fig. 6 appear a diagrame of

leaks/year.
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Other important effect that arose at the plant operation

as a result of AMP incorporation, is an appreciable improve-

ment in the behavior of tubes of the turbine condensers.

The tubes are made of aluminium brass ("metarsal" 76% Cu,

22% Zn, 2% Al) and in general the total number we have to

plug every year since 1978 to 1983 varie between 30 to 50,

and in general, all of them, belongs to the ancondensable

gas zone.Since the AMP incorporation this number, for more

a full year, has been only 2 in condenser of power grup

number 1. Nevertheles upon changing to AMP an increase

of Cu in the condenser water was observed, which reach the

maximum at the beginning, 15 to 20 ppb, and decreased to

4-6 ppb.

The whole experience and behavior of secondary circuit

under chemical point of view since the moment were intro-

duced the amine AMP to the CNV-S.G. are showed in

different tables and curves.

In table IV appear cation and specific conductivity of

water inlet; steam outlet and condenser, and also typical

values of cations and anions detected.

In figure 7 & 8 appear curves which give evolution of Cu

contend at water condenser and cation conductiviy of steam

and water inlet.

A mechanical modiffication at the resine regeneration tank

for a better reparation and the change of resin types has

given a very good results in the behavior of the polishing

plant.

Neverthelees there was to constate gradualy increased

at the steam conductivity, which has reached a

value about 0.4 uScm

stable



28 T a b l e IV

F i l t e r Water
e x i t SG i n l e t Steam Condenser

Cation Cond.2oeC (us/cm) - 0,11 0, 4 0, 3

Specific.Cond.202C (us/cm) 0,08 11,0

pH 20SC - 9,9 - 9,9

Fe (total) (ppb) - 0,5 0,5

Cu (ppb) 0,5 - - 3 to 10

* Na+ (ppb) 0,5 - - 0,5

Si (ppb) 1 - - l

Cl~ (ppb) 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,5

• • SO^~(ppb) 1,5 1,5 1 1

*** Organic - acids (ppb) . . . . - - 10 10

02 (ppb) - 4 - 15

* Na with fi l ters saturated of AMP, moves betwen 1 to 4 ppb.

** At the moment of entering a f i l ter in service the SOT could

reach up to 30 ppb.

*** Organic acids detected have been acetic, propionic, formic, and

isobutiric. The number on table, correspond to total bulk value.

We are not able to separate them at the ion chromatograph because

we have not still the proper columns. During plant start up this

value could reach 2 ppm.

I A'siv PainsfimSersep Sys/e/n)

FIG. 7. Cu at water condenser.
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- Erosion-corrosion effects begun as soon as the plant

started operating and they were very significants during

the first three years with material losses of order 70%

in about 300 to 400 bends.

- The decrease in the number of leaks since 1976 was fun-

dauentably due to the change in vaporization zone.

- At lower rate, corrosion continued after 1976, decreas-

sing slightly when ammonia was sustituted by morpholine.

Significant erosion-corrosion reduction was obtained

when AMP has been used, and this were constate not only

by the leaks rate reduction but also by the gammagraphies

analysis of wear.
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DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATING EXPERIENCE
OF BOILERS AT WYLFA POWER STATION

R.N. RAZZELL
Wylfa Power Station,
Central Electricity Generating Board,
Gwynedd, United Kingdom

Abstract

The report will describe the boilers, but will emphasise the
problems encountered and the solutions.

DESIGN

The boilers are 'once through' with start up drums. Some
redunancy was provided but this advantage was lost due to
downrating of gas temperature.

CONSTRUCTION

The boilers are carbon steel suspended plattens (992 per
reactor) tightly packed in the annular space between the
core shielding and the spherical wall of the pressure
vessel.

This construction denies access to repair tube leaks. When
a leak occurs the faulty platten has to be plugged off.
This is done with the reactor at 60% power. The process
will be described.

OPERATION

Reactor 1 commenced operation in 1971, Reactor 2 in June
1971. Between 1972 and May 1984 21 leaks occurred which
resulted in a major shutdown for investigation. This
revealed the leaks were caused by gas flow induced vibration
resulting in fretting of tubes in clips.

Restraints and additional clamps were fitted. This has been
successful but the modifications were extensive and in very
difficult working conditions, the Reactor being shut down
until May 1976.

A family of leaks adjacent to personnel access ways
commenced in Reactor 1 in 1975 which was later identified as
erosion/corrosion on the water/steam side caused by the feed
flow instability. This problem is common to both Reactors.
Various modifications have been applied. Redistribution of
feed flow using orifice plates and ferrules was only
temporarily successful.

Following extensive rig testing the feed water has been
dosed with amino methyl proponal (AMP) since September 1983
with an immediate and sustained reduction in the leak rate.
The amine provides protection through the steam/water phase.

Rig testing continues to attain a better understanding of
the erosion/corrosion.

o;
8!
§!
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INTRODUCTION

The reaccors at Wylfa Power Scacion are Che largest, most technically advanced
and last of the 'Magnox' type reactors built by the CEGB. The 'Magnox' type
reactors have graphite moderator, magnesium oxlda encased natural uranium fuel
elements and are carbon dioxide gas cooled. The pressure vessel is steel
tendon stressed concrete, mild steel lined with the boilers contained within
the pressure vessel.

The steel liner of the pressure vessel 13 96 feet diameter and the concrete
biological shield is 11 feet thick at the bottom and sides and 12 feet thick at
the top. The graphite core is approximacely 61 feet diameter and 30 feet high,
the boilers filling the annular space between the core and pressure vessel
liner, see diagram below.

The reactor design conditions are as follows:

Thermal Output - 1540MW (590MW electrical)

Gas Pressure - 385 lb/in2

BOILER DESIGN

The decision to ope for a prestressed concrete pressure vessel to contain the
reactor-boiler arrangement has influenced the choice of design of the boiler.
In earlier nuclear stations where the boilers are external to the pressure
vessel, use has been made of the forced circulation boiler. In this type of
boiler, the economiser, evaporator and superheater sections are separate
sections each with their own connections to the gas circuit. This results in a
large boiler size with numerous penetrations through the pressure vessel wall.

The alternative to this is to use the 'once-through' type boiler. In this type
of boiler, the functions of economising, evaporating and superheating are
carried out in one continuous length of tube, the tube diameter increasing at
each stage to allow for the increase in fluid volume. This has the effect of
reducing the overall sire of the boiler and also reduces the number of
penetracions through the pressure vessel. See Fig. 2.

STEAM OUTLET

Gas Temperature

Gas Flov

Core outlet - 360°C

Core inlet - 240°C

26,000 Ib/sec

Fuel

Charge staranoes

2.
3

i

S

6 Safety rawf «dve penetration
7 ?ilf cap
3 ChcfQe roctn on transporter
9 teutran 4ii(il

10 Baltr
11 W d gnd
T2 to orctfolor
t l Gas arctfatcr £ n ? motors
14. ffKsre vessel prtstrtsun, a t t a
15. Caff gas riet pMnm
« wsel ran access
17 COioemtrattn
t. Slnjcturd s o r t a l u m
19. Baler aeon i leed pipnaK

ARROWS SHOW THE FLOW OF CARBON DIOXIDE THROUGH REACTOR AM) BOILERS

FIG.l. Sectional diagram of the reactor. FIG.2. Tube arrangement in pressure vessel.



Since the decision to use a prestressed concrete pressure vessel with integral
boiler had been made, to keep the physical size of the boiler and number of
penetrations through the pressure vessel to a minimum the 'once through' type
of boiler was chosen.

To enable acceptable steam conditions to be obtained at start up of the boiler,
a steam/water drum with recirculating pumps was designed into the system. This
enables the feed water to be recirculated around the boiler until acceptable
conditions are obtained at the superheater outlet. The drum is then isolated
from the system and the boiler operates in its once though mode. See Fig. 3. Core

FIG.4.
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FIG.3. Simplified diagram of boiler start-up system.

BOILER, CONSTRUCTION AND SPECIFICATION

If the boiler alone is not to dictate the inside diameter of the concrete
pressure vessel, it must fit into the space left after the cylindrical core,
shielding and fuelling equipment have been fitted into the smallest diameter
that will accommodate them. This results in the boilers having to fit in the
annular space between the core shielding and the spherical inside wall of the
pressure vessel. To this end, an almost continuous annular shape of tube bank
was selected with two small gaps provided for access purposes. To permit the
longest possible length of heating surface between tube bends and a minimum
number of boiler elements, the boiler tubing is arranged in the form of
multlloop sections having an involute shape in plan. See Figs. 4 & 5. FIG.5. Plan of boiler packets.



The smallest element of the tube bank is referred to as a platten. This
32 consists of three continuous interleaved tube lengths, each tube being fed

separately from the economiser water box. The three tubes are joined together
at the top of the tube banks before connecting to a superheater outlet header.
There are a total of 992 plattens making up the boiler tube bank.

Each platten consists of the already mentioned three tubes. Each tube is 240
ft. long and increase from 1" diameter at the economiser section, to 1 1/4"
diameter at the evaporator section and the lij" at the superheater section. The
three tubes are doubled back and forth in multiloops to form the platten.
Except for the vertical return bends, all the pipework is finned. All the
tubes of the platten are secured together with straps and clips.

Sixteen plattens are secured together with spacers and clips to form a packet,
there being a total of 62 packets in the boiler tube bank. Each boiler packet
is hung from a boiler packet support frame. This frame bridges the gap formed
between the reactor outer shield tank and the boiler tank with the boiler
packet filling the gap formed between these two 'tanks'. Each platten has a
number of supports suspended from the support frame. The centre ones are
straps which provide accurate vertical and horizontal location of the tubes
within the packet. The two end supports are channel sections which also
provide a baffling system to ensure a flow of heated gas over the unfinned
return bends.

The complete boiler is divided into four sections, each section being fed from
one of four feed mains and each section passing steam out into one of four
steam mains. Each of these boiler sections is then sub-divided into eight
further sections, these sub-sections each being associated with a penetration
through the pressure vessel at the feed inlet and another penetration at the
steam outlet. This gives a total of 32 feed penetrations and 32 steam
penetrations through the pressure vessel.

Each of the feed penetrations feeds two packets with feed water. All the
packets associated with one boiler section are not grouped together but
interspaced with packets from the other three boiler sections so that should it
be necessary to take boiler sections out of service it can be done without
creating hot or cold spots within the boiler bank.

The compact design of the boiler meant that if was essential both during
construction of the plattens and packets and their fitting in the boiler
annulus great care was exercised to maintain design clearances and tolerances
thus ensuring even distribution of cooling gas over the tubes.

Again because of the compact design, it is not possible to gain access to the
boiler to effect repairs in the event of a tube leak. With this in mind,
during the in works manufacture of the plattens a percentage of the welds were
X-rayed. On completion, each platten was acid cleaned internally and
passivated, hydraulically tested, dried and vacuum tested for leaks. However,
it was anticipated that some leaks would still occur so about 10Z extra
plattens were incorporated in the boiler design so that blanking off of a
leaking platten would not result in a loss in generation.

To give an appreciation of size, each boiler packet is approximately 29 feet
high, is 15 feet L0 inches long across the tips of the edge channels and is 2
feet 4 inches wide and weighs 52 tons, giving an overall weight for the boiler
in excess of 3,000 tons.

The design conditions for the boiler are as follows:

Steam pressure at superheater outlet
Steam temperature at superheater outlet
Feed water temperature
Steam output
Gas inlet temperature to boiler
Gas outlet temperature from boiler
Gas flow rate
Gas inlet pressure
Net efficiency
Net electrical output
Specific heat output

lb/h

7001b/in
396'C
135°C ,
5.9x10
405°C
246°C
88.51x10 lb/h
375 lb/in
31.4%
590MW
9.7KW/ft.3

Due to corrosion problems on mild steel components within the reactor pressure
vessel on early magnox stations, the gas outlet temperature had to be reduced
to 36O°C. This also applied to Wylfa and resulted in the above design criteria
being adjusted accordingly.

BOILER OPERATING HISTORY

Reactor 1 commenced operation in January 1971 and Reactor 2 in June 1971.
Initial reactor operation was relatively trouble free with the steam turbines
giving the major problems. However, in late 1972 boiler tube leaks began to
have an impact on the operation of reactor 2 which persisted into 1973. It had
been expected that the initial incidence of boiler leaks would be high as the
flow rate, temperature and pressure transients due to normal operational
manoeuvres exposed weaknesses not detected during construction and
commissioning. It had also been expected that the incidence of leaks would
then reduce and remain relatively steady for many years operation.

It soon became apparent that this was not the case with reactor 2 especially
when compared to the incidence of leaks of reactor 1 (see Table 1). In an
attempt to 'clean up' the boiler and bring the leak problem to a head,
the decision was made to carry out an acid clean. As expected, this produced a
flurry of leaks but after these had been plugged the incidence carried on at
the same rate as before the acid clean.

By mid 1974 the situation had become intolerable with leaks occurring every few
days resulting in considerable loss of generation while the leaks were plugged.
(The following section 'Method of Boiler Tube Repair1 describes low leaks are
plugged and the resulting generation loss). Following much deliberation and
consultation with CEGB departments the decision was made to retrieve or.e of the
leaking tubes to determine its mode of failure. This involved cutting a hole
through the boiler support tank, through the inner boiler casing to expose the
boiler return bends (see Fig. 6) and then locating and removing a failed
section of tube.



TABLE 1. WYLFA POWER STATION: INCIDENCE OF BOILER TUBE LEAKS
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Investigations were carried out to determine if there was an acceptable range
of operating conditions available which would prevent the fretting continuing.
The conclusions were that as interpacket gaps varied and tube clip tightness
varied there was no operating condition which would avoid all of the economiser
tubes suffering fretting damage.

Various solutions to the problem were considered and the final outcome was a
two part course of action. Firstly, the tubes in the economiser section of the
boiler would have to be restrained to 'stiffen' them up. Secondly the boiler
packets would have to be repositioned to reduce and equalise the interpacket
gaps.

To restrain the tubes a scissor type clamp was designed which was capable of
clamping the bottom 18 tubes of the economiser together, see Fig. 10. Because
of the limited space between the packets it had to be fitted in three separate
sections and brought together and tightened in position. Two of these clamps
were fitted at the outer end of each of the end of packet plattens, a total of
248 clamps.

(a) Assembled Clamp (b) Dismancled Clamp

FIG.10. 'Short' boiler tube clamp.

To move the boiler packets back into position slipper jacks were used. These
are basically a pair of opposed wedges which are driven together to gain a lift
motion. The jacks had a low-fiction teflon coating on the face of the wedges
and on the top so that a sideways sliding motion could be obtained on the top
surface.

Once back In position restraint plates were fitted just below the boiler frame
to lock It to the boiler tank. At the bottom of the boiler a continuous garter

35 structure was fitted which let the packets 'breathe' as much as necessary for

operating but prevented any gross movement. Protective shear pin devices were
incorporated into the restraints to prevent any damage being caused in the
event of excessive forces being produced during operation.

All the above work was carried out in a hostile environment. Conditions were
cramped, access restricted and all work carried out in protective clothing and
repirators.

Although the reactor was shut down in mid 1974, the actual repair work took
only 7 months and was completed in December 1975 and the reactor returned to
power in January 1976. Following an internal inspection after 70 days running,
which proved all was well, the reactor was given commercial clearance in late
summer 1976.

Reactor 1 was Inspected to determine if the same fault existed but it was found
not to be the case. Even so as a precautionary measure, restraints were fitted
to the outer end of the packets.

While the work was being carried out on Reactor 2 a series of leaks developed
in reactor 1. These leaks were seen to be occurring in tubes adjacent to the
boiler accessways. Examination of a tube sample, removed in a similar way to
that as described for reactor 2, revealed insignificant fretting but
erosion/corrosion was found on the inside of the tube at the bend. This was
attributed to flow Instability in adjacent plattens and consequent imbalance in
heat transfer. This is highlighted in the accessway regions where there are
higher gas flows. To overcome this problem it was necessary to control flow
more accurately.

Following extensive experiments on tests rigs, modified orifice plates were
installed In the feed lines to the economiser waterboxes. In addition to
these, ferrules were fitted in the platten inlet tubes at the economiser tube
plates of all plattens in the accessway area of the boiler.

An additional aid was to increase the dosing of the feed water with ammonia.
This had the effect of raising further the feed water pH thus improving the
integrity of the protective oxide layer on the boiler tube walls.

The erosion/corrosion type of failure was also encountered on reactor 2 on its
return to service so the orifice plate/ferrule/ammonia dosing exercise was
carried out its boilers also.

These changes reduced, but did not eliminate, leaks due to erosion/corrosion.
Operating experience has shown that sizing of the ferrules is critical and some
difficulty has been encountered in omptimising sizes both in service and on
test rigs.

Extensive rig testing was carried out on alternative methods of dosing the feed
water and consequently in 1983 Amino Methyl Propanol (AMP) was introduced to
the feed water. (See following section on 'Feed Water Treatment'). This has
had a dramatic effect on the incidence of tube leaks (see Table 1).

Tube leaks are still occurring but at a much reduced, and acceptable, rate.
Some leaks follow no pattern and some are 'end of line' failures due to damage
suffered before corrective measures were introduced.
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The Wylfa low pressure once through boiler system, when designed in the mid
1960's, was new and untried. This lack of operating experience together with
the inaccessibility of the boilers for repair caused great concern among
Chemists over possible waterside tube corrosion. At that period serious
problems were being experienced on conventional high pressure natural
recirculation boilers due to a virulent form of internal tube corrosion
referred to as "On Load Corrosion". In the period approximately 1965 and
onwards it was discovered that the underlying cause of On Load Corrosion was
extreme concentration of acid or alkali in the water phase at the boiling zone
and that the method of overcoming the attack was by exercising great care over
feed water purity, restricting dosing chemicals in the boiler water to a
minimum and "blowing down" to prevent accumulation of aggresive chemicals in
the boiler water.

In a subcritical once through boiler there is no opportunity to exercise
chemical control by blowdown and the use of solid treatment in the conventional
way is not possible.

It was therefore considered that reliance had to be put on high feed water
purity and volatile alkali treatment to avoid the development of acidic
conditions at the boiling zone which could give rise to "On Load Corrosion"
attack. Experimental work on a full size model of a Wylfa boiler section
showed some evidence of the possibility of this type of attack during operation
of the full scale plant and the need therefore to exercise great care over
water purity.

Experience at that time of steam volatile alkalis was largely restricted to
ammonia and during early plant operation this was added to the feed water to
maintain a pH of 9.0 to 9.2. Full flow condensate polishing plant was
installed to remove corrosive water impurities from the condensate. Shortly
after commissioning however it was found that chloride ion was passing
preferentially in small concentration through the Polishing Plant creating
potentially dangerous acidic conditions in the boiling zone where the
protection afforded by ammonia in the aqueous phase is poor. To combat this
difficulty a decision was made to dose continuously a small quantity of sodium
phosphate into the feed water such that a reserve of alkali was present in the
aqueous phase at the boiling zone in a form which would not dangerously
concentrate and attack the protective magnetite oxide film. The concentration
in the feedwater of the phosphate salt added was lOjjg/litre and this has
continued to be added to date.

In practice the concentrations of solid impurities within the boiler do not
continually build up since any plant disturbance of steady steaming conditions
brings solids forward from the boiler to the condensate system where they are
removed by the Polishing Plant.

To improve plant efficiency a change was made in 1982/83 to the steam
conditions through the turbines when the live to bled steam reheaters were
converted to water separators. These are situated after the H.P. cylinder. As
a result an increase in station output of 34MW's has been achieved.

The chemical effect of the change however was to provide a preferential path
for impurities back to the boilers without passing through the condensate
polishing process. A closed loop was formed in which impurities concentrated
in the separator condensate are pumped directly back into the deaerator.

As mentioned in the previous section another form of tube attack on the water
side, erosion corrosion, (fully discussed by G. S. Harrison), was found to be
taking place when a reason was sought for failures to tubes adjacent to boiler
accessways. The orifice plates and ferrules which were subsequently fitted
greatly improved the problem of flow inbalance and reduced the rate of attack
in the access way zones, but a chemical solution was still necessary to prevent
more general attack causing possibly large numbers of tube failures later in
the station life.

Experimental work on a full size boiler platten showed that the areas of tube
most at risk were those containing two phase fluid with steam content of
approximately 70%. The major requirement to alleviate the problem was for an
increase in pH of the aqueous phase to reduce iron solubility. Ammonia, due to
its adverse water steam partition coefficient and relatively low basicity is
not adequate for this purpose and although the feed water pH was increased to
9.6 (25°C) there was an urgent need for a more effective alkalising agent.

As a result of research work within the C.E.G.B. on alternative alkalis a
recommendation was made to adopt the amine 2-amino - 2-methyl propan-1-ol
as the alkalising agent. This material has more favourable chemical
characteristics than ammonia in the at risk areas and it is believed that the
required working life of the boilers will be obtained without excessive
failures. (Figs. 11 and 12 reproduced by permission of G. S. Harrison et al
from "A review of the two phase erosion-corrosion problem at Wylfa Power
Station). This amine also has advantage of low flammability, low toxicity and
relatively low cost compared to the alternatives examined, morpholine and
piperidine. The cost is however a factor of eight higher than ammonia at
£450,000 in 1985.

The amine was brought into use in the Autumn of 1983 and is currently added to
the feedwater at a concentration of 10 ppm producing a pH(25°C) of 9.75.
The current assessment of the beneficial effects are favourable but as yet,
from a practical standpoint of tube failure, it is too early to be
overconfident. The histogram, Table 1, of tube failure shows the failure rate
due to vibration and the reduced failure rate when ferrules were installed as
well as the effect of introducing AMP.

The use of an organic material such as AMP results in a number of side effects
briefly mentioned at this point. Due to the physical conditions at which it
operates the AMP molecule and other amines tend to breakdown producing in
particular low molecular weight acids which are not readily removed by the
condensate polishing plant. The acids also preferentially enter the water
phase in the steam separators and are recycled to the boiler without appearing
substantially in the main condensate. Fortunately the preference of AMP for
the aqueous phase and the presence of the phosphate dosed into the boiler
feed prevent any serious effect of pH reduction in the sensitive areas both for
erosion corrosion and on load corrosion.
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The use of AMP has also affected the efficiency of the polishing plant. Resin
kinetics for the removal of anionic impurities are being quickly and badly
affected from the installation of new resin changes, causing considerable cost
for resin renewal. The problem is as yet unresolved but investigation to date
is indicating polishing plant design, the Wylfa installation is an early
example, and the physical breakdown of the cation resin.

Research is proceeding to identify substances other and better than AMP for
boiler protection and a number of materials e.g. 3 Hydroxy Quinuclidine are
promising.

METHODS OF BOILER TUBE REPAIR

As previously mentioned access to repair boiler leaks is not possible therefore
the boilers were designed with a surplus of plattens so that the few expected
leaks could be plugged off permanently without a loss of generating capacity.
To this end a remote plug insertion and welding kit was supplied by the boiler
manufacturers. To understand the method of repair it is best to consider one
platten in isolation.

A platten, as described in an earlier section consists of three continuous
interleaved tube lengths each being fed separately from an economiser
penetration tubeplate which is outside the reactor pressure vessel. The 3
tubes of the platten connect into one superheater tube by means of a double
bifurcation. The superheater tube is attached to the superheater penetration
header inside the pressure vessel. Each economiser penetration feeds 96 feed
inlet tubes and each superheater penetration accommodates 32 superheater tubes.
When a leak occurs in a tube it is obviously necessary to isolate the whole
platten from the boiler to prevent moisture from the leak entering the pressure
vessel gas side. It is relatively easy to plug the tubes at the economiser
penetration as these are outside the vessel and easy access available inside
the economiser waterbox. The superheater is a much more difficult problem as
the tube to be plugged is about 30 feet down a 10 inch bore header.

The device provided by the manufacturer consist of a carriage which travels
down the header with a television camera attached for steering and location
purposes. The carriage mounted machine has a facility for inserting a plug in
the tube to be sealed and then welding it in place by a multirun, wire feed,
shielded arc, electronic welding process. It has compressed air supplies for
actuation and cooling and the welding head is electrically driven.

To use this machine the reactor must be taken off load, depressurised to
atmospheric pressure to accommodate the welding process, and the temperature
reduced to 50°C or less to safeguard the machine electrical system. Due to the
limitations placed on the machine by the header size and the accuracy of the
header manufacture, the reliability of the welding process was poor with a
failure rate of up to 1 in 5 being experienced. The consequences of a failed
weld are having to establish a reactor entry to enable the superheater tube to
be cut just below the header and a plug welded into the tube.

The time involved in carrying out a successful machine weld Is approximately 10
days from reactor shutdown to returning to power. Should it be necessary to
carry out a repair inside the vessel then the time taken can be 22 days. Thus
it can be seen that boiler tube leaks result in a considerable loss of
generation if repairs are carried out in the prescribed manner.

With the large number of tube leaks being experienced in 1973 it was decided
that a quicker method of sealing the leaks should be sought and consequently
various alternatives were investigated. By far the most promising idea was
that of plugging off the superheater tube with a plug held in position by a
jack acting across the header bore.

This idea was developed and the result was a car type scissor jack with an
integral plug which was inserted by a remote handling tool. (See Fig. 13).
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Stress calculations and rig tests were carried out to determine the maximum
force which could be exerted by the jack on the header. These proved that
sufficient force could be applied to the jack to enable a seal to be
established between the plug and header when a spirally would carbon filled
sealing ring was used. A 'weak link' was built into the jack by means of a
necked section on the spindle to prevent an overload of the header.

Although some difficulties were experienced with the early design the method
proved a great success. Through operating experience, the jack and tool have
been developed until it is now a relatively straight/forward operation to fit
one. The main improvements have been a redesigned plug giving a better lead
into the tube to be sealed and synchronising gears to prevent the plug being
diverted by escaping gas during fitting. (See Fig. 14).
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The main advantage of using the Jack system is that the reactor can remain on
load during fitting. Only the offending boiler and its associate need be taken
out of service and by increasing load on the remaining boiler pair 80Z full
load can be maintained. From identifying a leaking boiler to return to full
power can now take as little as 24 hours.



DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE OF THE
HELICALLY COILED BOILERS OF TWO AGR
POWER STATIONS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM

the feed flow ferrules will be discussed and presented in the following
sections. The measurements from the comprehensively instrumented boiler plant
will also be compared with the predictions of the specially developed computer
codes that employ 2-D models of the heating surfaces and interbanks.

M. EL-NAGDY, A.D. PAPA
Babcock Energy Ltd,
London, United Kingdom

Abstract

The Hartlepool and Heysham-I AGR stations have been commissioned and
operating since 1983- The main features, of the design of the helical
once-through boilers raising the steam for power generation, are outlined.
The modifications to the feed inlet flow ferrules, necessary to improve the
boiler performance and optimize the power output, have been described.
Comparisons between the thermal and hydrodynamic performance of the boilers
before and following these alterations are given. The improvements in the
computer code predictions of the plant performance have also been presented.

1. IHTBODUCTION

The Hartlepool and Heysham-I 1300 M.H. AGR power stations are fitted with
helically coiled boilers manufactured by Babcock Energy Ltd. Each boiler
comprises a reheating section and a once-through high pressure heating surface
in the same pod casing. The design and performance of both the heating
surfaces and external boiler plant were subject to operating temperature
limits imposed by material properties limitations and gas side corrosion and
water/steam side stress corrosion constraints. Safety considerations, during
early operation, had set up an upper limit of 78.5% H.C.R. for the plant
operation. Plant measurements, operating experience and results, from
performance analyses for various operating conditions, since 1983, indicated
that operating the plant above 75-80J H.C.R. would invoke these
considerations and temperature limitations. Description of the boiler design
and plant arrangement and assessment of early plant performance [1j were
presented at the last Specialists' Meeting on Heat Exchanging Components in
Duesseldorf in the Federal Republic of Germany (16-19 April 1984). However an
outline of the main features will be given here for completeness.

In view of this, Babcock and other organisations concerned in the U.K.
continued the assessment and analysis of the thermal and hydrodynamic
performance of the boiler at selected load conditions to ensure the safe
operation of the plant within the design constraints and investigate ways of
increasing its performance. As a result of these studies it became apparent
that it would be necessary to alter the feed flow distribution in the high
pressure section of the boiler to achieve appreciable increase in the power
generated within these constraints. This only involved changing the
hydrodynamic resistances of the ferrules fitted to the feed inlet headers of
the boilers either by selectively reaming out some of the currently installed
ferrules or alternatively replacing them by high impedance ferrules.

Extensive performance analyses which include detailed mathematical
modelling of the heating surfaces, description of the hardware changes and

. plant measurements have been carried out. Detailed comparisons between the
03 performance of the boiler plant, prior to and following the modifications of

2. DESIGN FEATURES AMD LIHITATIOHS

The helical design concept was selected for the manufacture of the heating
surfaces of the once-through boiler plant for the Hartlepool and Heysham-I
nuclear power stations for its simplicity and optimum usage of the available
space in the reactor concrete pressure vessel. The surface arrangement
adopted (Fig. 1) is simple where the tube helix angle, pitch and length are
the same for all the 19 high pressure section and 13 reheater heating surface
helices. This has resulted in a considerable simplification of the tube
manufacture and coiling and the assembly of the boiler surface.

Right from the start, in
addition to space envelope
limitations and gas side
pressure drop considerations,
the design of the heating
surfaces has been subject to
operating temperature
constraints imposed by the
pnysical, mechanical and
corrosion resistance
properties of the materials
available at the design stage
some 20 years ago in the
mid-sixties. Beside these
design constraints on the
internal boiler components,
additional limitations were
specified for the operation of
the boiler plant external to
the pressure vessel to
safeguard the integrity of the
high pressure pipe-work and
turbine during the economic
life of the station. Design
optimisation studies, given
the above constraints and
limitations had resulted in
the selection of three
materials for the manufacture
of the heating surface
components; carbon, 9%
chromium and 316 stainless
steels. The ferritic
materials have been employed
in the economiser and the
evaporator sections and the
austenitic material in the
superheating and the reheating
sections of the boiler.

BOILER CLOSURE

ECONOMISE!) 1

HP INLET TAILS I
GAS BAFFLES

Main gas rion

Reverse flow

Annulus flow

Fig. 1 Pod bailer heating surface arrangeaent



To increase the boiler static stability and achieve uniform superheater
40 outlet steam temperatures and consequently optimum power output with various

plant performance asymmetries, a water phase restrictor tube section and feed
flow distribution ferrules (Fig. 2a) were fitted at the inlet of the coils of
trie high pressure section. The sizing of these ferrules was based on the
operating conditions envisaged at the design stage of the plant allowing for
known geometrical and hydrodynamic/thermal performance asymmetries that
include manufacturing and boiler assembly tolerances, helix diameter effects
and gas flow distribution and by-passing (Fig. 1). Experience and plant
measurements during early commissioning and raise power testing have shown
that alteration to the ferrule size distribution was necessary to achieve the
r"uil M.C.R. conditions. Two alternatives were pursued namely the reaming out
the bore of the ferrules fitted to selected helices or when convenient
replacing the installed ferrules by a high impedance two stage ferrule [2J
design (Fig. 2b). In both cases an increase in the generated power with a
significantly improved performance within the plant operating constraints has
C«en achieved.

Ferrule

Fig. 2a Original feed flow ferrules Fig. 2b Two stage feed flow ferrules

3. IMSTRUHEHTATION / FEED FLOW DISTHIBUTIOH

The boiler plant terminal conditions including feed flows, temperatures and
pressures are measured and continuously monitored by the station data
collection computer system [described in reference 1]. In addition to these
measurements, the superheater outlet headers of all boiler pod units are
fitted with thermocouples for measuring the temperature of the steam issuing
from individual superheater tail pipes connected to almost all the helices

_n

I'orraing the high pressure section of the boiler. To ensure adequate
monitoring of the conditions of the heating surface components and provide
suitable data for performance analyses, one boiler pod unit from each of the
Hurtlepool and Heysham-I stations
have been comprehensively fitted with
Lnermocouples for measuring the gas
and metal temperatures at selected
locations on the boiler heating
surfaces (Fig. 3). Measurements
from these specially instrumented
pods and terminal conditions of the
other pods, together with performance
assessments employing two-dimensional
computer codes have been used to trim
the terminal conditions of the
non-instrumented pods to ensure that
they operate within the specified
design and operational constraints.
To provide reliable information on
the feed flow distribution, special
flow measuring ferrules were
installed, after boiler referruling,
in the feed inlet headers. The
pressure drop across three ferrules
fitted to selected tubes connected to
the inner, middle and outer helices
of the high pressure section have
been used, after calibration, to
calculate the feed flow rates in
individual tubes. Such measurements
are also important for the validation
of, and increasing the confidence in,
the 2-D computer codes employed in
the predictions of the boiler
performance.

.REHEATER GAS
INLET T/C'S

-HP GAS INLET T/C'S

-BIFURCATION WC'S

-UPPER TRANSITION
JOINT T/C'S

-GAS T/C'S AT
9V. Cr PLAW/FINNED
JUNCTION
(HFrSHAM-I ONLY)

,LOWER TRANSITION
JOINT T/C'S

Fig. 3 Thermocouple positions

Despite the similarity between the geometries and construction of the two
boiler units, the temperature profiles at the 9% Cr/ss transition joints were
markedly different. The Heysham-I boiler temperature profile (Fig. 6b top)
drooped monotonically from the outer helix next to the boiler casing to the
inner helix adjacent to the support spine. On the other hand the Hartlepool
boiler temperature profile (Fig. 4a) peaked near both the casing and the
spine and showed a trough with a minimum in the region of the middle helices.
This could only be partly explained by the replacement of the top section of
the finned 9% Cr tubing by a plain 9% Cr tube section in the Heysham boilers.
This change in the H.P. heating surface construction might have affected the
heat transfer and the gas side hydrodynamic performance of the bank in such a
way to contribute to the observed difference between the temperature profiles
at the transition joints. Other factors contributing to this difference
include the gas flow distribution in the reheater and gas flow by-passing in
Doth the H.P. and reheater heating surfaces (indicated in Fig. 1).
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A clear dependence of the temperature profiles in the heating surface on
the feed flow distribution in the H.P. section had been indicated by the
results of the early analyses of the boiler performance, particularly at the
9J Cr/ss upper transition joint (UTJ). A close correlation exists between the
temperature at this location, which is one of the operating constraints, and
the predicted distribution of the feed flow in the boiler helices. This
correlation had been observed, at the start of the power raising programme,
for both the instrumented boiler units of the Hartlepool and Heysham-I
stations as shown in Figs. 4a and 4b. Thus to alter the above observed
non-uniform temperature profiles significantly and improve the performance of
the boilers, it would be essential to modify the feed flow distribution in the
H.P. bank with the aim of increasing the power output by achieving flat
temperature profiles within the specified constraints at the upper transition
joints location. The success of this improvement would obviously rely upon
the knowledge of the feed flow distribution, provided by the flow measuring
ferrules over a wide range of operating conditions.

4. MOKITORIHG THE THERMAL PERFORHAHCE OF THE BOILERS

The performance monitoring of the boilers with the originally installed
feed flow ferrules at the various power levels had continued since the early
power raising testing in 1983/1984. Plant measurements were collected via the
station data acquisition computer to assess the boiler performance and provide
data for computer code verification and development. The predictions of the
internal thermal conditions in the non-instrumented boiler units where no
measurements exist, particularly at the upper transition joint (UTJ), are
required to ensure operation within the operating constraints. The measured
terminal conditions of these units together with the superheater outlet steam
temperatures measured by the rake thermocouples have been employed by the
computer codes to calculate the boiler internal conditions. The
two-dimensional mathematical models built into these codes were initially
verified using the internal measurements provided by the specially
instrumented boiler units. The performance monitoring of the boiler plants
continued following the referruling of all the boilers of the Heysham-I
reactors and the second Hartlepool reactor and the selective reaming out of
the Hartlepool Reactor-1 ferrules.

The performance of the Hartlepool and Heysham-I boilers, at representative
operating conditions, are presented in Figs. 5-7. The gas temperature
profiles, at the inlets of the reheater and the H.P. boiler section, are
pLotted in Fig. 5a. These gas temperature measurements, which are typical of
the Hartlepool instrumented boiler pod unit performance, are given at four
azimuthal positions 0* , 90" , 180* and 270' relative to the centre line of
the boiler gas inlet duct. The profiles shown demonstrate clearly that the
gas temperatures in the banks are not uniform either circuntferentially or
radially. In addition, the temperature profile of the gas entering the
reheater bank at the 0" azimuthal position exhibits a dip in the middle of the
reheater helices. This reflects the incomplete mixing of the liner up-flow
cold gas with the hot gas entering the boiler via the reactor gas outlet duct.
The profiles of the measured tube metal temperatures at the above azimuthal
positions for three axial locations in the boiler are also shown in Fig. 5b.
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These axial locations are at the carbon steel/9J Cr. steel lower transition
joint (LTJ) in the economiser region, the UTJ in the superheater region and
the H.P. bifurcations (BIF) joining the superheater outlet tails to the
heating surface at the H.P. exit. The metal temperature profiles are
obviously non-uniform and the bifurcation tube metal temperatures are higher
in the inner helices near the spine than they are at the outer edge of the
bank next to the casing. The upper transition joint temperature profile
exhibits a trough in the middle helices and the LTJ temperatures also show a
non-uniform profile.

The superheater steam temperatures, measured by the rake thermocouples in
the outlet headers, are plotted in Fig. 5c. The non-uniform temperature
profiles shown are associated with selected operating conditions following the
reaming out of the ferrules in the outer two rows of the 'B2' boiler pod unit.
The temperature profile of this unit before reaming out is also plotted in
Fig. 5c to show the improvement achieved following this nodification. The
1B1 • boiler unit has since been reamed out and it is also intended to ream out
selected ferrules in the 'C quadrant boilers to improve its performance.

Similar to Hartlepool, the gas and tube metal temperatures, of the
Heysham-I instrumented boiler unit, are respectively shown in Figs. 6a and 6b
for typical operating conditions before and after referruling the boilers in
1985-1986. The superheater outlet steam temperatures, after referruling as
indicated by the rake thermocouples for all the boiler pod units, are shown in
Fig. 6c. A comparison between the superheater outlet steam temperatures
measured before and after boilers referruling is also shown in Fig. 6d for
the four boiler units which were initially fitted with rakes. Examination of
the temperature profiles presented in these figures reveals the great
improvements in the boiler performance after referruling as Indicated by the
flattening of the UTJ metal temperature and the superheater outlet steam
temperature profiles shown in Figs. 6b and 6d. For approximately the same
power levels, the spread in the measured metal temperatures at the UTJ has
decreased from 117 *C to 67 «C while the spread in the superheater outlet
steam temperatures improved from 32-62 *C to 5-15 *C.

These figures also show clearly the drooping in the UTJ temperature profile
from the outer to the inner helices, particularly before referruling, and the
non-uniform gas temperature profiles at the H.P. and reheater bank inlets and
the 9> Cr. finned/plain tubing transition region. The tilt in the
superheater outlet steam temperature profiles (Fig. 6d) from the outer
towards the inner boiler helices has also been greatly reduced after
referruling. The effectiveness of referruling the boilers is demonstrated by
the relatively small spreads (Fig. 7) in the UTJ metal temperatures measured
at various power levels after referruling. As the power level increases the
temperature profiles change from convex shape to a drooping type temperature
distribution tilting towards the spine. For the load range shown, the
temperature spread is within 30-67 *C compared with 120 *C before referruling.

Fig. 5 Hartlepool R1 Temperature Profiles
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5. PREDICTIONS OF THE PERFORMANCE OF THE BOILERS

Early during the manufacture of the boilers, experimental rigs were
constructed and operated to provide the heat transfer, pressure drop and
thermal mixing data required for the design of the plant. The results from
the comprehensive programmes of testing, carried out during the design and
manufacturing stages, were utilized to develop a series of mainly
one-dimensional computer codes to calculate the performance of the boilers
over the specified load range. For recent predictions of the boiler
performance, using the measured plant temperatures, pressures and flow rates
as discussed earlier, 2-D computer programs have been developed and verified.
The data base, included in these codes to represent the geometrical details,
the arrangement of the heating surfaces and the heat transfer and hydrodynamie
characteristics of the boiler banks, utilize the experimental results obtained
earlier. The elements of this data base have been carefully checked, revised
and regularly updated by a working group from the CEGB and Babcock to reflect
the experience gained from the planned raise power testing and operating the
boiler plant since commissioning.

Extensive investigations have also started since 1981 to develop and verify
the associated two-dimensional computer models representing the boiler plants
of both the Hartlepool and Heysham-I stations. Geometric details of the
individual boilers, which affect the gas flow distribution, have been
carefully examined and represented in these models. These include dimensional
surveys of the coiled heating surfaces, the supporting structure and casings.

The above investigations resulted in the development of a calculations
procedure which allowed fitting the models to plant data over a wide range of
operating conditions representative of the plant performance. Since its
development, the procedure has also been used for adjusting the models data
base to achieve minimum prediction errors at all the boilers instrumented
locations. The procedure involves minimising the differences between model
predictions and target values derived from plant measurements at a particular
location and comparison of the predictions with plant measurements at the
other instrumented locations in the boiler. Currently minimisation can be
performed for any of the rakes steam temperatures, the bifurcation or the UTJ
metal temperatures.

For model verification, the procedure was applied either at the UTJ or the
rakes of the instrumented boiler units to obtain the best possible fit to
plant data. The predictions at other locations were also compared with boiler
measurements to assess the quality of the fit. For the best fit, it was
necessary to adjust the gas flow areas of the H.P. section within the
manufacturing tolerances of the boiler heating surfaces. These adjustments
take into account the thermal movements of boiler components. It was also
necessary to adjust some details of the reheater model. On satisfactory
verification, the same calculations procedure was used, conserving the
reheater model to predict the performance of the non-instrumented boiler units
by fitting the predictions, at the rakes, to the measurements of the
superheater outlet steam temperatures. Using this procedure, it has been
possible to construct one boiler model for each of the stations which were
satisfactorily employed to predict and assess the performance of the boilers
before and after referruling. The two models used a common data base except
for details of gas flow distribution, bypass and mixing characteristics in the
reheater region. However the differences between these models are fast
becoming small and it will be possible soon to use the same boiler model for
both Hartlepool and Heysham-I.

Comparisons between the early predictions of the 2-D models and plant data
before referruling were reported in references 3 and 5 which also contain
details of the data base and the models used. The comparisons, between plant
data and the calculations of the performance of the boilers, presented below
are based on work performed by Babcock Energy Ltd. using the CEGB computer
code PODMIX, described in reference 4 by Fallows. A selection of the results
obtained are presented graphically to demonstrate the use of the calculations
procedure to predict the performance of the Hartlepool and Heysham-I boilers.
The results are for typical 80% M.C.R. operating conditions following the
reaming out of some of the originally installed ferrules In Reactor-1 at
Hartlepool and referruling of the Heysham-I boilers. The Hartlepool results
are presented in Figs. 8 and 9 for the Instrumented and the non-instrumented
boiler units respectively. Comparisons between plant measurements and program
predictions of the superheater outlet steam temperatures and the UTJ and LTJ
metal temperatures are shown, for the UTJ best fit, in Fig. 8a and in Fig.
8b for the rake best fit predictions. Fig. 8c shows comparisons between
predictions and plant measurements of the bifurcation and UTJ metal
temperatures for the UTJ best fit. The predictions and measurements of the
H.P. inlet gas temperatures are plotted in Fig. 8d, for the two types of
best fit. The predictions of the UTJ metal temperatures and comparisons
between plant data and predictions of the superheater outlet steam
temperatures are shown in Fig. 9 for all the pods including the specially
instrumented unit.
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.„ Generally the models, developed to fit precisely (within the calculation
48 error band) the data at the UTJ, provide better predictions of the boiler

performance than those associated with the best fit at the rakes. However the
modelling has been recently improved so that fitting to either the UTJ or the
rakes provide equally good predictions of the performance of the boilers. The
improvements are mainly in the reheater region of the boiler. The comparisons
presented in Fig. 10 are associated with such a nodel developed for the
Heysham boilers. The superheater outlet steam and the bifurcation, UTJ and
LTJ metal temperature profiles of the instrumented boiler unit are shown in
Figs. 10a and 10b. The gas temperature profiles at the inlets to the
reheater and the H.P. sections of the instrumented pod are plotted in Figs.
10c and 10d which also show the corresponding plant measurements.

6. COWCLUSIOH

The helical boilers for both the Hartlepool and Heysham-I AGR stations
which were commissioned in 1983-1984 have been successfully producing power
since then. The non-uniform metal temperature profiles inside the boilers
were improved and the plant power output has been optimized within the
operating limits by referruling the Heysham-I and Hartlepool Reactor-2 boilers
and reaming out selected ferrules fitted to some of the Hartlepool Reactor-1
boiler units. The 2-D computer models, developed to calculate the thermal and
hydrodynamic performance of the boilers, were verified against plant data and
employed to predict the operating conditions following boiler referruling.
The power capabilities of the boiler plant can be achieved fully by further
tuning of the replaced ferrules. This can easily be carried out, with minimum
outage time using specially designed tools after rapid removal of the newly
installed demountable feed headers.
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THE EARLY OPERATION OF THE HELICAL
ONCE-THROUGH BOILERS
AT HEYSHAM 1 AND HARTLEPOOL

A.J. MATHEWS
Hey sham 1 Power Station,
Central Electricity Generating Board,
Heysham, United Kingdom

Abstract

The Heysham 1 and Hartlepool AGR Reactors are equipped with
'pod' boilers set into the walls of the Pre-stressed Concrete
Pressure Vessel. Each Reactor unit has eight pod boilers,
which are of a somewhat unique single pressure, once through,
helically wound type incorporating a reheater. The pods are
provided with a limited amount of strain gauge and thermocouple
instrumentation concentrated mainly in two specially instrumented
boilers at each site.

During commissioning prior to power raising, extensive noise
and vibration tests utilising the special strain gauge instrumented
boilers, gave encouraging results. This has led to an increase
in coolant gas mass flow of 5% above the design level.

Following power raising in 1983 and 1984, detailed boiler
performance testing, mainly using the special thermocouple
instrumented boilers, showed that the actual behaviour differed
from the computer design predictions. A major temperature
tilt existed across the boiler tubes resulting in higher than
predicted temperatures in the outer radius rows of tubes and
the reverse situation in the inner tubes. The effect differed
in magnitude between Hartlepool Reactor 1 and the other three
Reactors probably due to construction differences.

As a result output was initially limited to approximately 587.
of design (380 MW (Generated)).

A major programme of altering the flow control ferrules was
carried out during the first statutory overhauls in 1985 and
1986. The initial results from Heysham 1 were not very
encouraging (a gain of 70 MW(e)) but further computer model
correlations led to revised patterns in Heysham and Hartlepool
Reactor 2 which have since yielded improvements in output
potential of up to 200 MW(e).

The paper discusses the commissioning test results described
above and describes the details of the extensive work carried

AQ out to achieve higher output.

PLANT DESCRIPTION

The Heyshara 1 and Hartlepool AGR Reactors are equipped with 'pod'
boilers set into the walls of the Pre-stressed Concrete Pressure Vessel
(Figure 1). Each Reactor unit has eight pod boilers, which are of a
somewhat unique single pressure, once through, helically wound type
incorporating a reheater. The pods are provided with a limited amount
of strain gauge and thermocouple instrumentation concentrated mainly in
two specially instrumented boilers at each site.

Each boiler pod receives 450 kg/sec of hot CO. gas at 650 Deg C, and
inlet feed watei; at 157 Deg C, and generates fiigh pressure steam at 171
bar (2480 lb/in ) leaving at a temperature of 543 Deg C. Reheated
steam leaves at a pressure of 39 bar (573 lb/in ) and a temperature of
539 Deg C. Feed/steam flow is 60 kg/sec (per pod) and the heat transferred
is 190 megawatts (per pod).

Figures 2 & 3 illustrate the general layout of the design.

Appendix A contains a detailed summary of the design and instrumentation.

SUMMARY OF COMMISSIONING PROGRESS

The commissioning of the boilers at Heysham 1 and Eartlepool took place
in two distinct phases.

a) Engineering Runs prior to Power Raising

These took place in the period 1981-3, and -consisted of both Unfuelled
and Fuelled Engineering Runs. Progress was delayed by plant faults
associated with fuel plug units and gas circulators. Before and during
these runs the basic pressure integrity of the boilers was proved by
hydraulic testing, extensive testing on the feed control and dump
control systems wa3 completed satisfactorily, and a large programme of
noise and vibration testing took place (See Section 3).

b) Power Raising

Boiler testing during power raising commenced in 1983 and was continued
in 1984 when significant generation was achieved. At each stage of the
power raising commissioning programme, a series of control system tests
was carried out, in order to optimise the control system settings, and
detailed monitoring of boiler performances took place. A significant
part of the testing of the automatic start up phases involved the
boiler performance during the 'boil-back' process when steam production
is initially stimulated. In addition the boiler performance during
single boiler isolation and reconnectlon was Investigated. The boiler
performance testing mainly consisted of monitoring the superheat and
metal temperatures on the instrumented boiler, in order to obtain data
for correlation with design prediction, and to ensure that at all times
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FIG.l. Pressure vessel showing locaCion of boilers.
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these parameters remained within the design constraints. The results
from these tests then determined the power output which could be achieved.

BOILER VIBRATION

Earlier experience on the British designs of gas cooled reactors Indicated
that flow induced vibration of boiler tubing could be a serious problem,
leading to tube fretting during operation. As a result of this experience
there was some concern during the construction period that similar
problems could arise at Hartlepool and Heysham 1. In order to ensure
that a high standard of information could be obtained during commissioning,
several boiler pods at each station were instrumented with strain
gauges and/or accelerometers. During the fuelled engineering runs in
1982-3, the vibration responses of the Instrumented boilers were monitored
a3 part of a programme of measurement covering the complete gas circuit,
including the reactor internal structures, the gas circulators, the
boilers, and the fuel and plug unit assemblies. Measurements were
taken over a range of gas densities, flows up to design levels, and at
temperatures up to 282 Deg C. Nitrogen Injection also took place to
correct the acoustic conditions to design levels. This programme of
measurement was supplemented by further monitoring during the power
raising period, when higher gas temperatures (up to 556 Deg C) were
achieved. The effects of single boiler isolation were al3o measured.

The main finding of the tests were that changes in vibration levels
with flow and gas conditions were modest. During the engineering runs
the maximum estimated stress levels wer,e generally in the range 2-4
MN/m with peak values of up to 6 MN/m . These compare with design
predictions of A.5 MN/m and a maximum allowable design value of 7.4
MN/m . Sliding wear effects were also of relatively low amplitude.

During the power raising tests, estimated stress levels reached a
maximum of 4.3 MN/m in the radial direction, and 2.3 MN/m in the
axial direction, both below the design limit of 7.4 MN/m . Estimates of
sliding wear were in the range 0.08 - 0.15 mm /30 days, well below the
limit for 30 year design life of 1.23 mm /30 days.

Further monitoring of boiler vibration has continued through the period
of operation, and although the instrumentation failure rates are now
increasing (as was expected) no significant ageing effects have come to
light.

As a result of the excellent performance Indicated by these tests, an
application to increase the reactor coolant mass flow to 1057. of design
level for normal operation (as an aid to higher output) was approved by
the Safety Authorities at the end of 1986.

DIFFERENTIAL THERMAL/HYDRAULIC BEHAVIOUR BETWEEN TWO PODS IN A QUADRANT

A boiler quadrant consists of two pod units connected together on the
feed inlet end and the steam outlet end. Both inlet and outlet to each
pod is via penetrations at the top of each unit. The feed pipe to each
quadrant rises to the top of a pod pair then splits to feed each pod
separately via a 'pod-valve'. The pod-valves are normally used to
control the flow to each pod separately. The high pressure steam outlet
from each pod exits via four penetrations to a primary header at the
pod top level. The primary headers then run approximately 45 feet down
before they join together at the secondary header.

Post-trip, the gas circulators run down to pony motor speed and
emergency feed is fed into the boilers to remove the decay heat. To
prevent differential feeding, the pod valves were initially signalled
to spring open.

In 1983, during the first reactor trip tests from boiler steaming
conditions, analysis of boiler gas outlet temperatures indicated
that only one pod of each quadrant pair was receiving significant
feed flow. The other pod was exhibiting stagnation or reverse flow.

This was attributed to the fact that, due to slight differences in
boiler/pod valve pressure drop, one pod of a pair would always
flood through before the other. Having filled the helical section
and the primary header, the flow path down to the secondary header
created a large negative syphonic gravity head that caused all the
flow to go to that pod and starve the other.

The solution to this problem was to make use of the pod valves
post-trip, by closing them in and creating an additional parasitic
pressure loss to counteract the gravity head of a falling primary
head line. Due to variations in the characteristic of each pod-valve,
each was individually calibrated to obtain an 'end-stop' position
to provide the extra pressure drop, and the logic of operation was
altered to close the valves in post trip, instead of the original
design concept to move them to the fully open position.

These changes In plant and operating procedures successfully solved
the problem.

BOILER PERFORMANCE TESTS

5.1 Operating Constraints

The major constraints on boiler operation are:

a) To maintain a minimum superheat level at the entry to the
austenitic section, to prevent stress corrosion cracking.



This minimum level has, after extensive research effort,
been chosen as 30 Deg C. A statistical analysis is carried
out to ensure that not more than 5 tubes per reactor are
running with less than 30 Deg C superheat.

b) To limit the maximum upper transition joint weld between
the 97. chrome and the austenitic section to 500 Deg C to
minimise creep damage.

c) To maintain a high water quality, primarily to complement
a) above, with oxygen control to minimise erosion-corrosion
damage.

Water quality is maintained at all times by the use of a 1007. flow
condensate polishing plant. Ingress of contaminants is prevented
from reaching the boilers by chloride ingress trip protection.
Typical water quality targets are shown in Appendix B.

The temperature constraints can only be met by the careful choice
of operating terminal conditions. These were derived during raise
power from the internally instrumented boiler pods on Reactor 1 at
Heysham 1 and Reactor 1 at Hartlepobl, together with the individual
tube steam outlet temperature instrumentation on some other pods.

5.2 Performance Tests
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Prior to commissioning, predictions of operating conditions had been
made based on current knowledge of material properties, rig work and
computer modelling. Operating Schedules were derivedv to be checked
during progressive increases in power level.

During the raise power tests on Heysham Reactor 1 in 1984, the actual
behaviour was found to differ from the predictions. A major radial
temperature tilt existed across the boilers at the upper transition
joint region, resulting in a lower than predicted minimum superheat at
the inner tube rows and a higher than predicted maximum weld temperature
at the outer tube rows.

To minimise the effect, operating conditions were adjusted by reducing
the boiler gas inlet temperature and feed-flow, whilst maintaining a
high gas flow. An interim relaxation of the minimum superheat requirement
was also approved, valid for the first 10,000 hours of operation, up to
the first statutory outage.

The operating conditions eventually attained at Heysham 1 were a feed-flow
of 677. of design and a gas flow of 1002 of design. This gave an observed
minimum superheat of 30 Deg C and an observed maximum weld temperature
at the upper transition of 490 Deg C on the instrumented pod (See
Figure 4). An electrical generation of about 38OMW was achieved, approximately
587. of design.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1 1 2 - 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 17 1 8 1 9
TUBE ROW NUMBER

FIG.4. Heysham 1 Power Station - Reactor 1: Upper transition
joint temperatures before and after referruling.

The Reactor 2 at Heysham 1 was operated at the same conditions on
Reactor 1, as there was no special instrumentation fitted. Terminal
conditions were matched, which suggested that the boilers were similar
in overall performance to Reactor 1. :

At Hartlepool, the temperature tilt problem was not as great on Reactor
1. A feed-flow of 807. of design was achieved at maximum gas flow together
with an electrical generation of 490MW, approximately 747. of design.

Hartlepool Reactor 2, however, showed signs of the tilts experienced at
Heysham 1 and its load was limited to 420MW generated, approximately
637. of design.

Meanwhile, validation of a computer model PODMIX was being done using
the data from the Instrumented pods at Heyshara 1 and Hartlepool. The
model was then used to derive a new pattern of inlet ferrules to adjust
the water flow distribution, hence reducing the tilt in temperatures.

The computer modelling work, combined with some research into the
manufacture of the boilers, revealed that the reason for the difference
between Hartlepool Reactor 1, and the Heysham 1 boilers together with
Hartlepool Reactor 2, was in the tightness of the coil winding.



Earlier boilers had proved difficult to enter into their boiler casings,
54 and the winding technique was modified to wind tighter. This, however,

produced boilers with the inner rows wound tight to the spine, reducing
gas flow area, and the outer rows being clear from the casing, increasing
the gas flow area.

The change in technique occurred during the manufacture of the Hartlepool
Reactor 2 boilers onward to both Reactors at Heysham 1.

Ironically, due to an early problem with one of the Reactor 1 boilers
at Hartlepool, a Reactor 2 boiler was used in its place. During operation,
it was observed to exhibit some of the tilt characteristics of the
Heysham boilers. This and other small variances was cured on Reactor 1
by reaming some of the outer row ferrules to Increase the flow to the
hotter tubes. The Reactor 1 boiler in Reactor 2 showed no signs of the
tilt exhibited on the other seven pods•

REFERRULING c

a

Heysham Reactor 1 was referruled during its first statutory outage in
1985. This involved the removal of the old welded in ferrules, the u
welding in of a ferrule upstand, and the fitting of screw-In ferrules. =
During initial temperature raising towards the end of the outage, <
higher than normal moisture levels were observed on the gas side. Leaks £
were located and repaired on C and D boilers at the tube-plate to g
upstand welds. Additional cycling of the other boilers proved no other *"
leaks to be evident.

The Reactor was returned to power in January 1986. During power raising,
it became clear that the referruling pattern, whilst giving some Improvement,
had not completely removed the temperature tilt. From approximately 507.
power, it had been necessary to increase gas flow at a greater rate
than feed flow.

At a load of 78.57. of design feed flow, the instrumented boiler was
judged to be operating within constraints. However, with the aid of the
Individual tube outlet steam temperature measurement now fitted to all
pods, it was evident that not all boilers were running as well a3 the
instrumented one.

The PODMIX model was used to assess the non-instrumented boilers and
conditions had to be modified to get all boilers running within constraints.
The final conditions were 73.57. design feed flow and 1007. gas flow. The
generated load was about 45OMW, approximately 687. of design. Figure 4
indicates the new temperature pattern.

Meanwhile, the second Reactors at both sites were undergoing their
first outages. There was time available to use the Information gained
from the Reactor 1 performance to make PODMIX calculations to change
some of the ferrules in the second reactors.

Reactor 2 at Heysham 1 was returned to service although delays were
again caused by two boiler leaks similar to those discovered on Reactor
1, and the operating conditions derived from the PODMIX calculations.
Load has been taken to 807. of design feed flow, with a gas flow of 957.
design, the reactor load being limited to 1178MW thermal due to the
High Pressure Back-up Cooling Safety Case. Figure 5 shows that the
radial tilt has been substantially reduced, compared to the situation
prior to referruling. (It should be noted that these figures are not
direct measurements, they are Inferred from the superheater outlet
readings, corrected by PODMIX analysis to represent the transition
joint region). Similar performance was achieved at Hartlepool.
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FIG.5. Heysham 1 Power Station - Reactor 2: Upper transicion
joint temperatures before and after referruling.

Boiler loads of 857. have been achieved during three quadrant operation,
suggesting that on clearance of all relevant safety cases and with the
relaxation of gas flow limit to 1057. loads in excess of 857. design
should be possible. (570 MW (Generated)).

At Hartlepool, the Reactor 1 performance following the limited reaming
activities yielded performance figures similar to that achieved on the
second reactors after referruling.
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FUTURE PROGRAMME OF WORK

Assessments of boiler performance are continuing with the aid of the
special Instrumentation and the computer model PODMIX. Small boiler
to boiler differences exist, due primarily to build tolerances.

A proposal to isolate the reheater on each boiler in turn is being
pursued, to verify whether reheater differences are affecting the
gas inlet profile to the high pressure boiler. This information
will enhance the PODMIX model, allowing quicker progress to the
'ideal' ferrule pattern for each pod unit.

The final state will probably be each boiler individually ferruled
so that maximum output can be obtained from all pods.

Opportunities are likely to be taken during refuelling outages in
1987/88 to improve the ferrule patterns on the second reactors at
both sites. The ease of doing this is aided by the provision of
de-mountable headers on these reactors.

On Reactor 1 at Heysham, further pattern changes are 1i'-e1y fo be
completed during the next statutory outage in 1988.

The work on Reactor 1 at Hartlepool is still under review.

Operating constraints are also being reviewed urgently, with a view
to reducing the superheat margin to 20 Deg C, and increasing the
metal temperature limit to 510 Deg C, at least in the short term
pending further changes in ferrule patterns.
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APPENDIX A

SUMMARY OF BOILER DESIGN AND INSTRUMENTATION

INSTRUMENTATION

Each reactor incorporates four boilers; a boiler consisting of two
pod boiler unit3 which are connected on the feedwater and steam
lines. The eight boiler pod units are arranged in vertical cylindrical
steel lined pods within the concrete pressure vessel and are designated
Al, A2, Bl, B2, Cl, Dl and D2.

The general arrangement of the pod boiler unit is shown in figure 1
and schematically in figure 2. Each boiler unit is suspended in its
pod from the closure head which seats and bolts on the pod liner
flange. Beneath each boiler unit is situated a gas circulator, also
connected to the boiler by a bolted flange.

THE POD BOILER UNIT

The boiler heating surface is arranged in the form of concentric
multi-wound helices wound around and suspended from a central support
spine. The boiler unit comprises the high pressure surface and a
reheater surface mounted above the high pressure surface.

The high pressure surface comprises two economisers, an evaporator
stage and three superheater stages (Fig 3). Each circuit of the HP
surface consists of one continuous tube length, comprising in an
upward sequence: economiser, evaporator and superheater. The 285
tubes are equal in length, achieved by changes in helix pitch to
compensate for changes in row diameters.

There are 19 rows, six tubes in the inner row, increasing one tube
per row to 24 tubes in the outer row. The heating surface consists
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of lengths of carbon steel, 97. Cr, 17. Mn steel and austenitlc type
316 stainless steel tubing welded into a composite length utilizing
welded transition pieces. Superheated steam leaves the boiler through
one of four superheater outlet headers.

Each of the 285 tubes in the boiler are fed individually from the
feed tube plate through a restrictor tube, which is fitted with a
ferrule at the tube plate end.

The reheater is located above the superheater. The heating surface
consists of 13 helically wound concentric coils. The inner coil has
12 tubes, each subsequent coil has two more tubes than the previous
coil, giving 36 tubes in the outer coil. The total number of tubes
is 312; steam entry and exit is via two inlet and two outlet headers.

INSTRUMENTATION

3.1 Original Supply

Two boiler units in Reactor 1 were specially instrumented
during manufacture. Boiler Unit 1C1 is instrumented with 99
thermocouples at representative points within the actual boiler
unit to measure the CO. gas temperatures and also to measure
transition joint metal temperatures, at both upper (S.S./9Cr
junction) and lower (97. Cr/Carbon Steel junction) transition
jolnt3.

The thermocouples used are 1.58mm; Nickel Chrome/Nickel Alumel.

No internal temperature Instrumentation is fitted to boilers in
Reactor 2.

3.2 Thermocouple Rakes

Following development during the reactor construction period
five of these devices were installed into one superheater
header on pods lAl, 1B2, 1D2 and two headers on pod 1C1.

The device comprises an array of 19 thermocouples and is located
inside a superheater header. This enables a sample of superheated
steam temperatures to be obtained from that header (approximately
50% of tubes in that header). No similar instrumentation was
fitted to the second reactor, but following the referrulllng
exercise, every pod on all boilers now contains at least one
thermocouple rake.

A selection of approximately 150 strain gauges was fitted to
one boiler pod at each site. Approximately 130 accelerometers
were fitted to another pod. In addition, a further set of
accelerometers and strain gauges were fitted to a specially
instrumented boiler pod (MA31) on Reactor 2 at Heysham.

APPENDIX B

TYPICAL BOILER INLET FEEDWATER CHEMISTRY

PH

Ammonia

Hydrazine

Oxygen

Direct Conductivity

After Cation Conductivity

Sodium

Chloride

Sulphate

Reactive Silica

Iron

Copper

9.2 @ 25 Deg C

500 ug/Kg

40 ug/Kg

Controlled to 15 ug/Kg + 3

4.5 uS/cm @ 25 Deg C

< 0.08 uS/cm <? 25 Deg C

< 2.0 ug/Kg

< 2.0 ug/Kg

< 2.0 ug/Kg

< 5.0 ug/Kg

< 5.0 ug/Kg

< 2.0 ug/Kg
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Abstract
The ACR Steam Generators for Heysham II and Torness Power Stations have been installed at
site and are being operated in the initial low temperature commissioning plant engineering
tests. In this paper a description of the high pressure once-through steam generators
together with layout arrangements, materials employed, operating parameters, plant
operating conditions and constraints is given. An outline of the development of the
design through thermo-hydraulic considerations, mecahnical design, instrumentation to
component testing Is presented. Special features of the design directed to accommodate
such requirements as seismic loadings, waterside static and dynamic stability, gas flow
induced vibration, thermal expansions are described in detail. The fabrication
facilities employed and techniques selected and developed for the manufacture and assembly
of the heating surfaces are presented. These include welding processes, tube
manipulation and heat treatment with details of the automation applied to the processes.

Operating experience in the early commissioning plant engineering tests at Site Is
described with an emphasis on those tests which provide the final confirmation of the
design prior to operation at full load. The paper concludes with a description of the
outstanding commissioning activities up to raise power.

1 . DESCRIPTION

1 .1 General

The Steam Generators for the Heysham II/Torness AGR's are designed to operate with
carbon dioxide gas conditions at Inlet of 615°C/41 bar a. Steam is generated at
538°C/160 bar a, together with reheat steam at 538°C39 bar a. At each station
there are two reactors with gross output of 1320 HW(e) -

There are four boilers in each reactor and each boiler comprises three once-
through HP units and three single stage reheater units which in normal operation
generate steam to drive the main turbine. A further bank of tubing is provided
beneath each HP unit and operates in conjunction with the HP unit to remove decay
heat when the reactor is shut down. The bank also assists in the maintenance of
the reactor gas inlet temperature within the required range during reactor start-
up and shut down operations. The general layout of the steam generators within
the reactor is shown on Fig. 1 and a cross-section of an HP unit with an
associated reheater and decay boiler Is shown in Fig. 2.

The boiler units are located in the annulus between the reactor gas baffle and
vessel wall. The tube arrangement for the heating surfaces, consisting of plain
and finned tubing, Is formed from horizontal parallel straight tubes and
associated return bends.

1 .2 Plant Layout and Steam and Feed Connections

Gas Is constrained to flow through the reheater and HP boiler units by means of
permanent casings, gas seals and annular plates. The boiler units are supported
from below by two carbon steel beams which are suspended from supports on the gas
baffle and from the vessel wall. The reheater banks are suspended from the
vessel roof and connected to the HP unit with a flexible seal. The support
arrangements enable thermal expansions, both radially and vertically, to be
accommodated between the boiler units and the reheaters. Gas at high temperature
is prevented from penetrating down the annulua to the boiler gas seals by a sparge
system supplied with gas at reactor inlet temperature of 300° so that there is a
general up flow of gas outside the boiler casing.

Each quadrant has its own feed water system Incorporating the usual complement of
main and start-up feed regulating valves, see Fig. 3. Pipework distributes the
feed water to six penetrations through which tailpipes pass to the three boiler
units. A control valve In the pipework to each penetration is provided to ensure
distribution stability and steam temperature control. High pressure steam is
conveyed from each boiler through nine penetrations In the pressure vessel wall
and Is collected Into steam headers. The reheat steam Is fed Into and out of the
pressure vessel through a total of six combined headers and penetrations per
quadrant. External reactor pipework Incorporates a bypass to limit the outlet
steam temperature by means of steam attemperators.

1.3 Tube Elements for the HP and Reheater Units

The HP elements are continuous (2 flow/platen) from the feed inlet penetration to
the superheater outlet at which point the elements are bifurcated into tailpipes
which are routed through the steam penetrations. The material of the HP tube
elements is graded from austenitlc stainless steel type 316H at the top through 92
Cr IX Mo to IX Cr *jX Mo at the bottom. The tubes for the primary economlser are
25.4m o-d. made of IX Cr ty- Mo with carbon steel fins on a staggered arrangement;
the 9X banks are made of 28mm o.d. plain tube on an In-line pitch; and the
stainless steel tube bank consists of 36mm o.d. plain tube on a staggered pitch
arrangement. Inconel 600 and 5X Cr transition joints are used at the upper and
lower material change locations respectively.

Elements are supported by means of a welded spacer system of the same material as
the tubing. The elements are connected at various intervals down the unit by
links to transverse support beams which transfer tube bank loads to the main
casing structure. Support beams and associated links are of austenltlc stainless
steel.

Reheater elements comprise 38mm o.d. plain tube, each element having four flow
paths. The tubes are bifurcated to reduce the number of branches on the large
bore headers. The elements are supported by means of 316 H stainless steel
spacers and hangers In a similar manner to that of the HP boiler.

1.4 Decay Heat Boiler

Tube banks for the decay heat boiler are located directly beneath the main boiler
economlser sections (Fig. 2). One inlet feed penetration and one outlet
steam/water penetration are provided for each boiler quadrant. External valve
isolations allow the operation of the decay heat system when fewer than four
quadrants are required.

Each decay heat bank consists of twelve rows of finned tubing of the same geometry
and material as the main boiler primary econoralser. The boilers are brought
into service for reactor start-up duty and are also initiated automatically after
reactor trip as part of the reactor shut down sequence- Facilities for control
of feed flow and pressure are provided.
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Fig. 2 - Cross Sections of Sceam Generator Unit
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CIRCULATORS

Fig. 3 - Feed and Steam Flow Diagram

1.5 Tailpipes

1.6

lit Cr *jZ Mo tailpipes pass from the tube plate in the feed inlet penetration to
the bottom of the boiler units with sufficient flexibility to accommodate the
relative thermal movements. Superheater Internal tailpipes are routed from the
top of the boiler units through a tube plate in each outlet penetration to
external headers. Tailpipes connect the platens of the reheaters to large bore
Internal headers.

Boiler casings are designed to support the tube banks during assembly at works,
transportation and up-ending prior to lifting into the reactor vessel. The
casing is also designed to withstand gas pressure and temperature differentials
during operation. Support pedestals are provided at the bottom of the HP unit
casings for attachments to the main support beams. Reheater and main unit
casings are fabricated from austenitic stainless steel. Vertical baffles are
provided over the full height and breadth of the reheater and HP units to improve
the acoustic behaviour of the casing cavity. These baffles form an integral part
of the casing structure. Flights are Included to minimise gas by-passing between
tube banks and casing walls.

1 .9

Boiler Supporting Structure

An annular ring common to all four boilers is attached to the lower end of the HP
units to control radial expansion of the units and provide convenient attachment
points for the main gas seal. Each main unit is supported at its base by two
fabricated radial beams through pin joint connection between the beams and the
base of the unit casing. The radial beams are supported by flexible slings
connected to tubular supports attached to the gas baffle and to dummy penetration
In the liner. The slings have hinged connections to permit transverse movement
and are preset so that in normal operation the flexural stresses are low, see Fig.
4. Connections are provided at the top of the HP unit between superheat
penetrations and casing to control thermal movements in a radial direction and to
accommodate vertical and horizontal expansion of the units.

Each reheater is supported by four slings suspended from the concrete pressure
vessel roof, see Figs. 1 and 2. The reheaters are also connected to the HP
boiler by means of a rolling seal which allows vertical and radial differential
expansion between the reheater and HP units. A sliding bracket maintains radial
and circumferential alignment thereby preventing undue loads on the seal.
Seismic loads on the boiler structure are reacted through restraints connected
between the casings and dummy supports on the vessel liner wall and differential
loadings on the reheater slings and the steam penetrations.

Gas Seals and Division Plates

The main gas seals are continuous around the inner and outer wall3 of the annulus
at the bottom of the main unit casing. Each seal comprises two tubes spaced
apart and sandwiched between layers of shims which are backed and protected by
plates. One tube of the seal assembly is connected via a membrane plate to the
boiler units, the other tube via a membrane plate to ledger sections on the liner
and gas baffle skirt plates. Joints on the systems are covered by lap sealing
plates. The seals allow relative thermal movement in both the horizontal and
vertical directions, see Fig. 5. Low temperature coolant tapped off the gas
baffle is piped around the bottom of the units to maintain the surrounding voids
cool and to offset leakage through the seal. The gas leakage through the seals
will be approximately 1% of the boiler gas flow. The coolant flow, in
association with baffles around the unit at various levels serves to prevent hot
CO2 bypassing the boiler units and flowing down to the lower part of the annulus.
Division plates are provided between each quadrant below the main gas seals to
isolate adjacent boiler/circulator systems in the event of one quadrant being shut
down. The division plates are made of mild steel plates suitably stiffened, the
structure being adeqate to withstand the full differential pressure across the
boilers.

Penetrations

Two economlser penetrations are provided for each boiler unit, see Fig. 6. The
penetration has a tube plate at the outer end to which the economiser tubes are
welded. Flow stabilising orifices are provided at each tube location. The tube
plate extension is welded to the penetration liner tube on site. Attached to the
tube plate is a large diameter flanged header comprising feed inlet branch and
drain branch. The flange can be removed for plugging tubes in the event of a
boiler element leak.

The three superheater outlet penetrations associated with each boiler unit are
fabricated into units comprising steam tubes and Insulated sheath tube and
complete with a forged end plate at the Inboard end, see Fig. 7.
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Fig. 6 - Feed and Instrument Penetrations
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The annulus formed by the sheath and Che insulated penetration liner tube is
provided so that the penetration sheath tube acting as a cantilever can take up
the vertical expansion of the boiler units.

Cold pull is applied to limit the stresses in the sheath tube during normal
working conditions. The individual steam tubes pass through the forged end plate
and connect into steam headers mounted on the outside of the reactor vessel.

Plate baffles and insulation assemblies are provided on both feed and steam
penetrations to control gas circulation and heat transfer.

The reheater inlet and outlet steam penetrations comprise large bore stainless
steel tubes externally insulated and contained in a sheath tube. The outer end
of the steam tubes is flanged to provide access to the header for inspection and
remote tube plugging in the event of a reheater element leak- A branch is
provided for connection to the reheater steam pipework.

Shielding at the outer end of the feed and steam penetrations limits external
radiation to acceptable levels. All boiler feed and steam penetrations are
provided with external secondary retention features to limit gas side discharge to
acceptable levels in the unlikely event of a penetration weld failure.

1.10 External Pipework

Each boiler has an independant feed supply with associated control and trip valves
which divides into six branches which connect to the outer end of the feed
penetrations. Separate branches are provided for connection of emergency feed
systems, see Fig. 3.

The HP steam pipework is routed from the outlet branch of the external superheater
headers; each header serves three boiler units. The pipework is anchored back to
the concrete vessel. In addition to the steam mains to the turbine, connections
from the HP steam pipework permit discharge of steam or water to the start-up
vessels, and to the LP vent system, via appropriate control valve stations-
Provision is also made for pipework to bypass the HP boiler for circuit clean-up
operations.

Reheater bypass pipework is provided between the reheat inlet pipework and the
branches on the reheater outlet penetrations, complete with an attemperator device
to obtain the required final reheat steam temperature.

2. PERFORMANCE ASPECTS

2.1 General

Optimisation of the operating parameters has been based on total plant model
studies covering reactor, boiler and turbine performance. These allow the design
of once through main boilers for generation of high pressure steam to suit 660
MW(a) turbo-alternator machines as developed in the UK for conventional fossil
fuelled power stations. Operating parameters are summarised in Table 1.

TABLE 1

OPERATING PARAMETRERS AT 100% CMR LOAD

Gas flow/reactor
Gas pressure
Gas temperatures:

Inlet to reheater
Inlet to HP boiler
Outlet from HP boiler

HP steam flow/reactor
HP steam outlet
HP feed temperature
Hot RH steam after attemperator
Cold RH steam

4203 kg/s
41 bar a

573°C
290"C
500 kg/s
54O°C/166 bar
156°C
538°C/41 bar a
342°C/43 bar a

2 .2 Plant Operating Conditions

From a study o£ the operational envelope for the reactor and boiler plant a series
of Plant Operating Conditions has been identified, together with associated
frequencies over reactor life, and subsequently assessed for the design
substantiation of boiler components. Table 2 gives a simplified summary of POC's
and frequencies.

The POC's are classified as Normal, Frequent, Infrequent or Limiting events:
POC's are also identified.

test

Normal POC s occur during the course of planned operation of the reactor and
include start-up, power operation over the load range, boiler quadrant shut down
and start-up, refuelling activities and controlled reactor shut down operations.

Frequent POC's include reactor trips with variants of post-trip cooling, turbine
trips, quadrant trips and other plant faults expected to occur several times
during reactor life.

Infrequent POC's are expected to occur once or less during reactor life and
component design must assume a once per lifetime basis. Included are major
boiler leak, steam and feed pipework failure, minor reactor depressurlsatlon
faults and quadrant trip protection failures.

Limiting POC'3 are events which are not expected to occur but are included In the
design otherwise the consequences could Include release of significant
radioactivity. It is accepted that these POC's may require extensive remedial
action or even write-off of plant. Included In these POC's are major reactor
depressurlsatlon, hypothetical failure of a boiler half unit feed tube plate,
reactor trip from full power with minimum post-trip cooling by one main boiler
supplied with emergency boiler feed or by one decay heat boiler In service.

Test POC1s include boiler testing during the combined engineering
tests and power phase commissioning of the station.
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TABLE 2

SUMMARY OF NORMAL AND FREQUENT POC's

Plant Operating Conditions Frequency

Reactor temperature raising to standby 35
Reactor start-ups with three to four boilers 300
Cold turbine start-ups up to 100% load 100
Hot turbine start-ups to 100% load 200
Power cycling 10% - 80% - 100% load 5400
Power cycling 100% - 60% - 100% load 2400
Power cycling 100% - 40% - 100% load 650
Refuelling cycles at loads from 30% to 100% load 200
Single boiler planned shut downs 150
Single boiler trips 150
Controlled shut down from three or four quadrant
Operation to hot reactor standby 150
Reactor trip from operating power level 60
Turbine trip - reactor trip 60
Loss of feed trip - turbine trip - reactor trip 30

2.3 Operating Procedures

Operation of the reactor at power requires the use of three or four boiler
quadrants In service producing steam conditions scheduled as appropriate for the
turbine load. The station auto control system ensures that the boilers are
operated over the control range within the defined constraints of the boiler
plant, in particular tube metal temperatures and steam superheat at the 9Cr IMo/SS
316 transition joints.

A 'dry start1 technique is employed for start-up with feed admitted to initially
empty boilers which are uniformly at approximately 300°C. Low load steaming of
the boilers allows the generation of steam at 36O°C/90 bar a, which is controlled
by means of steam pressure reducing/desuperheating valves at entry to the boiler
start-up vessels, see Fig- 3. These steam conditions are suitable for starting a
cold turbine. For a hot shut down turbine the boiler steam conditions are raised
to 460*0/140 bar before admission to the turbine takes place. Over the
scheduled load range from the high pressure steam conditions from the boiler rise
from the hot start conditions to 538°C/160 bar a. Power cycling from the 100%
MCR load to reduced outputs takes place under control of the station auto control
system to match reactor/boiler operation to variations in turbine load demand.

The station auto control system is based on a gas forcing/steam pressure governing
strategy to match turbine load demand. As part of the overall control system Che
boiler half unit feed valves are regulated to adjust feed flow and control the
degree of steam superheat at the 9Cr lMo/316 transition joints, or to control the
decay heat boiler outlet gas temperature at loads below 50%. In addition the
average differential pressure across the half unit feed valve is maintained at a
constant value over the load range by regulation of the boiler feed pump speed.

In the event of a reactor trip or turbine trip the high pressure boiler steam is
diverted from the turbine, to a low pressure vent system which allows discharge of
steam to atmosphere via a set of steam pressure reducing valves and flash vessels
provided with silencers. These control valves also serve to reduce boiler
pressure at a predetermined rate down to 80 bar a. This approach allows the
boilers to continue to remove heat from the reactor gas circuit after the trip,

whilst ensuring that the boiler platen stresses remain acceptable and also
permitting any subsequent use of low pressure emergency feed pumps if this is
necessary. In parallel with post-trip operation of the main boilers the decay
heat boilers are brought into service automatically after a reactor trip
generating steam at 35 bar a and providing the longer term heat removal system.

2.4 Thermal Aspects

Experiments have been carried out to determine the gas side heat transfer
coefficients for the various tube bank geometries and associated components such
as tailpipes, platen spacers, part rows and bends. Thermal performance computer
codes use this data to predict detailed temperature distributions and boiling
positions which in turn provide input for mechanical analyses of the components.

The greater part of heat transfer testing has concentrated on the measurement of
bulk heat transfer coefficient in the tube banks. This allows assessments to be
made of the overall performance of the boiler. The bulk heat transfer
coefficients were determined in pressurised K>2 and atmospheric rigs utilising a
large number of thermocouples fitted to the tube bank. For local components such
as tailpipes, part rows etc. it was impractical to fit large numbers of
thermocouples so a more compact method of measurement was devised.

The technique Involved the use of miniature resistance thermometers embedded flush
with the surface of the component under test, see Fig. 8. The thermometers are
electrically heated and maintained at a constant temperature by an automatic
control system. The power required to maintain this temperature, after deducting
heat losses due to conduction is proportional to the local heat transfer
coefficient. By comparison with the power required to maintain the same
temperature under the same flow conditions within configurations with well
established heat transfer characteristics, absolute values can be obtained for the
local coefficients. The technique described is a comparative one where the heat
transfer coefficient say on a bend can be determined as a percentage of the main
bank heat transfer coefficient. A typical ambient wind tunnel and model are
shown in Figs. 9 and 10.

For the plain tube sections of the boiler it was found that the bend gas heat
transfer coefficient was of the order of 70% of the main bank and 20% for the
plain surface bends in the finned economiser bank. Tailpipes varied with
position and were of the order of 60% to 80% at edge platens where gas by-pass
exists an increase of 10% results.

Gas mixing tests have been carried out on a number of tube bank geometries.

Such data are required to assess particular two dimensional aspects such as:-

I) Dissipation of temperature spikes during refuelling.

II) Blanking off platens as a result of leaking tubes,

ill) Tube-bank edge effects.

The technique used for experimental determination of mixing characteristics is to
inject a tracer gas into an air flow model of the section of boiler under
investigation, and observe the decaying concentration profiles at successive
planes downstream of the injection position. Particularly good mixing has been
demonstrated for the majority of the surface.
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Gas Side Oxidation Erosion Corrosion

Temperature limits are necessary to avoid excessive gas side oxidation of
components for an economic boiler design. It is also necessary to use alloy
steels that are compatible with other operational factors. The following metal
temperature limits are employed for 30 years operation exposed to AGR gas.

Material

Carbon Steel
(0.1% Si min)

Carbon steel
(0.2% Si min)

(0.2% Si min)

9%Cr l%Mo
(0.6% Si min)

316 SS

Temperature

350°C

370°C

37O°C

550°C

700°C

69

For structural components interface joints at temperatures above 250°C are fully
seal welded where possible. Where gas tightness cannot be guaranteed, prescribed
gaps are adopted between faces of weld connections to accommodate oxide growth.
Bolted arrangements are designed to cater for oxide jacking strains and metal loss
at thread forms to prevent disengagement.

Water/Steam Side Corrosion

Allowances for general water/steam side corrosion are included in the tube wall
thickness assessment for the respective materials of construction. In addition
allowances to cater for periodic chemical cleaning of the boiler units due to
accumulated oxides result in the following totals:

Carbon and l%Cr ^%Mo Steels 0.61mm

9%Cr and IZMo Steel 0.89tm

316 H SS 0.18mm

Stress Corrosion

Because of metal temperature limits due to gas side oxidation, it is necessary to
use austenitic stainless steel tube for the second stage superheater and reheater
tube banks. This material is subject to stress corrosion in aggressive chemical
environments.

Occasional wetting of austentitic tube material is acceptable in the short term
provided water quality is controlled within defined limits. Potential long term
problems are avoided by using high purity feed water during power operation and by
controlling steam temperature at entry to the austentitic section of the secondary
superheater to a nominal minimum of 70°C superheat at which droplets are absent.

In regions of high water velocities such as downstream of control orifices and at
tube bends, erosion corrosion can occur resulting in severe metal wastage. The
process is a function of a number of factors including the material composition of
the attacked surface. Tests have shown that alloy steels are resistant to attack
and so these steels are used for the water sections of the boiler units.

Taking account of all the above factors l%Cr ^%Mo steel is used for the feed
inlet, primary economiser and decay heat tube banks. The secondary economiser,
evaporator and primary superheater are made from 9%Cr l%Mo steel while the upper
tube banks are made of 316H austentitic stainless steel.

4. MECHANICAL DESIGN

4.1 Design and Substantiation

The boiler system is the principal means of removal of heat from the reactor.
Both the main boiler and decay heat boilers are essential parts of the post trip
cooling system. In addition the reactor vessel penetration components form part
of the primary circuit coolant boundary. For these reasons the boiler system was
designated as Class I safety system and the following design philosophy applied:-

i) Physical redundancy against containment breaches (superheater and reheater
penetrations) and against loss of support (all boiler components) were
included where possible. In the remaining situations (economiser and
decay heat penetrations) incredibility of failure arguments are made by
fracture mechanics techniques.

11) Rigorous structural integrity assessments of all in reactor components were
performed using a purpose developed assessment methodology.

A detailed presentation is beyond the scope of this paper. A summary of features
under i) above is given in Fig. 16. An overview of the design and structural
integrity methodology is as follows:-

Pressure part and structural scantlings were designed using appropriate British
National Standards. Thereafter, due to the large number of components and
operational events to be assessed it was decided that structural integrity
assessment must be based on an elastic analysis methodology using stress
categorisation as defined by ASME III NB. Requirements were to address component
failure due to ductile or creep rupture, instantaneous or creep Instability,
excessive deformation, incremental collapse and ratcheting and creep fatigue
damage•

Recourse was made to the ASME N47 code case elastic route but this was found to be
excessively restrictive In the following aspects:-

1) Permissible combinations of primary and secondary stress ranges.

11) Use of linearised mechanical and thermally induced stresses to characterise
creep damage at structural discontinuities.

A hybrid methodology based on N47 but recognising variations in i) above due to
proportionality of the cycle considered and the assessment of creep relaxation
and the use of reference stresses to replace ii) was evolved.



70 Upper restraint, radial

Fig. 12 - Finite Element Models foe Seismic Analysis

A consequence of Che use of an elastic methodology in the classification of some
thermally Induced loadings as primary where the probability of elastic follow up
exists necessitating the design of components to sustain the loadings rather than
their assessment under prescribed deformation. The principal such example and
one indication of the level of substantitation performed is the tube support
spacers •

The function of these components is to sustain self weight and aerodynamic drag
and also to suppress aerodynamically and acoustically induced vibration to
negligible levels. Of the two possible design concepts:- clamped mechanical
connections or welded connections the later was chosen since it was considered
that validation against the associated problems of low cycle thermal fatigue could
be provided by a combination of analysis and short term test. The problem of the
alternative concept i.e. fretting and wear and relaxation of clamping forces could
only be addressed by long term operation of a rig modelling all significant
mechanisms in an appropriate environment.

Loading mechanisms to be addressed in substantiation are:-

a) Pressure differentials between reactor coolant and boiler fluid, typically
150 bars internal for HP boiler and up to 40 bars external for the reheater.

b) Structural loadings resulting from constraint of differential expansion of
the tubing within the platen.

c) Local thermal stresses in the spacer-tube intersection resulting from
differences between gas and fluid temperature differentials.

d) Steady and fluctuating aerodynamic loading.

e) Self weight and seismic loading.

f) System loads from tailpipes and interbank connections.

.000 I .000 2.O00 ?.000 4.000 5 .OOO 6.OOO 7 .000 8.COO

Fig. 13 - Main Boiler Unit Seismic Response Radial

Bottom restraint, radial

OOO 1.000 2.000 3.000 4.OOO 5.000 6.OOO 7.000 8.000

Fig. 14 - Main Boiler Unit Seismic Response Radial
60/60 Restraint Gaps
Single Penetration Support
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Fig. 15 - Aseismic Design Route Fig. 16 - Boiler System Safety Requirements



72 With the exception of c) which is locally self equilibrating all loadings are
considered in the formulation of the definitive case used in formulating the
scantlings. Ranges of all loadings except e) contribute to the cycles used in
incremental distrortion and fatigue assessments.

An understanding of the cyclic behaviour of loadings b) and c) may be obtained
from Fig. 17 which shows the variation of gas fluid and tube metal temperatures
throughout the HP boiler and reheater at 100 and 30% load. For each
intersection, loading b) is approximately proportional to the change of gradient
of tube metal temperature whilst loading c) is proportional to the difference
between gas and fluid temperature. It may now be seen that for every cycle, each
component of each of six platens experiences different ranges of these loadings,
the fatigue significance of which is a function of temperature dependant material
properties. The complexity of the resultant substantiation task dictated the
encoding of the following procedure:-

PLAIN

Distribution of gas, fluid and tube metal temperatures are obtained using NEI and
CEGB thermal performance programs.

Linear finite element analyses idealisation of the intersections Fig. 18 are
prepared to obtain stiffness of the intersections for use in overall structural
models, stress factors relating stresses in the component to pressure and applied
mechanical loading and thermal stresses in the intersection subject to arbitrary
gas and fluid temperatures and coefficients. The mesh used ia intended to
capture only gross behavious of the intersection, the fatigue behavious of local
discontinuities is addressed by correlation of analyses of such models with
fatigue test results to obtain fatigue strength reduction factors.
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4.2

Stresses are combined to provide the classifications required for assessment of
the various modes of failure, experimentally determined fatigue strength reduction
factors being applied where appropriate.

A detailed postprocessing program accepting results of local component and platen
structural analyses, performing the above stress evaluations and combinations and
initial assessments against the hybrid assessment methodology was written and is
shown in Fig. 20.

Gas Flow Induced Vibration Tests

For banks of tubes in cross flow and typical AGR gas flow conditions, three
sources of flow induced vibration are now postulated: whirling instability, vortex
shedding and turbulent buffeting.

6 nsa * 42 mm 72n=a long C.L. spacer 447

Fig. 18 - Finite Element Idealisation of Centre-Line Spacer UWIT
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Fig. 19 - Beam Model Idealisation of Secondary Superheater Platen

The platen structures are Idealised as beam models Fig. 19 using the intersection
stiffnesses previously described and subject to representations of loadings b) d)
e) and f) above. Resultant loadings on each component are obtained. Stresses
in each intersection due to these mechanisms are simply obtained as the product of
these resultants and the stress factors described above. The required local
thermal stresses c) are obtained from the single thermal stress analysis by means
of a factoring technique recognising variations in gas to fluid temperature
differential and the heat transfer coefficient.
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Fig. 20 - Flowchart for Platen Design SubstanCitacion
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4.3

The platen, with Its welded spacers, suppresses any significant motion between
tubes in the streamwise direction. Motion between platens is possible, but only
as columns of tubes moving relative to one another in a transverse direction.
This was thought to severely curtail any aero-elastic feedback mechanism for the
lower modes of the platen structure. However, with no mathematical means of
quantifying this effect it was necessary to turn to physical models.

A rig outlined below was therefore designed and built which provided the
following:-

a) Gas density equals the boiler operating gas density
b) Gas velocity equals and can exceed boiler operating gas velocity
c) Gas turbulence is representative of that generated in the operating boiler
d) The working section large enough to contain full scale boiler components with

representative aerodynamic and mechanical boundary conditions.

The rig used ambient temperature carbon dioxide at pressures up to 15 bar as the
working fluid- This gives gas densities equal to those in the boiler. Hence
reheater tails, reheater platens, superheater tails, superheater platens,
superheater interbank tails and upper 9% chrome platens can be tested at their
correct gas density. The only significant effect of operating at ambient
temperature is to slightly Increase the natural frequency of the test specimens.

For testing tailpipes the test arrangement was a rectangular section wind tunnel,
1.9m X 1.47m, with the gas flowing through It horizontally along the axis of the
pressure vessel. The return flow passed through the annulus between the wind
tunnel and the pressure vessel. The working section was 2.4m long and could
incorporate a dummy tube bank, upstream of the tails under test, to generate
realistic turbulence (Fig. 21). The platen test arrangement provided for gas
flow circumferentially around the inside of the vessel (Fig. 22).

Nine full reheater platens or eleven part superheater platens could be contained
in the test section.

Test Results

With the exception of the transition tails, vibration response was low at all gas
flows tested. Variation with gas velocity of average response under these non
resonant conditions was found to lie bewteen V " and V .

The transition tail array differed from this general pattern, at high gas flows
vibration amplitude increased suddenly. These tails run in pairs and are
regularly spaced across the unit. Transverse pitching is wide, P^/D "2-9 but
longitudinal pitching is close, P^/D =1.4 the tubes responded in pairs in their
first out of phase mode with no evidence of aerodynamic coupling between adjacent
pairs. An uprating of the Heysham 2, Torness boilers is envisaged it was decided
to modify the tailpipes to give a greater margin between operating and critical
velocities. Accordingly, the two tubes in each tail pair were clamped together,
increasing the frequency of the first out of phase mode from 25 Hz to above 45 Hz.
This was tested In the rig and demonstrated to be satisfactory.

Seismic

The stations are required to withstand the effects of an earthquake having a
prescribed maximum free field ground motion considered applicable to UK sites,
with a peak acceleration of 0.25g. Dynamic analysis of the complete nuclear
island has enabled aseismic design conditions to be derived for individual boiler
components. These conditions are in the form of floor response spectra and
static coefficients.

(1) Fan unit, with silencer and dlfTuser
(2) Tost speclnens In 1.5 x 1.8 • section
(3) Upstreaa dtiray tube bai*

Haxlnio vessel pressure 15 bar
MaxUnua gas density 26.5 kg/or
tfexlao gas flow 7.i| nP/a

Fig. 21 - C<>2 Vibration Test Rig Flow Arrangements for Tailpipe Tests

Fan unit.

PI«tens hung In 3.32 x
0.4 5m test section, («
quarter unit) vith gas
flow vertically downward*
through It.

Fig. 22 - C02 Vibration Teat Rig Flov Arrangements for Platen Te»t»



Initial design has been based on loadings defined by static coefficient derived
from a design base earthquake having a peak ground acceleration of O.125g. These
seismic loadings are combined with operational loads and the resulting stresses
are required to be within the elastic limits of the materials of construction.
This approach is strictly applicable only to components having a lowest natural
frequency of 33 Hz or greater. As major components In the steam generators have
lower natural frequencies, dynamic response of a complete representation of the
twelve boiler and reheater units together with annular ring, supports and
restraining structures has been performed with safe shutdown earthquake inputs.

The resultant loads and displacements are applied to the individual components in
combination with operational conditions. The finite element representation of
the boiler complex of units penetrations and supports is shown in Fig. 12.
Typical boiler movements over the seismic period are shown in Fig- 13 & 14.

Restraining structures include seismic restraint brackets located at two levels of
the boiler casing. A l/5th scale model of a boiler unit has been dynamically
tested to substantiate the theoretical modelling. For external pipework and
associated equipment conventional dynamic analysis methods have been used to
establish positions of seismically qualified restraints and snubbers necessary to
accommodate the safe shut down earthquake. The aseismic design route is shown on
Fig. 15.

Shaker test have been carried out on valves and actuator assemblies in operating
mode to demonstrate seismic capability. Control and instrument cubicles have
been similarly tested.
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INSTRUMENTATION

One boiler unit in the first reactor at each site was fitted with instrumentation
to monitor vibration. Strain gauges were chosen for the majority of
installation as these give the most directly usable measure of relevant loading on
the structure. In a l l , 389 transducers wre fitted to each test unit, 336 high
temperature strain gauges, 8 high temperature pressure transducers to check the
acoustic field and 445 channels of accelerometers of which 20 (10 X biaxial) were
high temperature and 25 low temperature. All but the lat ter remain in the unit
to be monitored through to full power operation, 310 of the strain gauges were
fitted to the boiler tubing. The remainder to casings and baffles to monitor
acoustic loading. The majority of the tubing gauges were fitted to the platens
the rest to the tailpipes.

Mechanical thermal movement Indicators were fitted to the boiler components to
confirm predictions.

Thermocouples were fitted to the units as listed, see Fig. 23.

Reheater - Gas Inlet
- Slings

H.P. Boiler - Gas Inlet
- Transition 9Cr/St.St - Gas and Metal
- Transition 9Cr/lCr - Gas

D.H. Boiler - Gas Inlet (Special)
- Gas Outlet

Corrosion Specimens - Gas
Boiler Annulus - Gas
Main Gas Seal - Gas Lower Annulus
Penetrations - Gas and Metal

A flow monitoring differential pressure device was fitted to one of the feed
penetration orifices to detect any instabilities.

6. MANUFACTURE

6 . 1 General

A large production Investment was made to introduce advanced manufacturing
techniques and a boiler assembly line was set up.

This involved the introduction of:-

(I) Improved fixed and orbital head welding machines,
(ii) C.N.C. bending,
(ill) robotic spacer/tube welding.
(iv) computer controlled inert gas atmosphere stress relieving

furnace.

The manufacturing environment was raised to a level of control designed to avoid
any acid cleaning and thus ensure maintenance of cleanliness up to transfer to
clean conditions.

6.2 Assembly Line

Tubes were fed onto a tube end preparation facility incorporating cutting and
finishing machines, followed by butt welding Into total lengths of 42 metres
using Fixed Head TIG welding. A mechanical handling system transported the tubes
to an NDT station. CNC bending machines were used to bend the tubes Into
platens. Jig assembly for orbital welding, employed a 'U' head orbital TIG
welding machine. The equipment incorporated a weld programmable sequencer and
arc voltage control, allowing a fully automatic weld of high quality and



consistency. Spacer welding was performed using automatic methods incorporating
/0 robots. The system was divided into three distinct sections:-

a) The welding Jig.
b) The weld torch positioning system.
c) The welding equipment.

The function of this jig was to position the tube and spacer consistently In
relation to the welding torch positioning system.

This latter system employed a gantry running along a track. Suspended from each
gantry are two inverted robots, each carrying a welding torch.

The welding equipment Is based on the MIG/MAG process backed up by Improvements in
the form of electronic power sources, purpose designed feed units and special
welding torches.

Four interacting computers control led the operations:-

a) Robot mlcroproceaaora.
b) Gantry mini computer.
c) Weld programmable cont ro l le r .
d) Memory extension mini computer.

6.3 Heat Treatment

On completion, the boiler platens were subjected to post fabrication heat
treatment to relieve stress and restore properties affected by bending and welding
operations. The heat treatment was carried out in computer controlled electric
'Top Hat' furnace which had the facility for air evacuation prior to filling with
nitrogen to provide an inert atmosphere*

6.4 Assembly of Elements

The four platens designated, economiser, lower chrome, upper chrome and
superheater were joined together via six tube butt welds to form an element.

These welds were ultrasonically examined followed by heat treatment using
localised heating elements.

6.5 Associated Components

Various components which connect or support the heat exchangers were manufactured
to standards and controls already described above using automated techniques
wherever possible.

7. COMMISSIONING

Plant completion testing has been carried out to ensure that all items of the
boiler plant and associated systems are in state of readiness to enable system
testing to commence. These tests include tube circuit clear way checks,
pneumatic and hydraulic tests to confirm that there are no gross tube leaks and
the plant is structurally sound in accordance with the design codes. In addition
calibration checks on all feed control valves have been carried out.

The second phase of commissioning has been carried out during combined engineering
tests when both decay heat and main boilers were used independantly and together
for controlling reactor temperatures with the reactor gas at 300°C the decay heat

boilers were operated in their control mode and performed satisfactorily. The
opportunity was taken to set the decay heat safety valves under steam. The steam
generated was also used for warming feed water In the deaerator. The whole decay
heat system has been tested as an independant cooling system prior to raising
power in the reactor.

During these tests gas flow vibration was monitored using a computer based system
to check the components of the gas circuit against flow and noise Induced
vibration. The full range of circulator inlet guide vane settings was
investigated. A total of 173 test conditions were recorded.

Vibration levels were low throughout the test units at both sites. Most
transducers Indicated less than 15% of allowable limit. In general, the
frequencies of response and amplitudes levels were as expected from the CO, rig
test.

The third phase of commissioning will be carried out when fuelled engineering
tests are complete and the reactor can be taken to power. At low power (about
20%) the main steam safety valves will be floated and any disturbances within the
boilers monitored. A programme of checks and tests on all boiler and feed auto
control loops will be carried out simultaneously with station power control loops
throughout Initial reactor start-up to full load. At 20Z power and at increments
in power all 9% S-S« transition joint temperatures will be recorded to ensure that
the distributions lie within prescribed limits of degrees of superheat and metal
temperature.

Instrumentation on selected feed orifices will be monitored for evidence of any
water side dynamic instabilities between tubes under steady state and transient
operation. Boiler disconnection and reconnection trials will be performed and
the controls and transients assessed against design inputs.

At an early stage in raise power tests the opportunity will be taken to perform a
reactor trip and to demonstrate the post trip reactor safety system equipment i.e.
auto boiler pressure control, start of standby feed pumps, feed regulation, HUV
control function etc.

A programme of major disturbance tests will be performed covering the following
and the effects on the boilers monltored:-

Settlng of main steam safety valves
Load ramping
Feed pump auto change
Quadrant trip and reconnection
On-load valve testing
Refuelling

Finally a full load performance test will demonstrate the boiler capability and
plant margins.
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THE THTR STEAM GENERATOR: DESIGN,
MANUFACTURE AND INSTALLATION

H.W. FRICKER
Sulzer Brothers Ltd,
Winterthur, Switzerland

Abstract

In the THTR 300 MWe nuclear power station six steam generator
units produce live and reheat steam of conventional pressure and
temperature:

HP:
LP:

185 bar / 550
50 bar / 535

The steam generator units are identical and arranged around the
thermal shield inside the prestressed concrete pressure vessel.
Water/steam inlet and outlet pipes penetrate the pressure uessel
through a primary and a secondary closure at the top. The heat
exchanging surface is of the helical type; the individual tubes
are carried in support plates. Each unit consists of two high
pressure and one low pressure bundle. In the HP section, which
works on the once-through (monotube) principle, 80 parallel tubes
are used. A particularity is the principle of the so-called
down-hill boilinq: the feedwater enters at the top, steam leaves
at the bottom. This arrangement was chosen because it permitted a
simple gas flow. Because of the gas flow in the reactor core the
hot gas enters the steam generator at the bottom. The simplest
arrangement is thus to have an upward gas and a downward steam
flow in the steam generator.

The steam generator units were fabricated in a special workshop.
Each unit is 2000 mm in diameter, 18000 mm long and weighs 65 tons.

Transport to the site was by rail on a normal rail waggon with
special transport attachments. Unloading and erection on site made
use of the existing lifting equipment on site and was carried out
in a short time without any surprises.

After fitting the units into the PCRU the external piping to the
main headers were mounted. Because the safety requirements for
this piping system were changed after the original design and
planning stage, extensive redesign and changes became necessary.
Existing space limitations made it extremely difficult to fulfill
all functional and safety requirements. However, the new concept
was completed in time for reactor operation.

Introduction

In 1972 the consortia Sulzer Brothers Ltd., Winterthur and
Energie-und Uerfahrenstechnik GmbH, (EVT), Stuttgart was awarded
the contract by Hochternperatur-Reaktorbau GmbH, (HRB) , Koln/Mann-
heim for the design, manufacture, and installation of the six
steam generator units for the prototype 300 MW (e) Thorium High
Temperature Reactor (THTR) at Schmehausen, Germany.

Design and manufacture of the steam generators was done by Sulzer
Brothers Ltd. Design and manufacture of the external pipes and
headers, as well as installation on site, was done by EVT.

This contract followed the successful execution of a number of
monotube boilers for C02~cooled reactors:
1. Lucens, Switzerland-7 MW(e) from two steam generator units

composed of helically wound tubes [1]
2. St. Laurent I and II, France and Uandellos, Spain-500 MW(e)

each from 30 steam generator units [1]
3. EL-4 (Brennilis), France-70 MW(e) from 16 units .with heli-

cally wound tubes [2]

Sulzer also was engaged in the engineering of the steam genera-
tors for Fort St. Urain [3,4] and though licensees in the Old-
bury and Dungeness 8 steam generators. [5]

The six units were built under semiclean conditions at
CCM-Sulzer in Mantes, France. Installation of the first unit
into the concrete pressure vessel was in early 1979,
installation of the steam generators and associated equipement
was completed in October 1983.

Description

In the THTR 300 MW(e) nuclear power reactor six steam genera-
tor units produce steam of a quality equivalent to modern fos-
sil fired power stations . The identical steam generator units
are arranged around the thermal shield, inside the concrete
pressure vessel, fig 1 [6],

The operating data for each unit are:

Thermal power 128

Helxum:
inlet temperature

outlet temperature

inlet pressure

pressure drop maximum

gas flow

750

250

38.5

392

49.25

°C

°C

bar

mbar

kg/sec

oo

si



HP system:

feedwater temperature

steam temperature

steam pressure

pressure drop maximum

steam flow

LP system:

steam inlet temperature

steam outlet temperature

steam outlet pressure

pressure drop maximum

steam flow

180

550

186

53

42

.2

.9

, 1?

°C
o c

bar

bar

ka/eec

365.

53 S

49.

5.

40.

8

0
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°C

"C

bar

bar
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Hgure 2 shows a cross section through a steam generator unit.
Its diameter Is 2000 mm, its length, including the inner clo-
sure 18 600 mm and its empty weight 65 tons. The unit works on
the once-through principle: Fsedmater entering a given tube is
preheated, evaporated, and superheated in this same tube.

I he heating surfaces consist of helically coiled tubes, arran-
ged in rnultistart concentric tubs cylinders. This arrangement
results in a compact circular heat exchanger as required by the
overall pressure vessel la

The helium flows upwards, first ouer the parallel flow reheater
bundle, then over the two counterflow high-pressure bundles H?
II and HP I, and then through radial openings in the outer-
shroud to the circulator.

Evaporation is in the downhill cii.rec.tion; however, the inclina-
tion of the tubes from the horizontal is only 2,5 deq .

Forty feedwater tubes penetrate the outer and inner pressure
vessel closures. Each tube is the bifurcated, the 80 parallel
tubes entering the HP I bundle at the top and leaving the HP II
bundle at the bottom. In the central column, 40 steam tubes
conduct the tip steam uia an expansion modulus and through the
two closures to the outside headers.
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Sectional view of a steam generator unit for the
300-MWeTHTR prototype nuclear power station
Scnmehausen, FRG

1 Outer closure
2 Inner closure
3 Reheoter steam outlet 535 UC. 49 bar
4 Expansion modulus
5 HP steam outlet 550 -C. 1 86 bar
6 Prcstressed concrete vessei penetration
7 Reheater steam inlet 365-C
B Feed-water inlet 1S0°C
9 Centra! column

I 0 Helium outlet 250-C
II HP-i-bundle
1 2 Outer shroud
13 HP-11-bundle
14 Reheater bundle
15 Helium inlet 750-C
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The reheat steam is transported to the bottom of the bundle by
11 parallel pipes, again via the two closures, an expansion
modulus, and the central column. Each pipe feeds eight parallel
reheater tubes, which form the bundle of 88 tubes.

At the top of the bundle, these tubes are again collected into
11 p1pes that lead to the outside headers via an expansion
modulus and the two closures .

In the heating bundles the tubes are held in three radially
spaced drilled p1ates that are a11ached to the outer shroud in
the case of the HP bundles and to the central column for the RH
bundle. These attachments are such that excessive stresses due
to thermal expansion are avoided. The fixation of the tubes in
the holes of the plates is by means of a so-called sleeve and
wedge assembly, which eliminates fretting damage on the
tube. [7]

The nominal length of the heated section of each HP tube is
189.5 m. To achieve equal tube length the number of parallel
tubes in each cylinder must be proportional to its diameter.
With practical tube sizes this requirement could not be ful-
filled. The compromise was to somewhat vary tube length and
axial pitch. Even so, the extreme tubes are 18% shorter, resp.
b,3% longer than everage. The deviations in heating surface per
cylinder are + 5,7% maximum.

In order to maintain a constant superheat: temperature in each
tube, individual throttling of the tubes is necessary [8],
Three throttles were provided:

a) a manually adjustable throttle valve on each of the 6 x 40
systems;

b) a fixed throttle on each system, sized to compensate for
length deviations;

c) a fixed, constant throttle on each tube.

14
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3 . Materials

3 , 1 Requirements

Important requirements for materials are:

1. good mechanical properties and metallurgical stability at
operating temperature

2. corrosion resistance against primary and secondary media,
under normal as well as abnormal operating conditions

HIG. 2. 3. ease of fabrication, such as welding and bending



80 4. conformity with codes of major countries

5. practical operating experience.

3.2 Materials used

For the pressure-carrying parts of the steam generator, the
following materials are used:

1. 15 Mo 3, DIN 1.5415 (0.15 C, 0.3 Mo)-feedwater and reheat
inlet headers, tubes for feedwater inlet, economizer, re-
heat inlet

2. 10 Cr Mo 9 10 , DIN 1.7380 (2 1/4 Cr, 1 Mo)- tubes for part
of the economizer, evaporator, superheaters I and II

3. X 10 Ni Cr fll Ti 3220, DIN 1.4876 (fllloy 800)- tubes for
superheaters III, IV, and U, reheater, steam outlet, reheat
steam outlet, main and reheat outlet steam headers and sub-
headers .

3.3 Design stresses and temperatures

flllowable stresses for 2 1/4 CrlMo steel and fllloy 800, both
according to THTR specifications and to flmerican Society of
Mechanical Engineers (flSME) Code Case 1592, are given in figs.
3 and 4. filso given are the tube wall stresses when operating
against safety value pressure. The lower temperature indicated
is the mean wall temperature for nominal operation. The higher
temperature is the mean wall temperature taking into account
all foreseeable deviations for an individual tube during
normal operation. The probability of this temperature existing
permanently in the hottest tube approaches zero.

The allowable stresses for the relatively new fllloy 800 agree
well for temperatures above 600°C; below this temperature the
code allows considerably higher stresses as compared to German
rules. It must be noted that the values given were valid in
1972/73, when the design was finalized.

For structural (non-pressure carrying) parts, the following
materials are employed:

H II, DIN 1.0425 carbon steel -up to 400°C

13 Cr Mo 44, DIN 1.7335 (1 Cr, 0.5 M o ) - up to 500°C

X 6 Cr Ni 1811, DIN 1.4948 (Type 3O4H)- above 500-C

for shroud, central column, tube support plates etc., and

X 10 Ni Cr Al Ti 3220, DIN 1.4876 (fllloy 800)

for the reheater tube support plates.

It is believed that this selection represents the best choice
considering all aspects of manufacture and operation. In the
case of fllloy 800, the reasons that led to its choice over a
more conventional austenitic material are briefly [9,10]:

a) excellent resistance against stress corrosion attack, even
after cold work,

b) no sigma-phase ernbrittlement at high temperatures,
c) good resistance against carburization, and
d) higher allowable stress at temperatures above 600°C.

To limit the formation of intermetallic compounds at
temperatures around 600°C, the content of titanium plus
aluminum is 0.6% maximum. The inferior corrosion resistance to
coolant gas impurities as compared to niobium stabilized
austenitic steel was considered to be of lesser importance at
temperatures below 700°C.

100--
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XIONiCrAITi 3220
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Fig. 3: Allowable and actual tube stresses for Alloy 800
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rules, this might be due to differences in heat-treatment
practice. In practice the lower stress implies thicker tube
walls, which can be particularly disadvantageous for the Alloy
800 to 2 1/4 Crl Mo steel transition weld because of higher
thermal stresses.

4.2 tube welding

In view of the great number of tube welds and the stringent
quality standard, we have tried to apply automatic welding
procedures if possible. To satisfy the many manufacturing
requirements, it was often necessary or desirable to develop
several different welding procedures for a given tube
dimension. The welding procedures developed and the tube dimen-
sions for Alloy 800 are given on table 1.

A nominal tube wall temperature

© maximum tutw wait temperature

- t -
200 300 400 500

Temperature (°C)

Allowable and actual tube stresses for
2 1/4 cr-1 Mo steel

Fig. 4

Bending of tube ends

Fie. 5

4. Manufacture

4.1 Since steam generators for high-temperature reactors (HTRs) of
this size were a novelty on the European scene, and because
they have to remove the decay heat of the reactor a very strict
quality assurance and control system was asked for by the
client and the supervising authority .

Some selected manufacturing steps are described below.

For the well-proven 2 1/4 Crl Mo steel the differences are much
more pronounced. Allowable stresses at low and moderate
temperatures are much higher in Germany; beyond 58O°C the code

§1 stresses are somewhat higher, flpart from different design

table

tube
(diam

25
25
25
26
33
33
88
88
101

9
7
7
9
9
6

1 Tube

dimension
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

wall)

3.2
4.0
5.0
4.0
2.6
4.3
3.6
6.3
7.1

welding

No, of
welds

480
480
960
960

2112
1680
528
66
66

procedures for Alloy 800

automatic welds

fixed

w' out
X
X

X
X

X

with
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

rotating

ui'out
X

X

X
X
X

with
X
X
X
X

X

manual welds

fixed

with
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

rotating

filler
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

All tube welds are inspected as follows:

1. geometry

2. x ray

3. dye penetrant

4. hydraulic or pneumatic pressure test

5. helium leak test.

The acceptance criteria, independent of the welding
procedure, are:

a) no cracks,
b) no incomplete penetrations of fusions,
c) no craters,
d) no tubular or open porosities, and
e) no noncircular inclusions.



01 The maximum permitted sizes of a circular porosity are:

0.3 mm for wall ^ 3.2 mm

0.5 mm for wall > 3,2 and ̂  6 mm

0.7 mm for wall > 6 mm.

For a 60-mm weld length, two porosities are accepted as
long as they are more than 5 mm apart.

4.3 HP bundles

Individual straight tubes are welded together to form a
total tube length of ~100 m, using the rotating tube
automatic wel- ding technique.

These tubes are then wound into helical shape with
different diameters and pitches.

The coils are compressed in height to ease handling,
inspected as required, pressure tested, dried, and leak
tested.

The coils are then wound into the three support plates that
have been mounted previously in a pit.

After adjustment, the wear protection sleeves are fitted
and secured and the connecting tubes at the bundle end
faces are bent. Finally, the outer shroud is fitted.

In parallel the RH bundle is mounted in another area of the
workshop in a. similar fashion.

4.4 Forgings

A member of small forgings for thermal-sleeues, subheaders
and bifurcations were made. In the case of Alloy 800 a
grain size of ASTM 2 to 5 was specified, mainly for
ductility reasons .

Figure 6 shows the influence of solution annealing
temperature on grain size distribution in an fllloy 800
forging for the high-pressure steam subheaders. The
treatment at H20°C results in a fine grain, somewhat
influenced by the deformation during forging, whereas at
1160°C, coarse grain is formed throughout.

..::..O

Fig. 6a Fig. 6b

Fig. 6 Grain size

•5 Workshops assembly

After manufacture of the subassemblies

HP I and HP II bundle

reheater bundle

central column

expansion modulus

- inner closure



the assembly of the steam generator units took place in the
horizontal position. First the reheater bundle was mounted
on the central column and the connecting tubes welded and
tested. Then the two high pressure bundles were fitted
accordingly. Fig. 7 shows the central column with the three
bundles and the lead-in and lead-out steam pipes.

83

Fig. 7 Bundle subassembly in workshop

4.6 Inspection

All manufacturing steps were closely followed by suitable
inspections, and the results were documented. Tube welds
are an instructive example: each of the 18000 tube welds
was x-rayed, dye penetrant and visually inspected and leak
tested. No leak in a production weld was ever detected; the
high sensitivity of the leak test and its repeated
application at different stages of manufacture guarantee
that actually there are no undetected leaks.

The final leak tests of the complete steam generator
modules confirmed this; the maximum "leak" rate was
3.10~6 atm cm^/s and was corresponding to the
sensitivity of the leak test installation.

The setup for the final leak test is shown on fig. 8. The
shroud is filled with 1 bar helium; the tube inside is then
evacuated, ft leak in any of the tubes or the inner closure
would result in an indication by the helium flowing into
the vacuum tight hood and through the mass spectrometer.

vacuum tight
hood

shroud

\mass-
spectrometer

\ A A
v

Fig. 8 Final leak test setup

5. Transport and installation

Transport from Mantes to Schmehausen was by rail, fig. 9.
Special supports, hydraulically loaded, compensate for rail
wagon deflection and achieve an even distribution of the
weight.

On site the first major operation was to unload the steam
gen- erator and bring it into vertical position. Fig. 10
shows this procedure which was the most critical loading
case for the steam generator shroud.

In the vertical position the sealing cone was welded to the
shroud and all dimensions checked. Finally the steam
generator units were lowered into the concrete pressure
vessel and bolted to the main flange, fig. 11. The seal at
this flange is by a metallic 0-ring. Very careful
preparation of seal and sealing surfaces resulted in a leak
rate of 3 x 10 ~* atm cm 3/s or less.



f. 9 Steam generator module on rail wagon

•u
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««NOM .All

lilii

Fig. 11 Lowering SG into
pressure vessel

Fig. 10 Hoisting into vertical position

Connecting pipes

The feeciuiater and steam penetrations at the outer closure
are connected to the headers by the connecting pipes, fig.
12 and 13. For safety reasons many additional supports and
pipe whip restraints had to be introduced, which added
extreme design difficulties and delayed completion.

The final pressure test of the completed steam generators
and connecting pipework was succesfally carried out in
November 1983.



•Fig. 12 Connecting pipes and
restraints

Fig. 13 Connecting pipes and headers
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Outlook

Steam generators are a key item for HTR power plants. Their
reliability and first cost will largely influence the
success of the HTR line.

To obtain reliability at acceptable cost we uiould like to
make the following recomendations:

1. The designer must produce functional and simple
designs, select suitable materials for both manufacture
and operation, and realistically assess the
manufacturing implications of his designs.

2. The controlling operations must be reduced to those
that are most effective in detecting the typical
defects of certain operations.

3. Repetition or duplication of identical of similar units
must ensure that initial costs for design, development,
and special workshop facilities amount only to a
reasonable fraction of the total costs.
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FIRST OPERATING EXPERIENCE WITH THE STEAM
GENERATORS OF THE THTR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

C. ELTER, B. JURGENS
Hochtemperatur-Reaktorbau GmbH,
Mannheim, Federal Republic of Germany

G. SCHAR
Sulzer Brothers Ltd,
Winterthur, Switzerland

Abstract

The steam generators of the THTR nuclear power plant are once-

through forced-flow boilers. The heat transfer areas consist of

helically wound tubes which are arranged in concentric multiple-

start tube cylinders. The primary gas flows upwards passing first

along the low pressure heat transfer area arranged in co-current

and then along the high pressure heat transfer area arranged in

countercurrent. Evaporation in the high pressure section is thus

effected in down-hill direction, however at a very small inclina-

tion of the heat transfer tubes.

On October 19, 1985 the reactor power was first raised to a level

at which superheated steam is generated in the steam generators.

In the operating procedures performed up to now including the

passage through the wet steam phase as well as stationary load con-

ditions, the principle of down-hill boiling has been demonstrated

on a large scale for the first time. Signs of instability have not

been observed.

In the feedwater connection lines throttle valves are arranged

which, on the one hand, are used to produce an additional pressure

loss to ensure stability and which, on the other hand, can be used

to control the mass flow rates on the secondary side so as to

maintain the steam temperature differences within specified limits.

First measurements during operation have shown that the temperatures

of the steam exiting from the tube cylinders were reasonably

uniform.



For typical operating procedures envolving higher transients the

theoretical calculations performed for the plant review procedure

assuming conservative boundary conditions were compared to the

measuring results obtained during such transients and to the results

from calculations performed subsequently using the known boundary

conditions. The load effect on typical components is demonstrated.

Introduction

A survey is given of the first operating experience gained

with the steam generators of the THTR nuclear power plant.

It is an essential characteristic of these steam generators

that they operate in downhill boiling.

A brief description of the steam generator design is followed

by a presentation of the measuring results at stationary load

conditions of the power plant. Then the dynamic behaviour of the

steam generators during a decay heat removal procedure is dis-

cussed on the basis of calculated and measured values and the

fraction of service life used up by the events of decay heat

removal up to now. It can be stated even at the present time

that the design values closely agree with the measuring results.

- 9
-10
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Sectional view of a steam generator unit for the
300-MWe THTR prototype nuclear power station
Schmehausen, FRG

1 Outer closure
2 Inner closure
3 Reheater steam outlet 535 °C, 49 bar
4 Expansion modulus
5 HP steam outlet 550°C, 186bar
6 Prestressed concrete vessel penetration
7 Reheater steam inlet 365 °C
8 Feed-water inlet 180 °C
9 Central column

10 Helium outlet 250 °C
11 HP-l-bundle
12 Outer shroud
13 HP-ll-bundle
14 Reheater bundle
15 Helium inlet 750-C

Steam Generator Design
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Each of the 6 steam generators of the THTR nuclear power plant

is composed of the following component parts (Fig. 1) :

2 HP heat exchange tube bundles

the reheater bundle

the central tube with connection lines

the expansion modulus compensating the differential expansion

of support structure and tubes

the outer shroud accommodating the total SG weight via the

-14

-15

FIG. 1.



inner vessel closure in the vessel structure

the 2 vessel closures

and the external connection lines and headers

The heat exchange surfaces consist of helically wound tubes

which are arranged in concentric multiple-start tube cylinders.

The heat exchange surface of the HP section consists of

80 tubes operating in parallel; two tubes each are combined

by a subheader forming a system (Fig. 2) so that in each

steam generator 40 feed water tubes and 40 main steam

tubes are passed through the vessel closures. The heat exchange

surface of a reheater consists of 88 tubes v/hich are combined

to form 11 systems.

LP-Steam Inlet LP-Steam Outlet Feedwater Inlet HP-Steam Outlet

Feedwater-Subheader with Orifices

Gas- Outlet He

HP-Steam-Subheader

LP-Steam-Subheader

LP-Steam-Subheaders
1 He-Gas-lnlet

FIG. 2. Row Diagram of THTR Steam Generator

The primary gas flows upwards passing first along the low

pressure heat exchange surface arranged in cocurrent and

then along the HP heat exchange surface arranged in counter-

current. Thus the evaporation in the HP section is effected

by downhill boiling, however, with a very slight inclination

of the heat exchange tubes.

In order to obtain a steady operating behaviour of the steam

generators each feed water system line is equipped with a

throttle valve combined with a throttle orifice, and each

branch piece of the feed water subheaders is also equipped

with a throttle orifice (Fig. 2) .

The throttle valves with orifices are subdivided into 7 groups

which compensate the precalculated differences in pressure

loss of the various tube systems.

For verifying the temperature curves within the heat exchange

surfaces, in addition to the usual instrumentation one of the

steam generators is equipped with additional thermocouples

on several heat exchange tubes and in different points over

the complete length of the steam generator to record water and

steam temperatures (Fig. 3). In addition the helium temperature

is measured by 20 thermocouples at the steam generator inlet,

by 9 thermocouples at the inlet of the HP heat exchange tube

bundle, by 8 thermocouples in the middle of the HP II bundle

and by 4 thermocouples at the outlet of the HP II bundle.

All the values measured by the instrumentation are signaled and

recorded in the control room. The actual measured value as well

as the curve over the preceding 30 minutes can be observed on

a screen. The measured values from the additional instrumentation

can also be plotted on the screen. Apart from that, all measured

values are registered and stored in a data processing system

permitting a printout of the instantaneous values as well as

further off-line processing of the data.



HP I-Bundle

HP Il-Bundle

LP- Bundle

TM TC for H2O-Temperature

TG TC for Gas-Temperature

Quantity Type Location

TG Gas-Outlet HP Il-Bundle

TM Eco II outlet

TG Middle of HP Il-Bundle

TM Superheater I outlet
TM Superheater I! outlet
TM Superheater III outlet
TM Superheater IV outlet
TM Superheater V outlet
TG Gas-Inlet HP Il-Bundle

TM LP-Bundle outlet

TG Gas-inlet

50
98

16

28

t/h
bar

.7 bar

kg/s

FIG. 3. TC at Steam Generator

Feed water flow rate per SG:

Main steam pressure:

Steam pressure at LP-bypass station
inlet:

Helium flow rate per SG:

The plant power was increased by increasing the hot gas

temperature from 298 °C to 508 °C by changing the position

of the control rods.

When 30 % load was reached, the following parameters were

measured:

Main steam temperature: 317 °C

Hot reheat temperature: 355 °C

Reheated steam flow rate: 54 t/h

After the start of boiling, the power was, of course, increased

very slowly; the end of the wet steam phase was

reached after some 80 minutes. During this phase neither

hammering nor vibrations were observed on the relatively

long steam lines to the startup flash tanks; as had been ex-

pected, a water pocket injection from the steam generator

did not occur.
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Measuring Results at Stationary Load Conditions

On October 19, 1985 the power level of the power station was

raised from 10 to 30 % for the first time. For the steam

generators this meant the transition from hot water operation

to the operation with superheated steam. The operating pro-

cedure of the steam generators largely corresponded to the

procedure which had been determined for normal cold starts,

i. e.:

Recently the wet steam phase is being passed within a period

of less than 45 minutes in compliance with the operating in-

structions. The statements made above apply to this procedure,

too.

The temperatures measured on the heat exchange tubes do not

show any differences between the individual heat exchange

tubes nor do they show any temperature fluctuations indicating

a static or dynamic instability. This is demonstrated by the

example of the two following figures. They show the temperature

curves registered by the data processing system for a random-

selected period of 60 minutes during plant operation at 40 % load.



90 Fig. 4 shows the values measured by the thermo-couples on

the heat exchange tubes at the superheater outlet which

under these load conditions are just above the final point

of evaporation.

The mean theoretical distance between these thermocouples

and the final point of evaporation is about 3 m.

Fig. 5 shows the measured values at the superheater II

outlet.

The nean theoretical distance to the findl point of evaporation

is about 15 m.

The measuring frequency of the data processing system is

about 4 sec; a new measured value was stored, as soon as

a bandwidth of _+ 2.5 K was exceeded.

The measured values show that there are no temperature fluc-

tuations exceeding this bandwidth which neans that there is

no dynamic instability at the lowest partial load conditions.

The temperature deviations between the individual heat ex-

change tubes detectable in the measurement records are within

the range calculated in advance; they always occur on the same

tubes and can be observed over the total load range with

slightly different levels. These temperature deviations are

therefore in no way an indication for a static instability.

The operation of the steam generators of the THTR nuclear

power plant has thus successfully demonstrated that steam

generators with downhill boiling ensure safe operation.
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Table 1 shows the values measued at the steam generator equipped

with extra instrumentation at 10 0 % load prior to and following

the subsequent adjustment of the throttle valves. The maximum

deviations of the tubes equipped with thermo couples in the

heat exchange surface range was reduced from +13/-32 to +6/-8K.

The maximum deviations between the 40 main steam system tubes

were reduced from +9/-32 to +4/-6K.

TABLE 1. RESULTS OF ADJUSTING THROTTLE VALVES

Test point

Eco 2 outlet

Superheater 1 outlet

Superheater 2 outlet

Superheater 3 outlet

Superheater 4 outlet

HP- Bundle outlet

Inlet HP-Header

Results before
adjusting throttle valves

Mean Value

°C

344

344

392

470

511

559

545

Deviation

K

+ 2
- 2

+ 2
- 2

+ 6
-12

+ 12
-26

+ 13
-28

+ +9
- 3 2

+ 9
- 3 2

Results after
adjusting throttle valves

Mean Value

°C

343

370

391

470

511

557

543

Deviation

K

+ 4
- 4

+ 2
- 4

+ 5
- 7

+ 6
- 8

+ 4
- 4

+ 3
- 6

+ 4
— 6
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An exact analysis of the various temperatures measured on

all steam generators has shown that in comparison to the other

helicoils especially the heat exchange tube bundles of the two

inner helicoils are exposed to an excessive feed flow. After

100 % load had been reached on September 23, 1986 the throttle

valves were therefore adjusted.

Fig. 6 shows a comparison of calculated and measured values

for the temperature curves over the HP heat exchanger surface.

The calculation was performed using the DERZ computer code.

The calculated values are in close agreement with the measured

values.



92 Load Case: 100%
He-massflow: 49.2 kg/s
Feedwater massflow: 41 kg/s
Steam pressure
(HP-Bundle outlet): 195 bar
QEO measured value

FIG. 6.

150

Tube length [m]

Temperature Distribution along the HP-Bundle

196

Steam Generator Behaviour during Transient Conditions

In the events requiring reactor shutdown for safety reasons,

the decay heat removal procedure is initiated.

The main parameters of the decay heat removal procedure with

reference to the steam generators are as follows:

- Following the initiation of decay heat removal, two

steam generators are shut off and depressurized; four

steam generators are used for decay heat removal.

All six circulators are shut down; the circulator shut-

off valves are closed.

20 sec after initiation of decay heat removal the circu-

lator shutoff valves are opened again to a certain extent.

After the feed to the stean generator selected for

decay heat removal has been initiated, the circulators

are started and operated at stationary speed. The helium

flow rate at the beginning of the decay heat removal

procedure is about 13 kg/s.

After initiation of the decay heat removal procedure

the main steam pressure is reduced in two stages to

65 bar. The pressure of the hot reheated stean is

reduced to 19 bar.

In the beginning the steam generators are fed with

45 t/h per SG.

- After 100 sec. the cold gas temperature control is

connected at a set point value of 230 °C in case that

the hot gas temperature is lower than 610 °C.

234 sec. later at a hot gas temperature above 610 °C

the cold gas temperature control is connected to the

system at a set point of 140 °C; if this hot gas tempera-

ture is fallen below, the set point is switched over to

230 °C.

The minimum feed water flow rate is 12 t/h, the minimum

flow rate of a reheater is 0.5 m3/s.

In the following Figures 7 - 1 4 the calculated and measured

values during a decay heat removal procedure are represented.

Decay heat removal was released on April 25, 19 86 during the

80 % power operation on the occasion of a test involving fail-

ure of one circulator turboset. The calculations were performed

using the GESDYN code.
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According to Fig. 10 the feed water flow rate is limited

to the minimum value after about 10 minutes.

Fig. 12 shows the temperature curve at the outlet of super-

heater 2, where the material 10CrMo910 is connected to

Incoloy 800. The curve of the values measured in point T 130

located on a tube of the 14. helicoil, is in good agreement

with the calculated values. The curve indicating the measuring

values T 126, however, does not show any new rise of temperatures.

The measuring point T 126 is situated on a tube of the innermost

helicoil on which the adjustment of the throttle valves had not

yet been performed at that time. In the measuring point 127

some periodic temperature fluctuations were observed.

Fig. 13 shows the steam temperature curves at the outlet of

the high-pressure bundle and Fig. 14 shows the steam tempera-

ture curve at the main steam header outlet which due to its

wall thickness of 36 mm is the component of the steam generator

which is exposed to the maximum loads resulting from temperature

transients. In addition, a temperature curve is plotted in

this figure which had been taken as a basis of the stress

analysis.

The fatique life fraction used up by the decay heat removal

procedures up to the 2nd of September, 1986 was calculat-

ed for two components whose main loads result from temperature

transients.

The fatigue life fraction of the HP-thermosleeves by which

the main steam system line is connected to the support

plate of the central tube is 1 %. The fatigue life fraction of

the main steam header is 0.51 %, while the ratcheting life

fraction regarding peak strain is 6.2 %.
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MECHANICAL DESIGN OF THE HOT STEAM HEADERS
OF THE THTR-300 STEAM GENERATORS
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Abstract

General

The high pressure steam headers of the THTR steam generators
have been subject to special attention during the design phase
due to the following reasons:

- These components are the pressure retaining parts with the
heaviest wall thickness in the region of the steam
generators.

- They therefore are sensitive to thermal transient conditions .
- They are operated in the elevated temperature regime, where

creep effects cannot be neglected.
- There is almost no service experience from fossil steam
generators with this type of material (Alloy 800) .

Safety consideration therefore have been rather extensive and
have focussed on two main areas which will be treated in this
paper:

1. ftnalytical investigations on the cyclic material behaviour
under all specified operating conditions, taking into
account the non-elastic response of the material.

2. Limitation of the consequences of a header rupture by
installation of heavy whip restraints.

Elastic-plastic-creep analyses

The analyses were performed in different stages and are
explained in the corresponding order:

- Evaluation of the critical location on the header and
establishment of a simplified model of a nozzle region for
further analysis .

- Preliminary thermal analyses of all specified transient
conditions on simplified procedures, in order to establish a

O
O I



98 severity ranking of the conditions. Establishment of
representative loading blocks.
Evaluation of the material properties for thermal and
structural, especially non-elastic behaviour.
Detailed thermal analyses.
Detailed structural analyses of the non-elastic cyclic
response .
Extrapolation for all cycles and assessment of the results
by design codes.
Discussion of the results.

Header whip restraint design

In addition to the above analysis efforts, heavy whip
restraints were provided to assure limitation of the effects
of a header failure. This pager shows the measures that were
taken to restrain the movement in case of longitudinal and
transverse breaks: The anti-whip designs are presented as well
as the analyses that were performed to show their structural
adequacy.

1. Analytical investigations on the cyclic material behaviour
under all specified operating conditions, taking into
account the nonelastic response of the material.

2. Limitation of the consequences of a header rupture by
installation of heavy whip restraints.

SS ring wall

Introduction

Fig. 1 shows the arrangement of the steam system in the THTR
300 MW plant. The 6 steam generators receive and send the
water/steam of high and medium pressure through piping that is
connected with four headers each, located in the upper
concrete ring wall.

The high pressure steam headers of the steam generators have
been subject to special attention during the design phase due
to the following reasons:

- These components are the pressure retaining parts with the
heaviest wall thickness in the region of the steam
generators.

- They therefore are sensitive to thermal transient
conditions.

- They are operated in the elevated temperature regime, where
creep effects cannot be neglected.

- There is almost no service experience from fossil steam
generators with this type of material (Alloy 800).

Safety considerations therefore have been rather extensive
and have focussed on two main areas which will be treated in
this paper:

Fig.l Steam System of THTR 300 MW

1. Investigation on thermal cyclic behaviour

1.1 The geometry of the headers

The geometry of the headers is given in fig. 2. It shows the
basic form without its fixation on the building structures.
The header collects the steam from 40 tubes in four rows. The
right end has an end plate with an inspection tube attached,
whereas the steam leaves by the left end past a temperature
measuring nozzle and a drainage nozzle. The whole header is
guided by the right end and fixed by a thermal sleeve at the
left end. Preliminary studies were done to determine the
location that is critical for thermal loading by steam
transients. From the three locations: transition to thermal
sleeve, transition to right end plate and steam inlet nozzle,
the latter was found to be most sensitive. It was therefore
decided to analyse this region in detail.



\ The geometry

of the HP

outlet header

r
After preliminary analyses it was found that the
justification of the design was not possible on the basis of
purely elastic analyses. However it is known that the elastic
stress criteria can be overly conservative and it was
determined that finite element calculations including plastic
and creep response of the material were required. Fig. 3
shows the finite element mesh that was chosen to analyse the
region of the no2zle. The basic header cylinder was replaced
by a sphere geometry with the same wall thickness and a
radius that produces the same pressure hoop stresses.

99

1.2 The thermal loadings

The thermal conditions of the live steam system of the THTR
have been specified with about 30 different transient
operational conditions that have to be considered. For an
elastic-plastic-creep analysis it would have been a practical
impossiblity to analyze all these transient conditions in a
manner following an assumed time history of the events with
their respective cycle numbers. It was therefore necessary to
use a simple filtering approach to discern the relevant
transient conditions from the less important ones. This was
done by analyzing all transient conditions in one-dimensional
thermal calculations, using an undisturbed header cylinder
with mass flows at its left end. The resulting transient
temperature gradients in this wall create bending moments
that can be characterized by the respective equivalent linear
temperature difference across the wall thickness. This
procedure allows the determination of a severity ranking of
all operational conditions. Fig. 4 shows this ranking
graphically. The abscissa shows the cumulative cycle numbers
of the different conditions. The ordinate represents the
linearized temperature difference across the wall, DTj. It
can be seen that the function follows approximately a

200

Rg.3 FINITE ELEMENT MESH

XO 300 WO

Temperature gradients of the transients

as a Function of cumulative Cycle number

SDOCydes



100 hyperbolic function, i.e. there are relatively few very
severe transient conditions and gradually more frequent
conditions with lower temperature differences. This graph was
used to lump all conditions into three blocks with DT}
values and cycle numers that cover the actual function
conservatively, the first block having a DTj of almost 200
deg C and a cumulative cycle numer of 7.

1.3 The material behaviour

The material used for the headers is alloy 800, grade 1,
which was supposed to have advantages over the commonly used
alloy 800 H, grade 2, at the long term operating temperatures
of around 560 deg C. At this temperature creep effects are
not dominant and therefore the solution anealed grade 2 form
would not be any better. The specified yield strength of the
header material is higher than for the solution annealed
grade.

For the inelastic analysis it was decided to use plastic
behaviour data from uniaxial specimen tests with cyclic
strain loading. Fig. 5 shows the results of such a test with
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half a percent strain range at 550 deg C. It can be seen that
the material shows a district tendency for strain hardening
for monotonic and for cyclic loading.

This behaviour has been transferred into stress-strain curves
which are useful for inelastic analysis as shown in fig. 6.
This figure shows simplified bilinear curves for different
temperatures and monotonic and cyclic behaviour. The
monotonic curve represents average behaviour at first
loading, whereas the cyclic curve is obtained from the tenth
cycle of the tests. For reversed loading kinematic hardening
is assumed, i. e. a Bauschinger effect is taken into account.

The creep effects have been taken into account for
calculating the relaxation of the residual stress field
during the hold periods between the transient conditions. A
creep equation has been derived from test data and was used
in the analyses.

All the other relevant material data are straight forward and
have been taken from codes.

XX)
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Hg.5 Material test Fig6 Curves for inelastic analyses



1.4 Thermal analyses

The transient conditions of the three chosen representative
ones were analysed with thermal time-history analyses using
the finite element mesh of fig. 3. The film coefficients were
subject to special consideration and have been generated as a
function of time in the nozzle bore and the header bore
region. Fig. 7 shows an example of a temperature distribution
at a time of 75 sec of the first transient. This transient
includes a very rapid shock from 560 deg C down to about 320
deg C. which is the saturation temperature at the lowered
pressure during the transient. It can be seen that the nozzle
has a much lower average temperature than the thinwalled
header which is still predominantly at its original
temperature.

whereas the other two were allowed to have hardened yield
strength as explained in chapter 3. For each transient two
cycles were analyzed in time history procedure. This is
necessary because the first cycle starts with no residual
stress field and therefore may show considerable shakedown.
Fig. 8 shows the strain distribution after two operating
cycles of the first transient. The strains are effective
plastic strains with a maximum of 0.31 percent at the nozzle
bore. It can be seen that the transition between header and
nozzle has permanent straining whereas the two undisturbed
shell parts have locations with no accumulated strain (dashed
line).
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FIG.7 TEMPERATURES

1.5 Structural analyses

The results of the thermal analyses were used to perform the
detailed structural analyses with elastic-plastic-creep
behaviour. The pressure loading was also applied in the
synchronic transient way of the specified operating
condition, thus producing the proper ratchetting strains that
have to be assessed. The first, most severe transient was
analyzed conservatively with the monotonic material data.

FIG.8 EFFECTIVE INELASTIC STRAINS
AFTER TWO OPERATIONAL CYCLES

Fig. 9 shows the behaviour of the critical point in the
structure in the stress-strain diagram. The first cycle has
much more ratchetting strain than the second, but there is
not complete shakedown and ratchetting would continue with
more cycles.

1. 6 Assessment of the results

Since only two cycles have been analyzed for each transient,
an extrapolation was performed to assess the final
ratchetting strains for all cycles. The limits for these
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accumulated strains have been taken from the US elevated
temperature code ASME Section III N-47 as 1, 2 and 5 percent
strain for average, linearized and peak strain respectively.
For the determination of the average and linearized strains,
sections across the pressure boundary were considered. The
maximum usage of the limits was found to occur in a section
at the transition from nozzle to header, with a value of 49
percent.

Besides assessment of the ratchetting strains, the usage by
the interaction of fatigue and creep has been assessed. Creep
damage was found to be negligible for the material and the
temperature and was assessed very conservatively. The fatigue
damage part was found to amount to 2.7 percent, which is much
less than what was obtained by elastic calculations.

1.7 Discussion of the results

The calculations presented have revealed that in contrast to
original assumptions the phenomenon of fatigue was not
critical. However the phenomenon of ratchetting, i. e. the
incremental monotonous accumulation of strain over many
cycles, was difficult to bound. Elastic analyses showed that
there was no chance of fulfilling the ratchetting limits. The
inelastic analyses still revealed a relatively high usage of
the limits of almost 50 percent. If one bears in mind that
operation can be different from specified transients, the
question arises, wether this situation could be improved for
a next HTR application.

The first possibility would be operational changes. However
it lies in the physical nature of these superheated steam
generators that there is quite a difference between the level
of saturation temperature and live steam temperature.
Relatively minor misbalances of the heat balance during
operation, as e. g. overfeeding, causes the endpoint of the
evaporation zone to be pushed towards the end of the
superheater bundle which results in a drastic drop in
temperature at the steam generator end. From fossil fired
boilers this phenomenon of overfeeding is also known and
cannot always be prevented in upset operating conditions.
Experience has shown damages due to such operation in fossil
plants.

A better remedy for less susceptibility of such a header
probably is a reinforcement of its wall thickness. A heavier
wall will slightly increase the calculated fatigue damage,
but as shwon this is not expected to be critical. The benefit
will be in less consumption of allowable ratchetting strain,
since this seems to be more critical. Ratchetting is more
sensitive to the primary stresses due to internal pressure
than to thermal strains. Therefore an optimized increase of
the wall thickness would be advisable for the next design to
be realized. This does not mean that the THTR headers would
not be adequate, it just shows that the wall thickness can
still be optimized for maximum safety margin for all failure
modes.

2. Design for consequences of header rupture

2.1 General

The main steam headers are safety related components of the
reactor. In case of an unexpected rupture it must be assured
that the consequences for other components remain limited. In
order to consider a wide spectrum of risks, two typical
rupture modes have been assumed at different locations:

- transverse break, with a complete separation of the header
in two parts.

- longitudinal break, parallel to the header axis, without
separation of the header.

The locations of the breaks can occur at arbitrary points
along the headers. The fluid leaving the break exerts large
forces onto the header, that have to be taken up by whip
restraints. These have the function to restrict the movement
of the damaged header in order to protect piping and civil
structures in the vicinity.

The calculations of the support loadings during a rupture
normally are quite tedious. However in the following it is



shown that these rupture loadings can be determined with
sufficient accuracy by using simplified dynamic models.

2.2 Concept of the header support

The restraint design must fulfill the function in the normal
operating conditions as well as the one due to the large loads
imposed by rupture. The chosen design is shown in fig. 10. The
support in the ring wall - here called the left support - is
designed as a fixation for all six degrees of freedom. The
load path is from the header over the thermal sleeve, the
flange and the anchor pipe into the concrete wall.

The support at the right end of the header can only take up
transverse forces. The header there is free to move in axial
direction: of course there may be friction forces. The design
gap is sufficient to allow the thermal expansion of the header.

The tie rods between the left support and the ring plate at
the right free end of the header take up the axial forces in
case of a transverse break. Because the header and the axial
tie rods can expand independently, the left end of the tie
rods is fixed with disk springs.

2.3 Support loads at rupture

Fluid dynamic investigations showed that the maximum jet
reaction force at transverse rupture amounts to

Fo 440 kN

For a longitudinal break the opening section area was assumed
twice the pipe i. d. area. The resulting fluid force is in
this case:

Fo = 590 kN

As a function of time the forces can be assumed with
sufficient accuracy to rise according to fig. 11 to their full
values within 15 msec.

Fin

F,1 0

ex.

Break locations
longitudinal

A.B.C transverse
t0 = 15 t[ms]

Fig.TI je t Force Behavior after a Header Break

103 Fig.10 Support Configuration

2.3.1 Transverse break

For this type of break it is assumed that it leads to a total
separation of the header. The dynamic loads of the two header
parts are partly compensated by the tie rods and only the
force difference is transmitted through the flange into the
ring wall. Because of the large difference in axial stiffness
between the flange and the disk springs, the movement of the
two separated parts can be treated separately in a model of a
dynamic single degree of freedom system each, as shown in
fig. 12.
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Fiq.12 Single Mass Oscitlator Model

Without going into details, the equation of motion of a
header part can be written for the time greater t0:

2 Fo w w Fo

X(t) = sin - (tv-to) cos - (2t-to-tv) + (1)
c w t0 2 2 c

with w = sqrt (c/m) and tv = t0

Fo

m means the mass moved, c the stiffness of disk springs or
flange in axial direction, and Fv the pretensioning force
of the disk springs.

From this the dynamic load factor (DLF) can be determined as
the maximum deflection devided by the static deflection under
the fluid force F

DLF(l.r) =
w tf

It amounts to:

sin - (tv - t0)
2

+ 1 (2)

The function is shown in fig. 13 depending on the natural
frequency w. The thick line shows the envelope of the values
according to:

DLF(l.r) =
w t.

(3)

As mentioned before, the two loadings left (1) and right (r)
have to be superimposed for the ring wall. It follows
according to fig. 14:

DLF DLF (r) + DLF (1) - 2 (4)

The results of the calculations for the rupture locations
according to fig. 10 are shown in table 1. The largest and
therefore determining loads are therefore resulting from
rupture in location C.
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Table 1

jet force Fo

break location

natural frequency left

dynamic load factor DLFj

natural frequency right

dynamic load factor DLFr

kN

s-1

A

387

1.

132

1.

35

75

440

B

472

1.

97

1.

28

78

C

-

-

406

1.32



2.3.2 Longitudinal break

The dynamic calculations for the longitudinal break are much
more tedious due to the statically indetermined fixation, the
gaps in the supports and the plastification of the header.
The calculations are based on a nonlinear beam model with
discretized mass points as shown in fig. 15. For the bending
properties of the beam it is assumed that the section remains
the same. The nonlinear material response is approximated by
a bilinear stress-strain relationship. The calculations were
performed with a computer program on the basis of transfer
matrices. The rupture locations are assumed at three relevant
points along the header axis. Fig. 16 shows the loadings of
the header right end support, whereas figs. 17 and 18 show
the loading on the left fixation. Finally, fig. 19 shows the
maximum bending moments in the header itself. The full line
curves are for rupture location 1, the dashed lines for 2 and
the dash-dot lines for 3.

It is shown that the support loadings are well acceptable
despite the gap of 3 mm between header and support.
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3. Conclusions

The high pressure headers of the THTR steam generators have
been analysed extensively to show, that a header rupture
should not occur because of service loadings. It also has
been shown that in the event of an unexpected rupture the
consequences can be limited to the header itself by the
installation of heavy whip restraints.



THE INTERNAL INSTRUMENTATION
OF THE THTR STEAM GENERATOR

H.W. FRICKER
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Abstract

The THTR steam generator contains several highly loaded
components. Is is also the first nuclear steam generator employing
downhill boiling. It is therefore very important to know the
internal temperatures of both gas and water at some critical
locations and to compare them with predictions. Since all six
steam generators are of identical design it was decided to
instrument one module only.

A total of 71 thermocouples were introduced. 21 thermocouples
measure the gas temperature around the tubes and 50 thermocouples
the water/steam temperature inside the tube. The thermocouples are
of the sheathed design with electrically insulated tip. In order
to measure the correct temperature the design and execution of the
attachment is of utmost importance. The type of attachment will be
described and the predicted measuring deviations given. The
location of the thermocouples is such that the temperature
distribution along some selected tubes can be determined. The
results will, therefore, give information not only about the
precision of the thermal sizing but also on flow distribution,
boundary effects and flow stability.

The installation of the thermocouples had to go parallel with the
manufacture of the steam generator subassemblies. This had to be
considered very carefully in the design and in the planning of the
manufacturing sequences. When assembling the subassemblies the
thermocouple leads had to be joined together or to the penetration
in a pressure and temperature resistant gastight manner, without
interferring with the electrical properties.

fill manufacturing steps were closely followed and supervised by
quality control actions, and the results were recorded. The
performance of all 71 thermocouples in the commissioning stage of
the reactor has been faultless.

Introduction

The THTR steam generator contains several highly loaded
components. It is also the first nuclear steam generator
employing downhill boiling. It is therefore very important to
know the internal temperatures of both gas and water at some
critical locations and to compare them with predictions.
Since ail six steam generators are of identical design it was
decided to instrument one module only,

The internal instrumentation consists of thermocouples; early
plans to measure stresses and uibrations as well were
abandoned, because reliability and effectiveness of
accelerometers and strain gauges were not considered to be
commensurate with the involved costs.

Location of therrnocpyp_les

ft total of 71 thermocouples were introduced. 21 thermocouples
measure the gas temperature around the tubes and 50
thermocouples the water/steam temperature inside the tube.
The thermocouples are of the sheathed design:

outer diameter
thermocouple wire
sheath
insulation
measuring tip

3 mm
NiCr-Ni
Inconel 600
99.5 % Mg 0
electrically insulated

Fig. 1 shows the distribution of the thermocouples.

2.1 Water/steam temperature gauges

They are placed on the tubes just before either a tube wall
or material change. They permit a check of the predicted
steam temperatures at these critical locations but not
directly of the wall temperature; to measure wall temperature
directly was considered to be too risky in an apparatus of a
nuclear installation. However, since the main deviations from
predicted tube wall temperatures are due to steam temperature
deviations the informations is still a very useful one.

Individual tubes have been equiped with several
thermocouples; the temperature profile along the tube permits
a very good check on the thermal calculations.
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- 2 TM on 3 tubes of cylinder 15: long tubes at bundle
boundary.

One thermocouple was placed on one outlet tube from each of
the 14 cylinders of the LP bundle.

2.2 Gas temperature gauges

These are located in 3 planes:

- at the inlet of the HP II bundle, where the effect of the
LP bundle on the temperature profile is of interest

- in the middle of the HP II bundle, in order to find out
local variations and auerage temperature

- at the outlet of the HP II bundle.

It is expected that the auerage gas temperatures agree well with
thermal calculations and that the main information to be gained
would be about local variations.

3• Thermocouple attachment

In a surrounding with widely differing temperatures the
attachment of the thermocouple to the structure to the
measured largely determines the precision of the measurement.

Fig. 1 Location of thermocouples

Tubes hauing particular characteristics were selected in the
HP II bundle:

- 8 TM on tube in cylinder 1: shortest tube and at bundle
boundary

- 8 TM on tube in cylinder 5: longest tube surrounded by long
tubes

- 8 TM on tube in cylinder 7: tube of average length in
mid-bundle, surrounded by tubes of approx. average length

- 8 TM on tube of cylinder 12: relatively long tube,
surrounded by long tubes

- 8 TM on tube of cylinder 14: average tube close to bundle
boundary

3•1 Mater/steam gauges

The thermocouple is brazed on a sleeve, fig. 2. By forcing
wedges between tube and sleeve an intimate thermal contact is
established, ft cylindrical casing around the sleeve, stuffed
with a high grade ceramic insulatin minimises heat uptake
from the hotter gas and keeps the temperature of the
thermocouple close to steam temperature. Fig. 3 shows the
arrangement without the casing.

3 • 2 Gas temperature gauges

The thermocouple is directed into the gas flow and is
surrounded by a cylindrical shield to minimise heat losses
due to radiation, fig. 4.

Shown is the type fixed to the support plate by a rib,
fig. 5. A similar design is also attached to the tubes, using
a wedged sleeve as anchoring point.
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The thermocouple leads are guided to the interspace between
LP and HP II bundle. From there they are led into the central
column and up to the penetration at the inner closure. For
manufacturing reasons the leads of the HP II thermocouples
had to be joined in the bundle interspace. This joint was a
very delicate affair since it had to be manufactured locally
and had to fulfill the same requirements as the
non-interrupted leads: insulation resistance rnin. SQO M JT-
and absolute leak tightness. Fig. 6 shows a number of
connections mounted on the special support plate. Another
critical item was the thermocouple penetration, called the
"hedgehog", fig. 1. Each thermocouple lead carries a welded
on sleeve, The tubes of the "hedgehog" are then welded.

After installation of the steam generator the leads are
connected to a glass sealed plug, which penetrates the
secondary closure.

Fig. 3 Water steam gauge. Top Fig. shows TC with
outer insulation removed
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5 . Thermocouple attachmend tests

No matter how well the thermal contact between sleeve and
tube, and the insulation of the thermocouple to the gas are
made, some heat flows through the insulation into the tube,
This will cause the thermocouple to be hotter than the steam,
fig. 8; its temperature will be in between steam and gas
temperature.

/ D < / M < //'G

The better the arrangement the smaller the expression

"

*D

Both thermal calculations and test with heated thermocouple
measurements permit to define a correction to the measured
temperatures to obtain the true temperatures..These
corrections are up to 12 °C, depending on thermocouple
location and steam generator power.

Operational results

Up to the time of writing (Feb. 87) all 71 thermocouples
function well. The temperatures measured correspond well with
predictions and have proved the good behaviour of the steam
generator.

becomes.

\\\ Fig. 8 Temperature distribution
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Abstract

A modular helium cooled high temperature reactor system with

a thermal output of 200 MW per reactor has been developed by the KWU

group for cogeneration of electricity and process steam.

For this system a steam generator producing superheated steam of

190 bar, 530 °C is under development in cooperation with the compo-

nent supplying industry. The steam generator is heated by helium

of 60 bar pressure and 700 °C inlet temperature.

The design of the cross-counterflow helical tube bundle steam

generator will be described. Thermal hydraulic aspects and helium

flow distribution problems are considered. Special attention is paid

to the interaction of the tube bundle with the steel pressure vessel

which serves as the primary system boundary.

The presented design is to a large extend supported by operational

experience from a 10 MW steam generator prototype which is in opera-

tion in the Interatom test facility KVK at helium temperatures even 2.

up to 900 °C. Some test results and their application to the 200 MW

steam generator will be presented.

Introduction

A modular helium-cooled high temperature reactor system es-

pecially for cogeneration of electricity and process heat has

been developed by the KWU Group (Kraftwerks Union-Interatom).

For inherent safety reasons the thermal output of each reactor

module is limited to 200 MW . The typical arrangement is

shown in fig. 1. Helium of 60 bar, 250 °C flows downwards through

the pebble bed and is heated up to 700 °C; via a concentric

hot gas duct the helium is fed to the steam generator bundle,

flows downwards through the bundle, in which steam of 190 bar,

530 °C is produced, flows upwards in an annular space, screening

the bundle, to an one-stage radial circulator. From the

circulator the helium is fed via the cold gas annulus to the

graphite reflector structure surrounding the pebble bed core,

flows upwards through flow channels in the reflector and enters

again the core inlet plenum. The helium mass flow is 85,4 kg/s.

The side by side arrangement offers some strong advantages:

1. Minimizing the effects of graphite-steam interactions

in case of steam generator leaks,

115

2. Suppression of convective flow during hot stand by

conditions,

3. Improvement of accessability to the components for

maintenance and repair.

Based on KWU experience in LWR application the primary system

is contained in ferritic steel vessels of 20 MnMoNi 55 which

is in Germany the well proven material for LWR pressure vessels.

Steam generator design

The general design of the SG was performed in close cooperation

with qualified manufacturers. Fig. 2 shows the solution

- presented in this paper - which has been achieved in

cooperation of KWU/Interatom and L+C Steinmiiller.

O ;
O :
Ui ;
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1 Pebble Bed
2 Pressure Vessel
3 Fuel Discharge
4 Small Absorber Balls
5 Reflector Rod
6 Fuel Loading
7 Steam Generator: Pipe Assembly
8 Outer Shroud
9 Feed Line

10 Live Steam Line
11 Blower
12 Hot Gas Duct
13 Surface Cooler
14 Insulation

Cross Section of a Modular Unit with
Steam Generator (Primary Circuit)

cold gns O

I io I yus

O live stpom

compensation bundle

flow distribution

pressure vessel

insulation

outer shroud

bundle

inner shroud

feedwater

200 MW Steam Generator

FIG. 1. FIG. 2.
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The heat transfer tube bundle is of a helical counterwound

design in which 220 Incoloy 800 tubes in 22 concentric layers

are arranged. The outer diameter of the tubes is 23 mm; the

active length of each tube is 133 m. Additional data are given

in table 1. On the feedwater side the bundle is connected via

expansion bends to an Inc. 800 tube plate. On the superheater

side the active bundle is followed by two separate compensation

bundles which are necessary for sufficient compensation of

differential thermal expansions in the high temperature region.

The upper compensation bundle is designed in a toroidal shape

in order to have free access to the hot gas bend. An Inc. 800

tube plate finally collects the individual tubes, leading to

the live steam penetration. In order to achieve a proper quality

control and inservice inspection the tube-tube plate connections

are made by machined pintles on the tube plate and inbore wel-

ding. The tube penetrations through the cold/hot separation

wall are sealed by a hydraulic expansion process. In case of

leak paths through the outer insulated flow shroud, the con-

tact of a hot gas stream with the pressure vessel wall is avoi-

ded by an additional surrounding pressure skirt which is connec-

ted to the cold high pressure side. It was a main design request

to have a self supporting arrangement of the internals which

allow a pressure vessel independent fabrication. The only points

of interaction with the pressure vessel in this design are the

two tube plates and the upper support flange inside the vessel.

Some special design studies should be mentioned in more detail:

2.1 Tube bundle optimisation (table 2)

In comparison with the reference Inc. 800 plain tube bundle

some alternatives were studied. A real cost reduction would be

achievable in case of an Incoloy 800 - 2 1/4 Croloy combination;

independent from the question of low finned or plain tubes.

However there are two reasons to keep the plain Incoloy 800

bundle as the reference; first the avoidance of transition welds

in order to minimize the risks for leakages and second the

Main operating and design data

1. Operating data

Thermal power
Helium flow
Helium pressure
Helium inlet temperature
Helium outlet temperature

Live steam flow
Live steam pressure
Live steam temperature
Feedwater temperature

2. Main design data

UeatiDQ-Ejuodle

Tube dimensions
Tube length

iQlaJLlube.leogtb

202
85,4
60
700
245

77,2
190
530
170

MW
kg/s
bar
°C
°C

kg/s
bar
°C
°C

Tube dimension PRH/EVAP
Tube dimension SPHR
Pitch transversal/longitudinal
Heating surface
Tube length
Number of tubes
Number of tube cylinders
Height of tube bundle

23 x 2
23 x 4
36/35
2110
133
220
22
8,2

,5 mm
,2 mm
mm
m2

m

m

21,2x3,3 mm
10 m

146 m

comparably high Tritium permeation to the water/steam side

in case of a ferritic preheater and evaporator. In the latter

case the permeation rate is appr. 25 times higher. This is

a very important value in case of direct process steam produc-

tion without use of a steam converter.
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Variantes

Tube dimensions PHR/EVAP

SPHR

Material PHR/EVAP
SPHR

Tube length PHR/EVAP

SPHR

Total active tube length

Tube bundle height

Relative costs

Tritium permeation rate

mm

urn

-

m
m

m

m

%

Ci/a

Pla

In 800

1

23x2-5

23x4,2

In 800

In 800

109,4

23,6

133

8,2

100

10

in tubes

2 1/1 Croloy/

In 800

2

23x2,5

23x4,2

2 1/4 Croloy
In 800

95,2
23,6

119

7,3

92

250

Finned

In 800

3

23/20x2,7

23x4,2

In 800

In 800

95,9

23,6

120

7,4

100

10

tubes

2 1/4 Croloy/

In 800

4

23/20x2,7

23x4,2

2 1/4 Croloy

In 800

69,2

23,6

93

5,7

90

250

HjO-PRESSURE LOSS
(bar]
30

2.2 Stability calculations

For the reference bundle first stability calculations were per-

formed. The water mass flow in a single tube was varied, while

the helium side temperature profile was assumed to remain con-

stant. The results show (fig. 3) that in the whole operational

load range the bundle behaves stable without any ferrules at

the feed water tube plate. Nevertheless to overcome fabricational

tolerances ferrules with ca. 10 bars nominal pressure loss will

be used.

2.3 Live steam nozzle (fig. 4)

The design of the live steam penetration through the pressure

vessel wall asks for a carefull consideration. While the design

temperature for the primary pressure vessel is limited to 350 °C,

the live steam temperature will be 530 °C.

0.6 0,7 0,8 0.9 1.0 1,1 1.2

REL. H2O-MASSFLOW m / m L O a o

FIG. 3. CALCULATED STATIC STABILITY,
SINGLE TUBE

2 10CrMo910
3 X20CrMoV121
t. X10NiCrAITi322

LIVE STEAM NOZZLE

FIG. 4. SITE WELD
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The transition from the pressure vessel material 20 MnMoNi 55

to the live steam line material X 20 CrMo V 121 is made by an

intermediate piece of 10 CrMo 9 10. On the steam side the tube

plate made of X 10 NiCrAITi 32 20 (Inc. 800) is connected to

the live steam line via an additional Inc. 800 transition piece.

This allows the final mounting of the tube bundle at site without

having any transition welds there. To allow a still smoother

transition special buttering between several material combi-

nations is recommended. To minimize thermal loading the annulus

between inner and outer part of the thermal sleeve will be insu-

lated. The shown removable special flange design allows an easy

access to the tube plates for inservice inspection purposes.

2.4 Helium flow distribution (fig. 5)

Special attention is necessary to guarantee an uniform flow

distribution of the helium to the bundle.

Under nominal conditions the helium velocity in the hot

gas duct is about 60 m/s. Within a very short distance

the flow has some extreme changes in direction. To avoid

a flow separation in the hot gas bend special guide baffles

have to be inserted. There is still some development work

to do. In order to achieve a uniform flow distribution

an already existing Steinmiiller patent which is well experienced

for water/steam separators is applied. To confirm the concept

some preliminary tests at the KfA Jiilich were already performed.

Fig. 6 shows the used model which is a simplified sector of

the bundle inlet region. The results gained so far (fig. 7)

are very encouraging. Already after the fourth row in the simu-

lated bundle the tolerances are in the range of - 20 %. But

further investigations and improvements are necessary.

2.5 Tube support and clamping concept

The individual tubes of the main tube bundle are positioned

by 3 radial tube support plates which are fixed at the inner

flow shroud. Inner and outer shroud are connected by 6 radially

FIG.5. Flow distribution design

arranged support beams. The outer flow shroud itself serves

therefore as the main carrier of the bundle and is supported

by the reinforced inner flange of the pressure vessel (see

fig. 2). For reasons of limiting flow induced vibration loads

the outer 16 rows of the bundle are positioned with 3 x 2 addi-

tional so called "floating" spacer plates (fig. 8). When assemb-

ling the bundle the already coiled individual tubes have to

be screwed through the prepositioned support plates. Inside

the support plate bores the tubes are fixed by a special, already
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FLOW DISTRIBUTION MODEL

FIG. 6.

0 0,2 Al 06 0 ) 1 1.2
v/v

v/v

FLOW DISTRIBUTION MODEL:
TEST RESULTS OF VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS

FIG. 7.

Cross section through
the bundle

FIG. 8.



proven clamping device (fig. 9). The tube is surrounded by 2

conical half shells and is finally positioned by an additional

cartridge. Half shells and cartridge are clamped elastically

together. An additional fixation by welding points is possible.

The assembling procedure sounds very complicated and time

consuming. But it is a quite proven solution of Sulzer

Brothers, a solution to which Steinmuller has complete

access because of consortional contracts.

Experimental background

It is self-evident that the known features of the operating

steam generators of AVR and THTR-300 have been taken into

consideration. In addition a large amount of the presented

design is supported by an own already existing experimental

background. Interatom is operating for already several

years a large test facility KVK for the performance of

component tests for the project nuclear process-heat (PNP) .

This plant operates with helium up to 40 bars and 950 °C.

Part of the plant is a 10 MW , steam generator, originally

designed to serve as a heat sink for special heat exchanger

tests.

Fig. 10 shows schematically this steam generator made by

Steinmuller. Tube material, tube support and clamping design

are equivalent to the reactor component; from the operational

point of view it should be mentioned that the unit was in ope-

ration at helium temperatures up to 900 °C. Fig. 11 shows

roughly the calculated average temperatures of water/steam

and helium respectively in comparison with measured helium-

side wall temperatures. Due to the fact, that the bundle con-

sists only of 3 radial tube rows the boundary effects at the

inner and outer tube row are comparably large. But wall

temperature measurements were only possible in the outer row.

TUBE SUPPORT PLAT

0G£

SPOT

MATERIAL: INCOLOY 800

TUBE CLAMPING DEVICE
FIG. 9.

Operating Data

He I Steam

How rate
Inlet Temperature
Outlet Temperature
Inlet Pressure
Outlet Pressure
Power

2,9kg/s
900-0/950 "C

3,7 ke/S/4,0 XQ/S
150-C

210°C 540°C
41,0 ber 125 be/
40,5 bar | 125 ber

10,5 MW

Dimensions and Materials

Number of Tubes

Tubelongth

Heating Surface

Tube Dimensions

Tube Material

Vessel Material

12

71 m
66.5 m'

0 25x4/0 25x2,6
lncotoy800H/15Mo3

WStE36

10 MW Steam Generator
FIG. 10.

He-Inlet

•He-Outlet

Pressure Vessel

Colled Tube Bundle

Insulation

Support Structure
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800}

700J

600f

500|

400+

1004-

TEMPERATURE

TH*IN = 731 "C
T H . OUT
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= 212°C
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P H e -" 33,1 bar

1 FW = 151 °C
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TUBE LENGTH
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10 MW STEAM GENERATOR KVK

TUBE TEMPERATURE VERSUS TUBE LENGTH

FIG. 11.

60CH

560

520

440

40CH

36W

2 8 0 |

24CW

20W

TEMPERATURE [°CJ H2O-PRESSURE DROP [bar]

- o MEASURED
CALCULATED

H20-PRESSURE DROP

E = O,1 mm

+ 3

0,04 mm

He-INLET TEMPERATURE 750 °C
He-PRESSURE 35 bar
He-MASSFLOW 1,5 k g / s
FEEOWATER TEMPERATURE 158 «C
STEAM PRESSURE 110 bar

He-OUTLET TEMPERATURE

REL. H2p-MASSFLOW m/rh5O%LOAO

0,9 1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3 1,4 1,5

KVK STEAM GENERATOR
RESULTS OF STABILITY CALCULATION AND MEASUREMENT

FIG. 12.
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Stability measurements (fig. 12) confirmed so far our calcu-

lations for the big unit. After an operation time of 10600 hours

(7000 hours > 750 °C) the test component was dismantled and

inspected. Except some loosened tube clamping devices in the

upper temperature region above 750 °C the inspection showed no

additional failures. For the future it is foreseen to apply

throttling valves to each individual tube in order to study

furtheron effects of dynamic stability.

There is a last point of development where experience will be

gained from.

In the frame work of the project nuclear process-heat (PNP) a

helium/helium intermediate heat exchanger of 170 MW , is under

design by the consortium Sulzer Brothers/Steinmuller.

To qualify this design a 10 MW prototype (fig. 13) has been

built and is now under test in Interatoms KVK test facility.

Such design features as helical bundle, tube support plates,

tube clamping devices and thermal insulation are similar to

those of the 200 MW steam generator, but the intermediate heat

exchanger operates at maximum temperatures of 950 °C.

Conclusion

The design of the steam generator for the KWU/Interatom modular

HTR system seems to be sound. It is already broadly supported

by experimental results, the experience of capable manufac-

tures, also received from other projects and as far as

the pressure vessel is concerned by successful 1 operation

of LWR systems. However, some points ask for additional

R+D considerations.

Secondary Outlet

t

Primary
Inlet

Cold Gas Header

Secondary Inlet

Support Plate

Central Hot Gat Duct

Outer Annulus

Pressure Vessel

Insulation

Flaw ra t t

Temperature

Pressure

Qiff Pressure

Power

Operational

primary

2.9S kg/s

9S0/293°C

39.9 Dor

0.55 dor

Dafa

Secondary

2.85 kg/s

900/220'C

11,» oar

1.65 bar

10 MW

Dimensions

Number of tubes

Dim. of tubes '

Tube Material

Vessel Material

Structure Material

Hot Header

Mixing Device

and Material
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'22 "2.0

2.1.663 (Nitrofer 55201

14348 IWB36I

17380 (10CrMo910l
U876 UncoloySOOH)

10MW He/He Heat- Exchanger
in Helical Tube Design

FIG. 13.
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124 ANALYSIS OF THE STEAM GENERATOR
FOR THE GCR-MODULE

M. PODHORSKY
Balcke-Diirr AG,
Ratingen, Federal Republic of Germany

Abstract

The KWU/Interatom HTR-module consists of a reactor and a heat transfer
unit. Depending on the possible application, the thermal output of the re-
actor amounting to betwwen 170 to 200 MW is disconnected using steam gen-
erators, steam reformers or helium/helium intermediate heat exchangers.

The steam generator is a vessel of a helical tube construction with ascend-
ing evaporation and a descending helium flow around the tubes. Coaxial
helium backflow is used to cool the pressure vessel shell. The helical
tube bundle of the plain tube type consists of tube cylinders which are
coiled in opposite directions. The bundle load is supported in the lower
cold section. The calculation for the static flow stability curve has
shown the necessity for installing the orifice and thus for throttling.
This is to prevent an instable flow in the tubes connected in parallel.

The tube support system must support the weight of the tubes, dampen or
prevent vibration stimulation of the tube and at the same time be con-
structed in such a way that no inadmissible stresses occur in the tube as
a result of impeded thermal expansion.

The admissible start-up and shut-down gradients depend on the thermal
stresses in the thick-walled components. A parametric study was carried
out based on the steam tubesheet geometry.

Appropriate attention, commensurate with the importance of the many joints,
must be paid to the tube/tubesheet joint. The tube will be secured in the
tubesheet using two redundant processes. It is welded in and hydraulically
expanded.

The plastic analysis of the hydraulic joint shows the spread of the plas-
tic zone in the ligament as the expansion pressure is continually increas-
ed. In this way the highest possible expansion pressure is determined and
the deformation of the adjacent borehole is calculated. The expansion is
carried out using the Balcke-Diirr AG HYTEX process.

1. Description of the steam generator

The helium heated in the reactor of a HTR-module is cooled in the steam
generator. The water in the secondary circuit which evaporates in the
steam generator tubes serves as a cooling medium. This steam can either be
used as process steam or for the generation of electricity.

The hot helium enters through a hot gas pipe which is bent at an angle of
90° in the steam generator. Having been distributed as evenly as possible
at the circumference the helium enters the steam generator bundle coaxial-
ly, cools down and when it has flowed through the 8.2 m long bundle it is
deflected by 180° so that it cools the pressure-bearing vessel wall on its
way to the fan. The cold helium is directed back to the reactor through a
coaxial, radial nozzle.

The feedwater is distributed into the tubes via a tubesheet in the feed-
water header. The tubes are arranged in such a way that they enter the he-
lical tube bundle uniformly. The helical tube bundle consists of 22 cylin-
ders which are coiled in alternate directions. Upon leaving the helical
tube bundle the tubes form two tube packets which must be laid flexibly
enough to allow compensation for the different rates of expansion of the
pressure bearing shell and the hotter tube support system. This compensa-
tion bundle ends in the tubesheet of the live steam header.

The tube material Nicrofer 3220 was selected for the entire heat exchanger
tube system. The outer diameter of the tube is 23 mm, the wall thickness
in the preheater and the evaporator 2.8 mm; in the superheater 4.2 mm. The
tube dimensions of the compensation tubes are different; outer diameter
21 mm, wall thickness 3.2 mm. The reason for this is to low average wall
temperature and the high resilience of the compensation bundle. Fig. 1
shows a section through the steam generator.

The tube support system consists of 8 supporting walls distributed over
the circumference which, however, are not made of one continuous, perfo-
rated sheet but of individual strips fitted together.

The contact surfaces of these strips are coated. It is therefore possible
for each tube cylinder to expand individually depending on the temperature.
The strips are constructed in such a way that they are joined according to
the coil of a tube cylinder and thus they envelope the tubes. Fig. 2 shows
the construction of the tube support system. The true specific weight of
the tube bundle is directed into the star-shaped grating by the tube sup-
port system. In the lower cooler section this grating rests on the vessel
wall.

At the upper end the individual tube support strips are positioned radial-
ly. The width of the tube support was expressly selected so that the sup-
port causes as little stress as possible in the tube, even when the tube
cylinder radii are different. This optimization was carried out based on
the results of a parametric study. Fig. 2 indicates the calculation model
and the results of the calculation. The analysis was carried out with the
help of shell elements. The contact point loading was attributed to a
linear force with cosine type behaviour.
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The material Nicrofer 3220 H was selected for the tube support system in-
side and outside liner. The tubes are clamped in the two-part retaining
strips. As there is no possibility of movement the contact surfaces of the
tubes and the strips are not coated.
For the selected coiling method it is necessary that the disconnecting
point between the retaining strips is made as a groove and tongue joint:
In the groove and tongue joint section and on the contact surfaces to the
load supporting system the retaining strips are coated to prevent fretting.
This joint which has a certain amount of play permits each individual tube
cylinder freedom of movement both axially and radially.

Pre-stressed insulating packs are provided as insulation for the cylindric-
al shell and the dished head. To prevent by-pass flows around the bundle
the insulation support casing is sealed to the flow outer liner by an ex-
pansion joint. Due to its unrestricted availability the insulation support
casing is treated as a pressure vessel shell during the non-destructive
weld tests.

The cold gas is conveyed from a ring main to the fan through six cold gas
tubes. The cold gas tubes are arranged on the circumference of the ring
main in such a way that it is always possible to install and dismantle the
hot gas bend.

The live steam is conveyed to the expansion compensation bundle via four
separate tube trains each made up of 54 tubes and from there on to the
tubesheet. The tube/tubesheet joint is carried out using two redundant
processes. The tubes are welded in from the freely accessible side using
automatic welding equipment and then hydraulically expanded over the en-
tire tubesheet thickness using the HYTEX process. The joints are X-rayed
in addition to being subjected to the surface crack test and the he-leak-
age test. Dampers are installed in the feedwater inlet tubesheet to achieve
approximately uniform pressure drops in the tubes. Fig. 3 shows the stab-
ility curves with and without dampers.

An appropriate He-temperature pattern change was used for the gas side
calculation when taking a single tube and thorough helium mixing into ac-
count the resultant stability curve is, of course, different and then
shows no instability.

2. The analysis of the live steam tubesheet

A fatigue analysis had to be carried out in order to establish at what
maximum temperature gradients the steam generator can be started up and
shut down. Experience has shown that it is the thick-walled components
which determine the admissible temperature gradients. For this reason the
outlet header with the tubesheet was chosen as the section for the analy-
sis. The point subjected to the greatest stress is located in the groove
at the transition between the rigid ring and the cylindrical shell. At
this point the influence of the notch and the influence of the thermal
discontinuity moment becomes apparent as a result of the different temper-
ature gradients in the tubesheet and in the cylindrical shell.

Inside diomtttr of the tube
Preheoter : * 174 mm
Evaporator : « 17^ mm
Superheater : e lt.6mm

Output

without throttle

with throttle

T,, . I7O'C

PlS = 190 Dor

50 7715 80

FIG. 3. HTR-Modul Steam Generator - Stability Curve

Fig. 4 shows the FE-structure which was used for the analysis.
Three intermittent calculations with temperature gradients of -2,5; -5;
-10 K/min were made and assessed. The temperature rise amounted to 200cC.
The reference stress range in point A is decisive for the material fatigue.
Fig. 4 also shows the relationship between the maximum reference stress
range and the rate of temperature change. The Iso-stress curves and the
curves for the same temperature in the structure after 40 minutes are
entered in Fig. 5.

3. The tube/tubesheet joint

The tubes are insert through the tubesheets and welded. The weld joint is
a reliable and proven method of securing the tubes. It is carried out from
the freely accessible side using TVA automatic welding equipment. These
joints are X-rayed as well as being subjected to a surface crack test and
to the He-leakage test. The live steam tubesheet is made of Nicrofer
3220H, 175 mm thick; the feedwater tubesheet made of material 20 MnMoNi 55
is provided with a cladding similar to Nicrofer 3220 and is approx. 150 mm
thick. The second redundant tube/tubesheet joint process is hydraulic ex-
pansion according to the HYTEX method.
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A qap-free which is favourable as far as residual stress is concerned
joint is achieved with this process. The theory and the principle of hy-
draulic expansion have been published in (4).
Fig. 6 is a diagram of the states of deformation in the tube and in the
tubesheet during and after expansion. Liquid under high pressure is fed
into the tube. This pressure first leads to the plastic deformation of the
tube and then to that of the tubesheet. The amount of expansion pressure
required can be calculated relatively simply (4). In order to achieve a
tube/tubesheet joint the geometry the material matching and the expansion
pressure must be selected so as to ensure that the fatigue deformation of
the tube is less than that of the tubesheet. Only then is the tube enve-
loped.

FIG. 7.

Fig. 7 shows the Balcke-DLirr HYTEX equipment which is able to expand tubes
at a pressure of 4200 bar.
Elasto-plastic calculations were carried out for the tube/tubesheet geo-
metry in order to ascertain at which expansion pressure the ligament be-
tween two adjacent boreholes begins to plasticize and how the expansion
pressure can be raised.

Fig. 8 shows the development of plastic zone through the tubesheet as the
expansion pressure increases. It is also important to be aware of the de-
gree of deformation of the adjacent borehole before a final decision is
reached with regard to the expansion pressure.
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of a steam generator for the HTR-module was presented,
significant problems were discussed in detail and solu-
The steam generator consists of proven components which
can be tested. The efforts made in connection with the
resulted in a perfected model which is characterized by
high availability as well as by its safety.
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130 ANALYSIS AND MANUFACTURE OF
THE HTR-100 STEAM GENERATOR

R. EXNER
Balcke-Durr AG,
Ratingen, Federal Republic of Germany

Abstract

The task of the HTR-100 steam generator is to transfer the heat

quantity generated in the reactor to the secondary circuit and to convey

the live steam on to the steam turbine plant.

In addition to its task of transferring the heat quantity generated

in the reactor core to the secondary circuit under the stipulated operating

conditions (40 years) the steam generator also has to fulfill decisive tasks

in connection with the safety of the plant.

The problem involved with these new types of components are analyzed

in the paper and the structural solutions to achieve feasibility explained.
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1. Introduction

In the past few years a so-called small high temperature reactor with

an electrical output of 100 MW and a thermal output of 260 MW, designed

according to the pebble bed principle has been developed as a follow-up

project based on the AVR-reactor which has proven itself over many

years in the nuclear research plant in Jiilich and also on the more

recent technology of the THTR 300 in Hamm-Uentrop. It is planned to

provide larger industrial companies or communal enterprises with

electricity and/or heat (process heat or district heating).

Characteristic for the technical concept of the HTR 100 developed by

HRB/BBC (Fig. 1) are the integral arrangement of all primary circuit

components in a reactor pressure vessel made of steel, the

graphite-moderated, helium-cooled pebble bed reactor core, the
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continual fuel element feed with mutiple recirculation of the fuel

element pebbles, the upward flow of the cooling gases, the two-train

steam generator arranged above the core as well control and shutdown by

refector rods or small absorber pebbles in reflector openings or noses.

At the beginning of 1985 the following companies:

• Brown, Boverie & Cie. AG (BBC), Mannheim

• Hochtemperatur-Reaktorbau GmbH (HRB), Dortmund

• Mannesmann Anlagenbau AG (MAB), Dlisseldorf

• Strabag Bau AG, Kbln

• Deutsche Babcock Maschinenbau AG (DBM), Ratingen

• INNOTEC GmbH

got together to form a development consortium HTR 100.

The objectives of this group of companies are to optimize the HTR 100

designed by BBC/HRB from a technical and safety point of view and to

utilize to the full all possible reductions in costs by developing it

as a standard reactor of a predominantly prefabricated construction.

In the present initial phase, work is being carried out with regard to

the overall construction and the safety engineering and this should

result in an optimized reference design of the HTR 100.

The scope of the work allocated to Deutsche Babcock Maschinenbau AG

covers the development and optimization of the reactor pressure vessel,

the steam generator, the metallic internals and the vessels belonging

to the secondary circuit.

Description of the concept of the steam generator HTR 100

Requirements made on the steam generator

First of all the steam generator has the task of transferring the heat

generated in the reactor to the secondary circuit and of conveying the

live steam which occurs to the steam turbine plant.

Very special requirements are made of it, however, within the nuclear

heat production system. In addition to the function of an operating

component for an anticipated service life of 40 years it must

simultaneously assume the function of a safety component.

The following requirements are made of the steam generator (Fig. 2).

a) as an operating component

- ability to function in full load and in partial load service.

- greatest possible compactness of the heating surface bundle and

low overall height.

- a great degree of symmetry and thus a uniform approach flow to the

bundle sections.

- possibility of unimpeded thermal expansion

- minimization of the pressure drop on the primary side

- water/steam connections in the cold section

- possiblity of carrying out inspections blanking off measures on

the individual tubes of the heating surfaces without opening the

primary circuit.

b) as a safety component

- ability to function under accident conditions

- ability to function in residual heat removal service

- possibility of unimpeded thermal expansion under accident

conditions and in residual heat removal service.

- separation point between the primary and secondary circuits.

2.2 Arrangement of the steam generator and functioning (Fig. 3)

The steam generator is integrated in the primary system and arranged in

the reactor pressure vessel directly above the core. As a result of

this arrangement the medium flows through the heating surface bundles

on the primary side from the bottom to the top. The primary helium

cools from 700 °C (70 bar) to 250 °C in the process. Subsequently it is

drawn off by two fans arranged in the reactor pressure vessel cover and

conveyed back to the lower reactor pressure vessel section from where

it enters the pebble bed again.
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Requirements made on the steam generator HTR 100
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FIG.2. FIG.3. HTR-100 steam generator.
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The feedwater flows into the steam generator bundle from the top at a

temperature of 180 °C and a pressure of approx. 220 bar and is then

heated, evaporated and finally superheated. The evaporation of the

feedwater in the bundle therefore takes place in a downward direction.

The resultant live steam flows back upwards and leaves through the

nozzle at a temperature of 530 °C and a pressure of 190 bar.

2.3 Construction of the steam generator

As a safety component the steam generator must also remain functional

under accident conditions (e.g. residual heat removal or damage to a

tube).

The requirement that the residual heat must be discharged via the

second train, if the steam generator train should fail, places special

requirements on the construction. A study showed the optimal solution

as being to construct the steam generator bundle in two trains, i.e. it

consists of two bundle sections on the secondary side each with

separate feedwater and live steam nozzles. The two bundles on the

primary side are coiled in one another and therefore the required

maximum compactness and thermal symmetry of the heating surfaces are

fulfilled.

The heating surface tubes from the bundle are deflected, led through

the internal central tube in a bundle and directed upwards again as

straight tubes.

For erection and operating reasons the straight return tubes are also

allocated to the individual bundle sections symmetrically.

The tube ends are welded tightly to the appropriate tubesheets.

This steam generator bundle can only be realized by means of a new type

of construction.

The greatest difficulty arises when a bundle section is not in

operation and is therefore subjected to higher temperatures due to the

lack of secondary side flow.

In this case the charged bundle has a tube wall temperature of 580 °C

(Fig. 4) in the inlet section whilst the uncharged bundle immediately

next to it has a temperature of almost 700 °C. Considerable material

stresses would have to be anticipated as a result of the different

rates of expansion.

700° C 580° C 700° C

FIG.4. Support ledges and tube wall temperatures when
one steam generator train breaks down.

Balcke-Diirr developed a tube support which fulfills the above

requirements especially for this case.

The tube support consists of two-piece support rails which clamp around

the tubes of a tube cylinder and which can move both in a longitunidal

direction and in a radial diagonal direction relative to one another

(Fig. 5).
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FIG.5. Support ledges steam generator bundle.

The advantage of this concept is that no pressure is exercised on the

tube coils as a result of different rates of expansion and that no

relative motion occurs between the supports rails and the tubes because

the support rails clamped to the tubes move with the tube coils. For

this reason there is no danger of the tubes being damaged as a result

of fretting. The complicated coating at the contact point between the

tube and the support is not required; this coating is moved to the

geometrically simple section of the longitudinal surface of the support

rails. The support rail halves are secured to the tube cylinders by

means of clamping elements. The adjacent support rails are fitted to

one another via a groove-and-tongue construction. Furthermore this tube

support construction permits the use of a continuous coiling process

and thus manufacture is economic.

The support rails are suspended in an 8-arm, star-shaped support

structure in the upper cold section of the steam generator. The bundle

load is transferred to the reactor pressure vessel via four support

lugs.

The live steam return tubes are hydraulically expanded into a tubesheet

arranged in the upper section of the central tube and are held in place

by this tubesheet. This prevents the flow of gas in the return section.

The bundle tubes are particularly subjected to the danger of vibration

in the lower deflection area due to their being charged directly by the

flow. They are bundled together and placed through 8 support grid

segments (Fig. 6).

The necessary compensating loops are mounted in the tubes before the

lower deflection to compensate the different rates of expansion between

the heating surface bundle and the live steam return line.

For thermal and flow technical reasons (hot gas/cold gas pass

partition, thermal losses, cold gas heating, amongst other things) both

the steam generator outer shell as well as the central tube for

live-steam return are enclosed in insulated flow-directing shrouds.
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FIG.6. HTR steam generator return section.
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Based on the previous experience the materials selected are as follows:

for the tubes and tube support rails = X 5 Ni Cr Al Ti 3120 (Alloy 800)

solution annealed material

number 1.4886

for feedwater and live steam tube- = X 5 Ni Cr Al Ti 3120 (Alloy 800)

sheets

live steam nozzles, shell support soft annealed,

grids, shims and lugs material no. 1.4886

2.4 Analyses

The focal points of our calculatory analyses and constructional

considerations were directed at the critical components of this vessel.

In particular under the various load cases and under accident

conditions the following components are to be regarded as critical:

- the tube-support strips due to the different expansion in the

two-train bundle, the temperature and dead load and the danger of

vibration.

- the tubesheets at the live steam headers due to the temperature and

transient loads

- the upper tubesheet in the live steam return line due to the

temperature and dead load

- the lower deflection section including the expansion joints because

of the temperature load and the danger of vibration due to the direct

approach flow

- the load supporting system 20

For the analysis of the bundle, the rates of expansion occurring in

normal service and under maximum accident conditions as well as the

deformation of individual tube cylinders were calculated using the 10

computer programme. The additional thermal stresses and the subsequent

overall stresses in the tubes were calculated from this.

A p (bar]

The result showed that the admissible stresses in the tubes were not

even exceeded under accident conditions due to a 2 mm clearance between

the support rails.

The downward evaporation on the secondary side is also critical for

this steam generator. It is a known fact that in the partial load

range, during start-up and shutdown and when there is a great change in

the operating state the thermo-dynamic conditions of a downward steam

flow lead to increased stability problems. On the basis of previous

experience Balcke-Dlirr developed a computer programme to analyze this

phenomenon.

The results of the initial calculations are shown as a diagram

(Fig. 7).

Inside diameter of the tube
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P t I = 190 bar
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FIG.7. HTR-1OO steam generator - s tab i l i t y curve.
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The total pressure drop of the steam generator is plotted as a function

of the water mass flow. Below the 100 % load point the pressure drop

curve has a distinct maximum and in the vicinity of the 100 % load

point a minimum. After this the pressure drop increases monotonically.

Consequently various mass flows are possible at a certain pressure

drop. Therefore there is instability. Some of the tubes can convey

either water or steam.

In order to eliminated this instability without changing the geometry

the water inlet side must be throttled. The dotted curve represents the

total pressure when a throttle is installed. The results of such

calculations, in which it is assumed that there is a constant

temperature gradient on the helium side, often show stable

characteristic curves.

As the number of tubes with a stable characteristic is not, however,

known the assumption that all tubes have a variable temperature

gradient on the gas side can be regarded as conservative.

Manufacturing concept

With this new type of steam generator bundle a manufacturing concept

must be developed which satisfies the structural conditions and which

at the same time offers economic solutions.

A method of coiling the bundle was used which permitted it to be coiled

step by step and permitted the support rails to be mounted in stages

without the individual, prefabricated helical tubes having to be passed

through support walls.

The details of the manufacturing sequence are as follows:

First of all the helical core is manufactured for the heating surface

bundle (Fig. 8a).

The support and guide rails are manufactured parallel to this and are

coated in the groove-and-tongue joint sections.

The heating surface bundle is then coiled in the following individual

stages (Fig. 8a and 8b):

- the first lower tube support rail halves are secured (Fig. 8a)

- the individual straight tubes are welded together to the required

tube bundle length and tested.

- the first multiple tube cylinder is coiled

- the first upper tube support rail halves are positioned and secured

(Fig. 8b).

- the second lower tube support rail halves are positioned

- the second multiple tube cylinder is coiled in the opposite direction

- the second upper tube support rail halves are positioned and secured

- the manufacturing sequence is analogous up to the 20th tube cylinder

The previous components are assembled as follows (Fig. 8c and 8d):

- the lower compensator tubes are welded and tested (Fig. 8c)

- the outer shell of the bundle is welded on

- the external insulation and the external bundle sheathing are mounted

- the feedwater tubes are welded to the tubesheet using the inbore pro-

cess, the tube seams are tested

- the internal insulation for the central tube is installed

- the return bundle case is inserted into the central tube (Fig. 8d)

- the superheater tubes are secured in the upper return tubesheet

- the deflection tube bends are welded and tested

- the live steam return tubes are welded to the live steam tubesheets,

Then the final assembly is carried out as follows (Fig. 8e):

- the steam generator bundle is assembled with the upper shell section,

the lugs and nozzle tubes are welded.

- Leakage test

The complete steam generator is erected in the reactor pressure vessel

on the site.
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STEAM GENERATOR CONCEPT OF A SMALL HTR
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Abstract

The steam generator of a small HTR is arranged above the core in an in line

design of the primary loop, thereby helium flows upwards. Water flows down-

wards in the steam generator to realize cross flow. To achieve stable evapo-

ration conditions during part load operation it is desired to realize upward

evaporation in the steam generator. Moreover if the steam generator is also

used as a heat sink for removal of residual heat, this desire of upwards

evaporation becomes more imperative. It is possible to realize the design

of steam generator with upwards evaporation by arranging a hot gas duct

in its central region, so that hot helium can flow upwards through it.

Therefore helium enters the steam generator from the top and flows downwards

and water upwards.

In the presented design, a heat exchanger is arranged in the central region

of the steam generator instead of a hot gas duct. Hot helium of 750 °C

flows upwards in this heat exchanger and thereby cools down to the tempera-

ture of about 700 °C before it enters the bundle of the steam generator

at the top. Through an intermediate loop this heat is transfered outside

the primary loop, where in an extra heat exchanger live steam is reheated

to improve the thermal efficiency of the plant. This intermediate loop

works on the basis of forced convection and transfer about 25 MW for re-

heating.

During the shutdwon operation of the reactor, this heat exchanger in the

central region of the steam generator serves as a heat sink for removal

of the residual heat through natural convection in the primary loop. At

the same time it is further possible, that intermediate loop also works

on the basis of natural convection, because during shutdown operation only

a very small amount of heat has to be removed and moreover the outside heat

exchanger can be arranged much higher above the central heat exchanger to

get favourable conditions for the natural convection.

Some fo the highlights of the central heat exchanger are:

- coaxial straight tubes with inner pigtail for transport of the hot inter-

mediate medium

- on the primary helium side baffles are arranged to increase heat transfer

coefficient

- this bundle of tubes can be inspected in situ without opening of the

primary circuit to improve its reliability.

1. Introduction

The steam generator of the small HTR industrial reactor is arranged above

the core in an inline design of the primary loop and thereby helium flows

upwards and water flows downwards to realize a design of crossflow heat

exchanger /I/. Therefore only downhill boiling of water is possible. In

the side by side version of the primary loop, by which helium flows downwards

through the core, a staggered arrangement of the steam generator under the

core is necessary to realize upward evaporation of water /2/. The criteria

of uphill boiling of water is demanded to achieve stable evaporation con-

ditions during part load operation of the steam generator. This desire becomes

more imperative if the steam generator is also used as a heat sink for removal

of the residual heat. Also it is possible to realize the concept of a steam

generator in an in-line version with upward evaporation by arranging a hot

gas duct in the central region of the steam generator, so that hot helium

can flow upwards through it. Therefore helium enters the steam generator

from the top and flows downwards and water upwards. Similar concept of upward

evaporation of water is also possible by arranging the superheater tubes

in the central region instead of a hot gas duct and by arranging the rest

heating surface of economizer and evaporator in an annulus part of the steam

generator around this central region. Thereby helium enters the region of

the evaporating tubes also from the top and flows downwards /3/.

o;
o
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In the presented concept an extra heat exchanger for an intermediate loop

is arranged in the central region of the steam generator above the core,

which is used for reheating of steam and can be further used for removal

of the residual heat. Thermohydraulics and design characteristics of this

concept are given in the following chapters.

2. Description of the Primary-, Intermediate- and Secondary Loops

The flow sheet of the primary, intermediate and secondary loop is shown

in Fig. 1. Helium is heated in the pebble bed core of 250 MW thermal power

to the temperature of 750 °C and flows upwards through the core and the

heat exchanger arranged in the central region of the steam generator above

the core. Thereby it cools down to the temperature of 700 °C and transfers

about 25 MW to the intermediate loop, before it enters the steam generator

at the top. After reversing its direction helium flows downwards and trans-

fers 225 MW to the secondary loop of feedwater and live steam. At the steam

generator outlet helium temperature is 250 °C. After that helium flows up-

wards in an annulus region between the outer boundary shell of the bundle

and the steam generator's shroud, before it enters the two circulators ar-

ranged at the top of the pressure vessel. The high pressure helium of about

250 °C flows downwards along the wall of the pressure vessel and thereby

builds a cold boundary layer for the whole pressure vessel from the top

to the bottom.

For the intermediate loop Nitrogen is selected as a heat transfer medium,

which is particularly suited in respect of the safety criteria. Moreover

system pressure of the intermediate loop has been selected to be higher

than the primary pressure of the helium and has the value of 75 bar, there-

fore in case of any failure of a tube of the intermediate heat exchanger

only Nitrogen can flow in the primary loop. Further the Nitrogen has the

favourable characteristic of neutron absorbing and no other chemical reaction

with the materials of the reactor is possible, so that such a damage will

not cause any hazard to the plant and the surroundings.

Nitrogen at the temperature of 285 °C flows uniformally to all the inlet

central tubes from the entrance chambre, gets heated in a cross-counterflow

in downward direction to about 320 °C, reverses its direction at the bottom

75 bar
285 °C Secondary loop

• 275°C 28bar
Reheating of steam
* - 400°C

• I Intermediode loop
•""^ I /natural convection during\
_ . _ l tatter heat removal I

— • Live steam

Coaxial tubes heat exchanger

Steom generator

70bar I

"250°C

Pebble bed reactor

Fig. 1: Flow sheet of primary, intermediate
and secondary loops

and flows upwards in the annular space of the coaxial tubes. Thereby it

gets further heated to the temperature of about 550 °C through hot primary

helium. Both mediums flow in parallel in upward direction. At the top Nitrogen

enters the exit chamber of the intermediate loop. From here it is trans-

ported in two ducts to the bottom of the outer secondary heat exchanger.

Nitrogen flows upwards on the shell side of this heat exchanger, cools down

to the temperature of about 285 °C and is transported back to the entrance

chamber of the primary heat exchanger via two ducts.



At the top of the secondary heat exchanger steam from the high pressure turbine

enters the inlet header. The total mass flow of the steam at the pressure of

30 bar and temperature of about 275 °C flows downwards in the tubes of helical

tubes bundle and gets heated to the temperature of about 400 °C, enters

the outlet header before it is tranported to the medium pressure turbine.

3. Layout of the Primary and the Secondary Heat Exchangers

The primary heat exchanger is arranged directly above the core, so that

its reliability during all load conditions has to be guaranteed. Therefore

easy maintenance of this heat exchangers should be achievable. This can

be realized, because of easy accessability from the top of the pressure

vessel and without opening of the primary circuit, the straight tubes of

the heating surface can be inspected in situ according to the necessary

requirements. Moreover, in case of failure, the possibility of replacement

of the damaged tube is given. These safety requirements of easy maintain-

ability and the possibility of replacebility can be fulfiled easily with

the design of straight tubes heat exchanger, although their heat transport

efficiency is not so good as that of helical tubes.

Further as already mentioned because of Nitrogen as a cooling medium of

the intermediate loop, leackage of the tube can be detected and is tolerable

because of unsensitiveness of the components of the primary circuit against

this medium.

This heat exchanger concept has been selected under the following design

aspects:

- The temperature of the helium at the entrance in the steam generator

bundle is high enough and will not cause any difficulty by determining

the heating surface.

- The dimensions of this heat exchanger allows sufficient freedom in de-

signing the steam generator e.g. inner- and outer diameter, height etc.

- Heat transported through the intermedieate loop is sufficient for the

reheating of steam.

Table 1: Main Design Data of the Primary Heat Exchanger

Thermal power 2!

Primary loop (Shell-side) H<

Massflow

Inlet temperature

Outlet temperature

System pressure

Pressure drop

Heat transfer coefficient

Intermediate loop (Tube-side)

Massflow

Inlet temperature

Outlet temperature

Temperature at the end of the inlet tubes

System pressure

Pressure drop: Inlet tubes

Outlet tubes

Heat transfer coefficient: Inlet tubes

Outlet tubes
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Bundle data:

Number of tubes

Bundle diameter

Bundle height

Heating surface

Overall heat transfer coefficient

Tube geometry: (coaxial)

Inner diameter of inlet tubes

Wall thickness

Outer diameter of inlet tubes

Inner diameter of outlet tubes

Wall thickness

Tube pitch

Material

1070-S
m X

m .K

45 mm

2,5 mm

50 mm

70 mm

6 MMmm

125 mm

Incoloy 800 H



144 - Small pressure drop by the normal operation on the shell- and tube-side

gives favourable condition for removal of the residual heat.

The main data of the primary heat exchanger are given in table 1.

Coaxial tubes are selected for the flow of Nitrogen in the heat exchanger

bundle, as already used for the steam reformer bundle /4/.

Through the inner tubes Nitrogen flows downwards and gets heated in counter-

flow to the upward stream of Nitrogen through the annular space of coaxial

tubes. The upward flow of hot helium heats Nitrogen in parallel flow. Through

this arrangement of Nitrogen flow, no insulation between inlet and outlet

streams of Nitrogen inside the coaxial tubes is necessary. Further in the

selected design straight inner tubes have been considered, although some

advantages are given if helical tubes would be used. The thermal elongation

between the inner and outer tubes can be better compensated and the tem-

perature of the Nitrogen at the bottom of the tubes is higher, which results

in lower heat flux between helium and Nitrogen.

The design of the entrance and exit chambers for the intermediate loop of

Nitrogen is shown in Fig. 2. At the top of the pressure vessel also the

feedwater and live steam headers are arranged. The main design features

of the small HTR in an inline version is thereby not changed. Anyhow, de-

tailed construction of the presented design has still to be done.

The main data of the secondary heat exchanger are given in table 2. Live

steam flows in the helical tube bundle from the top to the bottom, thereby

it gets reheated through the intermediate loop. Nitrogen flows upwards on

the shell side. The design of this heat exchanger is based on the steam

generator concept.

The main data of the steam generator are given in table 3. The steam generator

works on the basis of the once through flow: feedwater from two headers

entering a given tube is preheated, evaporated and superheated in the same

tube, before it enters the two live steam headers. The heating surface con-

sists of helically coiled tubes, arranged in concentric tube cylinders.

Nitrogen Inlet

Nitrogen Outlet

Live .Steam

Reflector Rod

Intermediate Heat
Exchanger

Steam Generator

Small Absorber
Spheres

Fig.2

Upper Pressure Vessel with Internals



Table 2: Main Design Data of the Secondary Heat Exchanger Table 3: Main Design Data of the Steam Generator

Thermal power

Intermediate loop (Shell-side)

Massflow

Inlet temperature

Outlet temperature

System pressure

Pressure drop

Heat transfer coefficient

Secondary loop (Tube-side)

Massflow

Inlet temperature

Outlet temperature

System pressure

Pressure drop

Heat transfer coefficient

Bundle data

Number of tubes

Bundle diameter

Bundle height

Heating surface

Overall heat transfer coefficient

25 MW

Nitrogen

90,00 kg/s

550 °C

285 °C

75 bar

0,14 bar
520-W

m X

270

2,0 m

9,0 m

1410 m2

33S-2J—
m.K

Thermal power

Primary loop (Shell-side)

Massflow

Inlet temperature

Outlet temperature

System pressure

Pressure drop

Secondary loop (Tube-side)

Massflow of feedwater

Feedwater conditions

Live steam conditions

Bundle data

Number of tubes

Inner diameter of the bundle

Outer diamter of the bundle

Height of the bundle

Heating surface

Tube dimensions

Tube pitch (transverse, longitudinal)

225 MW
Helium

96,

700

250

70

0,3

25 kg/s

°C

°C

bar

bar

Water/Steam

86,

220

185

6 kg/s

bar/180 °C

bar/535 °C

182

1,6 m

2,8 m

10,0 m

1880 m2

25 x 4 mm

40 mm

Tube geometry

Inner diameter

Outer diameter

Tube pitch (transverse, longitudinal)

28 mm

36 mm

47 ram
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4. Reheating of the Steam

Reheating of the steam in the primary circuit of the high temperature reac-

tor is avoided, because of the penetrations in the pressure vessel and due

to the accidents in case of failure of the tubes. Further it is desired,

that the secondary pressure of the steam should be higher than the primary

system pressure, therefore optimal steam pressure for the reheating cannot

be selected.

With intermediate loop with Nitrogen at the higher pressure, some of the

objections can be avoided, although penetrations in the pressure vessel

are still necessary.

The pressure of the steam for reheating is optimized at the value of 30 bars.

On the expansion line of the high pressure steam turbine, steam has a tempe-

rature of about 275 °C. The whole mass flow of the steam is reheated through

the intermedieate loop till the temperature of about 400 °C, before it enters

the medium pressure steam turbine. With this measure of reheating, the plant

efficiency can be increased from about 39 % to 40 %. Although this improve-

ment of the plant efficiency is less than the value, which is maximum ob-

tainable, but the design optimization in respect of the arrangement of primary

heat exchanger, steam generator and reactor shutdown rods has still to be done.

5. Conditions for the Residual Heat Removal

Helium flows upwards through the core in the normal operation of the primary

circuit. After reactor shutdwon, helium still has a tendency to flow upwards

due to the natural thermal convection in the core, as long as the primary

system pressure is maintained. As the primary heat exchanger is arranged

directly above the core, it serves as a heat sink for the upward flowing

helium and heat can be transported from the core to the intermediate loop.

The secondary heat exchanger is arranged about 10 m higher than the top

of the pressure vessel. Through this arrangement a natural convection of

the intermediate loop during the reactor shutdown is possible. Preliminary

investigations have shown, that about 10 % of the normal mass flow of Nitrogen

flows due to natural convection during shut down conditions. This is possible,

because in the normal operation, the total pressure drop of the intermediate

loop is about 0,8 bar, and thermal buoyancy of about 0,05 bar is given.

In this way it is possible to remove about 1 % of the thermal power of the

core, which is equivalent to the residual heat production about 20 minutes

after reactor shutdown.

A separate cooling water loop cools the secondary heat exchanger during

reactor shutdown period.

6. Conclusions

The presented design of the intermediate loop for a small HTR allows re-

heating of the steam and at the same time it serves also for removal of

the residual heat with natural convection after reactor shutdown. Further

uphill evaporation of water in steam generator is possible with this design.

Extra expenditure for designing this loop can be compensated through the

improved plant efficiency. Moreover a very reliable system for removal of

residual heat is possible.
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Abstract

A widely reported problem with Magnox-type reactors was the oxidation of
carbon steel components in gas circuits and steam generators. The effects
of temperature, pressure, gas composition and steel composition on oxidation
kinetics have been determined, thus allowing the probabilities of failure
of critical components to be predicted for a given set of operating
conditions. This risk analysis, coupled with regular inspection of reactor
and boiler internals, has allowed continued operation of all U.K. Magnox
plant.

The Advanced Gas Cooled Reactor (AGR) is a direct development of the Magnox
design. The first four AGRs commenced operation in 1976, at Hinkley Point
'B' and at Hunterston 'B'. All known materials problems with the steam
generators have been diagnosed and solved by the development of appropriate
operational strategies, together with minor plant modifications. Materials
constraints no longer impose any restrictions to full load performance from
the steam generators throughout the predicted life of the plant.

Problems discussed in detail are:-

1. Oxidation of the 9 Cr - 1 Mo superheater.
2. Stress corrosion of the austenitic superheater.
3. Creep of the transition joints between the 9 Cr - 1 Mo and austenitic

sections.

With the 9 Cr - 1 Mo oxidation maximum temperature restriction virtually
removed and creep constraints properly quantified, boiler operation is now
favourably placed. Stress corrosion research has allowed the risk of tube
failure to be related to time, temperature, stress and chemistry. As a
result, the rigorous "no wetting" policy has been relaxed for the normally
high quality AGR feedwater, and the superheat margin has been reduced to
23°C This has increased the size of the operating window and reduced the
number of expensive, and potentially harmful, plant trips.
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i. INTRODUCTION

The world's first commercial gas-cooled reactor commenced operation
at the Berkeley (U.K.) Power Station in 1962. Since then,
"Magnox"-type gas-cooled reactors have been built in the United
Kingdom, France, Italy and Japan. Magnox reactors have performed
well with high availabilities. Sizewell became the first nuclear
power station to gross more than 50,000,000 MWh, marginally ahead
of the Connecticut Yankee pressurized water reactor plant.

Most of the early difficulties associated with Magnox steam
generators have been reported widely and are now history. The only
difficulty that is discussed here is the oxidation of mild steel
components in reactors and steam generators. This was undoubtedly
the most severe problem encountered with the Magnox stations and is
responsible for the continued derating of certain reactors.

Hunterston 'B' and Hinkley Point 'B' were the first advanced gas
cooled reactor (AGR) stations to be commissioned. They both
achieved power ratings in early 1976. The principal change from
"Magnox" reactors is the use of oxide fuel in stainless steel cans.
This allows higher reactor temperatures and steam conditions
commensurate with modern fossil-fired plant (160 bar, 538°C main and
538°C reheat).

Ten AGRs are now operating, with a further four due to be
commissioned in the near future. All are designed to generate
660MW(electric). Early operational experience has been good.
Although steam generator problems have occurred they have been solved
and now constitute no limit to full load performance. This paper
deals with three such problems at Hinkley and Hunterston:-

1. gas-side oxidation of the 9Cr-1Mo superheater.
2. stress corrosion of the austenitic superheater.
3. creep of the transition joint between the 9Cr-1Mo

and austenitic superheaters.

These problems imposed temperature constraints (high and low) that
necessitated development of a special operational strategy. O

O
en

2. OXIDATION OF MILD STEEL IN MAGNOX REACTOR STEAM GENERATORS

The principle of the Magnox reactor system is that nuclear fuel,
encased in magnesium alloy (Magnox) cans in a graphite moderator
core, generates heat that is transferred by carbon dioxide at high
pressure to steam generators (see Fig. 1). Mild steel is used for
virtually all the structural steel work in the boilers and reactors.
Its chief advantages are that it is low cost, readily available, easy
to fabricate, less active than stainless steel when exposed to a
neutron flux, and has better heat transfer characteristics than
higher alloy steels. It was recognized that oxidation would take
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Fig.1 Cross section through Magnox reactor.

place/ but this too can he an advantage as oxide-free surfaces or
sliding components can gall and seize.

The oxidation reaction is described by Eq.(1) as:

3Fe + 4CO. 4CO (1)

Extensive laboratory studies showed that the oxide should remain
protective under normal operating conditions although higher
temperatures and pressures would give rise to a different oxide
morphology with much faster kinetics. After a few year3 of
operation, it was discovered that the more aggressive oxidation
mechanism could occur under service conditions. Maximum oxide
thicknesses were still very small and unlikely to give rise to major
difficulties during the design lifetime. In 1968, however, the bolts
securing a specimen basket in a reactor at Bradwell were found to be
broken. The cause was diagnosed to be oxide jacking at interfaces
in the bolt/washer/component assembly.

A characteristic of the "breakaway" oxide is that it is porous and
continues to form even after interfacial gaps have been filled.
It was, therefore, expected that other, more critical, bolts would
be affected. Certain weld geometries, too, would be at risk.
The following actions were taken:-

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Carefully inspect all accessible reactor/boiler internals.
Reduce maximum gas temperature to 360°C.
Reduce water levels in CO- coolant.
Review emergency shutdown capability.
Initiate major investigative programme.

Work on CO., oxidation in laboratory autoclaves had already shown that
actions 2 and 3 would be beneficial. What was now needed was an
understanding of the mechanism of oxidation and means whereby its
effects on operation might be minimized.

It must be stated that this particular phenomenon of breakaway
oxidation is peculiar to high-pressure CO,- At lower pressures
(unfortunately too low to be of commercial advantage), the effect
disappears. Our current understanding of the mechanism is that metal
ions diffuse through the protective oxide leaving vacancies behind,
which coalesce to form pores. Carbon monoxide produced by the
oxidation reaction (Eq. 1) fills these pores, thus promoting the
Boudouard reaction:

^i CO, + c (2)

The carbon thus formed diffuses into the steel and produces cementite,
which acts as a catalyst for the above reaction. The CO- causes
further oxidation at the base of the scale; thus, the reaction is
self-sustaining.



Apart from quantifying the effects of temperature, pressure, gas
composition, and steel composition on reaction kinetics, the research
programme also investigated the application of gas phase inhibitors
acting as catalytic poisons. Undoubtedly, however, the most
important outcome of the work was that the probabilities of failure
of critical components could be predicted for a given set of operating
conditions. This risk analysis, coupled with regular inspection of
reactor and boiler internals to provide confirmatory evidence, has
been sufficient to satisfy the British Nuclear Installation
Inspectorate as to the overall safety of the plant.

Accumulated experience, together with a more precise knowledge of
oxidation kinetics has permitted the initial restricted maximum gas
temperature (360°C) to be relaxed under carefully controlled
circumstances, thereby allowing higher outputs to be achieved.

Commercial Magnox reactors have now operated for 25 years with
projected lives well into the 1990s.

STEAM GENERATOR PROBLEMS IN ADVANCED GAS-COOLED REACTORS

3. 1. Steam Generator Design Parameters.

The steam generators at Hinkley Point and Hunterston are located
around the reactor within the pressure vessel. Gas circulators in
the lower part of the pressure vessel walls drive carbon dioxide
coolant around the circuit. Each of the four steam generators is
divided into six independently fed "half units". A "once-through"
design with serpentine tubes is utilized. Relevant design parameters
are given in Table 1.

TABLE 1.

Hinkley Point 'B' Design Parameters.

Water chemistry is controlled by zero solids (all volatile) treatment.
Full flow condensate polishing is provided.

Mild steel is used for the economizer tubes and supports; 9Cr-1Mo for
the evaporator and primary superheater, and austenitic stainless steel
for the secondary superheater and re-heater as shown in Fig. 2.

REHEATER
PENETRATIONS

REHEATER (316 STAINLESS)

SECONDARY SUPERHEATER
(316 STAINLESS)

EVAPORATOR AND PRIMARY.
SUPERHEATER OCriMo)

ECONOMIZER (MILD STEEL)

GAS CIRCULATOR

SUPERHEATER
PENETRATIONS

TRANSITION JOINTS

ECONOMISER
PENETRATIONS

Electrical output, gross (MW) 2 x 660
Overall thermal efficiency (%) 41.6
Reactor thermal power (MW) 1493
Mean channel gas temperature, inlet (°C) 319
Mean channel gas temperature, outlet (°C) 645
Core gas mass flow (kg/s) 3667
Coolant pressure (bottom slab) bar (abs) 42.4
Vessel internal diameter (m) 18.9
vessel internal height (m) 19.38

Coolant gas composition has varied since commissioning but is
typically in accordance with the following upper limits:-

151 CO2 + 1%CO + 250 vpm CH4 + 600 vpm H2

Fig. 2 Schematic of Hinkley Point/
Hunterston AGR steam generators.

4. HISTORICAL REVIEW OF PROBLEMS

This section introduces each problem as it occurred in chronological
sequence. Each subject will then be discussed in greater detail in
subsequent sections.

A minimum superheat margin of 106°C between the dryout point and the
9Cr-1Mo to Type 316 stainless steel transition joint was specified
in the original design to eliminate the risk of wetting the stainless
steel, which was known to be sensitive to stress corrosion. The
discovery, before reactor commissioning, that 9Cr-1Mo steel could be
prone to breakaway oxidation required that the temperature at the top



of the 9Cr-1Mo section (i.e. at the transition joint) should be
152 temporarily reduced from the 485°C design value to 446°C pending

further investigation of the oxidation process. The boiler operating
conditions were re-optimized around this new limit and the superheat
margin reduced to 90°C. Maximum load was thereby restricted to 82%
(535 MW) of the design rating. A substantial research programme was
launched to study the factors governing stress corrosion of Type 316
stainless steel since further relaxation of the superheat margin could
allow some recovery of steam generator output.

The revised operating constraints led to frequent low steam
temperature trips. By this stage, however, the conditions governing
9Cr-1Mo oxidation were becoming better understood, thus allowing
sufficient relaxation of the upper temperature limit to reduce trip
frequency.

As the 9Cr-1Mo restrictions were relaxed, concern was focused on the
Sanicro 71 (72Ni-16Cr-10Fe) transition joints. Small defects had
been discovered in these joints during Hunterston B construction, and
it was necessary to assume their presence at both Hinkley and
Hunterston. This led to the possibility of creep crack growth during
service. The creep properties were investigated and these studies,
together with transition joint temperature distribution
determinations, enabled definition of tube failure probabilities at
given temperatures. A statistical approach was then developed to
allow operators to determine the probability of a given tube running
outside the imposed constraints for any observed mean and standard
deviation of transition joint thermocouple readings.

5. 9Cr-lMo STEEL OXIDATION

When the evaporator and primary superheater sections were designed
it was expected (from 20,000 hour laboratory data) that protective
oxidation kinetics would apply at 520°C for 200,000 hours. Maximum
metal temperatures were therefore set at 485°C for tubes, and 518°C
for the suport structure.

The laboratory data were extended to longer periods during
construction and commissioning and, in the late 1960s, a
non-protective oxide possessing rapid growth characteristics was
discovered. Of prime importance was the time to breakaway when rapid
loss of section occurred. Even if the risk of tube failure is low,
accumulation of oxide debris within the gas circuit could
significantly impair reactor operation and maintenance.

Maximum tube temperatures were, therefore, reduced from 485°C to 446°C
and a large investigative programme was established.

The original laboratory tests were carried out on coupons having a
large edge-to-surface ratio. Breakaway corrosion occurs in much
shorter times and at lower temperatures at such locations than would
be expected on a large, smooth, surface such as a tube or support
strap. Coupon-to-tube correlations were therefore sought. When

these geometry effects were taken into account quantitatively and
proper allowance made for gas and materials composition effects, it
became clear that the upper temperature limits would be relieved to
such an extent that full load operation could be restored.

6. STRESS CORROSION

Stress corrosion damage is difficult to predict in a quantitative
manner as it arises from a complex interaction of stress, material,
temperature, pressure and environment. The original design concept
was to avoid wetting the austenitic superheater section. This was
achieved by defining a minimum superheat margin of 106°C at the bottom
of the austenitic section (9Cr-1Mo to austenitic transition joint).
However, the upper temperature limit imposed by 9Cr-1Mo oxidation
previously referred to, meant that reductions in superheat margin were
necessary. A major research programme was therefore aimed at defining
the conditions under which wetting of the austenitic superheater could
be tolerated.

The first step was to recalculate the minimum superheat margin. The
lifetime of water droplets can be calculated if their initial size and
evaporation rate are known. Once the droplet size falls below a
certain radius, it will stay entrained within the gas stream even on
a 180-deg. bend. This defines the limit beyond which tube walls
cannot be wetted. Evaporation rates depend on the impurities in the
droplet. As evaporation proceeds, salts concentrate and raise the
boiling point so that evaporation rates slow down. Hence, minimum
superheat margins depend on water purity. Calculations, combined with
confirmatory tests on tube rigs, indicated that a minimum margin of
23°C should be sufficient to keep the transition joints dry under
steady-state conditions. Clearly, however, tube temperatures vary
from one transition joint to another; thus, the operational margin must
be increased to allow for this variation. Nevertheless, a
considerable improvement on the original 106°C margin was possible.
A detailed study of feedwater purity was undertaken covering all known
operating conditions and faults. Stress corrosion tests were then
carried out in an attempt to cover, in matrix fashion, the whole range
of material and environmental variables. One such test utilized a
simulated full-size boiler element in which once-through boiling
conditions and feedwater chemistry were carefully controlled.

The research results showed that austenitic superheater tubes could
be wetted for short periods (e.g. start-up and reactor trip conditions)
provided that such periods did not coincide with an
"out-of-specification" condition for feedwater chemistry such as might
occur, for instance, during a particularly severe series of condenser
leaks. Implementation of these recommendations led to a dramatic
decrease of reactor trips and an eventual return to full-load
capability for the steam generators.
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7. CREEP OF TRANSITION JOINTS

When small defects were found in the root run of transition welds
between the 9Cr-1Mo and Sanicro transition pieces at Hunterston,
concern was expressed for the long-term integrity of such welds at
Hinkley and Hunterston. If further reductions in maximum transition
joint temperature were required this would mean that the existing
superheat margin would have to be further reduced. Replacement of
defective joints, however, would be an extremely difficult and costly
exercise. Thus it was necessary to quantify the possibility of joint
failure in service and to devise operational methods to reduce such
a risk to an acceptable level.

The transition between the ferritic and austenitic parts of the boiler
is made through a high nickel transition piece, Sanicro 71 (basically
72% Ni, 16% Cr, 10% Fe), with the Sanicro 71/9cr-1Mo weld being made
with 9Cr-1Mo filler wire and the Sanicro 71/316 weld with 316 filler
wire, Fig. 3. The defects are caused by the transfer of nickel from
the Sanicro 71 into the weld pool. In general, cracks do not extend
beyond the limit of the root run (« 1.5mm) and are both axial and
circumferential in orientation.

Loadings likely to influence crack behaviour were identified as
residual stress, pressure stress, thermal discontinuity stresses due
to varying weld composition, and tube bank system stress arising from
differential thermal movement between tubes and casing. Three modes
of crack propagation were identified: creep, fatigue and waterside
stress corrosion.

An extensive testing programme was mounted to determine materials
composition and thermal expansion coefficients of the components
forming the transition joint, together with tensile, creep, corrosion
and fatigue properties of the weldments on both uniaxial and tubular
specimens.

It was concluded that failure due to stress corrosion and fatigue
(both high and low cycle) was unlikely provided the weld was operated
in a dry environment, hence re-emphasising the need to maintain an
adequate superheat margin.

Creep and creep crack growth, under the combined effects of axial
pressure and system stresses (calculated to be 88 MNm ) could not be
discounted, however, as possible failure mechanisms, and further
longer term creep tests were commissioned. In the meantime, peak
weld temperatures were restricted.

8. STATISTICAL MODEL

Having generated appropriate oxidation, stress corrosion and creep
data, it is necessary to apply this information to the operation of
the boilers. If an absolute limit is imposed beyond which the
temperature of critical components never deviates, then plant
inflexibility and commercial penalties result. From a practical
point of view a comprehensive and continuous temperature monitoring
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Fig. 3 Transition joint between 9Cr 1Mo
and austenitic superheaters.

system would be required. Access and instrumentation feed-through
limitations render this impossible in the present situation at
Hinkley and Hunterston.

A far better approach is to devise a risk criterion such that the
probability of tube failure arising from a given mechanism can be
predicted for any combination of time and temperature. Provided that
we know how many tube failures can be tolerated within a given time,
it should be a relatively simple matter to control the plant
accordingly. For Hinkley Point 'B' it has been decided that not more
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than 2% of all tubes may be allowed to fail within the plant lifetime
(30 years). It must be emphasised that the term "risk" refers to
commercial risk - none of the issues discussed in this report create
any impediment to the overall safety of the plant.

8. 1. Creep Failure Probability

The methods originally developed for predicting creep failure
probabilities are discussed in detail in Ref. 1. They involved the
extrapolation of stress rupture and creep strain data to the stresses
and temperatures prevailing in the plant. Transition joint failure
probabilities were then calculated as a function of temperature,
assuming a plant lifetime of 30 full power years, Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4 Transition joint creep failure

probabilities over 30 years as a

function of half limit mean

temperature.

The early methods have since been refined to allow for the different
system stresses obtained in different tubes and to allow for the
relaxation of these stresses during normal plant operation.

Steam generator control is based on the boiler "half-units" referred
to in Section 3. Each half-unit contains 44 transition joints of
which 3 have thermocouples attached, from which a half-unit "mean"
temperature is derived. This temperature is controlled by adjustments

to the boiler water feed flow valve on each half-unit. A standard
deviation of 18.5°C for all transition joint temperatures was used to
derive the curve shown in Fig. 4.

8.2. Oxidation Failure Probability

Section 5 dealt with the problem of 9Cr-1Mo steel oxidation and the
generation of laboratory data. The statistical treatment of these
data is discussed elsewhere (Refs. 2 and 3). It is sufficient to say
that we can now predict the number of tubes that will fail within a
given time at a given temperature. It is assumed that failure occurs
when the tube wall reduces to a cross section which is unable to
support the imposed stresses.

8.3. Stress Corrosion Failure Probability

Calculation of failure probabilities is relatively straightforward for
the cases of creep and oxidation failures since there exists a large
amount of data (time to rupture, oxide growth rates, etc) on which to
base statistical analysis of tube failure probabilities.

Definition of the lower (stress corrosion) limit, however, cannot be
handled in quite the same way as insufficient stress corrosion data
are available, for type 316 stainless steel in the appropriate
environment, to allow meaningful statistical analysis of failure
probability (Ref. 3 ) . At present it is assumed that a tube will fail
due to stress corrosion only if its minimum (transition joint)
temperature is maintained continuously below 370°C at 80% of full load.
(This is equivalent to a saturated steam temperature of 340°C, a
superheat margin of 23°C and a steam-to-metal temperature difference
of 7°C).

9. APPLICATION TO STEAM GENERATOR OPERATION

The plant control problem is simplified because the critical component
is the same (upper transition joint) for all three tube failure
mechanisms. Stress corrosion determines the lower temperature limit
for the transition joint whereas the upper temperature will be fixed
by the more restrictive of the creep and oxidation limits. For any
mean half-unit temperature one can determine the probability that a
given tube is above or below a given temperature. It then remains
to combine this probability with the probability derived in the
preceding section that a tube would fail in a given time if its
temperature were maintained continuously above a given temperature (for
creep and oxidation) or below the given temperature (for stress
corrosion).

These three sets of probability data are combined in Fig. 5 using a
distribution typical of measured transition joint temperatures with a
standard deviation of 18 °C- Half unit temperatures are controlled
so that no more than 2% of tubes should fail in 30 years. This
corresponds to a temperature range, read from the total probability
curve, of 409°C to 457°c. This is well within the capability of the
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10. CONCLUSIONS

With the oxidation constraint virtually removed as a result of research
effort, boiler operation is now in a favourable position. The stress
corrosion programme has allowed the risk of failure to be assessed in
terms of time, temperature stress, and chemistry. As a result, it
has been possible to relax the rigorous "no-wetting" constraint for
the normally high quality AGR feedwater and to reduce the normal
minimum superheat margin to 23°C. In operational terms this allows
a more controlled start-up procedure (since reactor temperature may
be ramped at a slower rate), and has increased the size of the
operational window within which it is required to maintain the boiler.

Now it is no longer considered necessary to trip the reactor every time
the low temperature limit is transgressed for short periods.
Transition joint creep limitations are well quantified.

The steam generators at Hinkley and Hunterston can be operated well
within the temperature window, thereby allowing the plant to achieve
the design output (of 660 MW) without impediment to plant life or
safety. To date, after 11 years of continuous operation, and a total
of more than 50 reactor-years for all AGR plant, there have been no
transition joint failures.
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Abstract

Erosion-corrosion is a phenomenon causing metal wastage in a variety
of locations in water and water-steam circuits throughout the power generation
industry. Erosion-corrosion can occur in a number of regions of the once-
through boiler designs used in the later Magnox and AGR type of gas cooled
nuclear reactor.

This paper will consider two cases of erosion-corrosion damage (single
and two phase) in once through boilers of gas cooled reactors and will
describe the solutions that have been developed.

The single phase problem is associated with erosion-corrosion damage of
mild steel downstream of a boiler inlet flow control orifice. With metal
loss rates of up to Imm/year at 150°C and pH in the range 9.0-9.A it was
found that 5ug/kg oxygen was sufficient to reduce erosion-corrosion rates to
less than 0.02mm/year. A combined oxygen-ammonia-hydrazine feedwater regime
was developed and validated to eliminate oxygen carryover and hence give
protection from stress corrosion in the austenitic section of the AGR once
through boiler whilst still providing erosion-corrosion control.

Two phase erosion-corrosion tube failures have occurred in the evaporator
of the mild steel once through boilers of the later Magnox reactors operating
at pressures in the range 35-40 bar. Rig studies have shown that amines
dosed in the feedwater can provide a significant reduction in metal loss
rates and a tube lifetime assessment technique has been developed to predict
potential tube failure profiles in a fully operational boiler.

The solutions identified for both problems have been successfully
implemented and the experience obtained following implementation including
any problems or other benefits arising from the introduction of the new
regimes will be presented. Methods for monitoring and evaluating the
efficiency of the solutions have been developed and the results from these
exercises will also be discussed. Consideration will also be given to the
similarities in the metal loss mechanisms and possible methods of solution
that both problems exhibit.

Finally the adaption of the new regimes described in the paper to
problems in other areas of the power generation industry will be reviewed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Erosion-corrosion is a phenomenon causing metal wastage in a variety of
locations in water and water-steam circuits throughout the power generation
industry. It can in principle occur whenever high velocity single phase
water or two phase steam-water comes into contact with mild steel. In
practice it is confined to temperatures below about 275°C and thus in power
plant it can occur in feed heaters, boiler tubes, steam lines and separators
etc. In particular it can and does occur in the once through boiler designs
used in the later Magnox and AGR type of gas cooled nuclear reactors.

This paper will consider two cases of erosion-corrosion (single and two
phase) that have occurred in once-through boilers of the CEGB's nuclear
reactors. The solutions that have been developed will be presented and the
role that the CEGB's full scale single tube boiler facility has played will
be discussed. Experience obtained following implementation including any
problems or other benefits arising from the introduction of the new regimes
will be presented. Methods for monitoring and evaluating the efficacy of the
solutions have been developed and the results from these exercises will be
discussed.

2. TWO-PHASE EROSION CORROSION

Two-phase erosion-corrosion has been identified as the mechanism of
several boiler tube failures at the CEGB Magnox type nuclear reactor at
Wylfa. These failures have been associated with localised areas where
enhanced gas flows have resulted in the boiling boundary being depressed into
the smallest diameter (18mm) section of the serpentine boiler tube
(Figure 1). Under normal operating conditions evaporation takes place in the
30mm diameter section. Hydrodynamic changes were made in an attempt to
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Fig 1 Serpentine Boiler Tube



return the boiling boundary to the 30mm section and the feedwater pH was
increased from 9.0 to 9.6. Boiler tube failures continued but at a reduced
rate. Further consideration of the two-phase erosion-corrosion problem
indicated that the boilers more generally may be susceptible to metal loss
from this mechanism and that a method of assessment was required to identify
the likely loss rates.

During normal boiler operation mild steel surfaces quickly become
covered with a thin, compact, impervious corrosion film of magnetite (Fe -p .)
which grows with parabolic kinetics and effectively protects the underlying
metal from further attack. Under conditions of high fluid turbulence
enhanced localised dissolution of magnetite occurs, the corrosion film
becomes thinner and the metal loss rate increases. Affected surfaces are
usually shiny black in appearance, overlayed with a thin (<1 \m) magnetite
oxide. Surrounding areas are frequently reddish (FejO3) oxide. A scalloped,
'orange peel' appearance is visible which is produced by the overlapping of
horse-shoe shaped pits. No evidence has been seen of work hardening of the
parent metal surface at the corrosion site. These features are consistent
with a dissolution rather than an erosion process. Erosion-corrosion is
therefore perhaps a misnomer for this phenomenon which has been more
correctly termed 'flow assisted corrosion1.

Two important sequential steps are believed to control the metal loss
rate, i.e. oxide dissolution at the oxide-solution interface and mass
transfer of this dissolved material into the bulk fluid. The rate of metal
loss in two-phase erosion-corrosion can be described by the diffusion
equation:-

Rate - cb) (1)
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Examination of the individual terms on the right hand side of the
equation (1) gives an indication of the complexities of the overall process.
The mass transfer coefficient, W, in two-phase flow in a bend is not defined
at present and will depend on many parameters including mass flow rate,
thermodynamic quality tube bore and bend diameter, whilst the concentration
of soluble iron at the oxide - solution interface, Cgis even less
predictable. The final term in the rate equation, C^ is the bulk
concentration of soluble iron. This parameter is unknown in all once-through
boilers in nuclear plant, since the concentration in the evaporator bears
little relationship to feedwater levels and local sampling is obviously
impossible.

2.1 Factors Affecting Erosion-Corrosion

The two main factors which affect two-phase erosion-corrosion are the
mass transfer coefficient and the solubility of ferrous ions at the metal
surface. To alleviate the erosion-corrosion problem a reduction in either or
both of these parameters is required. In practice a reduction in mass
transfer coefficient would involve the drastic step of a significant
reduction in boiler load and consequential loss in generation. One of the
main parameters controlling the solubility of iron at the erosion-corrosion
site is the high temperature pH in the aqueous phase at the oxide-solution
interface, referred to as pH(T). Over the practical range covered with
volatile alkalis an increase in pH(T) leads to a reduction in iron

solubility. The calculated values of pH(T) for pure water and a solution of
ammonia decrease markedly with temperature. It will be seen later that steam
generation and the presence of acidic anions changes the pH(T) further.
Clearly, the pH(T) values used in this paper were not measured directly but
were calculated by the solution of several non-linear simultaneous equations
involving mass balance, charge balance, dissociation constant for water, base
dissociation constants and partition coefficients of the relevant alkalising
agents and anions.

Like most once-through boilers, Wylfa was designed for operation with pH
control with ammonia. It also has 100% condensate polishing which, since it
is a sea water cooled station, is considered essential to limit chloride
ingress. The maximum pH is in practice limited by the capacity of the
polishing plant and the rate at which it can be regenerated. This means that
the highest practicable ammonia concentration in feed water is 1.5-2 ppm.
Although both direct conductivity and pH at 25°C are used for station control
purposes the relevant parameter for two-phase erosion-corrosion is the pH at
saturation temperature at the erosion-corrosion site denoted by pH(T). Using
this criterion ammonia does not perform well and several other amines
provide a higher two phase pH(T) for the same equivalent concentration. The
use of morpholine in erosion-corrosion control has been reported and two
other potentially applicable amines have been identified: piperidine and
2-amino-2-methyl-propanal-1-ol, subsequently referred to as AMP.

2.2 Boiler Rig Studies

The calculation of two-phase erosion-corrosion metal loss rates on a
purely theoretical basis at power station operating conditions is at present
impossible. Therefore such analyses are confined to the use of plant data
and failure statistics from stations which have exhibited two-phase
erosion-corrosion problems together with a direct experimental simulation of
a serpentine boiler tube, such as that reported here.

A full scale replica of a serpentine boiler tube was installed on the
CEGB Boiler Rig Facility at the Operational Engineering Division Laboratories
at Wythenshawe as part of the study of the two phase erosion corrosion
problem at Wylfa Power Station. The test section is electrically heated by
passing a low voltage three phase alternating current through the boiler tube
wall. The boiler tube is supplied with feed water at the appropriate flow
rate, temperature, pressure and chemical purity. Steam produced within the
boiler tube is condensed at high pressure cooled and returned via a
circulating pump and full flow condensate polishing plant to the boiler
inlet. The electrical heating system is designed to provide a heat flux
profile matched to that obtained in the gas heated boiler.

Full hydrothermal and chemical control and monitoring is carried out
with ammonia concentration and any contaminants such as chloride, oxygen,
acetate etc. being controlled by the use of small high pressure dosing pumps.
Chemical sampling via stainless steel capillary tubing is carried out at
polishing plant outlet, test section inlet and at a number of positions in
the evaporator section. Typical operating conditions for the two-phase
erosion-corrosion studies described here are presented in Table 1.
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TABLE 1 - OPERATING CONDITIONS

- 1Mass flowrate 0.21 kgs
Test Section Inlet Temperature 105°C
Test Section Outlet Temperature 330°C
Saturation Pressure 35 bar
Total Heat Input 550 KW

Chemical Parameters (at Boiler Inlet)

Ammonia controllable 0-10 ppm
After cation conductivity <0.06 uS/cm
Sodium <1 ppb
Chloride (before dosing of <1 ppb

additional CD
Sulphate <1 ppb
Oxygen <1 ppb
Iron <2 ppb

Metal loss is monitored continuously on load using a thin layer
activation technique (T.L.A.). In addition to this a wall thickness survey
of the whole extrados of the bend, along the centre line, is carried out
before and after each run using a pulse echo ultrasonic probe. This is a
much less sensitive technique than TLA having a standard deviation of about
3Mm compared with a resolution of better than 0.2 ua with TLA. However the
use of the two techniques is complementary allowing both metal loss and total
loss profiles to be observed.

2.2.1 Amine Studies and Development of a pH(T) Dependence

A series of experiments was conducted at typical Wylfa flowrates over a
range of thermodynamic qualities between 50% and 90% with 0.4 ppm ammonia and
15 ppb chloride. These conditions were chosen because they were considered
typical of early Wylfa operation and the metal loss rates obtained could be
compared with that obtained from the time to first failure on the plant.
Results obtained at the high steam quality with 15 ppb chloride showed good
agreement with plant data. The presence of chloride is significant in
producing a marked reduction in the aqueous phase pH(T) at the high quality
condition. Figure 2, which was therefore associated with the highest erosion-
corrosion rate of approximately 1.4 mm yr~1 observed. In the absence of
chloride the maximum erosion-corrosion rates occurred at lower thermodynamic
quality conditions (70%) probably linked with the peak in mass transfer
profile with quality.

A multifactorial analysis of the limited data obtained on achieving
realistic metal loss rates, indicates that the relationship between
erosion-corrosion rate and pH(T) can be represented by

log(rate) » 0.92 pH(T)

with the uncertainty in the slope being SO.2.

(2 )
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Fig 3 High Temperature pH versus quality
for equivalent amine concentrations

The initial phase of the experimental work on the Boiler Rig did not
provide absolute rate data. However it did give information on the relative
performance of a number of amines (ammonia, morpholine, AMP and piperidine)
over a range of concentrations and at thermodynamic qualities between 40% and
60%. The results of some forty tests, whilst showing more scatter, gave a
similar relationship to that described above in equation (2) of

log(rate) - -0.95 pH(T). (3)

There was no indication of any chemical factor other than pH(T)
influencing the performance of these amines; i.e. there is no evidence of any
surface or complexing effect peculiar to any amine. On this basis the
selection of an amine for erosion-corrosion control with equal O?P loading,
can be made simply by consideration of pH(T) variation with quality. This is
illustrated in Figure 3 where the performance of ammonia, piperdine,
morpholine and AMP are compared at equivalent concentrations. At qualitities
above 60%, where Rig studies have demonstated the highest metal loss rates
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occur, AMP provides the greatest benefit and of the amines considered AMP
provides the best palliative of erosion-corrosion control in once-through
boilers in this pressure range. Further studies on the Boiler Rig, have been
carried out to study thermal decomposition of AMP. These tests demonstrated
that no significant decomposition of AMP (<2%) could be detected either as a
loss of AMP across the boiler or as an increase in after cation conductivity
at normal boiler operating conditions.

By taking the time for the start of the failure process, t , to be zero

2.2.2 Mass Transfer Dependence

The dependence of erosion-corrosion on mass transfer coefficient has not
been studied at the temperature and pH existing in the nodern magnox power
station boilers. It has been argued theoretically by Bignold et al (1) that
because of electrochemical effects the erosion-corrosion rate should vary
with the cube of the mass transfer coefficient and metal loss rates observed
on both plant and experimental rigs operating under single phase flow
conditions tend to support this theory with the power dependence generally
lying between 2 and 3. However experimental studies indicate that the metal
loss rate dependence on mass transfer coefficient is a function of both
temperature and pH and the range covered in these studies is outside that
which applies to the two-phase conditions under consideration here.
Therefore it is not possible to use these relationships to predict the
dependence of two-phase erosion-corrosion on mass transfer coefficient.

A series of experiments have been carried out on the Boiler Rig test
section to investigate the effect of mass flow rate changes on erosion-
corrosion rate. Assuming that the erosion-corrosion rate was proportional to
the mass flow rate raised to some power, n, then the mass flow rate change be
expressed as

, (erosion-corrosion rate 1 i
910 lerosion-corrosion rate 2>

,„ mass flow rate 1 l
n l o9l0 [mass flow rate 2 I (4)

The rig data, plotted in this form, with a linear regression line gives
a value for n of 1.97±.74 to 95% confidence limits. Thus despite the large
degree of scatter on the data the lower mass flow dependence indicated is of
the order of 1.2 which implies a dependence of (mass transfer coefficient)2

whilst the regression implies (mass transfer coefficient) ̂.

2.2.3 Tube Failure Predictions

In order to make predictions of future tube failures, a method of
extrapolating from a small number of leaks to the performance of the whole
population at risk is required- One method that may be used, once an initial
failure history has been estalished, makes use of the Weibull distribution
which has the form:-

F(t) 1 - e
t-t

(5)

equation (5) may be rearranged such that:
o'

where 1-F(t) is the reliability R and

R 1 - number of failed items
total number at risk

(6)

Plotting the left-hand side of equation (6) against the logarithm of time, t,
should produce a straight line from which the shape factor, p and
characteristic life, C/ may be determined. The Weibull distribution can
represent a wide variety of probability profiles by varying the value of p
and so has the advantage of not fixing the data to fit some predetermined
shape.

Once a predicted failure distribution has been established for a known
operating regime the effect of proposed chemical or hydrodynamic changes may
be examined using the pH(T) and mass transfer dependencies developed earlier.
The change in metal loss rate produced may be calculated and applied to the
Weibull distribution to give an indication of the scale of the reduction in
future failures. The ratio of the metal loss rate before a change to that
after it has been termed the "benefit factor". A demonstration of this
method for tube lifetime assessment is presented in Figure 4 where the effect
of benefit factors between 2 and 5 have been imposed on a hypothetical
failure distribtution after thirty six years.
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Fig 4 Effect of rate change on failure predictions

2.3 Choice of an Amine for Wylfa

The experimental work on the boiler rig has demonstrated the importance
in achieving maximum pH(T) to control erosion-corrosion and that of the
amines considered AMP could provide the highest pH(T) for the steam qual i t ies
where the greatest metal loss had occurred.



AMP was also reasonably cheap compared with other oranic amines, is
lUU readily available and presents no significant handling difficulties. It is

of relatively low toxicity and can be discharged into the sea after
regeneration of the CPP resins. Preliminary laboratory tests indicated that
no adverse effect on the CPP resins was expected.

On this basis AMP was selected for use at Wylfa and dosed to give 5
mg/kg from September 1983. Following application of the tube lifetime
calculation in March 1984 the dose rate was increased to 10 mg/kg to give a
very high degree of confidence in achieving the desired boiler lifetime.

2.4 Experience of Operation with AMP at Wylfa

Tube failures attributable to two-phase erosion-corrosion have been
reduced significantly for both reactors for the period September 1983 -
Jan 1987 compared with the number expected with continuation of ammonia
dosing at 2 mg/kg.

Performance of the condensate polishing plant is unchanged except that
the burden is rather less than with ammonia dosing to the same equivalent
concentration at boiler inlet since the low volatility AMP concentrates in
the steam separator drain and about 20% of the amount at the boiler inlet has
been recycled unpolished. Both capacity and water quality produced by the
CPP appear unaffected even with 10 mg/kg AMP.

Iron concentrations around the water-steam circuit are less than with
ammonia dosing. Hot only does this reflect lower corrosion in the feed
system and lower erosion-corrosion in wet steam but it also results in lower
iron transport into the boilers. Copper levels at CPP inlet have increased
since AMP dosing but the polishing plant prevents any increased transport of
copper to the boiler.

Dosing of AMP has been received favourably by the operators. It has a
mild and not unpleasant smell compared with the pungency of ammonia. For
this reason it can be dosed undiluted and hence faults due to incorrect
dilution avoided.

AMP shows little thermal decomposition under the steady load conditions
but boiler transients do give rise to breakdown. Nevertheless, even under
the worst incidents, the higher basicity and low volatility of AMP compared
with ammonia still result in improved protection of all mild steel surfaces.

3. SINGLE PHASE EROSION-CORROSION

A number of cases of single phase erosion-corrosion damage have been
observed within the CEGB on both AGR and Magnox boilers- These have occurred
whenever high velocity single phase water comes into contact with mild steel
surfaces and have been a severe problem in the area immediately downstream of
boiler flow control ferrules where high velocity jets impact on the surface.
Two such cases have occurred at Wylfa and Heysham 1. At Wylfa the single
phase erosion-corrosion damage was restricted to immediately downstream of
the boiler inlet control ferrules. Erosion-corrosion is effectively
restricted to mild steel and Huijbregts (Reference 2) has demonstrated that

chromium, molybdenum and copper has a beneficial effect. A solution for
Wylfa was then engineered which ensured that the emerging jet from the boiler
control orifice impacted on stainless steel which is resistent to
erosion-corrosion. A new ferrule was therefore designed with a downstream
shroud of stainless steel. This ferrule was internally welded into the
restrictor tube and has proved successful in operation over seven years.
Test rigs which included groups of four ferrules were mounted in the feed
system of the Wylfa boilers and load followed at identical conditions to the
installed ferrules. Examination of these ferrules in the test rigs were
carried out at periodic intervals and have demonstrated satisfactory
performance.

A similar but more extensive problem occurred at the AGR stations of
Hartlepool and Heysham 1. The boiler inlet ferrules were originally designed
as shown in Figure 5 and downstream of the ferrules was a length of
restrictor tube (7.6 mm diameter) followed by a number of small radius right
angle bends. Throughout the CEGB a series of investigations were carried out
on both laboratory and station based facilities to evaluate the
erosion-corrosion risk. These are reported in detail by Bates et al
(Reference 3). The tests demonstrated that in the area downstream of the
ferrule metal losses in the range 1.5 mm/year to 2.4 mm/year at a pH of 9.05
temperature of 148°C and flow rate of 0.201 kg/s could be obtained. Finite
erosion-corrosion rates were observed in the restrictor tube and feed tail
bends which were in excess of those which would guarantee full station life.
The need for a palliative which would protect both downstream of the ferrules
and also the restrictor tube and feed tail bends was thus demonstrated.

Fusion
weld

Reslrictor
luDe
.(mild sleel)

Fig 5 Original production Heysham 1 ferrule



The replacement of all the ferrules with an erosion-corrosion resistant
design was obviously a very expensive opltion and therefore it was prudent to
consider the possibility of an alternative palliative. Initial
investigations demonstrated the dependence of erosion-corrosion on pH and
that the damage could be limited by increasing pH. However with the
limitation of condensate polishing plant it was not considered possible to
achieve boiler lifetime in the components that had high metal loss rates.

The search was widened further to consider the role of small quantities
of oxygen on erosion-corrosion. It was considered that oxygen dosing had one
major disadvantage with this particular boiler design in that it was thought
to be incompatible with an austenitic superheater section of which some parts
could be sensitised with high stress levels. Although the austenitic section
is designed to operate dry with adequate superheat the possibility of some
tubes being wetted could not be discounted and hence there was the risk of
oxygen induced stress corrosion cracking. However it was considered that an
excess of hydrazine could be added which would consume all the oxygen before
it reached the austenitic section but not before the areas prone to erosion
corrosion. This also required that hydrazine did not prevent oxygen from
inhibiting erosion corrosion. This paper will now concentrate on the role
that the CEGB's single tube boiler facility has played in the development of
the oxygen-hydrazine-ammonia regime for controlling single phase erosion-
corrosion.

3.1 Boiler Rig Studies

The rig has briefly been described earlier in this paper and for these
studies a medium diameter Heysham 1 helical coil was installed on the
facility. The typical operating conditions are described below in Table 2.

TABLE 2

Feed flow rate
Feed temperature
Steam temperature
Feed pressure
Feedwater pH
Conductivity after cation
Na+,
Fe

CV SO 2-

0.16 kg s"1

148°C
512°C
180 bar
9.1-9.4
0.06 (B/cm

1-12
(unless dosed)

Three metal loss techniques were employed for measurement post ferrule and on
feed tail bends. These include the on load technique of Thin Layer
Activation and two off load techniques of bore mensuration (Diatest) and
ultrasonics wall thickness measurement.

In the post ferrule situation, in the absence of oxygen dosing, a
steady reproducible and linear rate of metal loss was readily established and
maintained, if necessary for several hundred hours.

The effect of oxygen dosing on the erosion-corrosion rate is illustrated
lOl by Figure 6 which shows results from the first of several such experiments*

Oxygen

Hydrazine
Zero, i.e. < 0.5 /ig/kg — 12 jug/kg

Fig 6 TLA results and the equivalent metal losses
on two ferrules with oxygen dosing

Metal loss on ferrule assembly 1 stopped within an hour of starting oxygen
dosing to give 12 pgAg. whereas there was a delay of a few hours on ferrule
assembly 3 due to the time for oxygen to penetrate through the feed system as
confirmed by local oxygen sampling. In both instances the metal loss rate
during oxygen dosing was less than 20 în/year. When oxygen dosing was
discontinued, the first specimen showed a very slight rate increase for about
50 h before resuming metal loss at about 500 jm/year which is very close to
the rate before oxygen injection. Ferrule assembly 3 did not restart metal
loss during that test despite 90 h operation with no oxygen. Subsequent
oxygen injection at about 2 ugAg had no apparent effect but 5 pgAg did stop
metal loss on ferrule assembly 1 with an efficacy equal to that in the 12
ng/kg test. In all cases when oxygen was dosed into the feedwater the result
was either, at oxygen levels below about 5 pg/kg, no effect on
erosion-corrosion or, more usually, complete arrest of metal loss. There was
never any instance of metal loss being merely slowed down, which led to the
concept of an oxygen threshold concentration for stopping erosion-corrosion.

The other useful property of oxygen initially observed at this stage was
the reduction in feedwater iron concentrations.

3.2 Oxygen-hydrazine reaction

The oxygen-hydrazine reaction was not a straight-forward experiment
since oxide surfaces which have been grown under reducing conditions have a
considerable capacity for oxygen so that in short-term tests, even in the
absence of hydrazine, oxygen would not reach the austenitic section. Thus to
achieve a meaningful result within the time-scale of one run (500-700 h) it
was necessary to equilibrate the test section to oxygen alone before
assessing the effect of hydrazine addition. The criterion for 'equilibrium*



inn (in a system which cannot achieve a true thermodynamic equilibrium) was taken
"^ as being that oxygen profiles throughout the test section should return to

their previous values following a period when the oxygen dosing had been
increased fourfold.

Oxygen conditioning of the test section was initially carried out under
subcooled conditions (320°C at the outlet) with a flow rate of 0.095 kg/s.

The oxygen-hydrazine reaction at 80% load conditions was then studied.
The main feature of these results is that an inlet oxygen concentration of
30 [igAg was consumed by 50 pgAg hydrazine before reaching the inlet to the
9Cr section of the boiler, well upstream of the austenitic section.
Subsequent tests at the same flow with 15 pgAg oxygen and 30 ugAg hydrazine
at the inlet produced a similar result except that about 2 pgAg oxygen was
detected at the inlet to the 9Cr section. There was still less
than 1 |igAg oxygen at the evaporator inlet. Another important feature of
these results is that sufficient oxygen survives beyond the ferrule and as
far as the coil inlet to control any erosion-corrosion in these areas.

3.3 Operational Considerations

The first important feature of this work is the demonstration that
oxygen does provide a palliative. Although the use of oxygenaed feedwater
systems to control iron pick-up in general and erosion-corrosion in
particular is not new, this particular combination of the relatively high pH
of 9.4 and the relatively low range of oxygen concentrations used here is
believed to be a new approach.

The most novel feature is the simultaneous use of oxygen and hydrazine
to control single-phase erosion-corrosion and yet to consume all the oxygen
well before it could reach the austenitic section of the boiler. The
appropriate parameters that have been validated on the full-scale boiler rig
and recommended for use by the stations are 15 jjgAg oxygen, 30 pgAg
hydrazine and ammonia to give pH 9.4 (i.e. 1.05 mgAg ammonia). The oxygen
value of 15 ugAg is at least three times the value that was found to be
necessary to stop erosion-corrosion and thus makes a generous allowance for
the possibility of some sites having a higher erosion-corrosion rate (in the
absence of oxygen) than replicated on the rig. The pH of 9.4 is also a
conservative estimate when it is recalled that only 5 pgAg oxygen was
necessary to stop erosion-corrosion at pH 9.2. The reservations about
allowing a reduced pH arose from concern about iron pick-up in the feed
system before dosing rather than any doubts about the efficacy of erosion-
corrosion control. Any lowering of pH, which would be of appreciable benefit
in reducing the burden on the condensate polishing plant, will need to be
decided on the actual performance of the stations' feed systems and the
boilers sensitivity to iron level.

The new feedwater regime offers much reduced iron pick-up in oxygenated
feedwater which should lead to significantly less iron transport to the
boilers. Also, since oxygen persists to mid-economizer level, potential
erosion-corrosion sites after the orifice, which would be unaffected by a
redesign of the orifice, are given protection. The new feedwater chemistry
has been shown to be tolerant to a loss of oxygen dosing, a loss of hydrazine
dosing and, as far as the feed system, orifice and restrictor tube are
concerned, to at least 20 pgAg chloride.

The dosing procedure adopted has been to inject oxygen gas immediaely
downstream of the deaerator. Hydrazine is also dosed at this stage while
ammonia is added downstream of the CPP in the normal way. Oxygen dosing is
controlled to give 15 ± 3 pg/kg at the boiler inlet, recognizing that a loss
of oxygen can occur along the feed system. Control is via a two-stage system
in which the flow of oxygen gas rapidly responds to feed flow changes with a
slower 'trim' based on a measured oxygen concentration. The system is
orificed to prevent gross overdosing of oxygen in the event of instrument
malfunction.

Following other boiler problems relating to the maldistribution of
individual tube feed flows some of the boilers at Heyshara 1 and Hartlepool
have now been referruled with erosion-corrosion resistant upstand ferrules.
The oxygen-hydrazine-ammonia feedwater regime is maintained in all cases to
provide erosion-corrosion protection throughout the single phase regime.

3.4 Monitoring Programme

There is a high level of confidence that the single phase erosion-
corrosion palliatives developed for Heysham 1 and Hartlepool will guarantee
station life. However a continued monitoring process has been installed to
ensure that the application of the palliatives remain successful. Monitoring
of the ferrule performance is carried out using load following rigs installed
on the respective stations and including a number of the boiler control
ferrules. These are removed and inspected at periodic intervals. An
ultrasonic wall thickness measuring technique has been developed for
monitoring a number of accessible restrictor and feed tail bends.

4. EROSION-CORROSION PALLIATIVES

The two cases of erosion-corrosion that have been considered in this
paper are typical of a number that have occurred in the boilers of the CEGB's
nuclear stations. The nature of single phase and two phase erosion-corrosion
are essentially the same and it may be considered that identified palliatives
could be applied to either type of damage. The use of alloy steels to
prevent erosion-corrosion damage protects both in the single phase and two
phase regimes. The design of boiler control ferrules with 316 stainless
steel shrouds has proved very successful and there is no evidence of two
phase damage in AGR boilers where all the evaporation takes place in 9% Cr
boiler tube.

The control of erosion-corrosion by the increasing of pH of the water
phas has again been demonstrated and is the basis of the method of two phase
erosion-corrosion control by such amines as AMP and morpholine. This
palliative does not result in a cessation of damage but offers a significant
reduction in metal loss rate and the increase of pH has to be assessed to
give confidence in providing a guarantee of boiler lifetime. In the case of
post ferrule metal loss at Hartlepool and Heysham 1 this confidence could not
be achieved with the limit of condensate polishing plant loadings.

The oxygen-hydrazine-ammonia feedwater regime applied at Heysham 1 and
Hartlepool provided a method of stopping erosion-corrosion metal loss even in
high metal loss areas and in the case described was needed because erosion-
corrosion sites existed at unaccessible sites in the boiler. The use of



oxygen was considered as a palliative for two phase erosion-corrosion at
Wylfa. Initial results appeared encouraging with 100 ppb oxygen producing a
response. However subsequent tests should that 100 ppb was not always
effective in preventing metal loss and more importantly, in the presence of
mildly acidic solutions oxygen dosing resulted in an increase in metal loss
rate. Thus despite the initial promise the use of oxygen to combat two phase
erosion-corrosion was rejected.

Erosion-corrosion has been extensively research within the CEGB and
palliatives identified to combat particular problems. Care has been taken to
continue monitoring following implementation of the palliatives using either
plant data or power station based facilities. All the evidence available to
date is that the problems associated with erosion-corrosion are well under
control.
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PLUGGING OF FEED INLET TUBE UPSTANDS WITH
Ni/Ti SHAPE MEMORY ALLOY PLUGS - HEYSHAM 1
POWER STATION

A.J. MATHEWS
Heysham 1 Power Station,
Central Electricity Generating Board,
Heysham, United Kingdom

Abstract

The paper contains a description of a new approach for plugging

feed inlet tubes of Gas-Cooled Reactors. Instead of utilizing the

original explosive method plugging by fitting a shape memory alloy

plug into the upstand is being described.

1. INTRODUCTION

The fitting of upstands to the feed inlet tubeplates has made plugging
by the original explosive method protracted and difficult. Certain leaks,
i.e. those from the bore of the boiler tube/upstand to the gas space could be
plugged by fitting a shape memory alloy plug into the upstand.

The upstands consist of a bimetallic lCr ^Mo/Inconel 600 tube bore welded
to a buttered spigot on the face of the tubesheet. As shown in Figure 1 the
high impedance flow restrictor is screwed into the upstand and this proposal
deals with sealing the upstand once the flow restrictor has been removed.

The plug location is shown in Figure 2 and details of the relevant
properties and similar applications are appended (Appendix I and II).

2. INSTALLATION PROCEDURE

Once the leaking tubes have been identified and the reactor
depressurised the plugging procedure would follow this sequence:-

2.1 Remove the anti-rotation straps from the ferrule and unscrew the
ferrule from the upstand.

O
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2.2 Fit a removable plug at the tube plate level in order to prevent
debris entering the tube.

2.3 Clean the bore of the Inconel 600 portion of the upstand using a
stainless steel wire brush mounted on a flexible drive. The intention is to
merely remove any loosely adherent oxide, etc.
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2.4 Using suitable visual aids (horoscope with forward and right angle
views) inspect the upstand in the area where the sealing rings will locate.
The sealing area must be clean and free from axial score marks.

2.5 Measure the bore diameter in the seal area to confirm that the
dimensions are within the allowable limits. The hole tolerances are
specified in the Specification Control Drawing supplied by Baychem, which is
appended.

Provided that 2.4 and 2.5 are satisfactory then a standard plug can be
fitted.

2.6 If the hole is out of tolerance then remedial action is necessary.
This will involve either:-

2.6.1 Enlarging the bore of the hole by hand reaming repeating
steps 2.4 and 2.5 and manufacturing an appropriate oversize plug, or 2.6.2.

2.6.2 Manufacturing a plug to suit the hole dimensions established
in 2.5.

2.7 Remove debris plug.

2.8 Fit shape memory alloy plug. Plugs will be stored under liquid
nitrogen in a Dewar Flask. An expanded polystyrene work box will be filled
with liquid nitrogen and the plug transferred from it's Dewar Flask into the
work box. Handling equipment with a large thermal capacity (copper tongues)
will be used to remove the plug from the liquid nitrogen and insert it in the
upstand. At any time before the plug is inserted in the upstand it is
essential that the shape memory alloy is maintained at a temperature below
-70t to prevent transformation and shape recovery occurring. If these
conditions have not been met then the plug will not enter the hole and the
plug should be discarded.

The plug will be inserted to its full depth, i.e. with the underside of
the head on the tap of the upstand and allowed to warm up so that shape
recovery occurs.

2.9 It is important to test the efficacy of the seal at the feed inlet
end and in order that this may be accomplished the feed inlet should be
plugged before the superheater outlet.

With a suitable mechanical seal in the appropriate superheater tube
pressurise the tube to 20 psig with Helium and search for the Helium around
the shape memory alloy plugs in the Feed Inlet Header. Obviously, this
method will only work if the leak in the tube, is small. Other test methods
are currently being investigated and these may allow plugging in any
sequence.

FIG. 1.



APPENDIX I

NICKEL-TITANIUM SHAPE MEMORY ALLOY - PROPOSED PLUGGING MATERIAL
HEYSHAM I PEED INLET TUBEPLATE

1. Nickel-Titanium Shape Memory Alloy

The alloy adopted for use as a suitable plugging material is designated
Alloy J (was previously referred to as "Warm A") by the suppliers Raychem
Limited.

It is based (as are all the Ni-Ti S.M.A.) on the equiatomic composition,
and the composition is controlled to obtain the shape recovery transformation
at approximately -60"c.

A fuller description of the materials in general and this alloy in
particular can be obtained from the Annual Progress Reports on S.M.A.
Developments produced by N.W.R. S.S-D. (Refs. 1-4 inc).

2. Proposed Application

To plug a leaking boiler tube against full inlet water pressure (design
220 bar) or reactor gas pressure (41 bar). Under normal operation feed water
temperature is approximately 160°C. The design accoraaodates possible
transients up to 291°C but it has been postulated that under three-boiler
operation the off-load boiler tubeplate could reach up to 370^C.

3. Experience with CEGB using Alloy J Plugs

Since 1983, Midlands Region have used Alloy J plugs to seal leaking h.p.
feed heater tubes (approximately 12.5mm bore) at Cottam, Rugeley A and
Drakelow (5). Approximately, 500 have been fitted to date. Midlands Region
SSD and Stations' experience is favourable but it has been found that success
is only guaranteed provided care is taken in the preparation of the bore
surface prior to fitting the plug. The problem is generally associated with
damage adjacent to the mouth of the tube that may not be completely removed
when reaming off minimum material.

This problem should not arise at Heysham where the Inconel 600 upstand
should be undamaged and free from thick oxide etc., hence an absolute minimum
of preparation will be required.
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4. Material Properties of Alloy J

4.1 Tensile Properties

The room temperature and elevated temperature tensile properties have
103 been measured, see Figure Al.

Fig. Al - WARM A ALLOY TENSILE PROPERTIES
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4.2 Creep Rupture Properties

Constant load creep testing at 350°C and 370°C is in progress at present
and the results to date are shown in Figure A2. The applied load selected in
each case is that equivalent to the 0.2% proof stress for the original cross
sectional area.

4.3 Stress Relaxation Properties

A stress relaxation test is currently in progress at 370"c using an
initial stress equivalent to the 0.2% proof stress at the test temperature.
The results to date (shown in Figure A3) indicate an approximate halving of
stress after 10,000 hours at temperature.

4.4 Thermal Cycling Testing

To assess the sensitivity of Alloy J vent tube couplings (components
likely to be more thermally responsive than plugs) to temperature transients
a rig was constructed to subject these components to thermal cycling from
ambient - 220 "c - ambient. A total of 82 cycles were completed without loss
of seal integrity as demonstrated by pressure testing at 90 bar. This test
on a relatively massive mild steel tubeplate would have been more severe than
the plug-in - Inconel 600 upstand where the discrepancies in thermal mass and
coefficients of thermal expansion are less great.

5. Corrosion and Oxidation Resistance of Alloy J

5.1 Boiler Quality Water

Since 1982, 30 Alloy J components have been exposed to Wylfa boiler
water. After 3200 hours the Alloy J was unaffected (6). There is no
information on any galvanic or crevice corrosion effects between Alloy J and
Inconel 600.

The similar Alloy A material was unaffected after 7877 hours at 315°C in
PWR quality water (7).

5.2 Acid Cleaning Solution

Six Alloy J specimens were exposed for S hours at 90 °C at a mass flow
rate of 0.066 kg/second to a solution of 3% citric acid + 0.5% formic acid
anmoniated to pH 3.5 and inhibited with 0.05% stannine LTP. No measurable
loss of material nor deterioration in the quality of surface finish was
recorded (8).

No information exists on any galvanic or crevice corrosion effects
between these two couples in this solution.

5.3 Stress Corrosion Cracking

No evidence of stress corrosion cracking was observed when Ni-Ti alloy
(either Alloy A or Alloy J) was exposed to 5% NaCl solution, boiler quality
water (2-8 ppm 0 2), sea water, saturated boiling MgClj or 10% NaOH solution.

Greater details are given in Ref. 4.

6.

6.1 Experiences at Midlands Region Stations show that Alloy J plugs can
seal reliably at temperatures of the order of 230*^, which is in excess of
Heysham I feed inlet water temperature under normal operation conditions.
(There is in addition extensive supportive information on the reliability of
this type of material (Alloy A) at temperatures up to 315°C).

6.2 The effect of prolonged exposure to temperatures of the order of
370 °C will result in stress relaxation taking place which in turn will
probably result in the reduction of the sealing force. The direct
extrapolation of the stress relaxation data would indicate an approximate
halving of the sealing force after 10,000 hours at 370°C. The practical
effect of this reduction on the seal integrity cannot be quantified, as yet.
(It is hoped that a rig currently under design will clarify the position) .

6.3 All available corrosion and oxidation data indicates that the Ni-Ti
shape memory alloys are chemically inert to the environments likely to be
encountered in this application. Galvanic and crevice corrosion effects
between Inconel 600 and Alloy J require determination.
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168 APPENDIX II

DESCRIPTION AND INTENDED USE

This self-expanding plug is made from 'Tinel' Alloy J, Raychem's
nickel-titanium shape memory alloy, it is shipped in a contracted
state (dimensions - Fig. A4) ipl liquid nitrogen (LN) and will maintain
this dimension as long as it remains stored so. When removed from LN,
placed in a suitably sized hole, and allowed to warm it will expand
to its larger memory shape due to its shape memory effect. The plug
diameter will try to increase by about 3% and the force developed is
concentrated on the sealing lands on the outside diameter of the plug
where it brings about a secure leakproof seal. It is intended to be
installed into a bore of between 10.20 amd 10.24mm so as to seal a
tube against the ingress or egress of fluid under pressure.

DIMENSIONS

A = 50.5

B = 4

C = 25

1 0 - Max. contracted 10.13
Min. freely recovered 10.38

0 E = 15.79 + 0.01

Tolerances t 0.5
Unless Stated.

2 . BORE MATERIAL AND DIMENSIONS

Performance of the plug is influenced by the mechanical properties
of any bore into which they are fitted. Similar plugs have given good
results with carbon steel, stainless steel, copper-nickel and aluminium
alloys.

Size limits also influence plug performance and bore surface defects
may reduce the chances of a good seal.

Mating bore diameter maximum = 10.24mm

Mating bore diameter minimum = 10.20mm

3. BORE PREPARATION

Performance and reliability are dependant upon size, finish and
soundness of bores into which these plugs are installed.

Boring, reaming and in "difficult" metals, honing have proved successful.
All traces of swarf, reaming compound, etc., must be removed prior to
plug installation.

4. INSTALLATION

Tools used for installation may depend on the accessibility of bore
to be plugged. Any special tools needed co prolong installation time
may be designed in conjunction with Raychem.

To install, remove plug from LN using pre-chilled handling tool and
fit immediately into the prepared bore.

Ensure that the head is fully seated against the top of the bore.
Expansion will complete in 60 seconds or less.

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

Liquid Nitrogen (LN) is the only recommended coolant for installation
of this plug. Avoid contact with exposed skin. Although non-flammable,
non-poisonous and non-corrosive LN can cause frost bite or cold burns.
Do not touch chilled metal objects. Always wear eye shields especially
when pouring LN. Check there is adequate ventilation before taking LN
into confined areas.

Further information concerning LN is available from Raychem.

Fig. A4 - CRYOPUJG FOR CEGB UPSTAND (Provisional)
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STATUS OF MHTGR STEAM GENERATOR DESIGN
IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A.H. SPRING
Combustion Engineering, Inc.,
Chattanooga, Tennessee,
United States of America

1. Introduction

Steam generators for the Modular HTGR are generally based on the technology

and design solutions developed for Fort St. Vrain in the U. S. and THTR in Europe.

References 1 and 2 describe, respectively, the Fort St. Vrain and THTR Steam Gen-

erators while a companion to this paper (Reference 3) summarizes the evolution of

Sulzer's HTR Steam Generator technology.

Abstract

The optimization of steam generator designs for Modular HTGR (MHTGR)

concepts represents an evolution from a technology and experience base developed

in the U. S. and Europe as well as an adaptation of that base to the specific re-

quirements of the Modular HTGR. The resulting steam generator concept thus meets

the requirements of the Modular HTGR in a manner consistent with the state-of-the-

art for nuclear heat exchangers and pressure vessels.

Preface

The content of the presentation is based upon information used for a
presentation* at Geneva, Switzerland in June of 1986. Since the 1986
presentation, the emphasis of design activity has been on performance
analysis and its relationship to three significant design criteria:

(1) tube stresses resulting from the interaction of tubes and support
plates

(2) Bi-metallic weld temperature and

(3) stability of operation at low feedwater flow.

The results of these analyses highlight the need to fully understand
the character of the inlet helium flow and temperature distribution,
the mixing and possible bypass that occurs in the bundle and the
degree to which such considerations can be accounted for by orifices
in the tubes.

171

S.A. Caspersson, A.H. Spring and P. Burgsmuller, "Design Optimization
of Steam Generators for Modular HTGR Concepts", presented at Fourth
International ENS/ANS Conference (ENC-4), Geneva, Switzerland,
June 1-6, 1986.

In the discussion which follows, the relationship of the existing HTGR

Steam Generator technology to the current Modular HTGR concept is described, the

design for the MHTGR Steam Generator is described and it is compared to the Fort

St. Vrain and THTR Steam Generators.

2. Optimization

In developing a conceptual design for the MHTGR Steam Generator, the existing

design and technology basis provides an evolutionary starting point for many basic

design selections while the specific design requirements of the MHTGR lead to a

definitive steam generator design. Figure 1 illustrates this optimization process.

3. Existing Technology Basis

For existing basis for MHTGR Steam Generators consists primarily of the

Fort St. Vrain Steam Generator, the THTR Steam Generator and recent U. S. large

HTGR design and technology development programs.

Figures 2 and 3 illustrate many of the basic design selections for HTGR

Steam Generators, such as: helical tube bundle geometry, expansion zones leading

in and out of the tube bundles, and support of the tubes by radially oriented

plates. There is, however, considerable variance of the design details between

the FSV and THTR Steam Generators owing to plant specific requirements and con-

figuration differences.

The technology base for the MHTGR Steam Generator comes from over two

decades of HTGR programs as noted by the categories of information on Figure 4.
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FIG. 4.

4. Design Requirements for the MHTGR Steam Generator

Typical design conditions and configuration requirements for the MHTGR

Steam Generator are listed on Figure 5. A significant departure from both FSV

and THTR is the selection of a steel vessel for the helium pressure boundary as

opposed to a pre-stressed concrete reactor vessel. This requirement introduces

a new dimension, since that the steel pressure vessel is intended to operate at

temperatures and pressures and with materials typical of LWR vessels. Hence,

LWR vessel technology becomes a significant portion of the MHTGR technology base.

5. Description of Conceptual Design

Figure 6 shows the general configuration of the MHTGR Steam Generator and

notes the main features and parameters of the modular concept. To provide a

frame of reference, the MHTGR Steam Generator is compared to the FSV and THTR

Steam Generators on Figure 7.



174 • THERMAL/HYDRAULIC PARAMETERS

•UNIT THERMAL RATING,MWt

• HELIUM INLET TEMPERATURE, 'CCF)
• FEEDWATEfl INLET TEMPERATURE,"CCF)
•STEAM TEMPERATURE, tJCF)
•STEAM PRESSURE, MPa (PSIA)

• CONFIGURATION REQUIREMENT

3 5 0

6 8 6
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5 4 1
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MAIN CHARACTERISTICS AND DESIGN FEATURES
OF STEAM GENERATORS FOR VG-400 PLANT

V.F. GOLOVKO, V.N. GREBENNIK, A.O. GOL'TSEV,
S.M. IVANOV, A.I. SERGEEV, V.N. POSPELOV
I.V. Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy,
Moscow, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Abstract

The description of a ateam generator for the VG-400 plant per-

formed in two variants depending on a he at-exchange surface arran-

gement: one-bundle coil and module-cassette construction is given.
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1. Main Requirements for Steam Generator

In developing a detail design of a steam generator for a pi-

lot-commercial installation with VG-400 reactor the analysis and

generalization of both home and available foreign experience of

designing and operation of steam generators for NPI with HTGR was

accomplished. In NPP with HTGR operating now in the world use of

steam generators which apply as a heat surface tube bundles from

multiple helical concentrically located cylindrical coils with a

large arrangement diameter. A manufacture of similar tube bundles

requires a special complicated equipment and long production cyc-

le £~1 J . For the installation with VG-400 reactor steam generators

are developed with an other scheme of heat-exchange surface which

is to be described below. Main requirements for the VG-400 ins ta l -

lation steam generator design are formulated as follows:

- The design reliability ensuring a long operation of steam

generator (up to 100.000 hours) in all operating conditions of



17C the VG-400 installation including accident ones and the installa-

tion safety as a whole.

- Technological effectiveness of the steam generator design,

making i t possible to master i t s manufacture without development

and creation of unique instrumentation and equipment.

- Transportability of steam generator making i t possible to

transport i t to a mounting site by a railway, water or automobile

transport.

- The high air-tightness and compactness of configuration.

- The acceptable cost price.

2. Steam generator main characteristics

In the VG-400 installation are provided 4 parallel operating

cooling circuits every of which includes a high-temperature inter-

mediate heat exchanger "He-He" located behind i t , a steam genera-

tor and a gas blower (see Pig.1). Depending on NPI VG-400 opera-

ting conditions the steam generator should provide the following

technical data:

Characteristics of steam generator (SG) for NPI VG-400

Denomination of parameters (characte-

ristics)

1. Thermal power, MW

2. Helium temperature at the input into SG,°C

3. Helium temperature at the output from 3G,°C

4. Helium flow rate, kg/sec

5- Helium pressure,working, MPa (bar)

6. Hydraulic losses over primary circuit, LlPa
(bar) not over

7. Steam-generating capacity^/h (kg/sec)

8. Over-heated steam temperature, °C

9. Overheated steam pressure, MPa (bar)

10. Peed water temperature, °C

11. Hydraulic losses over II circuit inclu-

ding external steam and water headers,

MPa (bar), not over

12. Minimum permissible load over steady

operation conditions

13. Overall dimensions:

- external diameter over heat-exchanged

surface, mm

- steam generator total length, m

14- Steam generator mass

- in dry state

- in the state filled according to II

category

Nominal values

180.

750

342

85

4,

0,

5

9 (50)

029(0.3)

248(68,9)

540

17

180

4

10%

,2(175)

,12(42)

2245

18,35

88(76,8)*

90,4 (80,2)*

The data are given for the coil variant of steam generators.
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1) Reactor reinforced concrete

vessel

2) Reactor

3) Gasblower

4) Steam generator

5) Heat-exchanger

3. Steam generator design

3-1 • The steam generator design scheme.

In developing the steam generator design a number of various

schemes was considered. The scheme of direct-current steam genera-

tor without an intermediate overheating of steam, with a counter-

flow scheme of coolant motion, was admitted optimal. The motion of

the heating coolant (helium) - from the top - to the bottom in an

intertube space, the heated coolant (water-steam) - from the bot-

tom to the top in an intra-tube space.

Dropping of the steam intermediate overheating reduces slight-

ly the installation thermal efficiency as a whole, but simplifies

the SG construction, decreases an amount of steam penetration pi -

pes through i t s force cover, increasing the steam generator cover

reliability as a whole.

The chosen steam-generator type - is the vertically-housing -

tube heat-exchanger placed in the box of the installation s con-

crete vessel.

3-2. The substantiation of taken design solutions and the des-

cription of a steam generator construction.

For the pilot VG-4OO plant i t was decided to carry on develop-

ment and experimental mastering of steam generators for two vari-

ants of a heat-exchange surface manufacture - one-bundle coil

and the module one from fine - coils with a small winding radius

^^wind ^ 1 * ^ ^ d t * ^ £ 2 ^ * I n t h i s c a s e t l i e condition o f complete

interchangeability of the both steam generator variants over the

rest construction characteristics and specifications was laid down.

From the results of experimental mastering one can come to a

decision on manufacture of either variant of a steam generator for



178 the VG-4Q0 plant, not eliminating the possibility to produce the

both variants.

The steam generator (Fig.2) comprises the sectional heat-ex-

change surface of heating-up, coil thermal expansion compensator

pipes of feeding water and steam sections placed over the surface,

the external cowling covering the heat-exchange surface and the

compensators, and the force ell iptical cover connected to the

external cowling.

In the lower part of SG there is an outlet connection which,

when mounted the steam generator, enters over a slide f i t into

the gas blower accepting duct.

The steam generator force cover i s attached to the body flange

by means of a key joint (similarly to buoyant) and is sealed off

by welding a torus compensator.

Above the steata generator force cap there is located a safe-

guard cover secured in i t s flange by the key joint too but without

sealing off by the torus. Above the safeguard cover there are pla-

ced feed and discharge pipes with overheated steam of the steam ge-

nerator sections, connected to corresponding external feed and

steam headers.

Such a design manufacture provides seeking and damping of a

leaky SG section, as well as, if necessary, dismantling and repla-

cement, of a steam generator spent service life from the reactor

vessel p i t .

The steam generator operates as follows .A heating coolant

(helium) from Hl'GR with temperature of 75O°C is delivered through

a central connection to the steam generator and arrives at the

interpipe space through inlet windows in the outside SG cowling,

- Tzylo nepezps- m
1 mats noon 'u

8 Ka/utermop nepee-
p&nazo naps

XQ/uiexmop , numa-
neMHOii• bo3pi

1) Overheated steam pipe

2) Feeding water pipe

3) Overheated steam header

4) Feeding water tube coiapea3ator

5) Feeding water lieader

6) Safeguard coyer

7) Force cover

8) Overheated steam header

9) Feeding water header

10) Temperature expansion compensator

11) Helium in SG

FIG. 2.



passes from the top to the bottom and giving off i t s warmth to

the II circuit medium with temperature of 342°C enters into the

blower accepting pipe.

The feed water with temperature of 180°C from external headers

over feed pipes through penetrations in the force cover, feed com-

pensators and discharge pipes,arrives at the bottom part of the

heat-exchange surface. Throttling insertions are placed at the

inlet of each heat-exchange pipe to provide the necessary hydro-

dynamic stability of SG at small loads. The overheated steam

through internal outlet pipes, steam compensators and penetrations

in the SG force cover is discharged to external steam headers and

then to consumers.

3.3.The heat-exchange surface design for the SG coil variant.

The heat-exchange surface design is made aa a tube coil consis-

ting of 19 multi-entry cylindrical coiled pipes placed in rows aro-

und the steam generator central cowling (Fig.2).

The coiled pipes are kept by the system of remote-controlled

plates which are anchored to radial ribs closed on the SG external

cowling. The coiled pipes are made of 20x3 mm tubes, connected in

operation in parallel between themselves and joined into 18 hea-

ders both over steam and a feed water. Pipes from headers are

led out through penetrations and welded to the SG force cover.

The tube coil is assumed to be manufactured by the method of by

turn assembly of prefabricated rowa of coiled pipes with tube bin-

ding elements installed on them. In this case, lugs of remote-con-

trolled elements of one row enter into elements of the other row,

170 etc., ensuring fixation of coiled pipe rows with respect to each

other. The erected coiled pipe rows by means of a cross-headpipe

are secured between SG internal and external cowlings.

3-4. The heat-exchange surface design of the SG module variant.

The heat-exchange surface design consists of 19 identical he-

xahedral in cross-section cassette-modules every of which has an

individual feed water supply and steam pipe discharge and is the

steam generator section which can be cut off outside the

SG cover over steam and fold water if in i t an intercircuit lea-

kiness will be found (Fig.3).

The cossette heat-exchange surface is made of 16 x 2.5 tubes

as coiled pipes with a small winding-on radius (d"lnd = 3.5-5),
dtube

where d ^ ^ is the coiled pipe diameter along i t s axis, d.j.uj,e is

the external diameter of the coiled pipe tube. Seven coiled pipes

welded in series in joint on their folded linear sections form

a heat-exchange element. In the lower part of every heat-exchange

element there is a throttling device. One-type heat-exchange ele-

ments in the cassette in amount of 19 pieces axe groupied over

a three-angle grid into a hexahedral cassette and joined into s te-

am and feed headers in the upper and lower parts, respectively.

The steam and feed headers axe tightly secured on the cassette bo-

dy. Within the cassette in i t s upper part there are placed compen-

sators of linear expansion of inlet and outlet section pipes made

as coiled-pipe3.

To exclude a slip of hot uncooled gas from the top to the

bottom at a SG plugged leaky section, a cutting device is instal-

led in the lower part of cassette, which responds when i t i3 hea-

ted up to the gas inlet temperature (75O°C) and reduces the gas

flow rate through the plugged cassette up to 10-15% a3 compared
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1} Overheated steam pipe

2) Feeding water pipe

3) Overheated steam header

U) Feeding water tube compensator

5) Valve

6) Safeguard cover

7) Force cover

8) Overheated steam header

9) Feeding water header

10) Temperature expansion compensator

11) Helium in SG

with operating. This decreases s ignif icant ly the gas heating-up

in the gas blower in le t duct.

The module arrangement of heat-exchange surface, in our opi-

nion, has a number of advantages as compared to the coil va r ian t .

- The cassette-module being, in pr inc ip le , the complete e l e -

ment of steam generator, can be made without appreciable expendi-

tures in the development and manufacture of a complicated equip-

ment.

- Times of manufacture and assembling of the heat-exchange

surface are reduced in comparison with steam generators of other

types.

- The experimental mastering of such cassette-modules does

not involve significant d i f f icul t ies and much cheaper than the

SG coil var iant .

One of the distinguishing features of the cassette-module are

i t s unique arrangement poss ib i l i t i e s - the ab i l i t y on i t s bas is

to create a steam generator of prac t ica l ly any power and arrange-

ment, the basic poss ib i l i ty of replacement of the fa l lured modu-

le without replacement of SG as a whole, e t c . This i s of special

interest in developing the module-integrated i n s t a l l a t i ons with

HTGR.

The heating capacity of such modules can be within the l imi t s

of 10-15 MW.

4. Materials i n use

A3 construction materials for steam generators use was mainly

made of hea t - res i s tan t high-nickel chrome-containing materials a l -
FIG. 3.
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loyed with additives, stabilizing necessary service properties of

materials and impaing their technological effectiveness.

4.1. The heat-exchange surface including internal collectors,

compensators of steam and feed water - high nickel steel.

4-2. The external and internal shells of SG and remote-cont-

rolling elements - steel 03 X 16H9M2.

4.3. The force cover of SG - steel 03 X 16H9M2.

4-4. External steam and water pipes of sections and corres-

ponding collectors - steel 12 X 18H12T.

4.5. The SG safe-guard cover - the alloyed carbon steel.

In order to reduce the net cost of steam generators, the pos-

sibility of application of other less high-temperature on econo-

mizer and evaporation sections and, as a result, with less cost

of materials will be considered on the basis of results of their ex-

perimental mastering and operation.

5. Experimental mastering of steam generators £2,3_/

To confirm technical solutions laid in the steam generators

design, the following complex of works is provided:

- Aerodynamic teats of tube bundles of heat-exchange surfaces,

inlet and outlet sections of steam generators. In order to specify

aerodynamic characteristics the following tests are performed over

the gas path on full-scale and scale models (Ii 1:2 - M 1: 4) on

aerodynamic benches of our country.

- Vibration tests of full scale fragments of the heat-exchan-

ge surface of the steam generators of both variants to optimize the

chosen elements of remote-control.

- Heat engineering teata in order to confirm main technical

data of steam generators and to determine temperature states of

heat-exchange surface elements. The tests are carried out on both

the elementary models of SG (thermal capacity of 300 - 500 kW)

and larger models (thermal capacity of 10-12 MW).

- Mastering of reliability of steam generator elements are

carried out on full-scale or large-scale models of SG units de-

termining i t s operability as components of the VG-400 instal lat i-

on. Among these are the keyed joint of the cover with the body,

the cut device of SG cassettes over gas, termination of tubes in

the collector,remote-control elements, etc.
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Abstract

The influence of the flow angle ¥ between the tube axis and the flow di-

rection on heat transfer and pressure drop has been studied at 15° - f ^ 90°

(cross flow). The Reynolds number was varied in the range 2-10 - Re ̂  10 .

Experimental data are given for a number of tube banks of straight tubes as

well as a helical type heat exchanger with a large thread pitch of the

tubes.

1. INTRODUCTION

Thermalhydraulics of helical type heat exchangers normally are calculated

by using the relations for cross flow. The exactness is sufficient for

steam generators with a small thread pitch of the tubes if the tubes are

coiled all in the same direction. In other case when coiling direction is

different for neighboured tube cylinders one have to reduce the values for

heat transfer and pressure drop. But how much? This question, of course,

arises as greater the thread pitch of the tubes is. For example, the effect

of yaw must not be neglected for a helium/helium intermediate heat exchan-

ger the tubes of which are contrariwise coiled and having a thread pitch

of 25°. For oblique flow only insufficient and partly inconsistent data are

to be found in the literature. For instance there is no reference to the

influence of the tube pitches and tube arrangement (in-line or staggered)

on heat transfer and pressure drop of yawed tube bundles. Furthermore there

is almost no information about the range of Reynolds number for which the

data referred to are valid.

The influence of the flow anlge on the flow over a tube bundle can be in-

vestigated succesfully only by experiments. Therefore tests were carried

out at a number of in-line and staggered tube arrangements with different

tube pitches. The angle^(see Fig. 1) between the flow direction and the

tube axis was varied in the range 15° * f - 90° (cross flow). Straight tubes

were used for this fundamental part of work. Finally results were proved by

testing a helical type heat exchanger. The investigation of this large and

expensive component was supported by the firms L. S C. Steinmuller, Sulzer

Brother* and Interatom.

Although the influence of oblique flow is a field for experiments a hint to

its effects can be obtained from the boundary layer equations for the in-

clined cylinder. The flow pattern around a yawed cylinder is a three di-

mensional one. However, a theoretical estimate is essentially simplified by

the fact that the flow is independent of the axial extension of the cylin-

der. As a consequence the boundary layer equations allow to calculate the

velocity component normal to the tube axis independent of the axial veloci-

ty component. This fact is called the independene principle. The boundary

layer equations for the component normal to the tube axis are the same as

those for a cylinder in cross flow. From the independece principle follows,

for example, that the point of boundary layer separation of a yawed cylin-

der should be uneffected by the axial velocity component /I/. In the same

way the pressure distribution around the cylinder should not be influenced

by the flow angle. A main feature of this paper is to answer the question

if the principle of independence is appropriate to describe the thermalhy-

draulic behaviours of inclined tube bundles. Experiments should clarify

down to which flow angle the flow through an inclined tube bundle can be

related to a bundle in pure cross flow. For that reason the velocity compo-

nent normal to the tube axis is used to describe the flow through the in-

clined tube bundle in this paper.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SET UP

The experiments at the straight tubes were designed as to represent the

flow conditions of tube bundles in the subcritical Reynolds number range
3 5

2 x 10< Re5 10 . The Reynolds number as well as the hydraulic resistance

O ;
O !
cn i

Si
en i



coefficient jf are based on the velocity component u normal to the tube axis

in the narrowest cross section. The relation between u and the velocity in

the empty channel u is u/u = S^is.,-1). For S_ see Fig. 1. As the cha-

racteristic length in the Reynolds number as well as the Nusselt number Nu

the tube diameter was chosen. Air at ambient conditions was used as fluid.

The dimensions of the test section were determined by the data of the blo-

wer available and the necessity to arrange tube bundles with a represen-

tative number of tubes across as well as along the flow direction. The test

set-up is sketched in Fig. 1. The cross section of the channel was 300

times 300 mm , the tube diameter 25 mm . The dimensions chosen allowed to

arrange 8 tubes per row normal to the flow direction at a transversal tube

pitch of S_ = 1.5 and 9.5 tubes at S_ = 1,25. In flow direction 10 rows

were used. Pressure holes in front of and behind the tube bundle were used

to determine the pressure loss over the bundle.

pressure holes

f

1 - 1

-—300 —

S T = t T / D

S L = t L / D

f /o lower

tubes for measurement of
heat transfer

section A-A

Fig. 1: Experimental setup

For heat transfer measurements electrically heated tubes were applied. A

coax heater was inserted into a copper rod. It was pressed into one of the

steel tubes of the bundle. Thus the test tube had the same surface condi-

tions as the remainder dummy tubes. The temperature of the test tube was

measured at the inner wall of the steel tube because of the tube diameter

was relatively small and the surface of the tube should not be hurt. The

decrease in temperature through the tube wall was calculated. The tempera-

ture conditions were similar to those of tubes through which water runs.

Three thermocouples were distributed over the active length of 0.1 m of the

heater and four over the circumference. The heaters were threedivided. The

outer parts acted as guard heaters while the inner piece was representing

the active element. The particular sections were thermally insulated from

each other and separately heated.

The helical type heat exchanger tested was a cut-out of a helium/helium-

intermediate heat exchanger. It consisted of 252 tubes of a diameter of

D = 22 mm coiled on seven tube cylinders between 612 mm and 1116 mm in

diameter. The coiling direction was contrariwise for neighboured tube cy-

linders. The thread pitch of the tubes was 25° Cf= 65°). The bundle had

tube pitches of S-j- = 1.64 D and S. = 1.48 D (definition as in Fig. 1). 45

tube rows were arranged in flow direction. The heat exchanger was tested in

a high pressure wind tunnel. Air and helium of 200 °C at a pressure of up

to 40 bars were used as flow mediums outside the tubes. Inside ran water.

3. INCLINED TUBE BANKS WITH PARALLEL TUBE LAYERS

3.1 Heat Transfer

The overall heat transfer data were taken from the eighth row of the ten

row deep bundle. So the data should be representative also for larger tube

bundles. Fig. 2 shows the dimensionless heat transfer coefficient in depen-

dence on the Reynolds-number for an in-line tube bank with the tube pitches

ST = 1.5 and S. =1.5. The flow angled is parameter in the representation.

The diagram reveal a good agreement between the data for cross flow and

oblique flow. That means that the heat transfer data of yawed tube bundles

can be calculated in the subcritical Reynolds number range by means of the

relation for cross flow tube arrangements if the velocity component normal

to the tube axis is used for the Reynolds number.

This result was obtained for all tube arrangements tested /2/. As an second

example Fig. 3 shows the data for a tube bank with an extremely large

longitudinal pitch. When regarding the heat transfer data for different

flow angle one has to account that the Reynolds number is formed with the

velocity component normal to the tube axis. With respect to a constant mass

flow rate the heat transfer decreases with smaller flow anlge. The same is

valid for the flow resistance considered below.
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3.2 Hydraulic Resistance

In opposite to the heat transfer data the description of the pressure drop

of yawed tube banks is not sufficiently when related to the velocity resp.

the dynamic pressure component normal to the tube axis, Fig 4 and 5. The

representation doesn't consider the frictional part of the flow resistance

which increase with smaller flow angle because of the velocity parallel to

the tube axis becomes larger (~cos f ) and the tube length increase

(~l/sinf). The increase of the frictional part of the flow resistance

with smaller flow angle leads to an increase of the hydraulic resistance
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Fig. 4: in-line, ST=1.S, SL = 1,5 Fig. 5: staggered, S-j. = 1.25, S.=3.25

Fig. 4 and 5: Hydraulic resistance of inclined tube banks at several tube

arrangements

coefficient in the representation chosen. Assuming nearly the same frictio-

nal flow resistance for all tube bundles tested the increase of the over-

all flow resistance coefficient in dependence on the flow angle is expected

to be the greater the smaller the flow resistance at cross flow is. Accor-

dingly the measured data for the in-line tube bundle with the tube pitches

ST = 1,5; SL = 1,5 reveal clearest the influence of the flow angle on hy-

draulic resistance, Fig. 4. Besides the increase of the absolute value of

the hydraulic resistance coefficient the dependence on the Reynolds number

becomes more evident for smaller flow angle. The Reynolds number decreases

for which the hydraulic resistance coefficient becomes dependent on the

Reynolds number. The smallest influence of the flow angle on the hydraulic

resistance coefficient was observed for the staggered tube arrangement with

the tube pitches Sy = 1,25; SL = 3,25. With the exception of the in-line

tube bank of Fig. 4 the change in the slope of the curves between the cross

flow data and the values for f = 15° is the same for all tube bundles tested.

3.3 Comparison with Literature

In the literature the influence of the flow angle on beat transfer and pres-

sure drop is accounted for by factors like&yo< g o o = f ff) r e s p. A p /

Apgn° = 9 (f) without any regard to the Reynolds number. That means for the

application of such factors to the experimental data of this paper that

curves through the data points for all flow angle have to be parallel.

This premise is given for the heat transfer data. Accordingly a good agree-

ment to predictions of other authors /3/ can be expected, Fig. 6. The heat

transfer coefficient of a tube bundle with axial flow is also given. The

value was calculated with Pressers's /6/ prediction. An approximation bet-

ween the heat transfer coefficient for a yaw angle of f = 15° and axial

flow should be possible without a significant error. From the experimental

result a factor for the heat transfer of yawed tube bundles can be deduced

as follows. Using the fact that the dimensionless heat transfer coefficient

is nearly independent of the flow angle and introducing the usual power re-

lation for pure cross flow

Nu = C Re1" C,d constants



as well as the relation between the velocity components normal to the tube

axis u and in main flow direction v one obtains

,/<XgQ0 = (sanf)
c

The equation (full line in Fig. 6) is in excellent agreement with the ex-

perimental data down to ̂  = 15°. However, it doesn't describe the transi-

tion to longitudinal flow.

Fig. 6:
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Fig. 7 and 8: Comparison of experimental pressure drop data with several

predictions

Ratios for the pressure drop of yawed tube banks are given by Michejew /3/

Idelchik /5/ or the VDI-Warmeatlas /4/. However, the change of the slope of

the curves for the hydraulic resistance coefficient in dependence on the

flow angle indicates the restricted usefulness of such partition factors.

This will be obvious by the comparison of the predictions /3, 4, 5/ with

the experimental data of Fig. 4 at two different mass flow rates, Fig. 7. A

constant mass flow rate is described by a constant Reynolds number Re

which is formed with the velocity v in main flow direction. Re is connec-

ted with Re by the ratio Re/Rev = sin^. The difference between the parti-

tion factors at the two different mass flow rates arises with smaller flow

angle. It is about 80 % at f = 15° if related to the value at Re = 5 x

10 . The deviation from Michejews /?/ prediction is + 55 % resp. - 16 %.

And there is a second reason which speaks against such simple relations for

/iP-f/APnQo a s given in /3, 4, 5/. They don't consider the tube pitches. In

185 Fig. 8 predictions mentioned are opposed to the measured data. For the in-

line tube bank S_ = 2.0 S, = 1.5 the pressure drop increase when the flow

angle decrease. This is in accordance with the prediction given by the VDI-

Warmeatlas. However, for the staggered tube arrangement S_ = 1.25, S. =

3.25 the pressure drop is nearer to the prediction of Michejew. The fact is

that the influence of the flow angle on the hydraulic resistance is diffe-

rent. It depends strictly on the pressure drop of the cross flow tube

arrangement having the same tube pitches as the inclined tube bundle has.

4. IN-LINE TUBE 8ANKS WITH CROSSED TUBE LAYERS /8/

If neighbouring tube layers of a tube bank are contrarlwisely inclined the

flow through the tube arrangement changes definitely. For the parallel tube

arrangement the maximum velocity u exists over the whole width of the chan-

nel. Therefore the velocity in each point of the cross section will be di-

rected parallel to the main flow direction. For crossing tube layers the

narrowest cross section exists only at the crossing points of the tubes.
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Between the crossing points the cross section is much larger. The fluid

will prefer this section to minimize its pressure loss and pass the bundle

on a way as sketched in Fig. 9. The smaller the transversal tube pitch

parallel crossed
Fig. 9:

Sketch of flow through

yawed tube banks with

parallel and crossed

tube layers

ft ft ft ft ft ft
the stronger the zigzag way of the flow. That means that the maximum velo-

city u in the definition given above is not suitable to characterize the

flow through tube banks with crossed tube layers. Nevertheless it will be

maintained in the following diagrams for comparison with data of tube banks

with parallel tubes.

From the flow sketch in Fig. 9 it can be expected that heat transfer and

pressure drop are smaller for crossed tube layers than for parallel tube

arrangements. The difference should be depended on the flow angle as well

as on the transversal tube pitch.

The influence of the flow angle on the thermalhydraulic behaviour of a

crossed tube arrangement can be seen from Fig. 10. Data are given for the

same tube pitches S_xS. =1.5x1.5 for which Fig. 2 shows the results

when tubes are parallel arranged. In opposition to the parallel tube arran-

gement the heat transfer data don't agree for different flow angle. With

smaller flow angle the heat transfer coefficient decreases. The diminution

is about 12 % for f = 60° and 24 % for ^ = 30°. A more significant diffe-

rence is obtained for the hydraulic resistance. When the tubes are parallel

the J -value forf<90° is greater than the cross flow value. For the cros-

5 V «' 2 5 TO* 2

Fig. 10: Sy = 1.5, SL = 1.5 Fig. 11: ST = 1.25, SL = 1.25

Fig. 10 and 11: Heat transfer and pressure drop of yawed tube banks with

crossed tube layers

sed tubes the hydraulic resistance coefficient decreases with smaller flow

angle. Furthermore, the dependence on the Re-number is stronger. The J? -

value for V = 60° is about 55 - 65 % and for f = 30° about 40 - 50 % of

that of the parallel tube arrangement. A usual efficiency coefficient for

heat exchangers is defined as the ratio of transferred heat to the expended

pumping power. This efficiency coefficient is considerably greater for the

crossed tube layers than for the parallel tube arrangement. The improvement

reaches its maximum at V = 45° with € ,1 f ,, , s» 1.8. But also1 crossed parallel

for the more practicable flow angle of*P = 60° the ratio is yet 1.5. The

thermalhydraulic advantages of crossed tube arrangements increase with

decreasing transversal tube pitches. As an example Fig. 11 shows the data

for the tube pitches S_ x SL = 1.25 x 1.25 at a flow angle of f= 60°. The

corresponding data of the parallelly arranged tubes agree with the cross

flow data which are shown in Fig. 11, too. The percentage diminution of

heat transfer is nearly the same as for the tube pitches 1.5 x 1.5. The



hydraulic resistance coefficient, however, is only about one third of that

of the parallel tube arrangement. This means, that the efficiency coef-

ficient is greater by a factor of 2.5 for the crossed tube arrangement than

for the same bank with parallely arranged tubes.

5. HELICAL TYPE HEAT EXCHANGER /9/

As described in chapter 2 the helical type heat exchanger tested is charac-

terized by a large thread pitch of the tubes of 26° and by its contariwise

coiling of neighboured tube cylinders. Heat transfer and pressure drop were

measured in the range 2.5 10 < Re^5 10 . Data are shown in Fig. 12 and 13.

For comparison the heat transfer correlation of Gnmison /7/ was inserted.

As mentioned above the heat transfer coefficient for a tube bundle with

crossed tube layers is expected to be up to 10 % below that of the cross

flow tube arrangement. The difference measured is about 6 % and therefore

in good agreement with the prediction.
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Fig. 12 and 13: Helical type heat exchanger S-. = 1.64, S. = 1.48

A valuation of the pressure drop data is more circumferential because we

didn't test a tube arrangement of straight tubes at different flow angles

before having the same tube pitches as the helical type heat exchanger had.

On the other hand we had learned that the diminuation of the pressure drop

by crossing the tube layers is decisively influenced by the pressure drop

value of the cross flow tube arrangement. But we had tested a tube bank

with S-j. = S. =1.71. Following Grimisons's recommandation this tube bank

has the same flow resistance as a heat exchanger with the tube pitches of

our helical tube bundle has. So we chose this tube bank for comparison. The

prediction is in very good agreement with the experimental data, Fig. 13.

6. CONCLUSION

At subcritical Re-numbers the independence principle is appropriated to

describe the heat transfer of inclined tube banks down to an angle beetween

the flow direction and the tube axis of *p= 15°. That means that the cross

flow relations can be used if the velocity component normal to the tube

axis is taken for the Re-number. The indepence principle is unsuitable for

describing the hydraulic resistance of inclined tube banks. With respect

to the dynamic pressure component normal to the tube axis the hydraulic re-

sistance coefficient increases with smaller flow angle. The usefulness of

predictions found in the literature is restricted.

Contrariwise inclination of neighboured tube layers of in-line tube banks

lead to a small diminution in heat transfer while the hydraulic resistance

decreases substantially. The thermalhydraulic advantages become more evi-

dent with smaller transversal tube pitch.

As shown at a helical type heat exchanger with a large thread pitch of the

tubes the data collected for banks of straight tubes are transferable

without any restriction.
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BOILER REFERRULING ON THE HARTLEPOOL AND
HEYSHAM 1 ADVANCED GAS-COOLED REACTORS

J.E. NEWELL
Generation Development and

Construction Division,
Central Electricity Generating Board,
Barnwood, United Kingdom

Abstract

The Hartlepool and Heysham I reactors each use eight cylindrical boilers
having nineteen rows of helical tubes. The advantages of this design are
partially offset by the relatively poor radial gas mixing. Some rows of tubing
may have an imbalance between heat imput from the gas and the flow of
feedwater, causing a temperature profile at the upper transition joints. The
thermal/hydraulic behaviour meant that the metallurgical constraints limited
output.

Analysis of the behaviour of these boilers required a new two-dimensional
mathematical model, known as PODMIX. This describes the thermal hydraulics in
each of the rows of tubing and also in the gas between the rows. Not all of
the parameters for the model can be determined from first principles. However,
two out of the thirty two pods have thermocouples at some of the upper
transition joints and these made back calculation possible.

In order to translate this model to other boiler pods, a novel thermocouple
rake system was designed for sampling superheated steam temperatures in
selected tubes.

A result of this analysis was to show that different, individual ferrule
patterns were needed for each pod. The characteristics could, in general, best
be met using twin orifice ferrules.

Unfortunately, the installed system did not permit the replacement of
orifices, so that a completely new system had to be developed. In the course
of designing this, the opportunity was taken to over come
susceptibilities to erosion/corrosion and crevice corrosion.

Removal of the old ferrules and replacement with the new ones necessitated the
development of high precision, programmable machines to operate under
difficult site conditions. These carried out drilling, boring, grinding and
polishing operations as well as making face welds and tube bore welds.

Modifications have already achieved substantial improvements in performance
and output, but an extended, iterative programme still lies ahead.
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Plant optimisation depends frequently upon finding the best position between
pairs of opposing constraints. The more advanced the concept, the more
demanding are likely to be the judgements which must be taken. An economic
design may take materials towards the limits of their strength. Minimum
first cost must be set against lifetime reliability. Rigidity under static
loading must balance against resilience under cyclic loading.

The boilers for the Advanced Gas Cooled Reactors at Hartlepool and Heysham
I typify in many ways the optimisation decisions which are experienced so
keenly in high technology plant. Basic to their concept is compactness of
design. In fact, their heat transfer duty per unit of boiler volume is
substantially greater than that for any of the other gas cooled reactors in
the United Kingdom. This compact design uses eight vertical cylindrical
boilers, whose general arrangement is shown in figure 1. Each one has 285
small bore tubes arranged in 19 concentric helices wound around a central
spine. Each of these tubes is externally finned using the Integron process
and is made from three different materials, welded together to form one
continuous length. The lower part of the tube forms the primary economiser
and is made from carbon steel, whilst the top part forms the final
superheater and is made from type 316 stainless steel. Between these ends
is the greater part of each tube, being made from 9% chromium \% molybendum
steel. Located above this tube array is an austenitic steel helical
reheater.

At the time of the contract, the boilers were expected to meet the full
design output and to comply with the requirements that:-

a)

b)

no ferritic/austenitic tube transition joint should be wetted during
operation and there should be an adequate temperature margin to allow
for droplet impingement.

no time dependent mechanical stress
over the lifetime of the plant.

margins should be transgressed

These two requirements have remained as underlying principles throughout the
history of the plants. One additional constraint at this transition joint
has been the upper temperature limit for corrosion of the 9% chromium steel
in carbon dioxide. However, in practice, this has proved to be less
restrictive than the temperature limit for creep fatigue.

The helical design, apart from its compactness, appeared to offer the
advantage that circumferential differences in behaviour would be eliminated
by the fact that each tube passes many times around the unit. What was
originally less clear was the extent of radial distribution of behaviour.
Codes were available for one dimensional analysis of the behaviour of a
nominal tube or of a group of identical tubes. Such analysis showed that, in
order to achieve 1-D stability, an inlet resistance had to be provided for
each tube. In practice, it was found convenient to sub-divide this
resistance into two parts, namely a length of small bore restrictor tube and
a preceeding orifice in a ferrule.

It was, of course, appreciated that there would be radial effects. The
<nn arrangement of tailpipes around the reheater would give a non-uniform gas
•Ow temperature profile at the inlet to the main boiler. There would be heat
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Figure 1 Schematic diagram of boiler



losses to the casing and to the spine. On a few pods, the clearances between
190 the casing and the outermost tube row were at the low end of the tolerance

band. Allowance for these facts was made in the selection of different
orifice sizes in the ferrules for different tube rows. Originally, these
sizes were calculated by iteration between single dimensional performance
analyses for each row.

The CEGB embarked upon the evolution of more advanced calculational models
for the boilers on all of its AGR's. The PODMIX code is applicable to the
Hartlepool/Heysham I type. This represents the gas as flowing in discrete
annuli between adjacent coils of tubing. Transverse mixing between adjacent
annuli is represented in terms of a diffusion coefficient. One of the
results to emerge early in the application of this code was that the boiler
radial behaviour is strongly sensitive to dimensional tolerances and
particularly to the clearance between the outermost tubing row and the
casing.

Originally, it had been expected that the performance of all pods would be
sufficiently similar that a generalised confirmation could be obtained by
fitting transition joint thermocouples on selected tubes in one pod at
Hartlepool and one at Heysham I. The outcome of the sensitivity
calculations was to show that this was an inadequate level of instrument-
ation and that individual pod coverage was needed. By that time, it was no
longer possible to fit further instrumentation within the reactor pressure
vessel, so a decision was taken to instal thermocouples in the final
superheated steam from selected tubes on those instrumented pods and also
from selected tubes on some other pods.

During the commissioning trials on the first reactor at each station, these
superheater thermocouples confirmed that the pods were not identical.
Temperature profiles at the superheater outlet could show an upward radial
slope, a downward radial slope or humped distributions. Meanwhile, the
transition joint thermocouples on the single instrumented pods at each of
the two stations showed these to have substantially different character-
istics. The behavioural distortions at the superheater were largely enhanced
at the transition joints.

Using the designed ratio of gas to feedwater flows, most pods had
temperatures at the creep rupture limit for the tube material in the outer
rows, whilst the transition joints were wetted in several inner rows. Other
pods showed different anomalous behaviour. Some alleviation of the
distortion could be achieved by overblowing with coolant gas and correspond-
ingly reducing its top temperature. Not much surplus gas flow was available,
so that suitably high overblowing ratios were only achievable at reduced
feedwater flow and hence at reduced output. It is in this mode that the
boilers have had to operate.

One clear decision was that all pods must be fitted with thermocouples to
scan the final superheater temperature profiles and this has been done.
Ideally, of course, temperature measurements at the upper transition joints
would have been preferred, but this is not feasible. Two disadvantages are
implicit in relying upon measurements at the superheater position. The first
is that the temperature profiles at the important upper transition joint
location in most pods are only derived by calculation. The second is that

the sensitivity at the measured location is only about one fifth of that at

the critical site.

Although there is a wide spectrum of behaviour, one pattern is more typical
of the first reactor at Hartlepool, whilst another is more typical of the
other three reactors. This may correlate with manufacturing differences
affecting the clearance between the casing and the outermost tube row.
Unfortunately operating performance is sensitive to variations which lie
well within the manufacturing dimensional tolerances of the units. A
technique has therefore been evolved which uses the observed temperature
characteristics and calculates back to notional values for the dimensional
clearances and also to values for the gas mixing length. The technique is
empirical and lacks precision, so that it can only be used to determine the
direction and approximate magnitude of corrective action and it is not
suitable for design from first principles. Thus the attainment of conditions
for full output can only be an iterative process.

In order to remove the limitation upon load, a threefold approach has been
made, namely:-

a) to improve the modelling and to refine the analysis of boiler
behaviour.

b) to change the boiler ferrule design, to adopt a suitable profile of
orifice sizes and to modify the boiler inlet header to provide
flexibility for future iterative adjustments.

c) to re-examine the temperature constraints for the ferritic/austenitic
transition joints.

The first two of these objectives interact. The achieved performance feeds
back to refine the model and the analysis. In turn, this permits the
calculation of the adjustments needed for further improvements in perform-
ance.

Exploration of the superheater constraint is being conducted upon a large
experimental rig, which incorporates a full scale helical boiler tube of the
Heysham I design. An electrical heating system allows realistic heat fluxes
and temperatures to be applied, whilst feedwater of the required quality is
delivered to the test loop at the desired pressure. One feature of the rig
is that it can incorporate numerous welded joints which can occupy positions
corresponding to selected wetness or superheat of steam. Work on this
equipment is yielding results which will correlate acceptable superheat
margins with water chemistry. Meanwhile, until further experimental results
become available, a guideline has been adopted that only a very small
proportion of tubes should have a nominal superheat margin of less than 30"
at the upper transition joint. This value was computed from a model of the
behaviour of water droplets travelling in the high velocity steam, coupled
with allowances for tolerance in tube to tube dimensional differences. More
details of the work on materials constraints is contained in the paper by
Dr. James.

The original ferrules were designed as inserts into each tube end. They are
located by a weld which seals the ferrule to the tube and also seals the



tube to the tube plate. This weld was made in two parts, the first locating
the tube and the subsequent part fixing the ferrule. The upper section of
each ferrule is made from carbon steel, so that the closing welds to the
tube ends are between similar metals. The lower section of each ferrule is
made from Inconel and it has the control bore drilled through the base. The
upper and lower sections of the ferrule are joined by a shop weld. This
design of ferrule is shown in figure 2 (a). |

(a) EXISTING FERRLfLE

Figure 2

(a) Original ferrule design
(b) Replacement ferrule design

191 (b) PROPOSED NEW FERRULE

This arrangement is one which, intrinsically, is not suited to ferrule
changes, as it was not considered to be necessary. Removal of a ferrule
would involve cutting into the weld which also fixes the tube into the
tubesheet and which is therefore a part of the primary circuit pressure
boundary. Such an activity would require special high precision equipment on
each occasion when a ferrule was changed. The task is further complicated by
the fact that the tubesheet forms the lower part of a massive feed inlet
header, which needed to be cut open for any access to the ferrules and which
subsequently would need to be repaired.

Two other issues also arose in connection with the original ferrules. Dr.
Harrison describes the susceptibility to erosion/corrosion of the carbon
steel tubing downstream of the orifice. As designed and with the intended
water chemistry conditions, the damage to the tube walls would have been
sufficient to impair the length of life of the tubes. The research work
which he describes has made it possible to contain this problem by means of
appropriate, controlled oxygen, chemical treatment, but any ferrule replace-
ment should preferably aim to remove this problem altogether.

The second issue was that a similar design of ferrule on the boilers at a
Magnox station was giving rise to crevice corrosion between the ferrule and
the surrounding tube end. Pitting could therefore occur and this might limit
the useful life of either the tube or the ferrule. Either of these two
problems could result in undesirable outage times for tube blanking later in
the life of the station, thus impairing both availability and reliability.

It was therefore decided that a radical referruling exercise should take
place and that the design should seek to overcome all of these limiting
features. The resistance of the ferrules was to be increased to reduce the
sensitivity of the boilers. Their pattern was to be adjusted to correct the
radial distortions in temperature. Downstream of the orifices had to be
sections of tube which would be immune from erosion/ corrosion. There had to
be no crevices where enhanced corrosion could occur. Finally, the header
design and the ferrule locking system had to allow subsequent changes to be
made, so as to facilitate an iterative approach to maximum loading upon the
boilers.

The solutions to these various issues were explored in the laboratory.
Avoidance of erosion/corrosion required an extension tube made from a
resistant material to be located downstream of the orifice. The only way
identified for doing this was to fix the extension tubes as upstands above
the tubesheet. Several possible materials were examined for these upstands.
Some gave combinations with carbon steel which might stimulate electro-
chemical corrosion of the latter. Finally, Inconel was selected, but it was
considered to be unwise that the difficult site weld at the tubesheet face
should involve such dissimilar metals as Inconel and carbon steel.
Consequently, the lower part of the upstand tube was made from 1% chromium
0.5% molybendum steel, the two sections being joined using a shop weld. The
lower part could equally have been made from carbon steel, but it was
decided to use the low alloy steel which has a better resistance to
erosion/corrosion from any residual turbulence. Laboratory test work
established the minimum length of Inconel tube required to ensure that
re-attachment of the water flow to the tube wall was complete and that the
associated risk of erosion/corrosion was small. A suitable margin was then



added to the length of this part of the upstand. During this work on
192 erosion/ corrosion, the need was found for a very smooth internal surface at

the metal transition joint. The upstands were machined with threads at the
top, into which the ferrules were to fit.

The need for high resistance ferrules stimulated further development studies
in a full flow hydraulic rig. Single orifice ferrules could be made to
produce appropriate resistances. However, the resistance characteristics
were sensitive to the exact dimensions of the orifice, so that extreme
precision of manufacture would be required. Moreover, the characteristics
would be susceptible to any erosion of the orifice or its inlet and outlet
profiles. A less sensitive device has been adopted which uses two orifices
mounted in series in the same ferrule. The experimental work showed that
avoidance of unstable interactions between the two orifices at all loading
conditions made it necessary to specify the minimum separation between them.
It also showed the importance of the shape of the inlet profile to the
orifice. Some shapes were subject to wear and to associated changes in
resistance. The general arrangement of the upstand and ferrule is shown in
figure 2 (b).

Removal of the existing ferrules and the attachment of the upstands were
high precision activities which had to be carried out on the plant and in a
congested area (figure 3). Much of the development of the techniques centred
around the attachment weld between the upstand and the tubesheet. Two
parallel methods were pursued, namely bore welding and friction welding.

SUTERHEATEft
OUTLET
HEADER

Neither has previously been used in this way with tubing as small as 7.6 mm.
In the early stages, friction welding showed considerable promise, but the
quality of the finished work was found to be very sensitive to the
programmed conditions. Meanwhile, the development work showed that bore
welding could more easily give consistant results and would take less time.

A multi-purpose machine has been developed to carry out all of the
operations required for re-ferruling (figure 4). Clearly, for high precision
work, the exact location of the machine is important. To achieve this, the
upper part of the feed inlet header was cut off and the exposed face was
machined to provide a precisely level working base, upon which the machine
was mounted. The ferrules were then mapped and the machine was programmed so
that it could locate each one accurately. It then visited each position, was
precisely centred, and then drilled away the weld retaining the ferrule,
without disturbing the remaining part of the weld, and withdrew the ferrule.
Thereafter, each tube was fitted with a removable plug to retain swarf from
the subsequent operations.

Next, the machine re-visited each location and laid down a face weld
overlaying the existing weld between the tube end and the tubesheet. This
face weld protruded partly over the tube bore. Most of the excess weld metal
was removed by drilling and the remainder by reaming to produce a precisely
dimensioned smooth bore. The top of the face weld was then machined to
receive the upstand tube. Early experience showed the wisdom of conducting a
leak test on each tube at the end of this stage. The reason for this was
that a few of the original welds contained small porosities, but none of
them had leaked. When part of the original weld was machined away, then
through wall porosities might be exposed. In a few cases, a repair procedure
was necessary to close these pores.

Upstand tubes were located individually upon the face welds. The joints were
made using a programmed bore welding process. The machines also produced
test bores on dummy tubesheets and these were used as part of the quality
control process. After completion of the welds, their bores were machined to
a smooth finish. Figure 5 shows a typical tubesheet at the stage where some
of the upstands are in position.

Ferrules of different sizes were needed for various rows of tubing. These
ferrules were check-calibrated and were then placed in a template holder.
Individual sizes were colour coded on their closure covers. The ferrules
were then transferred from the template to the upstands and screwed into
position. Then locking strips, or, in some cases, locking springs were
attached so as to prevent unscrewing during service.

It was realised that the iterative process of securing maximum power output
would require that some ferrules would later need to be changed. The header
design was therefore changed, so that it would no longer be necessary to cut
and re-weld the header to gain access to the ferrules. A new type of
removable header closure was developed and this has been fitted to some of
the reactor boilers. Similar closures are to be fitted to the remaining
headers at overhaul periods in the near future.

At the time of this paper, three of the four reactors have the new ferrules
fitted, whilst the fourth is awaiting its major overhaul. The results of the

Figure 3 Schematic diagram of penetrations and headers



193 Figure 4 Multi-purpose drilling/reaming/welding/grinding machine Figure 5 Tubesheet with partly completed upstand array
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re-ferruling have been that higher loads can be carried without infringing
the temperature limits which have been set. As was expected, the first
selection of orifice sizes was not effective in permitting removal of all
power restrictions. However, learning from the experience of the first unit
to be treated (Heysham 1 Rl), the re-ferruling patterns on the second and
third units (Hartlepool R2 and Heysham I R2) have proved to be better
approximations to the required distributions. On these two units, it is not
yet known how high a load will be able to be carried without further
adjustment. For other reasons, unconnected with the boilers, there are load
limitations at present. At these loads, the boilers are still not at their
attainable limit.

These experiences on the Hartlepool and Heysham I boilers have shown that
performance calculations on complex helical boilers lie at the frontiers of
modelling knowledge. Even reasonable approaches to analysis require a very
advanced level of computer hardware and software. The relatively poor gas
mixing characteristics of this type of plant have become apparent, as has
the high sensitivity to dimensional variations between units and to the
precision of manufacture and assembly. Large advances have been made in the
understanding of the behaviour of these plants. The challenges of correcting
temperature and flow distributions have led to the development of new high
precision machines and also to the evolution of bore welding techniques to
smaller scale and greater accuracy and reproductability than had previously
been possible. It is confidently expected that further gains in output from
these boiler plants will result from the work planned over the next few
years, probably to the point at which the boilers do not become limiting at
the designed power station capacity.

DISPERSION OF HOT SPOTS IN STEAM GENERATORS

E.J. ACHENBACH
Institut fiir Reaktorbauelemente,
Kernforschungsanlage Julich GmbH,
Julich, Federal Republic of Germany

Abstract

The streamwise development of hot spots in a helical type heat exchanger

has been treated experimentally and theoretically as well. Velocity profiles

across the bundle have been measured varying the Reynolds number, Re, from
3 5

10 to 1.35 x 10 . Pressurized air or helium have been applied as coolant.

In an additional series of tests the length scale parameter of the turbu-

lence structure has been determined. It is correlated with the turbulent

Peclet number, Pe. , which occurs in the basic equation as an unknown

parameter. Its value was found to be independent of Re (Pe = 8.2). Intro-

ducing this value leads to a good agreement of theoretical and experimental

results.

1) Introduction

Hot spots may occur in steam generators due to failure of tubes or to unex-

pected dry-out effects. This can cause unadmissible thermal stresses of the

heat exchanger or of the succeeding components. Therefore it is necessary

to be able to predict the dispersion of the hot spot. For this purpose the

energy equation must be solved including the effects of turbulent exchange

of enthalpy. As will be seen later knowledge is required on the so-called

turbulent Peclet number Pe = u d/A . This quantity and its dependence on

Reynolds number has been measured by several scientists, but the experimen-

tal results exhibit departures by more than one order of magnitude. A para-
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meter study, however, has demonstrated that a Peclet number variation by

t 10 % already shows noticible effects on the temperature distribution

across the hot spot. Thus it is necessary to obtain more accurate ex-

perimental data.

The reason for that the experimental results exhibit such considerable

scatter can be seen in the difficulties of the measurement techniques. In

all works the exchange coefficient was evaluated from experimental tem-

perature or concentration profiles using first and second order deri-

vations of the curves. The accuracy of this procedure is poor, of course.

In the present paper an alternative method was applied. The mixing coef-

ficient is derived from flow quantities only. It will be shown that the

turbulent Peclet number is related to the length scale parameter of the

turbulence structure which can be determined by means of hot wire corella-

tion techniques.

2) Basic equations

The dispersion of a hot spot can be described by means of the energy

equation (1). Setting the following assumptions

one-phase-model, tubes are neglected

steady state flow

constant mean axial velocity, the mean value of the radial

component v = 0

homogeneous turbulence; mixing coefficient, AQI = A Q | ^ are equal

in all directions

the equation can be given in the dimensionless form (cylindrical coordi-

nates) by:

M s (± + l
3 f * Pe ft

Pe = u d/a

where:

temperature

radial coordinate

l"3 axial coordinate

G
\
f

(T-Ti) / (Tw-Ti)

r/d

x/d

Aq [m2/s]
Pe = ued/A

Peclet number

mixing coefficient

turbulent Peclet number

The coefficient, 1/Pe, decribes the dispersion due to molecular conduc-

tivity, 1/Pe /** 0.1 the effect by turbulent convection. At high Pe the

molecular contribution to the dispersion of heat can be neglected compared

to the turbulent effects.
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Figure 1
Helical heat exchanger
model
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Figure 1 shows a sketch of the heat exchanger for which Equ. (1) is to be

solved. The boundary conditions are

Q = 0

(2)

= 0 (adiabatic walls)

During the experiments one layer of tubes was heated. To formulate the

boundary condition at this position it was assumed that the heat transfer-

red from the tube under the conditions of the actual Stanton number, St,

completely mixes in the unit domain of the particular tube and then can be

released radially by dispersion. Thus we find

(3)



inn Downstream of the heated part of the layer the radial gradient of the

temperature vanishes:

(4)

To solve Equ. (1) together with the boundary conditions (2), (3) and (4),

knowledge about the turbulent Peclet number, Pe is required. According to

Prandtl's mixing length hypothesis the mixing coefficient for momentum, A £t

is related to the mixing length, 1, and the velocity gradient. Assuming

that the ratio of the mixing coefficient for heat, A , to that of momentum

equal to 2, we find

A = 2 1 (du/dr) (5)

The mixing length, 1, is set proportional to the tube diameter, d, as the

size of the vortices shed from the tubes depends on the tube diameter.

1 = .A d (6)

The velocity gradient in Equ. (5) is assumed to be proportional to the

difference between velocity, u , at the boundary layer separation (t/s*
S

us'
and velocity in the tube rear ( u ^ 0):

(du/dr) = c (2 u /d)
G

(6) and (7) in (5) yields

A,/ (ued) = 1/Pet = c (2A)'

(7)

(8)

Equ. (8) correlates the turbulent Peclet number with the flow quantity-A.,

which is the length scale parameter of the turbulence structure. Its value

can experimentally be determined by cross-correlation messurements of the

velocity fluctuations. For this purpose the two-probe hot wire anemometry

is applied.

If u', and u' & are the velocity fluctuations at the position ^ and

r> +ifi, respectively, the cross-correlation coefficient R. . is given by

u

\j
(9)

Integration of the cross-correlation coefficient R. along w yields the

parameter

-A. = (10)

If .A. has been measured the only unknown quantity is the constant c which

must be fitted to the experimental evidence.

3) Cross-correlation measurements

The gas-mixing tests have been conducted in a helical test bundle, sketched

in Figure 1. This test body was not accessible to traversing hot wire

probes. Therefore the correlation-measurements must be carried out in a

separate tube bundle. It was a staggered tube arrangement with transversal

pitches of a = 2 and longitudinal pitches of b = 1.4. The tube diameter

was d = 0.15 m. The bundle consisted of seven rows.

The hot wire measurements were performed downstream of the fifth row. Four

planes were selected as shown in Figure 2. It is evident that the turbu-

lence parameter varies in the whole domain of investigation by a factor of

Figure 2
Local distribution of the
length scale turbulence
parameter in a staggered
tube bundle



about two. The lowest values are observed in the narrowest cross section

between the tubes, the highest in the central position of the middle plane

(3). The latter position, however, just represents the area where the dis-

persive heat flux normal to the main flow direction occurs. This fact is

important for the decision about which average value o f A is most

appropiate. It seems reasonable to chose the mean value of maesured in

plane (3). Though being aware of that the effect of variable .A. on the tur-

bulent heat exchange may not be linear an arithmetic average was applied

which is about A = 0.12. The experimental results of the gas mixing tests

described below could best be correlated with the theoretical results

setting the turbulent Peclet number to a constant value of Pe = 8,2. From

this value the constant, c, occurring in Equ. (8) becomes c = 2.12.

1/Pet = 2.12 (2 x A ) ' (11)

Each particular curve plotted in Figure 2 represents the mean value of data

picked up at different Reynolds numbers. The scattering of the results was

within the band width of t 10 % though varying the Reynolds number by a

factor of five. As a consequence the turbulent Peclet number must be inde-

pendent of the Reynolds number, which is in good agreement with the test

results.

4) Solution procedure

Equation (1) is nummerically solved together with the boundary conditions

(2), (3) and (4) by a finite differencing method. As the streamwise second

order derivation dLQ/df is not neglected an implicit iteration procedure

is required. The term on the left side of Equ. (1) is written as forward

differencing, the right side as central differencing. The iteration conver-

ges if the relative step width h/d satisfies the following condition

(12)

Equ. (13) demonstrates that the relative step width depends on the square

of the turbulence parameter, .A . Of course, the step width must be larger

than the size of the turbulence structure. Equ. (13) satisfies this con-

dition f o r A > 0.0295.

The heat input from the central tube layer was calculated using the approx-

imation equation given by /I/ for this heat exchanger:

Nu Pr"0-36 = 0.253 Re 0" 6 2 (Re < 7.5 x 104)

Nu Pr"0-36 = 0.067 Re 0' 7 4 (Re > 7.5 x 104)

(14)

5) Experimental and theoretical results

Figure 3 illustrates the experimental results together with those of the

computation (full lines). The diagram resumes data from experiments at

variable Reynolds numbers and for different coolants. The best agreement

between theory and experiment could be achieved setting the turbulent

Prandtl number to Pe. = 8.2 for the whole Reynolds number range covered.

This means physically that the length scale of the turbulence structure does

not vary with the Reynolds number. This evidence has already been mentioned

above in context with the turbulence measurements.

Figure 3
bxperimental and theoretical
temperature distribution in
the gaps of the last row of
the helical tube bundle
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It is obvious that for Pe >1000 the quantity 1/Pe is negligibly small

compared to 1/Pe = 0.12. Then Equ. (12) yields

oL
(13)

If the turbulent Peclet number is constant, the solution of Equ. (1) should

be independent of the Peclet number, i.e. in our case of the Reynolds

number. This quantity, however, occurs as a parameter in Figure 3. The ex-

plantion of this apparent discrepancy is that the Reynolds number effect is



]98 introduced from the boundary conditions at the heated tube layer. The heat

input is not linear with Re, but depends on it according to Equ. (14).

Figure 4 shows the experimental and theoretical temperature distribution

0.4 m downstream of the bundle. The computation has been done using the same

above value for the turbulent Peclet number.

100
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Figure 4
Temperature distribution 0.4 m downstream
of the helical tube bundle
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Figure 5
Turbulent Peclet number vs. Reynolds number.
Experimental data of several authors.

highest Reynolds number achieved. There was made an attempt to verify our

experimental temperature profiles using Giilich's Pe -data. At low Reynolds

number, of course, the disagreement was considerable.

7) Concluding remarks

6. Comparison between present and previous results

Mixing coefficients for heat exchangers have been measured by the authors

(2), (3) and (4). Efferding and Landa /2/ investigated an in-line bundle
4 4

(a = 1.57; b = 1.44) in the range of Reynolds number 10 < Re < 6 x 10 .

They evaluated temperature profiles. Gulich /3/ applied a COg-tracer

technique to a tube bank of nearly the same in-line tube arrangement (a =
3 5

1.6; b = 1.42) and varied the Reynolds number from 7 x 10 to 1,5 x 10 .
Jones et al. /4/ tested several heat exchanger models of in-line and

4
staggered arrangement in the range of Reynolds number 1.1x10 < Re <• 6.6

x 10 . In the present paper only their results related to bare tubes are

referred. Figure 5 gives the composition of all results together with the

present findings. The turbulent Peclet number was found to be independent

of Re by Jones et al. and in the present work. Gulich observed a strong

variation with Re while Effering measured the steep decrease only for the

Gas mixing experiments have been carried out in the range of Reynolds

number 10 < Re < 1.35 x 10 . The theoretical and experimental results

exhibited best agreement for a constant value of the turbulent Peclet

number, Pe =8.2. It has been demonstrated that the turbulent Peclet number

can be related to a single flow quantity, i.e. the length scale parameter

of the turbulence structure. This parameter has experimentally be deter-

mined and it was found that its value is independent of the Reynolds

number. This evidence is in good agreement with the findings of the gas

mixing tests.

Nomenclature

turbulent exchange coefficient of heat

turbulent exchange coefficient of momentum

thermal diffusivity



a

b

c

d

h

1

q

r

R

Ri, Ro

T

u

u'

V

V1

X

z

transversal pitch

longitudinal pitch

constant

tube diameter

step width of the computation grid

mixing length

heat flux

radial coordinate

correlation coefficient

inner or outer radius of the helical heat exchanger

temperature

velocity component, x-direction

velocity fluctuation

velocity component, v-direction

velocity fluctuation

streamwise coordinate

number of tube rows

Greek symbols

Characteristic numbers

€ accuracy threshold

% dimensionless radial coordinate

Q dimensionless temperature

-A. length scale parameter of the turbulence structure

v*" kinematic viscosity

y dimensionless axial coordinate

Nu

Pe

Pr

St

Nusselt

Peclet

Prandtl

Stanton

number

number

number

number
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Subscripts

av

e

gas

H

i

t

w

average

narrowest cross

referred to gas

referred to the

bundle inlet

turbulent

wall

section

heated

between the tubes

tube layer



200 THTR - STEAM GENERATOR FLOW STABILITY
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Sulzer Brothers Ltd,
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Abstract

After a short review of the phenomenon of static instability -
also called excursive instability - an overview of those speci-
fic features of the THTR steam generator follows, which must be
observed when taking actions to prevent flow instabilities.
These features are in detail:

restricted number of tube penetrations

tube arrangement within the helical bundle

downhill flow

part load conditions

temperature limits for the ferritic/austenitic material tran-

sition joint.

Then the required stabilizing pressure drops and the means pro-
vided to produce these pressure drops are discussed:

orifice in the single tube

fixed orifice in the system tube

adjustable orifice in the system tube.

General

The pressure drop in a heated tube consists of 5 components.
They vary considerably for variable steam content x as shown in
Fig. 1.

If we have a system of several heated tubes between common hea-
ders (as in a steam generator) the pressure drop of all the
tubes is the same e. g. A p^ in Fig. 2. We see from curve A
that this pressure drop can be produced by 3 different mass
flows: G1# G2 and G3. The mass flow G2 is not stable: A
small increase of the mass flow results in a lower pressure loss
which enhances the mass flow until it reaches the value G3. A
small decrease of the mass flow on the other hand leads to a
mass flow G^.

AO

mass flew x=0

Fig. 1 Nature of 2 phase
pressure drop

mass flow

Fig. 2 Pressure drop
characteristic

As the heat input to all the tubes is substantially the same,
the temperature at the end of the heated tube section depends on
the mass flow: G^ is evaporated to a great deal or is possibly
superheated whereas G2 has not reached saturation temperature.

In a steam generator with identically heated tubes we cannot
allow the tubes to carry different mass flows and produce dif-
ferent temperatures. Therefore we must change the pressure drop
characteristic A by adding a pressure drop which does not depend
on the heat input.

This is possible with an orifice in front of the heated section,
the pressure loss of which is proportional to the square of the
mass flow, as shown in curve C. The resultant pressure drop is
shown in curve E. The magnitude of the added pressure drop has
to be such that the slope of the resultant is always positiv. An
orifice producing a pressure drop according to curve B would nnf
yet be adequate because the resultant curve D has a region in
which the mass flow producing a pressure drop A P3 is not well
defined.

The ideal helix bundle

An ideal helical bundle has the following characteristics:

constant transverse and longitudinal pitches s^ and S L .
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the number of tubes N in the various cylinders is proportio-
nal to their diameters D:

Ni Dx with Ni - Ni_! = 1. 2. 3 etc
Di - Di_! = 2 s T

i = number of cylinder

Under these conditions all the tubes have the same length, are
heated equally and carry about the same amount of water. The
uniformity of distribution can only be slightly disturbed by the
influence of the tube curvature. For the actual THTR helix dia-
meters however this influence is less than 5 %.

The THTR-steam generator HP-bundle [1]

For the THTR-bundle dimensions the smallest ideal number of
tubes would be 180 for the chosen tube diameter d o = 25 mm.
For various reasons this number cannot be realized:

the total number of tubes has to be a multiple of the
40 positions available in the closures each for feedwater

inlet and steam outlet

for cost reasons the number must be kept as small as possible

the pressure loss must be reasonable.

The choice was a total of 80 tubes being arranged in 15 cylin-
ders as shown in Fig. 3.

This results in different tube lengths. They can be partially
corrected by the use of 3 different longitudinal pitches. The
remaining differences can be taken up by installing throttles
which facilitate the adjustment of the flow in each tube accord-
ing to its heat input. This is a condition in order to get:

equal steam temperatures in all the tubes of every bundle
section, especially at the end of the heating surface (in-
cluding heated connecting tube sections).

equal location of the end of evaporation at a satisfactory
distance from the transition weld between ferritic and auste-
nitic tubes.

The flow of the feedwater of 40 system tubes is divided into
the 80 tubes of the bundle by bifurcations located above the
bundle. Below the bundles pairs of tubes are again joined to
arrive at 40 system tubes carrying the steam through the
central duct of the steam generator to its top and through

201 the penetration of the reactor pressure vessel (Pig. 4 ) .
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Fig . 3 Tube arrangement of the THTR high pressure bundle

1 Feedwater valve
2 Feedwater headers
3 Relief valve
4 40 Throttle valves
5 40 Bifurcations
6 80 Orifices
7 80 Upper helical coils
8 80 Lower helical coils
9 40 Tees

10 40 System lead outs
11 Expansion zone
12 HP steam header
13 Main steam valve
14 Start-up valve
15 Start-up vessel
H Heated zone
L Liner/primary closure
S Secondary closure
R Reheater

Fig. 4 Simplified flow sheet
showing 1 of 6 steam generator
units
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Flow distribution considerations

Stability of the water distribution must exist for the 2 tubes
within a system as well as for the systems among themselves.
This requirement must be maintained at all loads between 40 and
100 % power at constant steam conditions as well as during the
removal of residual heat with reduced steam pressure. It can be
achieved with throttles, installed in each system tube and in
each single tube before the entrance into the tube bundle.

All throttles in the single tubes have the same dimension and
give a pressure drop of 5 bar for nominal flow. This is possible
because the 2 tubes of 37 systems have the same length as they
are located in the same cylinder. Only 6 tubes of those cylin-
ders with uneven tube numbers have slightly different lengths
within their 3 systems.

Fig. 5 shows a bifurcation which was cut for a fabrication test.

2j 3! 4

Fig. 5 Bifurcation with orifices
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Orifices in Hastelloy C and austenitic tubes are brazed into a
low alloy steel forging. The austenitic tubes protect the base
material from erosion corrosion.

The real equalization of the pressure drop i.e. the adjustment
of the correct flow, is done with throttles in the system tubes.
Table 1 shows the important figures for the nominal, the shor-

test and the longest tube. These throttles consist of two parts,
a fixed orifice and a throttling valve which is accessible
during operation. The valves make it possible to adjust the flow
within limits in order to obtain the specified steam temperature
in each system. Fabricating tolerances especially in the inner
and outer shroud or annular hot streaks are unforeseeable causes
for deviations from the calculated values. Also, after plugging
of a system tube these valves allow for the adjustment of the
roassflow of the balance of the systems of one steam generator
unit.

All the valves are identical. Their pressure loss can be varied
by about 10 bar. Together with 7 different orifices - producing
1,3 to 16,5 bar pressure drop - all the required pressure losses
of the 40 systems of one steam generator can be achieved. The
openings of the orifices are chosen such that the valves can be
set to a mean position. This allows maximum correction in the
case of deviation from the calculated values in both directions.

Calculations show that the steam outlet temperature of the lon-
gest tube could be lowered by 9.4 K by opening (or increased by
closing) the valve. In all other systems a change of the valve
position is more efficient.

Table: Characteristics of SG tubes

Mass flow
per sinqle tube
% of heating sur-
face at end of
evaporation
Superheat at
transition weld
Pressure loss in
feedwater system
tube
Pressure loss in
heated section
Pressure loss in
steam svst. tube
Pressure loss in
throttle of
sintjle tube
Pressure loss in
throttle of
system tube

sec
%

K

bar

bar

bar

bar

bar

100 % load

nom.
tube
0.53

81.7

26

- .5

20.4

13.2

5.0

13.4

short
tube
0.43

82.5

26

- .7

11.9

9.1

3.3

27.9

long
tube
0.56

80.3

28

— .5

23.6

15.1

5.5

7.8

nom.
tube
0.21

78.3

103

-1.0

3.6

2.3

0.8

2.2

40 %

short
tube
0.17

79.1

95

-1.0

2.2

1.7

0.6

4.6

load

long
tube
0.22

78.3

109

-1.0

4.5

2.6

0.8

1.2



The calculated pressure drops for nominal, shortest and longest
tubes are shown in the table.

Operation showed some deviations from the correct temperatures
at the end of the heating surface. Correct temperatures could be
achieved in all systems just by adjusting the valve positions.
Results are given in [2).

Stability analysis

The previous paragraph shows how the mass flow in the different
systems is adjusted according to their heat input, in this para-
graph the actual analysis of the static stability described. It
is done as follows: The characteristics of the system tubes and
single tubes are calculated as functions of the water flow rate
through a tube of nominal length with the assumption that the
deviation from the nominal rate applies to all the tubes of the
cylinder under consideration. A change of the water flow rate in
one or more tubes causes a change of the water temperatures in
these tubes which in turn changes the temperatures on the gas
side. The calculation of the temperature change on the gas side
takes into account the mixing of the gas.

The results show that the system is stable in all cases. The
data for 40 % load, given in Fig. 6, show that stability exists
also for extremely large upsets. We conclude that also smaller
than the specified loads would have a stable behaviour.

iptbor] heating
surface [%1
90
TW

30 W) 50 mass flow [%]

Fig. 6 Stability characteristics for 40 % load

Aspects of downhill boiling

The main difference to uphill boiling is the effect of the gra-
vitational pressure losses. With downward flow of the water the
resultant of these pressure losses is negativ and acts destabi-
lising.

The column "shortest tube" of the table shows for 40 % load a
pressure gain of 1 bar for the system tube. The pressure loss of
the heated section includes a further gain of 0.6 bar. In total
the gravitational effects reduce the pressure drop of the single
tube by about 30 % which is not dramatic. So we can say that
downhill boiling is not a drawback for the specified load range.
Also removal of residual heat with reduced steam pressure is
possible as calculations show. However for simplicity reasons it
is always done with water recirculation.

Consideration of the dynamic stability

Tests with prototype steam generators of the French plants
St. Laurent 1 and EL-4 yielded the following information about
the dynamic instabilities of convectively heated once-through
steam generators.

In a tube with oscillations there is a phase shift of 180°
for the water and steam flow rates.
In general, in a given steam generator, the oscillating
period and amplitude increase with decreasing load (flow
rate).
Throttles in the exit line destabilize because they act out
of phase with the original disturbance.
Throttles in the inlet line stabilize because the pressure
drops which they cause are in phase with the water rate.
The amplitudes of the steam flow rate are smaller than those
of the water flow rate because for a given change of pressure
drop the corresponding change of steam flow rate is smaller
than that of water.

Important for the occurrence and the magnitude of the oscilla-
tion is the distribution of the pressure drop along the pipe
length. Geometrical parameters are only of importance inasmuch
as they influence the distribution of the pressure drop. All
measures which increase the pressure drop in the liquid phase
have a stabilizing effect, increasing the pressure drop in the
steam phase on the other hand causes the operation to become un-
stable.

The comparison of the conditions of the THTR-steam generator and
these test steam generators leads to the conclusion that no dy-
namic instabilities will occur in the operating range of
40 - 100 % load.
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Abstract

In one of the six THTR 300 steam generators thermocouples are
installed inside the heat transfer tube bundles for measuring
the gas and steam temperatures. Fluid temperature distribution
measurements along and across the helix bundle have been re-
corded in its first months of operation over a load range of
40 % up to 100 \ for steady state and transient conditions.
Using these measurements as well as the rest of the operating
instrumentation, the computer programs for the design of heat
exchanger heat transfer areas are verified. The temperature
measurements for steady state conditions are compared with
predictions obtained in the design stage.

In these codes, the heat transferred from the outside helium gas
to the water/steam inside the tubes is determined in discrete
steps along the heating surface by one- and twophase heat trans-
fer correlations. The degree of conformity between prediction
and measurement is discussed and compared with more recent cor-
relations.

2. Basic Bundle Geometry

The principle bundle geometry is shown on Fig. 1. The helical
bundle consists of 80 paral-
lel tubes arranged in 15 cyl-
inders 38.33 mm apart com-
prising 4 to 7 tubes per cyl-
inder. The feedwater flow in
40 system tubes is divided
into the 80 bundle tubes by
wyes above the bundle. Each
of the 40 system tubes is
equiped with a throttle valve
and an orifice. This combina-
tion is required to establish
satisfactory flow stability,
while the throttle valves
supply a mean of adjusting
the feedwater flow distribu-
tion in order to achieve a
uniform temperature profile
across the bundle.

40 throttle valves with 6
orifice 7
40 system tubes 8
80 parallel tubes 9
upper HP bundle 10
lower HP bundle

reheater bundle
feedwater line
steam line
cold gas outlet
hot gas inlet

1: Principle bundle geometry

3. High Pressure Bundle Instrumentation

1. Introduction

At the THTR 300 MW prototype nuclear power station six steam
generators of the helical type are installed. In order to
achieve a most economic flow of the heating helium gas, the
principle of downward flow evaporation has been adopted. On
Sept. 23, 1986 the power plant reached full power. During the
commissioning period before that day and also afterwards, gas
and water/steam temperatures along and across the bundle have
been recorded and will be presented in this article. They
will also be compared with the prediction made by a linear
computer code.

In steam generator Nr. 3 a number of thermocouples are in-
stalled along the lower HP bundle tubes. They are arranged in
section I to IX (see Fig. 2).

IX
I H III IV M VI VII VIII

I I I I 1 111
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i iFig. 2: Lower HP bundle with instrumentation sections I to IX



Table 1 indicates the number of thermocouples per section and
the fluid considered:

Table 1: Number of thermocouples installed in lower HP bundle

Section I n m iv V VI VII VIII IX

N r . o f t h e r m o c o u p l e s 4 8 8 5 5 5 5 9 8

F l u i d G S G S S S S G S

S = S t e a m

G = H e l i u m G a s

Section V is positioned at the bimetallic weld joint. Tube
material between sections V and V r u is Incoloy 800 and be-
tween sections I and V 15 Mo 3 and 10 CrMo 9 10.

4. Temperature Distribution across the Bundle

Fig. 3 shows the radial temperature distribution for the 40 %
load case. Fig. 4 for the 100 % load case. It should be not-
ed, that the thermocouples in one section are not only ar-
ranged on different cylinders, but also spread over the cir-
cumference. For the plots in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 the assumption
was made, that the temperature measured in a cylinder remains
constant along the circumference of this cylinder. Therefore,
the temperature profiles represent average values with re-
spect to the circumference.

Several specific features can be observed:

- In section IX (steam temperature at bundle exit) a fairly
uniform radial distribution can be found. The deviations
from the mean value are -5 °c/+2 °C for the 40 % load case
and -6 °C/+2 °C for the 100 % load case. The extreme mini-



Fig. 5: THTR 300 MW steam generator radial temperature
distribution in various sections, effect of
adjustment of throttle valves

mum lies at the innermost cylinder. A limited possibility
to correct this temperature would exist by an adjustment of
the throttle valves. However, if the steam temperature be-
fore the turbine inlet reaches the required value, no up-
wards correction of this temperature is required and ad-
vised, since the lower temperature is more favourable with
respect to the stresses in the tube wall. The efficiency of
an adjustment of the throttle valves is demonstrated in
Fig. 5 and described in para. 5.

- In section V (bimetallic weld) the allowable steam tempera-
ture is limited in two ways:

a) The design temperature of the tube wall being 485 °C
(100 %) and 526 °C (40 %) must not be exceeded. This
corresponds to a maximum permissible steam temperature
of 441 °C (100 %) and 509 °C (40 % ) . The measured values
amount to 391 °C and 502 °C respectively.

b) A certain superheat must be maintained to prevent fa-
tigue damage of the bimetallic weld due to eventual heat
transfer fluctuations. The measurements show a superheat
of 21 °C (100 %) and 83 °C (40 % ) . see also Fig. 6 and
7. Such heat transfer fluctuations are unavoidable, when
the tube wall is exposed to alternating contact with
superheated steam (one phase, low heat transfer) and
steam/water mixture (two phase, film boiling with high
heat transfer).

A further reason to maintain superheat in the austenitic
section is that corrosion due to deposition products can
not occur, as such depositions take place in the last
evaporator section, which is before the bimetallic weld.

5. Adjustment of Throttle Valves

Prior to commissioning of the steam generators all 40 throt-
tle valves were set to their theoretically predetermined
opening values. During commissioning certain throttle valves
were readjusted with the aim of achieving a more uniform ra-
dial steam temperature profile at the bundle exit. Fig. 5
shows the temperature profiles before and after the adjust-
ments. The steam generator thermal output for both measure-
ments were similar within a few percent (100 % load).

The shape of the profile before the adjustment indicates the
necessity of throttling the feedwater flow through the inner
cylinders further than predicted. In Table 2 the adjustments
made to the various throttling valves are listed relative to
the maximum. A positive sign represents closing of the valve,
a negative sign opening of the valve.

Table 2: Relative adjustments of throttle valves:
+ : close valve
-: open valve

Cylinder Nr. Adjustment

Lh/ Ah Q

1 +1.00

2 +0.46 Ah = valve stroke adjust-

3 +0.31 ment

4 +0.27 Ah = average valve stro-
5 +0.31 ke adjustment of

14 -0.15 cylinder No. 1

1 I ( A h = 1 . 3 mm)
o
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o Gas temperature measurement

x Steam temperature measurement

of heating surface
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Fig. 6: THTR Steam Generator 100% Load: Temperature distribution

Output: 107.116 ™
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I Section II

o Gas temperature measurement

x Steam temperature measurement

VIII, IX

VI V I l \

Fig. 7: THTR Steam Generator

Output: 46.264 m

Load: Temperature distribution



6. Temperature Distribution along the Bundle

Temperatures measured in one section were averaged and the
mean values plotted against the tube heating surface (see
Fig. 6 for 100 \ load and Pig. 7 for 40 * load). To compare
the measured temperatures with the predicted ones, a thermo-
hydraulic calculation was made using the same boundary condi-
tions as for the measurements. These boundary conditions in-
clude gas mass flow, feedwater massflow, cold gas outlet tem-
perature, feedwater inlet temperature and pressure. As cold
gas outlet and feedwater inlet temperature are not measured
exactly at the cold end of the heating surface, an estimate
of the temperature difference between the measuring position
and the bundle start had to be made; feedwater heated up by
3 °C for 40 % load, 2 °C for 100 % load, cold gas cooled down
by 3 "C for 40 % load, 2 °C for 100 % load. Table 3 comprises
the boundary conditions assumed for the 40 % and 100 % load
calculation:

A further verification calculation for the 100 \ load case
was performed using the HRB code DERZ. Assuming the same cor-
rections of the temperatures at the cold end. the calculated
heating surface is 3.3 % smaller than installed.

Fig. 8 shows the temperature profile along the calculated
heating surface and the actual temperature measurements. It
can be concluded, that the heat transfer coefficients in
superheater 1 are slightly underpredicted. This same result
has been found by using the afore mentioned code.

A further result of the calculation is the gas side pressure
drop. For a helium mass flow of 48.13 kg/sec a A p of
0.3225 bar was measured. For the nominal mass flow of
49.25 Kg/sec the corrected 4 p amounts to 0.3377 bar. This
value coincides well with the prediction of A p = 0.371 bar.

Table 3: Boundary conditions for verification calculation

(* = calculation output)

Load

40 %

100 %

Gas

ID

27.53

49.36

kg/s

Inlet •)

T

571.2

664.2

°C

P

38.5

38.5

bar

Outlet

T

247.7

246.6

Water/Steam

ro

16.43

40.99

Inlet

P

185.4

218.2

T

148.8

183.9

Outlet *)

P

181.9

203.3

T

563.5

554.2
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Generally, predictions and measurements coincide well, the
measured temperatures being slightly below the prediction.
However, very good conformity is achieved at gas inlet and
steam outlet, which is partly subject to the influence of the
above mentioned assumptions about the cold end temperatures.
These facts lead to the conclusion, that heat transfer coef-
ficients in the evaporator and superheater section are
slightly underpredicted. For the economizer section no com-
parison between prediction and reality can be made due to
lack of measurements along this part.

Load Case 100%
He-massflow 49.2 kg/s
Feedwater massflow 41 kg/s
Steam pressure
(HP-Bundle outlet): 195 bar

150 196

Tube length [rrQ

_8: Temperature distribution along the HP-bundle



210 7. Thermohydraulic Calculation Code DISTEMP

The computer code DISTEMP was designed to perform thermo-
hydraulic calculations of gas heated spiral type steam gene-
rators. In its present form it is not suitable for sizing
calculations, but only for simulation calculation, i.e. the
steam generator thermal performance is worked out based on a
given tube bundle. The output mainly consists of gas-,
water/steam- and tube wall temperatures along the bundle
representing mean values across the bundle.

DISTEMP is a linear code, that determines the heat flow from
the gas to the water or steam using conventional heat trans-
fer correlations. The calculations are started at the "cold
end" of the steam generator and repeated stepwise along the
heating surface using the results of the previous step as in-
put for the actual step, until the end of the surface is
reached.

Some special features implemented in DISTEMP are to be men-
tioned :

- Option to include a hot spot factor, taking into considera-
tion the nonuniform gas side heat transfer coefficient
along the tube circumference.

- Option to upgrade or downgrade the theoretical heat trans-
fer and pressure drop coefficients.

- Option to enter different fouling resistances in economi-
zer, evaporator and superheater section.

- Temperature plot subroutine available.

8. Thermohydraulic Calculation Code DER2

The thermohydraulic calculation code DERZ is used by HRB for
determining the heating surface area of a helically wound
steam generator. Hereby, gas side heat transfer is calculated
according to the slightly modified Grimison correlation in-
cluding a flow factor, whereas waterside the Gnielinski cor-
relation as described in the "VDI-Warmeatlas 1974" is used.

The input consists of geometry, material properties, gas in-
let and outlet temperature, pressure and mass flow rate. On
the water side, also inlet and outlet temperatures and steam
pressure must be specified.

The program calculates the required heating surface, pressure
drops and additional geometrical data as e.g. number of tubes
in the individual cylinders.

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS OF HEAT EXCHANGE
AND HYDRODYNAMICS ON MODELS OF A VG-400 STEAM
GENERATOR TUBE BUNDLE MADE UP OF SMALL
DIAMETER HELICOILS

V.F. GOLOVKO, N.A. IVASKOV, P.I. OBUKHOV,
V.N. POSPELOV, A.I. SERGEEV
I.V. Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy,
Moscow, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Abstract

Features of HTGR steam generators having heat exchange

surface made up of small diameter helicoils are discussed

in the paper. A general approach to optimization of thermo-

hydraulic characteristics of BT-4-00 steam generator design

backed by calculation and experiment are given. Main results

of steam generator assembly's model aerodynamic test are

presented. Data of thermohydraulic tests of a single tube

model in a helium heated test rig are discussed.

At present when designing HTGR steam generators (SG)

the USSR considers the possibility of using tube bundles made

up of small diameter helicoidal coils. Such coils have the

ratio of the mean coil diameter DCp to the tube outer dia-

meter d H from 3 to 14-. The minimum value of the ratio is

defined by manufacturing considerations while the maximum value

is defined ty the coils' diameter effects on its thermohydraulic

characteristics and by the coil's overall dimensions. !The lower

value is also limited by the increasing tubes' ovality when

winding and by changes in wall thickness at the outer and

inner generatrices.

The application of such coils is due to the features com-

bining advantages of straight tube bundles and coils, i.e.

v^ -

O
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ease of manufacture and bundle compactness, interchannel

mixing, self compensation of thermal deformations, improved

heat transfer between inner flow and tube's wall and shifting

of degraded heat transfer boundary to the end of evaporator

section ( X° = 0.7...1). The disadvantages of such coils

are increased number of defects at tube winding (as com-

pared to large diameter coils), stratification of two-phase

flow inside small diameter coils due to centrifugal forces

which may lead to the degradation of heat transfer and re-

sulting temperature fluctuations and overheating of tube's

material at the coils inner generatrix, see ref. / 1 / ; insuf-

ficient knowledge of heat exchange and hydrodynamic processes

in such coils.

Lack of experimental data concerning the problems of

thermal physics and peculiarities of heat exchange in tube

bundles made up of small diameter helicoils predetermined the

following general approach to development of the SG designs:

- investigation of tube bundle geometry influence

(within supposed dimensional range) on distribution of coolant

flowrate over the intertube cross section and of pressure loss;

- investigation of heat exchange feature and influ-

ence of coolant flow redistribution over the tube bundle cross

section on the effective use of heat exchange surface and on

temperature distribution over tubes' perimeter in the boiling

crisis zone in the evaporator section;

- choice of optimum tube bundle dimensions for the whole

SG power range and verification of adopted decisions on a large

scale model.

According to this approach, the experimental substantia-

tion of thermohydraulic characteristics is performed on the

VG -400 SG variant where the heat exchange surface is con-

stituted by small diameter coils.

Seven coils butt-welded at their straight sections form

a heat exchange element, Fig. 1. There is a filler inside

the coils consisting of three steel strips, 19 heat exchange

elements are grouped to hexagonal assemblies each with i t s own

casing.

1 - helium inlet; 2 - helium outlet;

3 - feed water inlet; 4 - steam outlet.

FIG. 1. VG-400 Steam Generator Heat Exchange Element.
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Aerodynamic tests of isothermal models of the GS tube

bundle have been performed according to the experimental pro-

gram.

Investigations have been carried out on models with

rhombic casing, Fig. 2, in which 16 coils are placed on a tri-

angular pitch. The models differed in casings' dimensions,

coils' diameters and longitudinal pitches. Some models had

3-ribbed fillers inside the coils. The coils were wound of

8 mm outer diameter tubes or copper bars of the same diameter.

In the process of winding the tubes acquired ovality

a = d" "—^-.100% - 12.5%, where dS0-* and d^"* - maxi-
A ri n

mum and minimum oval axis. Cross section of bars after winding

remained circular.

Fig. 2. Models' Hydraulic Resistance Factor versus

Ee number and Assemblies' Cross Section.

Hydraulic resistance of models was determined by the static

pressure drop along the assembly. The measurements were made

with 2.5 mm diameter cylindrical probe which could be moved

axially inside the assembly.

Air flow distribution across the bundle was determined

by flow velocity profile at the model's outlet. A comb of four

RLtot tubes was used for this purpose.

Hydraulic resistance factors of models related to velocity

V at the assembly's inlet cross section obstructed with coils

were calculated versus Reynolds number Re = — — where

V '
hydraulic diameter was determined by relation dr =•
where F - assembly's obstructed flow cross section,TF - coils'

perimeter,nr/l- smooth surfaces' perimeter.

Plots of resistance factor variation versus Re number

for three models are given in Fig. 2, / 2 / . The experimental

results for all models have been approximated by the relation

in which determining parameters are Re number, relative trans-

versal S1/ d ^ i n and longitudinal S2 / j ^ 8 * coil pitches

( transversal coil pitch was determined by analogy with in-line

flow-across bundles of straight tubes: + d H
min and d max are the minimum and maximum axes of ova l ) .H ~"u' ~ H

The dependence resistance factor for the single turn:

,Tn»x
B 0.032

S,/c!H
mi!l 1.73 1

where Z - number of coil's turns in the model.

The expression is true for Re numbers' range

Re = ( 17...130) • 10^ with relative pitches between turns

S1/ d max= 2.09...3.9 and S2/ d "** = 1.12...1.82.



Difference between calculated and experimental values does not

exceed + 10%.

Talcing into account variation of the flow density along

the coil the hydraulic resistance factor of a single turn may

be corrected using the following expressions

^ p 1 = § ,,- (1 - 0.8 • 10~5& ,,-Re).

Distribution of heating coolant flowrate in the tube

bundle considerably affects the heat exchange efficiency and

to a great extent defines the coils' temperature state.

Fig.3 depicts some investigation results of air flowrate dis-

tribution over the assembly cross section, namely air flowrate

Q inside the coils to the flowrate Q „ outside the coils

versus Ee number for five models. As shown, the fraction of

flfliY
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Fig. J. Air Plow Ratio Out- and Inside the Coils

versus Re number.

air flowrate inside the coils goes down with the increase of

Re number. Flowrate ratios versus Re number were investigated

on 9 models and summarized as follows:

K 0.844

where K =

BH

F and
np

the coils;

0.866 + 5.731 • 10~6. Re

- air flow cross section in- and outside

d and dp - hydraulic diameter of the flow cross section

out- and inside the coils.

The relationship is true for variation of K = 0.1...1.6.

At present experimental investigation of heat exchange,

hydrodynamics and temperature regimes of small diameter coils

are performed on a single tube models with actual parameters

of helium and steam water circuits. Each model imitates one SG

heat exchange element and consists of 6 coils connected in-series

and arranged vertically in a cylindrical tube. The models

differ in transversal dimensions of the f i l ler placed inside

the coils. Thus in different models various ratios of helium

flowrates are created along the external and internal genera-

trices. Measurements of a number of thermohydraulic characteri-

stics of models are provided during the tests: flowrates,

pressure differences, helium and water (steam) temperatures,

steam generating tube temperatures. During the tests helium

flowrates and temperatures at the model's inlet were



chosen such as to provide at a supposed place of 'boiling

crisis in the evaporator section heat fluxes in the model

equal to those of the actual SG.

Fig. 4 presents experimental obtained curves of tempera-

ture variation of helium flow inside and outside the coil,

water (steam) and heat exchange tube (along the tube) tempera-

tures. As shown, at the end of evaporator section ( at helium

inlet into the model) there is nonuniformity of helium tempera-

ture over the cross section ( the temperature of helium

\

y

—;I B s=as=
mm

/

_——

»

SOD

300-

zoo-

20 30 35

1 and 1 — helium temperature out- and inside the coil;
2 - water (steam) temperature;

3 and 3' - tube outer surface temperature at the outer
and inner coi l ' s generatrices;

4 and 4-' - tube inner surface temperature at the outer
and inner coi l ' s generatrices.

Fig. 4. Helium, Water (Steam) and Heat Exchange Tube
Temperature Discribution along a Single Tube Element.

flowing inside the coil is less than the temperature of helium

flowing outside the coil). Such helium temperature distribution

over the model's cross section affects the tube's temperature

( wall's temperature at the outer generatrix is a bit higher

than at the inner one). The helium temperatures in- and out-

side the coil became progressively equal and over the major

part of model's length helium temperatures over the cross

section are practically the same. It stands for the effective

use of SG tube heat exchange surface.

Aerodynamic and single tube models' tests in combination

with the following full-size assembly experiments on a helium

test rig of increased heat power will enable to ultimately

specify geometrical dimensions and heat engineering parameters

of the SG made up of small diameter helicoils.
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FREQUENCY AND DISTRIBUTION OF LEAKAGES IN
STEAM GENERATORS OF GAS-COOLED REACTORS

R. BONGARTZ, G. BREITBACH, J. WOLTERS
Institut fur Nukleare Sicherheitsforschung,
Kernforschungsanlage Jiilich GmbH,
Julich, Federal Republic of Germany

Abstract

In gas cooled reactors with graphitic primary circuit structures

- as HTR, AGR or Magnox - the water ingress is an event of great

safety concern. Water or steam entering the primary circuit re-

act with the hot graphite and carbonoxid and hydrogen are produced.

As the most important initiating event a leak in a steam genera-

tor must be taken into account. From the safety point of view

as well as for availability reasons it is necessary to construct

reliable boilers. Thus the occurrence of a boiler leak should be

a rare event.

In the context of a probabilistic safety study for an HTR-Project

much effort was invested to get informations about the frequency

and the size distribution of tube failures in steam generators of

gas cooled reactors. The main data base was the boiler tube failure

statistics of United Kingdom gas cooled reactors. The data were

selected and applied to a modern HTR steam generator design. A

review of the data showed that the failure frequency is not con-

nected with the load level (pressures, temperatures) or with

the geometric size of the heating surface of the boiler. Design,

construction, fabrication, examination and operation conditions

have the greatest influence on the failure frequency but they are

practically not to be quantified.

The typical leak develops from smallest size. By erosion effects

of the entering water or steam it is enlarged to perhaps some

mm , then usually it is detected by moisture monitors. Sudden

tube breaks were not reported in the investigated period.

As a rule boiler leak;; in gas cooled reactors are much more rare

then leaks in steam generators of light water reactors and fossil

fired boilers.

1. INTRODUCTION

Water ingress is of particular significance with regard to

safety in gas-cooled reactors with graphitic primary circuit

structures such as HTR, AGR or Magnox. Water or steam penetrating

into the primary circuit reacts with the hot graphite forming

carbon oxides and hydrogen. The most important initiating

event for water ingress is a leakage in the steam generator.

In connection with the probabilistic safety study for an HTR

project /~\/ investigations were made in order to obtain' in-

formation about leakage frequency and leak size distribution

in steam generators of gas-cooled reactors. The main data

base was British gas-cocled reactors. For these reactors

(AGR, Magnox) extensive, processed data material is available

on steam generator failures up the year 1979 chiefly relating

to Magnox reactors /2/, /3/. In addition, failure data were

available for three helium-cooled reactors. The data were

reviewed and checked for transferability to modern HTR steam £<

generators. The selected data were used to derive frequencies o

for various leakage spectra. cji ;

pi
en:
CD '-2. OPERATING DATA OF GAS-COOLED REACTORS

The gas-cooled reactors longest in operation are British i

Magnox reactors built in the course of the sixties. The British

electricity utility CEGB (Central Electricity Generating Board)

operates 16 of these C02-cooled reactors for electricity pro-

duction at 8 sites. Important data for the Magnox stations are

specified in Table I. The reactor power levels were continuously

raised in the course of development while the efficiencies were

improved by increasing the gas and steam temperatures and pressures.



216 Table I : Data of gas cooled reactors

Type

Early
Magnox
Reactors
(steel

Late
Magnox
Reactors
(concrete
vessel)

AGR

HTR

Station

Berkeley
Bradwell
Hunterston A
Hlnkley A
Trawsfynydd
Oungeness A
Slzewell

Oldbury
Wylfa

Hlnkley B

AVR JUIlch
Peach Bottom
Fort St. Vraln

Date of
regular power
operation

1962
1962
1964
1965
1965
1965
1965

1968
1971

1976

1968
1967 «>
1976

Number of reactors
and steam

R

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2

2

1
1
1

generators

SG

16
12
16
12
12
8
8

8
8

24

1
1
12

Povver MW.
and M W , 1)
per reactor

M W ,

138
150
169
250
250
275
290

300
530

620

15
40
330

MWu,

5S8
531
568
971
860
840
9 4 8

9 8 2
1875

1500

46
115
842

1) Design values
2 ) Shut down Oct. 1974

The Table divides the Magnox reactors into early and late

units. The late Magnox types (Oldbury, Wylfa) have prestressed

concrete pressure vessel, in which the whole primary circuit

is housed.

The Magnox series has been phased out with the Wylfa reactors.

Successors are the similarly CO2-cooled AGR reactors in which

higher gas outlet temperatures are reached (above 600°C as

compared to 350-400cC in the Magnox reactors). The first AGR

reactors were completed and put into operation in the mid-

seventies. The Table specifies the two Hinkley B AGR's for

which data on the steam generator behaviour are available.

In the Federal Republic the AVR experimental power station is

the only gas-cooled reactor in operation for which comparable

operating experience has been obtained. The coolant gas used

is helium which reaches a temperature of 950°C at the core

outlet at a pressure of about 10-11 bar.

In the USA the helium-cooled Peach Bottom reactor was in

operation from 1967 to 1974 with a thermal power of 115 MW.

Hot gas temperatures of 730°C were reached at a coolant gas

pressure of 24 bar. Since 1976 the Fort St. Vrain reactor

has been operated as a prototype plant. Its thermal power

amounts to 842 MW. Coolant gas pressure and hot gas tempera-

tures are 40 bar and 770°C.

2.1 Steam Generators

Three principles are usually applied for steam generation

in the Magnox reactors /4/, /5/:

- natural circulation process

forced circulation process

once-through process.

The steam generators of the Magnox reactors were produced

by four manufacturers providing a broad spectrum in terms

of design and manufacture.

The early Magnox reactors work predominantly on the forced

circulation principle according to which water is recirculated

by pumps in the steam generator tubes and heated. The steam

produced is separated in steam drums, superheated and then

fed to the turbines /6/.

The two Dungeness A reactors produce steam according to the

natural circulation process. This involves recirculation

of the water in the tubes due to natural convection. The

steam is separated in steam drums as in the case of forced

circulation.

The late Magnox types and the succeeding AGR's have once-through

steam generators as are also provided in high-temperature



reactors. The characteristic feature of the once-through

system is the fact that all of the water entering the steam

generators arives at the steam generator outlet as superheated

steam so that no steam drums are required.

It should also be mentioned here that two independent steam

cycles of different pressure levels for high-pressure turbines

and low-pressure turbines are integrated in the Magnox steam

generators, except for Wylfa. Table II contains essential

thermodynamic data.

Table I I : Data of gas cooled reactor steam generators (SG) , design values

Station

Berkeley

Bradwoll

Hunterston A

Hlnkley A
Trawsfynydd

Dungeness A

Size well

Oldbury
Wylfa
Hlnkley B

AVR JQIich
Peach Bottom
FortSt.Vraln

exchanged
heat
per SG

MW

73

89

71

162

143

210

237

223

469

125

45

115

70

Inlet oas
temperature

°C

168

175

205

190

184

220

220

235

230

285
275

3 4 0

4 0 0

outlet gas
temperature

°C

345

390

380

378

392

410

410

412

414

650

950

730

770

coolant
pressure

bar

9 '
10

10

14

18

20

19

25

28

41 .

> C O Z

11 I24 tHe
49 J

HP-steam

°C bar

322 22
372 54
374 39

363 48
375 67

393 98

391 48
400 97

396 48
540 160
505 73
540 100
538 170

LP-steam

°C bar

322 S
372 15
374 10

349 14

365 22
395 41

390 19
393 49

- -
541 41 D
— —
_ _

53S 48 1)

1)Reheator

The steam generators of the early Magnox reactors are of

the usual column design with round cross-section. (Typical

dimensions: 0 = 5-6 m, height about 20-30 m). The heating

surfaces are of the order of magnitude of 10,000-50,000 m*.

In the late Magnox reactors the steam generators are accommodated

217 in a prestressed concrete vessel together with the reactor

core (integrated construction). The two Oldbury reactors

have six steam generators each in the usual column configuration,

but with rectangular cross-section. In the case of the Wylfa

reactors, the steam generator system is designed as an annulus

around the reactor core. In the literature it is sometimes

regarded as one steam generator (see /4/) and sometimes as

four steam generators (4 x 90° segments, see /!/). The Wylfa

steam generator design is unique. The failure balance of

the steam generators shows that the compact construction

aimed at in Wylfa presents no advantages over the earlier

conventional steam generators.

The Hinkley B AGR steam generator system follows the Oldbury

design. Twelve steam generator columns with rectangular cross-

sections are arranged around the core in an integrated con-

struction.

The steam generator of the AVR experimental power station

is arranged directly above the reactor core /8/.

While it was still possible to use carbon steels or low-alloy

steels for the Magnox reactors, the superheater tubes of

the AGR's had to be manufactured from austenitic steels (steam

conditions 550°C, 160 bar). A sensitive although technically

controllable area is the connection (bimetal weld) between

ferritic and austenitic steam generator tubes.

Although the AVR test reactor is the gas-cooled reactor with

the highest coolant gas temperature (950°C) at the core outlet,

temperature-resistant ferritic steels (10 CrMo 910) were

still used for the hottest steam generator tubes, since a

main steam temperature of 505°C and a pressure of 73 bar at

the superheater outlet still permit the use of this material.

The American HTR's have been equipped with helically coiled,

once-through steam generators. Similar to the AGR's it was



•Yin also necessary for these reactors to select high-temperature

alloys for the tubing in the hottest sections. Carbon steels

were part ial ly used in the preheaters followed by sections

made of 2 1/4 Cr - 1 Mo. INCOLOY-800 was used in the hottest

superheater zones /12 / .

and systematic defects due to manufacture as well as undue

deviations from the design conditions of operation (e.g.

inappropriate water chemistry). Such systematic defects cause

about 80 % of the failures (see / 3 / ) . The remaining failures

can be regarded as random fai lures.

3 . STEAM GENERATOR F A I L U R E S IN G A S - C O O L E D REACTORS U N T I L 1 9 7 9

In the following, the failure data will be specified and the

causes, sizes and progression in time of the failures will

be discussed.

3.1 Total Number of Failures

A total of 313 leakages occurred at the reactor stations

listed in Table III during roughly 1500 calendar years of

steam generator operation; these were almost exclusively

heating tube failures / 3 / .

This gives a failure frequency of 0.21 per steam generator

and year for an average operating age of the steam generators

of approx. 11 years (these are calendar years, downtimes and

part-load operation are not included). The highest failure

frequency is found for the Wylfa steam generators amounting

to almost 0.7, whereas the AGR's have not yet exhibited any

failures in the observation period. Among the steam generators

in operation for a longer period of time, the 8 Dungeness A

units have proved to be most reliable. Only a single failure

occurred in more than 13 years of operation.

3.2 Causes and Sizes of Failures

Most of the steam generator failures in the reactors listed

in Table III occurred in the f i rs t few years of operation

and were identified as being caused by faulty design. Faulty

design will be understood here as both defects in design

Table III

Station

Berkeley
Bradwell
Hinkley A
Trawsfynydd
Dungeness A
Sizewell
Oldbury
Wylfa
Hunterston A
Hinkley B
AVR
Peach Bottom
Fort St. Vrain

Number of
steam generators

16
12
12
12
8
8
8
8
16
24
1
2
12

Years of
operation
(until 1979)

16.5
16.5
14
14
13.5
13
11.5
8.5
11 (until
3
10
7.5
5 (until

Years of steam
generator operation

264
198
168
168
108
104
92
68

1975) 176
72
10
15

1981) 60

tuba
failures

10
112 a )

4 .
39 b )

1 c.
16 c )

6 d.
4 6 e
75 S )

0
1 f.
2 f )

1

1503 313

a) mainly weld defects which led tc leakages in the high-pressure

section during the f i rs t few years of operation;

b) most of the leakages caused by poor water quality (mainly

high-pressure section);

c) 10 tube failures in the 7th and 8th year of operation

in the high-pressure section, 3 leakages after 1975 in

the low-pressure section;

d) corrosion, erosion (fretting), defects in design

e) predominantly failures in the low-pressure section occurring

in the f i r s t few years of operation; one large leak in the

cra! range in the high-pressure superheater;

f) small tolerable leaks on the tube plate / 13 / .
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The failures at Bradwell, for instance, were chiefly caused

by poor weld seams leading to water ingress after a short

period of operation. The failures at Trawsfynydd resulted

from corrosion effects due to inadequate water chemistry.

General causes cf failure leading to steam generator leakage

in gas-cooled reactors essentially include

- corrosion due to poor feedwater quality

- corrosion-erosion effects

- fatigue due to vibrations

- fretting due to vibrations.

The typical steam generator leak develops due to erosion

of the water (or steam) passing from the secondary into the

primary circuit from extremely small dimensions up to cross-

sections which lead to significant increases in the moisture

contents of the coolant gas. Such evolution processes can

take days to months. The maximum leaks produced are several

mm2 in size.

Leak sizes in the cm2 range are rare events. They occur as

a result of massive tube wall thinning over larger areas.

In tube bends, for example, the magnetite layer on the water

side can be continuously destroyed (chipping, reconstruction,

renewed chipping etc.) due to alternating local thermal stres-

sing, which may lead to a high loss in wall thickness. For the

reactors listed in Table III, only one leak of this size occur-

red at Hunterston A during the 1500 years of steam generator

operation examined.

Major damage such as the simultaneous failure of several tubes

- caused, for example, by the impact of broken pipes - has not

occurred to date in the reactors specified. Damage such as the

failure of tube plate connecting cylinders or thick-walled

headers has not yet been experienced either.

3.3 Failures in Different Steam Generator Sections

The Magnox reactors (except for Wylfa) are provided with

two steam cycles (high-pressure section, low-pressure section).

From the respective start of operation until 1975 data are

available on the distribution of steam generator failures

between the two cycles /2/. The total of 251 tube failures is

divided into 86 for the low-pressure section and 165 for the

high-pressure section. As many as 90 high-pressure failures,

mainly in the preheater region, were encountered at Bradwell,

while Hunterston dominated with 55 leakages - mainly superheater

in the low-pressure section.

It has been reported in /3/ that the failure distribution

over the steam generator sections preheater, evaporator and

superheater during the period from 1975 to 1979 can be essen-

tially regarded as uniform.

The AVR high-temperature test reactor had a small leak in the

superheater section /9/. Another small leak in the superheater

bundle from INCOLOY-800 occured in the Fort St. Vrain HTR /10/.

3.4 Progression in Time of Failures

It has already been mentioned in Section 3.2 that most of the

failures occurred in the first few years of operation. The

following Table IV shows the number of failures for the indi-

vidual years of operation over a period of 8 years for eight

Magnox stations with a total of N = 92 steam generators.

The cumulated number of failures per steam generator and year

decreases from 0.8 to about 0.3 which clearly indicates that

defects in design lead to damage especially during the initial

period of operation.



Table IV: Progression in time of failures tor 8 Magnox stations
with N = 92 steam generators over a period of 8 years

t
(year)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

failures in
the t-th year

75
64
41
13
19
3
6
9

cumulated number
of defects £

75
139
180
193
212
215
221
230

Z
N x t

0.815
0.755
0.652
0.524
0.461
0.389
0.343
0.313

When E/fiM • t) is approximated by a function f of the form f = A • t
— D 4 9

f = 0.96 • t "•" (t in years) is obtained. The quantity £/(N • t)

thus shows a more or less 1/JT"1 behaviour; or rather, the cumu-
6 + 1

lated number of defects ( £= N • A • t ) is about proportional

to ,rr.

4. DERIVING A PROBABILITY FOR THE OCCURRENCE OF LEAKAGES

AND A LEAK SIZE DISTRIBUTION

It can be seen from Table II that the steam generators are sub-

jected to rather different loads. The steam generators of he-

lium-cooled reactors are subjected to highest stressing. The

question now arises of whether there is a correlation between

stressing level, geometrical size and leakage probability.

A closer study of the failure data shows that the failure

frequencies for the individual plants do not increase either

with the geometrical size of the steam generators or with

the thermal and pressure load. It can be seen, for example,

that the steam generators with the largest heating surface,

i.e. those of the Dungeness A plant, only exhibit one leakage

during their entire period of operation. Moreover, not a

single leakage failure has occurred in the AGR steam generators

which are comparable to the HTR's with regard to temperatures

13

and pressures. The main factors of influence on the failure

frequency are rather the design, manufacture, testing and the

operating conditions.

It may be appropriate to critically view the failures that

have occurred, before deriving an average failure frequency

from the data material available. The large number of leakages

in the Bradwell steam generators mainly results from systematic

weld defects. The Wylfa steam generators exhibit an unusual

design which, moreover, was modified to deviate from the

original concept for want of space. Difficulties with the

steam generators have been encountered from the onset of operation.

The failures at Wylfa and Bradwell will not be taken into

consideration for deriving the probability of occurrence for

failures; in this way, the progress and process of learning

in steam generator development is accounted for.

Neglecting Bradwell and Wylfa leads to 155 failures in 1237

years of steam generator operation, resulting in an average

number of 0.13 failures per steam generator and year (i.e.

one failure per steam generator in about 7.5 years on average).

The heating tube failures are with one exception small leaks

extending at most into the mm2 range. Under the steam cycle

conditions of a modern HTR concept, a leak cross-section of

1 mm2 on the feedwater side would lead to a water ingress

rate in the range of 0.1 kg/sec.

Heating tube failures in the cm2 range are rare events. Only

one leakage of this type has occurred in a bend of the evapo-

rator section at Hunterston A. Related to 1237 years of steam
— 4generator operation, a value of 8 - 1 0 per steam generator

and year is thus obtained for leak cross-sections in the cm2

range. The leakage rate under HTR steam conditions is in the

range of 10 kg/sec for 1 cm2 on the feedwater side.



Major damage such as the failure of a tube plate connecting

cylinder has not yet been experienced. In the absence of

empirical values, a figure of 10 per m and year as specified

in WASH-1400 /11/ can be referred to for the failure of the

connecting cylinder. The length of the cylinders is of the

order of 1 m so that a failure probability of 10 per steam

generator and year is obtained.

With a view to the effects of water ingress accidents the divi-

sion according to leak sizes specified in the following appears

meaningful. The probabilities of occurrence, W, specified for

the individual categories are explained further below.

It should also be noted here that this is a probability of

occurrence averaged in time for a steam generator operated

for approximately ten years. It should be borne in mind that

the failure probability at the start of operation is higher

than after several years of operation.

1st category: small leaks in the range of a few mm2;

W. =0.13 per steam generator and year•

2nd category: medium leaks from a few mm2 to a few cm2;

W = 10~2 per st

(geometric mean]

W, = 10 per steam generator and year

3rd category: large leaks greater than 2F with F the cross

section of a boiler tube;

w3 = 10
-5 per steam generator and year

(geometric mean).

The majority of leakages falls under the 1st category so that

the figure of 0.13 specified on page 220 is a measure of the

frequency of small leaks.

The value available for medium leaks is at the upper category

221 limit (8 • 10 for leaks in the cm2 range). In order to account

for small leak:; extending into the second category, W,

lected as the geometric mean of 0.13 and 8-10-4

Accordingly, the figure for large leaks results from the geo-

metric mean of 8-10 (leaks in the cm2 range) and 10

(failure probability for tube plate connecting cylinders).

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The results obtained until 1980 for steam generator leakages

give a good idea of the reliability of steam generators in

gas-cooled reactors. It is certainly meaningful to update

these statistics using above all the experience gathered with

AGR1 Recent data on the reliability of AGR steam generators

seem to indicate that the leakage frequencies will probably

decrease if the latest data are included.

Technological progress in steam generator technology has thus

made it possible to simultaneously increase the performance and

reliability of steam generators in gas-cooled reactors.
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DYNAMIC SIMULATION OF STEAM
GENERATOR FAILURES
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Abstract
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A computer program will be described which is capable to simulate severe
transients in a gas heated steam generator. Such transients may arise in
the safety analysis of accidents resulting from failures in the heat remo-
val system of an HTGR power plant.

Important failure modes which have to be considered are ruptures of one or
more steam generator tubes leading to water or steam ejection into the pri-
mary system or anomalous operating conditions which may cause damage due
to excessive themal stress. Examples are the complete dryout as a conse-
quence of feedwater interrupt in connection with continuing gas heating and
the reflooding of the secondary channel with cold feedwater after dryout.

The steam generator program which is capable to simulate accidents of this
type is written as a module which can be implemented into a program system
for the simulation of the total heat rejection system. It based on an ad-
vanced mathematical model for the tTO phase flow taking deviations from
thermal equilibrium into account. Mass, energy and momentum balances for
the primary and secondary fluid and the heat diffusion eauations for the
heat exchanging wall form a system of coupled differential equations which
is solved numerically by an algorithm which is stiffly stable and suppresses
effectively oscillations of numerical origin.

Results of the simulation of transients of the type mentioned above will
De presented and discussed.

1 . Introduction

The computer program SIKADE-2, which is introduced with t h i s

paper is part of a program system which has been developed for

the dynamic simulation of accidents in HTGR p lan t s . I t simulates

the t rans ient reponse of typical HTGR steam generators on f a i l -

ures in the steam generator i t s e l f or from abnormal operating

conditions which may come about as a consequence of fa i lu res



in the heat removal control system or from interventions by the

plant operating personnel.

Abnormal conditions which have been taken into consideration

until now are:

1. rupture of one or several steam generator tubes,

2. dry-out of a steam generator following a shut-off of the

feed water supply and continuing heating on the primary side,

3. flooding of the steam generator after dry-out with cold feed

water.

A rupture of steam generator tubes effects a water or steam in-

gress into the primary system of the reactor. Since steam gene-

rators in HTGR plants are normally operated at fairly high pres-

sures on the secondary side (in the range of 200 bars) and since

the gas pressure is much lower (in the range of 40 to 50 bars),

high ejection rates result which increase the pressure in the

primary system. For a long lasting water or steam ingress the

pressure build-up may become large enough to endanger the con-

finement of the primary system. Water ingress accidents, there-

fore, have gained considerable attention in the past within the

frame work of HTGR risk analysis.

Dry-out and re-flooding will cause severe thermal stresses which

may result in a degradation of the steam generator performance.

Time and space dependent temperature fields within the steam

generator which are evaluated from a dynamic steam generator

program may be used as boundary conditions for stress analysis.

2. Geometric Modelling

super-heatiny sections the same desiyn mode is used in most cases

but an arrangement of straight tubes with the gas flow parallel

to the tubes has also been realized. Some steam generators have

sections with downward flow and other sections with upward flow

on the secondary side.

In order to meet the requirements of a variety of different de-

signs the input specification of geometry is based on a scheme

as sketched in Fig. 1. The steam generator is regarded as con-

sisting of an abitrary number of sections with different geo-

metry, different materials and different inclination against

gravitational forces. All sections are connected in series with

regard to flow on both sides. The flow direction in the primary

and secondary channel may be opposite as shown in Fig. 1 but pa-

rallel flow is also admitted. More complicated cross connections

of flow on the primary side between different sections cannot be

treated with the present status of program development. Fluid

ducts which are thermally isolated may also be specified in the

same manner with the heat exchanging area set equal to zero.

223

Most of the steam generators used in HTGR plants are designed

at least in the economizer and evaporator part as a system of

tube bundles with cross flow of the gas to the tubes. Preferred

is an arrangement of the tubes in form of helix bundles. In the

1: Geometric Model of the Steam
Generator design.
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3. Mathematical Modelling

The equations governing the behaviour of the steam generator

are basicly partial differential equations with time and space

vectors as independent variables. The fluids are modelled by

a set of equations representing mass-, energy- and momentum con-

servation. The heat transport within the walls of the tubes is

described by a two-dimensional heat diffusion equation which

takes the radial and axial heat diffusion into account. The coup-

ling to the primary gas flow and the secondary two-phase flow

is achieved by heat transfer correlations which, in the latter

case, vary according to the local flow regime.

The two-phase flow in the secondary channel is governed by six

coupled partial differential equations representing mass-, energy

and momentum conservation for the two phases. Every pair of these

equations is coupled by interphase transfer coefficients for

mass, energy and monentum. Since mass, energy or momentum lost

by one phase is gained by the other one these coefficients have

the same absolute value but different sign in every pair of

equations. The sum of any pair of equations, therefore, does

not contain these exchange coefficients, because they cancel

each other. The equations obtained in this manner are denoted

as "mixture equations". The original system of equations and

the system of the three mixture equations, each supplemented

by one of the corresponding equations for one of the two phases

is mathematically equivalent.

The complete system of equations has been formulated and discussed

in several articles /1,2,3,4/. It appears to be the most advanced

approach but it is not capable to predict the radial flow distri-

bution in the different flow regimes without additional correla-

tions.

The SIKADE-program is based on a simplified approach which is

obtained if the complete system of equations is reduced to four

equations. The energy transfer between the two phases is suppo-

sed to be given by the interphase mass transfer times the local

difference of steam and liquid enthalpy. Since the mass transfer

rate is a quantity appearing in the phase continuity eauations

either one of the energy equations or one of the continuity eaua-

tions can be eliminated by substitution. The original set of

two continuity and two energy equations is thus reduced either

to one (mixture) continuity equation and two energy equations

or two continuity equations and one mixture energy eauation.

The latter version has been selected for modelling in this program.

We note that thermal equilibrium is not yet assumed by implica-

tion. It would have to be assumed if the system of three equations

is further reduced to two mixture equations only. Thermal equili-

brium is not presupposed in the model underlying the program

from reasons which will be discussed later.

The two momentum equations are replaced by the mixture equation

only, supplemented by empirical correlations for two-phase fric-

tion and steam slip. Slip and frictional pressure gradients would

come out as a result if the two momentum equations are used but

the present knowledge about interphase momentum exchange in the

different flow regimes seems to the author to be not more reliable

than the friction and slip correlations available from literature.

The program is based on a one-dimensional approach in space for

both fluid channels. This is certainly adequate for two-phase

flow inside of tubes with small diameter since correlations are

available which take radial distributions of fluid density and

mass flow density properly into account. For the primary gasflow

channel, however, this assumption implicates that the same axial

distribution of gas temperature is assumed for all parallel tubes

of a bundle.

The system of conservation equations has to be supplemented by

a set of "constitutive" equations which define the pressure and

temperature dependence of the thermodynamical properties of the
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fluid. For water and steam these auantities are evaluated by

subroutines which are based on IFC-formulations /17/.

Correlations for such auantities as heat transfer coefficients

steam slip, friction coefficients, criteria for the incipience

of boiling or for departure from nucleate boiling are included

into the program as subroutines. Thus, correlations can easily

be exchanged without interference to the mainstream of the pro-

gram if, for instance, they should be replaced to meet a more

recent state of knowledge.

For numerical integration each section of the steam generator

is subdivided into an arbitrary number of discretization volumes.

The dimensions of these volumes are given by the appropiate free

flow area and an incremental height obtained from the total length

of the section divided by the number of subdivisions. The original

set of partial differential equations is then transformed to a

system of coupled ordinary differential equations by applying

Gauss' integral theorem to each volume. This type of generating

difference equations is known as finite volume method.

Let V be a finite volume with its center at the axial coordinaten

z which has common interfaces with neighbouring volumes v _. and

Vn+1 a t z = z
n-1/2

 a n d Z = Zn+1/2 respectively (see Fig. 2).

v n . Fig. 2: Finite Volume Differencing
of the Flow Channel

Then the integration of the mixture continuity equation

dp
at = o

yields the following ordinary differential equation

d M

d t
~ wn-1/2 wn+1/2

(1)

(2)

where m is the mass flow density and M the total mass inven-

tory of volume = A and = A m n + 1 / 2 are

where p is an average value

the mass flows at the two interfaces of the volume. The mass

inventory is defined by Mfl = Vnp

of the mixture density within the volume. Expressed in terms of

water and steam density p is given ny

= p
wn

psnQ (3)

where p and
w p are averages of the water and steam density

respectively and a the volummetric steam fraction in the volume

V . The mass flo*

means of the momentum equation.

V . The mass flows appearing in equation (2) are evaluated by

An analogous transformation of the mixture energy equation yields

the following differential equation

d U

d t - Hn-1/2 " Hn+1/2 Jn-1/2 " Jn+1/2 (4]

where U is the total energy inventory of the volume, H ._

and H n + 1/ 2
 a r e e n t h a lPY fluxes while J

n _ i / 2
 an<^ J +1/2 a r e k i n e~

tic energy fluxes at the interfaces to the neighbouring volumes.

Q is the total heat flux into the volume. The enthalpy flux is

defined by H = w h where h is the enthalpy density at the inter-

face. Upwind differencing is used for sake of numerical stability,

i.e. the enthalpy associated to each interface is set equal to

the average enthalpy density in the upstream volume.



226 The energy inventory is yiven by

U = V (n n*
[ 1 - a ) h + P ah + E ) - V Pl ' wn sn sn n' n n (5)

where h and h are average values of the water and steam en-
w s

thalpy respectively, E is the average value of the kinetic

energy density and P the average pressure within V .

Kinetic energy terms are included in the modelling of this pro-

gram. Their contribution is normally small but may become signi-

ficant if, for instance, a tube rupture leads to large flow rates.

The mixture momentum equation can be written as a partial diffe-

rential equation in the form-

dt
(m v) = - - g cos8-p - F (7)

where m is the mass flow density of the mixture (averaged over

the tube cross section). (m v) denotes the two-phase momentum

flux density which, in general, is composed of a water and a

steam contribution in the following manner

(m v ) = mwvw + ms vs , (8)

v and v are water and steam velocities respectively. The

second term on the right side of Eqn. (7) is the gravitational

pressure gradient and F the friction pressure gradient which

may be written in the form

F = 1
dH

I |m| m , (9)

where c is a two-phase friction coefficient.

Integrating equation (7) over a finite volume V. of the flow

channel yields

dm,
— — = t\

dt
H- A

- Vk g cose (10)

In this equation m denotes an average value of the mass flow

density within the volume V , <m v > k _ 1 / 2 '
 < m V>L- + I/2

 a r e momentum

fluxes, and Pk_i /2'
 Pk+1/2 P r e s s u res on the interfaces of the

volume which it has common with neighbouring volumes.

Since the average value of the mass flow density appearing on

the left side of equation (10) has to be associated to a mass

flow value at a volume interface in the corresponding equation

for mass or energy conservation the finite volume grid used for

the momentum equation (10) must be staggered with regard to the

grid used for the continuity and energy equation.

The gradient of momentum flux is relatively small compared with

other terms on the right side of equation (10) if the flow is

in a single phase region without phase change. In the evapora-

tion region, however, it forms the dominant contribution to the

total pressure gradient.

Numerical experiments with different algorithms for the simula-

tion of compressible fluid flow by C.W. Hirt /4/ have shown that

the momentum convection may be a source of numerical instability

leading to oscillations of the solution of the system of finite

difference equations which do not correspond to oscillatory solu-

tions of the system of the exact differential equations. The

method of donor cell differencing which is recommended in ref.

/4/ to suppress this effect, therefore, has been used in the

formulation of the momentum difference equations in this program.

The correctness of the evaluated pressure distribution along

the secondary flow channel has considerable influence on the

results of a transient simulation of the two-phase flow. This

results mainly from a feedback of the momentum equation to the
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energy equation via the pressure dependence of the saturation

temperature.

In the subcooled region vapor bubbles are generated in the super-

heated water layer adjacent to the wall. If the bubbles grow

beyond this layer or detach from the wall, they recondense within

the subcooled bulk flow. The finite steam content results from

the continuous generation and the finite lifetime of the vapor

bubbles.

In order to take this effect into account the second continuity

equation for the vapor phase is used to implement a vapor bubble

generation and recondensation model into the two-phase flow model.

The vapor continuity equation in its finite volume form may be

written as

d M

d t
= wsn-1/2 " wsn+1/2 Vn r

Svn Sn rssn (11)

r is the volume steam generation rate and r the sur-where

face generation rate. M is the vapor inventory in the volume
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An essential contribution to the total pressure drop in the secon-

dary flow channel may come from the reyion of subcooled boiling

where a considerable fraction of steam may be present in spite

of the presence of subcooled water. Fig. 3 shows measured total

pressure losses in an electrically heated tube ass a function

of inlet water flow velocity /5/. For comparison the pressure

loss in the unheated tube is also shown. The pressure loss cha-

racteristics of a heated channel with subcooled boiling flow

is well demonstrated in this figure. The abnormal pressure drop

behaviour at moderate and low inlet flows is known to be the

origin of the parallel channel ('Ledinegg')-instability. A theo-

retical evaluation of the flow conditions in this experiment

reveals that the assumption of thermal equilibrium would predict

no steam generation at all in this case. Realistic modelling,

however, shows that the steam fraction is considerable in the

mass flow region where the pressure drop has its minimum and

that the momentum flux contribution is dominant there.

r
ss

(12)

where qL is that fraction of the total heat flux density which

is consumed for vapor generation instead for convective heat

transfer immediately to the water. The volume rate r is nega-

tive due to vapor condensation and may be written in the form

r = - — a P ,. ,,

where t is an effective vapor bubble lifetime. The lifetime

depends on the local bulk fluid subcooling and, beside other

quantities, on the local mass flow density. A theory of bubble

lifetime has been developed and compared with measurements in

ref. /6/. The latent heat flux density q is assumed to be given

by the excess heat flux beyond the pure convective heat flux in

the region of partial and fully developed nucleate boiling shown

as a hatched area in Fig. 4.



228 Two-phase phenomenon a u t h o r ( s ) , r e fe rence

4: Heat Flux as a Function of Wall
Temperature for Partial and Fully
Developed Nucleate Boiling.
C: Curve of Convective Heat Transfer,
B: Curve of Fully Developed Boiling.
Hatched Area: Assumed Fraction
of Heat Consumed for Vapor Bubble
Generation.
q. Heat Flux at Incipience of
Bailing.

In the simulation example discussed in the next chapter the

following empirical or semi-empirical two-phase correlations

are used:

Two-phase phenomenon author (s), reference

Single phase heat transfer in
bended tubes

Incipience of boiling

Fully developed boiling

Partial boiling

Steam slip ratio

Pethukov, B.S. /8/ (1974)

Davis, E.J., Anderson,
G.H. /11/, (1966)

Muller, F. /9/, (1967)

Interpolation between
the incipience of boil-
ing and heat flux q, on
the curve of fully aeve-
loped boiling as shown
in Fig. 4

Marchaterre, J.F., Hoglund,
B.M. /10/, (1962)

Steam quality at departure from
nucleate boiling

Critical heat flux
high pressures ( >100 bar)

low pressures ( <100 bar)

Post dry-out heat transfer

Doroshuk, V.E., Levitan,
L.L., Lantzman, F.P. /12/,
(1975)

Peskov, O.L., Subbotin,
V.I., Zenkevich, B.A.,
Sergeyev, N.D. /13/, (1961)

Becker, K.H. /14/, (1965)

Groeneveld, D.C. /15/,
(1973)

The gas flow in the primary channel is modelled in an analogous

manner as the single phase steam flow on the secondary side, i.e.

by a system of three conservation equations for mass, energy

and momentum.

Numerical integration of the resulting system of differential

equations is performed with the backward difference algorithm

of second order accuracy /16/. The method is semi-implicit and,

therefore, requires the solution of a large system of nonlinear

difference equations in every time step. This is achieved by a

combination of successive overrelaxation and Newton-Raphson ite-

ration techniques.

For an adequate representation of a large steam generator an

amount of 50 to 100 finite volumes should be specified. Since

every volume is represented by eight differential equations

(3 for the primary, 4 for the secondary flow and one for heat

exchanging wall) a system with a total amount of 400 to 800 dif-

ference equations results. The computational effort required to

solve this system is nevertheless economic compared with an ex-

plicit method because the BDF method allows relatively large

time steps due to its stiff stability.



4. Demonstration example

The example which will be discussed below has been selected to

demonstrate the response of the program to an event sequence

which comprises an initial tube rupture followed by an interrup-

tion of the feedwater supply (causing a partial dry out) and a

subsequent attempt to restart the steam generator operation.

The steam generator layout underlying the example resembles a

typical HTGR unit with a power rating of 100 MW under normal

operating conditions.

An arrangement of parallel tubes in form of helix bundles is

assumed for the economizer, the evaporation and the superheating

section. Downward flow is assumed on the secondary side and cross

flow to tubes on the primary side.

In order to keep the "downhill" evaporation stable each tube is

equipped at the feedwater entrance with an orifice acting as

a choke valve. The collective feed water supply line has upward

flow direction. The wall of this line is assumed to be thermally

isolated at the outer surface.

The transient starts from steady stale conditions. Imposed ini-

tial conditions and same values characterizing the initial state

are listed below.

Tube dimensions are chosen as follows:

tube outer diameter

tube wall thickness

numoer of parallel tubes

tube material

total heat exchanging area (primary)

2,50 cm

0,26 cm

80

Incoloy 800

1200 m2

Inlet gas temperature

outlet yas temperature

inlet feed water temperature

outlet steam temperature

primary mass flow

secondary mass flow

primary inlet pressure

secondary inlet pressure

secondary outlet pressure

secondary pressure at fluid saturation

650 degr.C

250 degr.C

180 degr.C

509 degr.C

48.14 kg/s

40.00 kg/s

4U bar

236 bar

200 bar

213 bar.

For the primary channel a free flow area of 1.6 m i s assumed.

The primary heat t r a n s f e r c o e f f i c i e n t according the chosen bundle

geometry i s ca l cu l a t ed from c o r r e l a t i o n s recommended in re f . / 1 8 / .

The following sequence of imposed boundary condi t ions i s used

for the example:

Time(s)

0 rupture of a tube at the outlet of the last superheater section,

10 reduction of feedwater massflow to zero within 3 sec.,

10 reduction of the primary massflow from 48.14 to 4.2 kg/s

within 20 sec.,

60 restart with increase of the feedwater flow from zero to

22 kg/s within 10 sec.,

70 increase of the primary mass flow from 4.2 kg/s to 25 kg/s

within 20 sec.
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oon Fig. 5 shows the history of the total massflow of the two-phase

mixture in that tube which is subject to rupture. The simulation

shows a sharp peak of the mass flow which, initially, is concen-

trated to a small part of the tube near the rupture position.

Critical flow conditions prevail for a rather short period of

time only (about 0.7 s). Rapidly increasing frictional pressure

losses decrease the pressure inside the tube in the neighbour-

hood of the open end in such a manner that the outflow becomes

subcritical with a short delay. The disturbance of mass flow

spreads with increasing time along the channel towards the in-

let but remains limited to that region where steam is present.

Steam generation during the subsequent period with no feedwater

supply tends to fill the heated part of the tube completely with

vapour. Fig. 7 shows the progressive extension of the steam frac-

tion inside the tube. The short region near the inlet which re-

mains free from steam is the unheated feedwater supply line.

The secondary wall temperature is shown in Fig. 6. The temperature

distribution experiences a temporary break down in the super-

heater region in the time interval from about 20 to 30 sees

after initiation of the transient. This is a consequence of the

temporary interruption of gas heating about 10 sees after the

tube rupture.

The evaporation region is shifted against the outlet forcing

the wall temperature down to values slightly above the local

saturation temperature. Fig. 7 shows that the outlet steam

fraction drops in the same time interval slightly below 1 which

a means that, temporarily, wet steam appears at the open end

of the broken tube.

Water pumped into the tube during the subsequent period of steam

generator restart acts like a piston which pushes the steam con-

tent towards the end of the tube. The effect is counteracted

to a certain degree by condensation of steam in the liouid/steam

time Is)

Fig. 5: Massflow distribution

shown from two different view angles

(s)

Fig. 6: Secondary wall

temperature
Fig. 7: Steam volume fraction



contact region. The mass flow in this contact region is only

moderately disturbed obviously because the steam can easily es-

cape at the open end of the tube.

The time dependent pressure distribution inside the tube is shown

in Fig. 9. The exit pressure is determined by the pressure bound-

ary condition at the broken end. The inlet pressure, on the con-

Lraiy, is treated as a dependent variable which is calculated from

the prescribed inlet mass flow. The inlet pressure decreases dur-

ing the initial period of time due to the depressurization at the

exit and increases during the final period due to forcing the in-

let massflow for restart of the steam generator.

Fig. 8 shows the time behaviour of the heat flux at the inner

wall of the tube. The change from convective heat transfer to

nucleate boiling can easily be identified during the initial

time period up to 50 s from the higher level of heat flux density

in the region of nucleate boiling. Short living peaks of the heat

flux appear at the transition to departure from nucleate boiling.

These peaks arise if a finite volume which was in the state of

pobt dry-out heat transfer changes to nucleate boiling because

the DNB boundary has changed its position in the channel. The

transition to nucleate boiling causes a sudden release of part

of the heat which was previously stored in the wall. It should

be kept in mind, however, that the response of the program is

not a quantitative simulation of the fluctuations which are nor-

mally present in this region. The program operates with heat

transfer correlations in the post dry-out region which are known

to be time averages of a strongly fluctuating process of dry-out

and rewetting.

The temporary increase of heat flux near the inlet observed at

the beginning of steam generator restart between 64 and 76 s re-

sults from a release of heat which was stored in the wall of the

unheated feedwater supply line during the preceding transient.

Fig. 8: Secondary heat flux

density

Fig. 9: Secondary pressure

distribution

">,°v

The extended region with high heat flux densities observed dur-

ing the reflooding period results from an extension of the re-

gion of nucleate boiling due to the decreased pressure inside

the tube which, meanwhile, has attained an average value of

about 60 bar. The transition to post dry-out heat transfer is
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ogo more pronounced oecause the difference between nucleate boiling

and post dry-out heat transfer at this pressure is larger than

the difference at the rather high pressure level present at the

Deginning of the transient.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

A free flow area

c two-phase friction coefficient

dH hydraulic diameter

E kinetic energy density

F friction pressure gradient

H enthalpy flux

h enthalpy

h vaporization enthalpy

J kinetic energy flux

m local mass flow density

m average mass flow density

M total mass inventory of a volume V

M water mass inventory of a volume V

M steam mass inventory of a volume V

P pressure

q latent heat flux density

Q heat flux

S heat exchanging area

U total energy inventory of a volume V

V "finite" volume

v fluid velocity

w total mass flow

w water mass flow

w steam mass flow

z axial coordinate

a steam volume fraction

8 inclination angle vs. horizontal direction

r volume steam generation rate

r surface steam generation rate

P two-phase mixture density

P water density

P steam density

Z vapour bubble lifetime
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